
Mismanagement, “Jumpers,”  
and Morality

“Management is taught as a discipline, which can be applied in any organi-
zation, including those in which the employees are highly skilled and highly 
trained. In this context the ‘in-experienced’ manager’s tendency is to conceal 
his ignorance or to assume she has all the answers. This ethnography illustrates 
this all too frequent behavior but also shows how this difficult situation can be 
managed with ethics and aplomb. While the context of this study is a kibbutz in 
Israel, the situation applies around the world in many different types of organi-
zation, from universities, to information technology, to health care and profes-
sional service firms like lawyers and accountants. This book is a must read for 
any human resources manager filling such a position or any manager taking up 
such a role and perhaps even more importantly, for any professional managed 
by someone without your professional expertise.”

—Roxanne Zolin, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Executives’ morality and ethics became major research topics following recent 
business scandals, but the research missed a major explanation of executives’ 
immorality: career advancement by “jumping” between firms that causes igno-
rance of job-pertinent tacit local knowledge, tempting “jumpers” to covertly 
conceal this ignorance. Generating distrust, ignorance cycles and mismanage-
ment, this choice bars performance-based career advancement and encourages 
immoral careerism, advancing by immoral subterfuges. Such careerism is a 
known managerial malady, but explaining its emergence proved challenging as 
managerial ignorance is covertly concealed as a dark secret on organizations’ 
dark side by conspiracies of silence.

Managerially educated and experienced, Dr. Shapira achieved a breakthrough 
through a five-year semi-native anthropological study of five “jumper”-managed 
automatic processing plants and their parent firms. The book untangles common 
ignorance and immoral careerism, concealed as dark secrets by executives who 
“rode” on the successes of mid-level “jumpers” who high-morally risked their 
authority and power by admitting ignorance and trustfully learned local tacit 
knowledge. The opposite choice tendencies accorded power, authority, and sta-
tus rankings, which made practicing immorality easier the higher one’s position, 
suggesting that the common “jumping” between managerial careers nurtures 
immoral executives similar to those exposed in the recent business scandals.

Reuven Shapira is a Senior Lecturer (Emeritus) of Social Anthropology and 
Sociology in The Western Galilee Academic College in Acre, Israel.
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Foreword

Mismanagement, “Jumpers,” and Morality by Dr. Reuven Shapira makes 
for extraordinarily rewarding reading. This book gets at the root causes 
behind the immorality and incompetence of corporate executives, traits now 
exposed regularly in financial crises, bankruptcies, fraud investigations, and 
books on the evils of “casino capitalism.” This rich anthropological study 
is relevant to scholars and organizational actors in management, leadership, 
organizational studies.

Generalization and case studies:
In an era of “big data” and quantitative social science dominance, read-

ers may be tempted to wonder how can they learn anything from long-
term studies of the management practices in a few Israeli kibbutz-owned 
cotton gin plants. After all, these unique organizations, based on putative 
democratic/ethical principles developed in an unusual and young country, 
represent only a tiny fraction of the industrial organizations of the world. 
Though the book contains wonderfully vivid, extremely long-term ethno-
graphic case studies of inter-kibbutz cotton gins, the question remains why 
readers should care about inter-kibbutz organizations management if they 
are not interested in Israel. I experienced an analogous phenomenon when 
studying the Mondragón industrial cooperatives in Spain. These organiza-
tions and the general lessons to be learned from them are largely and incor-
rectly dismissed as irrelevant to the rest of the world. They are treated as 
exceptions and therefore the challenges and the support they offer for vari-
ous analytical frameworks are dismissed.

In fact, the very exceptionality of such cases often tells us much more 
about social phenomena than studies of “typical” organizations. It is a rule 
of science that what happens in the world must be possible. Thus kibbutz, 
cooperatives, and other less common organizational forms tell us much 
about the boundaries of the possible in organizations. They often teach us 
great lessons about possibilities forgone in more conventional organiza-
tions. But they can also teach us much about processes found within them 
that are also found in more conventional organizations but may be seen in 
sharper relief in these less common venues.
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x Foreword

This is the case in Shapira’s book. The disastrous ignorance and immoral 
behavior of fly-in managers who are “parachuted” in by various means 
(patronage among powerful people, executive headhunters, and various 
kinds of boards of governors and trustees) has rarely been more effectively 
and descriptively portrayed than in Shapira’s study. Based on long-term eth-
nographic research and on being a member of the kibbutz, which is one 
of the owners of the organizations he analyzes, this study documents in 
remarkable detail the negative impacts of importing managers and placing 
them at the pinnacle of a hierarchical work organization.

Logic alone would counsel against such practices because the best prac-
tices in industrial organization are based on matrix organization, flattened 
hierarchies, team-based organization, and the collaborative posing and 
resolution of organizational problems. Creating authoritarian, hierarchical 
organizations with Tayloristic structures reporting only to the organizational 
apex is a recipe for organizational failure. The hierarchy itself encourages 
isolation of the manager, even well-intentioned ones, from the value cre-
ation process in the organization and means that she/he will have little real-
time knowledge of the context in which management decisions will have 
to operate. That is bad enough, but when the now popular practice of hir-
ing in managers from outside the organization is put into such a structure, 
a perfect storm is created. Not only does the hierarchy isolate the leader 
from knowing anything meaningful about the organization but the outsider 
does not in fact know nearly anything relevant about the organization, its 
technologies, its processes, etc. Faced with changes, turbulence, and needed 
decisions, many such managers conceal their ignorance by detachment and/
or imposing their authority and blaming others in the organizations when 
their plans fail. This is a recipe for predictable disaster. We have seen these 
processes at work in the financial firms, banks, political systems, and publi-
cally held corporations whose bosses made their only goal increasing the 
profits to the external shareholders and cost us all a world economic crisis. 
This mode of organization and concealment has undermined or demolished 
many organizations in the private and public sectors including manufactur-
ing and service companies and educational institutions.

So what Shapira portrays in the inter-kibbutz cooperative environment is 
a vivid close-up view of why these management practices are a disaster. The 
book shows very clearly that it is precisely such a set of practices make it 
impossible for organizations operating in a turbulent, competitive environ-
ment to be learning organizations. When the boss knows next to nothing 
and has to cover it up, the organization cannot adapt in any meaningful 
way. And the rest of the stakeholders are aware of it and often disgruntled 
and even hostile, making for an unproductive and morally repugnant work 
environment.

This seemingly localized set of stories actually link directly to the leading- 
edge literatures in socio-technical systems design, lean production, and team-
based management. Shapira’s work bridges into the significant community 
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Foreword xi

of industrial democracy researchers starting with Trist, Herbst, Emery, and 
Thorsrud and continues the work of many Scandinavian work researchers, 
for collaborative, team-based organization is the only viable and sustainable 
form of industrial work organization.

In the end, Shapira’s cases show that it is not merely the lack of ethics 
of these fly-in managers that is the core problem. Rather, their behavior 
and positioning prevents their organization from learning and making good 
decisions. Hiring practices that bring in such people and place them at the 
apex of a hierarchical work organization are also to blame, as are those who 
implement such hiring systems.

Moral commitment in social research as an analytical strength:
Finally, Shapira’s book arises out of his frustrated commitments to open, 

competent organizational structures run on a solidary basis. Moral com-
mitment in research is generally punished by armchair positivist social sci-
ence as being “biased” and therefore not “objective.” This red herring is an 
excuse for the moral nihilism of much social science, nihilism that is every 
bit as destructive as immoral mismanagement of companies. It is precisely 
Shapira’s commitment to good, competent, and sustainable organizational 
systems and behavior that fueled this work and that brought the destructive 
effects of “fly-in” management to the fore. In this case, righteous anger and 
powerful ethnography coalesce to bring home the central analytical lessons 
in a way that cannot be ignored.

Davydd J. Greenwood
Goldwin Smith Professor of Anthropology Emeritus

Cornell University, USA
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Glossary

CCMI—Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance.
I-KOs—Inter-Kibbutz Organizations of which I-KRCs are one type.
I-KRCs—Inter-Kibbutz Regional Cooperatives called “Regional Enter-

prises”; each is owned by and serves tens of kibbutzim of a certain 
region.

“Jumping”—Career advancement through alternating managerial jobs 
among organizations (e.g., Downs 1966).

Kibbutzim (singular: Kibbutz)—Communal egalitarian agro-industrial set-
tlements which, inter alia, grow cotton.

LLCT—Leadership Life Cycle Theory (e.g., Hambrick 2007).
Im-C—Immoral Careerism; advancing one’s career by non-performance, 

immoral means.
OPM—Other People’s Money; the executive tendency to waste public 

money.
“Parachuting”—An Israeli term for the import of an outside “jumper” 

called “parachuted manager” to an executive office.
Pe’ilim (singular: Pa’il)—Kibbutz member managers and administrators 

of inter-kibbutz organizations whose kibbutz received for their work 
either no salary or a uniform one.

PM—Plant Manager; mostly a pa’il from one of the kibbutzim that owned 
the gin plant.

Rotatzia (rotation)—A kibbutz-declared norm of limiting managerial office 
for a few years, formally aimed at preventing oligarchy but enhancing 
it in practice.

S&GH—Stripper & Ground Harvester, a gin plant’s first cleaning machine 
of raw cotton (e.g., www.lummus.com).

TM—Technical manager in charge of both ginning and equipment 
maintenance.
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Preface

Extremes can identify the phenomenon as no other means. According to 
Hanna Arendt’s 1963 book, the vice that promoted Eichmann to a high 
Nazi position from which he organized the industrialized extermination of 
millions of Jews and others, i.e. immoral careerism (Im-C for short), is a 
common vice of mass society. In view of the business scandals in the last 
decade, managerial ethics and morality has become a major topic of orga-
nizational research; this is not true of Im-C. For example, the 58 Sage jour-
nals of management and organization studies have 966 article abstracts that 
contain the word “career,” but only five that contain either “careerism” or 
“careerist,” though already Riesman’s 1950 book decried American manag-
ers’ transition from high-moral serving of the social good to pursuing pri-
vate ends at others’ expense. Likewise, ethnographers found Im-C prevalent 
among corporate managers, but they missed a major explanation of execu-
tives’ immorality: career advancement by “jumping” between firms that 
causes ignorance of job-pertinent tacit know-how and phronesis (Greek for 
practical wisdom), tempting “jumpers” to defend authority and status by 
covertly concealed managerial ignorance (hereafter: CCMI). CCMI causes 
distrust and ignorance cycles, which generate mismanagement that bars 
performance-based career advancement and encourages Im-C, advancing 
by bluffs, power abuses, scapegoating, and other self-serving subterfuges. 
Though Im-C is a known malady of large organizations, its explanation 
missed the tendency of “jumpers” to use CCMI, probably because this use 
remained on organizations’ dark side, kept as a dark secret; that is, its very 
existence was a secret.

“Jumpers” are common: one study found that 58% of US executives 
were “jumpers” and another found this true of 33% of CEOs in the 500 
S&P firms, but the ample organizational knowledge and management learn-
ing research missed a crucial question in this regard: Which practices do 
“jumpers” use as they face inevitable ignorance of job-essential local tacit 
know-how and phronesis of their new job that subordinates have due to 
specialized education, practicing jobs, and learning within communities of 
practitioners?
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xviii Preface

Learning local know-how and phronesis requires vulnerable involve-
ment that exposes one’s ignorance and gains locals’ trust and will to share 
tacit knowledge. However, ignorance exposure diminishes authority, which 
may be regained only if learning succeeds. Due to large knowledge gaps, 
“jumpers” often see little prospect for successful learning, avoid admitting 
their ignorance, use their powers for CCMI, generate distrust and igno-
rance cycles, as well as mismanagement that bars performance-based career 
advancement and encourages Im-C. But exposing the emergence of Im-C 
proved challenging both due to CCMI and because anthropologists did 
not study how managers handle their own ignorance as they could not be 
participant observers as managers. Managerial education and experience 
plus anthropological education enabled me to achieve a breakthrough in a 
five-year semi-native anthropological study of five “jumper”-managed auto-
matic processing plants and their parent firms. The book untangles Im-C 
emergence, how CCMI user executives became immoral and “rode” on the 
successes of mid-level managers, who high-morally risked their authority 
and power by admitting ignorance and trustfully learning local tacit knowl-
edge. The opposite morality accorded inverted power, authority, and status 
rankings, which made practicing Im-C easier the higher one’s position, sug-
gesting that the common “jumping” careers nurtures immoral executives, 
similar to those exposed in the recent business scandals.
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1  Practicing Covertly Concealed  
Managerial Ignorance

This is a study of immoral mismanagement by intelligent, educated, and 
experienced but mostly job-ignorant managers and executives, who 
advanced careers by “jumping” between organizations. The books teach 
that effective management requires managers to learn and know a lot, hence 
much research and countless writings have been devoted to the study of 
organizational knowledge and management learning. However, one cru-
cial question was missed: Which practices do managers use when they are 
promoted and face inevitable ignorance of job-essential local know-how 
and phronesis (Greek for practical wisdom; Flyvbjerg 2001), which some 
subordinates know well due to specialized education and/or practicing jobs 
and learning in communities of practitioners (Orr 1996)? In order to learn 
from the knowledgeable it is necessary to admit one’s own ignorance, but 
such admission is problematic, degrading one’s managerial authority. Eth-
nographer Blau (1955) found that senior professionals in a US enforcement 
agency defended their professional authority by consulting only with juniors 
rather than with senior peers when facing the need for more knowledge to 
cope with especially problematic tasks, avoiding exposure of their ignorance 
to the latter, who decided one’s professional authority in the department. 
Ignorance exposure is even harder for an executive: Intel CEO Grove (1996: 
144) hesitated much before admitting his ignorance of computer program-
ming to Intel’s programmers when he wanted to learn their job secrets prior 
to leading a corporate transformation that required such know-how.

Many executives avoid such admissions, using their power to conceal 
and/or camouflage their ignorance by means of bluffs, abuses, double talk, 
shirking problematic tasks, and other subterfuges, scapegoating others for 
resulting own mistakes and failures and concealing these immoral deeds 
as dark secrets, i.e., their very existence is secret, veiled on organizations’ 
dark side by conspiracies of silence.1 Only few studied managerial igno-
rance, but these few found it common.2 Studies of managerial effectiveness 
concur: Ineffective managers advanced careers more than effective ones 
(Luthans 1988); among Gallup-studied 80,000 managers only a few were 
effective (Buckingham and Coffman 1999), as found by others as well.3 
Many ethnographers, from Collins et al. (1946) to Mehri (2005), uncovered 
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2 Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance

managerial ignorance of employees’ know-how and phronesis as admitted 
corporate CEOs,4 while an executive at a large US industrial corporation 
explained executives’ incompetence thus:

“In the 1960s we thought we were really terrific. We petted ourselves on 
the back a lot because every decision was so successful. Then came the 
recession, and we couldn’t do anything to stop it. . . . it became clear that 
we don’t know the first thing about how to make this enterprise work”

(Kanter 1993[1977]: 53).

However, neither Kanter nor other ethnographers studied executives’ 
handling of their own ignorance (Roberts 2012). Ethnographers’ findings 
concerning managers’ bluffs, power abuses, scapegoating, and other such 
subterfuges, suggest that by these immoral means they defended author-
ity and jobs, concealing mistakes, ignorance, and incompetence.5 However, 
managers’ morality was not grasped as a personal strategic choice (e.g., 
Mintzberg 1987) that affected ignorance handling, and the finding that man-
agers used immoral means was rarely related to covertly concealed mana-
gerial ignorance (CCMI for short). Such means are kept as a dark secret, 
seemingly explaining how the research missed CCMI as a common strategic 
personal choice. Also stupidity research missed CCMI and explained mis-
management just by psychological dysfunction (Sternberg 2002), although 
ignorance escorts promotion: one takes charge of at least some unfamiliar 
units/functions, lacking their “[p]ractical wisdom . . . [which is] emerging 
developmentally within an unceasing flow of activities, in which practitio-
ners are inextricably immersed” (Shotter and Tsoukas 2014b: 377). How-
ever, her/his authority and power enable avoidance of immersion and, as 
cited, many found that managers often use immoral means to veil CCMI 
and resulting incompetence because

“. . . it is not the generalized knowledge of science that is required 
in prudently leading people and handling human affairs, but a special 
sensitivity to the unique contours of the circumstances in which leaders 
happen to operate each time”

(Shotter and Tsoukas 2014a: 240).

A review of managerial stupidity studies concurs: “academic and prac-
tical intelligence are not highly correlated,” managers develop practical 
intelligence (phronesis) by sharpening their abilities, while simultaneously 
increasing and narrowing them (Wagner 2002: 60). “Phronesis [is] know-
ing what to do and how to do it, at the right time and with the right 
people, with the right mix of persuasion and challenge and the right sense 
of what to leave unsaid and undone. . . . the crucial knowledge . . . is 
knowing which facts and theories matter, when to use which skills, and 
who should perform actions” (Schweigert 2007: 339–340). Phronesis 
develops by learning local tacit know-how through ignorance-exposing 
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Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance 3

authority-risking vulnerable immersion in practitioners’ deliberations that 
engenders trust, knowledge sharing, and problem-solving.6 Managers’ mis-
takes, failures, and incompetence are explicable by CCMI through using 
immoral means which are kept dark secrets, veiled on organizations’ dark 
side, and by employees’ avoidance of sharing knowledge with distrusted 
managers who use immoral means, secrecy, and information and knowl-
edge as control means.7

Managerial morality and ethics became a major research topic after 
Enron, Worldcom, and other such scandals,8 but research missed the pos-
sibility that executives’ amorality stemmed from opting for CCMI that led 
to immoral careerism (hereafter Im-C) because CCMI barred moral career 
advancement through performance. According to Arendt (1963) the com-
mon vice of mass society that promoted Eichmann to a high Nazi position 
from which he organized the industrialized extermination of millions of 
Jews and others, was Im-C. Dalton’s (1959: 152–157) mid-levelers asserted 
that their bosses advanced by immoral, non-performance means and many 
authors, from Riesman (1950) to Wilson (2011), found that managerial 
Im-C was all too common.9 However, the etiological connection between 
Im-C, CCMI, incompetence, and mismanagement, were missed probably 
because mostly managers were not aware of their own ignorance (Kruger 
and Dunning 1999) and because they used status, authority, and power to 
conceal their ignorance as a dark secret.

This begs major unanswered questions: Was CCMI largely missed as a 
dark secret that explains the common vice of Im-C? Does managerial career 
advancement by “jumping” between firms (Downs 1966) as is common 
these days10 encourage CCMI and Im-C that result in mismanagement? Do 
mid-levelers further mismanagement by emulating a “jumper” boss’s CCMI 
and Im-C or does contrary choice by some of them amend her/his misman-
agement and help its continuity?11 Does such an ignorant boss advance 
career by “riding” on mid-levelers’ successes, which encourages her/his 
CCMI and Im-C? Do prospects of career advancement by the auspices of 
patrons rather than by performance encourage CCMI and Im-C? To what 
degree are the two encouraged by contextual factors such as an oligarchic 
field in which sponsored mobility is dominant?12

It is not incidental that organizational anthropologists rarely studied 
executives (Welker et al. 2011), heeding the advice given by sages of old: 
“Don’t judge others until you have stood in their shoes.” They faced a major 
barrier: they could not be executives and “stand in their shoes”; their par-
ticipant observations as workers did not uncover higher-ups’ dark secrets. 
For example, Mehri (2005: 199), an engineer at Toyota’s R&D department, 
found that its new manager was “incompetent and spineless” and that the 
previous manager put “his puppet in [his] place so he [could] keep pulling 
the strings from another department,” but untangled nothing about higher-
ups’ role in the fiasco, for instance whether they disengaged it to conceal 
their own ignorance of the expertise required of this “puppet” to manage 
effectively.
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4 Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance

Semi-Native Longitudinal Anthropology Exposed 
Executives’ Dark Secrets

In order to untangle the dark secrets of executives’ and managers’ ignorance 
concealment anthropologists must become insider-outsiders (Gioia et al. 
2010) among them, while in order to assess their expertise levels (Flyvbjerg 
2001: 10–16) and how these impacted behaviors such as CCMI an ethnog-
rapher needs managerial education, referred expertise, i.e., expertise in other 
action domains that facilitates the learning of local practices, their language, 
and interactional expertise—that is, expertise that does not make one a full 
expert but enables fruitful communication with experts.13 This enables fruitful 
interviewing of the executives, subordinate managers, employees, ex-employ-
ees free to criticize higher-ups, and trade experts to untangle executives’ per-
sonal strategies and functioning. Then an anthropologist “enters executives’ 
shoes” and explain them as if s/he is one of them who witness their dark 
secrets such as bluffs, power abuses, and other subterfuges that conceal igno-
rance, incompetence, and a lack of experience-based learning (Morgan 2015). 
Lengthy fieldwork is also required in order to gain full trust, openness, and 
managers’ genuine rapport unattainable by a temporary employee, the orga-
nizational anthropologist’s usual status. Moreover, when managers practice 
CCMI, secrecy prevails since even speaking of one’s knowledge may have 
negative effects by generating pressure to reveal knowledge, which superiors 
can use against one’s interests (Mehri 2005). Hence, an anthropologist may 
need years to become trusted enough to gain access to local secrets.

I overcame these barriers by a unique semi-native longitudinal anthropol-
ogy: A native anthropologist studies his/her own people and being too close 
to them s/he may adopt their particularistic views (Narayan 1993), while 
outsider ethnographers often miss locals’ sincere views and/or other decisive 
insiders’ knowledge (Gioia et al. 2013: 19). I have avoided both by studying 
five cotton gin plants and their parent inter-kibbutz regional cooperatives 
(hereafter I-KRCs), each owned by dozens of kibbutzim and managed by 
their members called pe’ilim (singular: pa’il), which emulated Israeli capital-
ist firm managers. Like them I was a kibbutz member, had a similar manage-
rial education, and had experienced management at my kibbutz’s automatic 
processing plant that its problems resembled those of plants studied; unlike 
other ethnographers I knew some managers long before the study and the 
high-moral kibbutz context that socialized them.14 I approached pe’ilim as 
their peer and interviews often turned into openly discussed common prob-
lems, and I gained access to their documents. I entered the field to explain 
its culture like other anthropologists, without choosing a research design 
in advance. I aimed at thick description (Geertz 1973) based on variegated 
data collected while participating in local life and sensing subjects’ feelings, 
building much mutual trust with informants and achieving openness so that 
full, reliable, accurate, and sincere information led to my analysis.15

However, the present book utilizes much more extensive knowledge of 
mismanagement, since after studying gin plants for five years I studied it in 
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other inter-kibbutz organizations (hereafter I-KOs) and in kibbutzim, as will 
be explained below. However, I use the analytic strategy of developing case 
description (Yin 1988: 107) to ground my theory.

The Main Theory

Ample literature has been devoted to educating executives by management 
science theories and findings, but Shotter and Tsoukas (2014a: 240) suggest 
that something else is required:

“. . . it is not the generalized knowledge of science that is required in 
prudently leading people. . . but a special sensitivity to the unique con-
tours of the circumstances . . . an ability to be guided . . . by contingent 
sensing as each new step brings us into new circumstances, where pre-
established rules or recipes cannot . . . apply.”

However, executives who conceal ignorance to maintain an authoritative 
image may not try to acquire “a special sensitivity to the unique contours of 
the circumstances” and “an ability to be guided . . . by contingent sensing . . .  
[of] new circumstances” since in order to be motivated for such learning 
one must know why “pre-established rules or recipes cannot, in principle, 
apply” to these circumstances and be aware of the need to acquire “practi-
cal wisdom and judgment . . . emerging developmentally within an unceas-
ing flow of activities” (Shotter and Tsoukas 2014b: 377). These authors 
and many others emphasize the decisiveness of tacit local know-how and 
phronesis acquired by practicing jobs, as Flyvbjerg (2006: 362) empha-
sized: “phronesis requires experience.” According to Schön (1983: 49) “our 
knowing is ordinarily tacit, implicit in our patterns of action and our feel 
for the stuff with which we are dealing,” and similarly Orlikowski (2002: 
249): know-how and phronesis are “constituted and reconstituted as actors 
engaged in the world of practice.”16

However, executives often do not know how lower ranks “engage the 
world of practice,” cope with work problems, and solve them through 
“constituting and reconstituting” know-how and phronesis; as shown by 
ethnographers, executives’ job routines rarely encourage engaging such cop-
ing and feeling “the stuff with which” employees are dealing;17 they can 
defend knowledgeable images, authority, and power by avoiding ignorance-
exposing engaging employees’ problem-solving. Ignorance of at least some 
of employees’ know-how and phronesis is unavoidable as with promotion 
one takes charge of unfamiliar units/functions which s/he did not experi-
ence, have no feel of their stuff, do not know their staffs’ expertises, and 
have little if any of their tacit know-how and phronesis. Research did not 
allude to such managerial ignorance, alluding only to problems of acquir-
ing skills with promotion from the ranks. The new executives may learn the 
processes by which the products or services are produced, but might not 
learn how these processes function and the tacit know-how and phronesis 
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6 Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance

of operators, technicians, and foremen who practice these processes.18 To 
learn these executives must indwell and assimilate in employees’ problem-
solving,19 but to do this they need to cognize their own ignorance, which is 
rare (Kruger and Dunning 1999) and to cognize that managerial problems 
are often incorrectly formulated and/or ill-defined, lacking essential infor-
mation, and have no single correct answer; only sincere cooperative efforts 
with knowledgeable locals generate correct formulations and solutions.20

However, like others I have found that locals’ sincere cooperation with 
and help for the executive’s learning requires her/his practicing ignorance-
exposing trust-creating vulnerable involvement.21 Managers’ trustful 
relations with employees are essential for knowledge sharing, learning, 
problem-solving, decision-making, and innovating.22 But as explained, trust-
creating ignorance exposure diminishes one’s authority, hence it is often 
avoided unless encouraged by circumstances (Grove 1996: 144) and/or by 
one’s habitus (Bourdieu 1990), past successes (Shapira 1995b, 2013), and 
prospects of learning due to pertinent expertise or referred expertise (Collins 
and Sanders 2007). Ignorance-exposing vulnerable involvement leads to vir-
tuous trust and learning cycles, while ignorance-concealing detachment or 
seductive-coercive autocracy engenders distrust and ignorance cycles, sum-
marized thus (Shapira 2015):

Table 1.1 Ignorance-Exposing Vulnerable Involvement versus CCMI

Virtuous Trust and Learning Cycles versus Vicious Distrust and Ignorance Cycles

Managers’ opting for ignorance-
exposing vulnerable involvement 
and avoiding use of information 
as a means of control creates trust 
relationships with employees

Managers’ choice of either detachment 
or coercive-seductive autocracy 
conceals ignorance; they use 
information to control employees and 
engender their distrust

 
Trusting relationships engender 

openness and knowledge sharing 
that enhance managers’ learning, 
correct decisions employees’ 
motivation and successes

Distrust causes employees’ secrecy that 
inhibits managers’ learning, causing 
mistaken decisions, indecision, 
failures, destructive conflicts, and use 
of subterfuges

 
Successes further the above process; 

managers gain interactional 
expertise and job-competence, 
enhancing innovation

Immorality furthers secrecy and learning 
inhibition; managers’ incompetence 
adds mistakes and failures enhances 
conservatism

 
The resulting innovation-prone, high-

trust culture enhances learning 
from innovation mistakes, furthers 
managers’ knowledge and the 
virtuous trust and learning cycle

Conservatism spares some mistakes but 
causes others’ brain drain, furthering 
the negative effects of a low-trust 
culture and the vicious distrust and 
ignorance cycle
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Managers’ habituses, expertises, perceived vulnerability, psychological 
safety, efficacy, prospects of career advancement, and other reasons impact 
their alternative choices.23 Burns and Stalker (1961) called high-trust, 
innovation-prone cultures “organic” as against “mechanic,” low-trust, 
conservative-prone cultures. The former are rarer, as suggested by cited 
bureaucracy ethnographies and cited literatures on trust/distrust, on the rar-
ity of effective managers, on managerial ignorance, on organizations’ dark 
side, and managerial careerism literature. The above model helps explain 
this rarity by managers’ use of information and knowledge as means of 
control while defending their authority and power by practicing CCMI. 
With the “practice turn” organization studies rediscovered the concept of 
practice. A major advantage of the “practice lens” is its critical power,24 but 
organizational ethnography has not used this “lens” to analyze the impact 
of executives’ ignorance and rarely studied executives (Welker et al. 2011), 
while formal studies failed to untangle their dark secrets, including their 
own ignorance, which they often missed, and hence could not inform stu-
dents of it (Harvey et al. 2001; Kruger and Dunning 1999).

The Focal Plant and the Case Studies

Israeli kibbutzim, which owned the researched plants, were intended as 
high-trust high-moral democratic communities: their abstemious officers 
did not receive extra remuneration, had only few status symbols, and used 
scanty weak sanctions (Rosner 1993). Pe’ilim executives and managers 
of I-KRCs (inter-kibbutz regional cooperatives) were ex-kibbutz officers; 
thus one would expect to see high-moral democratic management, but the 
opposite was found. For five years I intermittently visited the focal Merkaz 
high-capacity automatic cotton gin plant (a pseudonym, as are all names 
hereafter) and its I-KRC’s well-kept industrial park, during which I held 
both many casual talks and lengthy open interviews of up to an hour and 
a half with 168 current and former plant managers (hereafter PMs) and 
staff, both pe’ilim and hired employees, plus 24 executives of its parent 
I-KRC, as well as cotton growers, some of them more than once (interviews 
recorded in writing; many were home interviews with a transcript of 565 
folio pages). Intensive participant observation was made as a shift worker 
along the focal plant’s 3.5-month high season when it operated non-stop 
24/7 and included visits to the other shifts. My registrar job enabled me 
some writing during the shift and further details were added after it, result-
ing in a 791-page observation journal. Then I toured four other gin plants, 
observed their premises, and interviewed 63 present and past executives and 
managers (331-page transcript). The longitudinal ethnographying, with free 
access to focal plant documents and 255 interviewees of all echelons both 
past and present, plus many informal talks with others, made it possible to 
thoroughly check all major information and assertions, avoiding outsiders’ 
naivety. It enabled experiencing managers’ experiences, understanding them 
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8 Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance

from within, and having thick descriptions, judging them as if I stood in 
their shoes.25 Moreover, I analyzed and re-analyzed my data several times 
over the last 30 years, repeatedly returning from aggregate dimensions to 
first-order concepts (Gioia et al. 2013).

Merkaz had two processing units in some 2,000- and 2,500-square meter 
halls full of large noisy machines connected by huge pipes, and the larger unit 
in which I worked was operated by some 240 electric motors of approximately 
3000 horsepower. The two together processed 650–700 tons of raw cotton 
daily during the high season, September–December. Raw cotton was brought 
to the yard and then to processing units in compressed stacks of eight tons 
on 6 x 2.5 meter metal stretches which stood on six one-meter-long iron legs 
transported by specially built tractor-pulled hydraulic carriages (Figure 1.3). 
The main product, bales of quarter-ton cotton fibers, were stored in three 
stores, some 2,000 square meters each, until shipped to spinning mills, mostly 
abroad, while the cotton seeds were lorry-transported to oil extraction plants.

Merkaz’s permanent staff included 10 pe’ilim and 17 hired employees, 
supplemented by some 70 hired workers in the high season, when opera-
tions continued 24/7. Seven pe’ilim managed the plant: the PM, his deputy, 
the technical manager (hereafter TM), his deputy, the stores manager, garage 
manager, and office manager. The plant was a part of Merkaz Regional 
Enterprises I-KRC owned by some 40 kibbutzim with some 12,000 inhabit-
ants and handling much of their agricultural input and output in six plants 
with some $US350 million sales (e.g., Niv and Bar-On 1992). It was admin-
istered by some 200 pe’ilim and operated by some 650 hired employees (see 
Merkaz I-KRC and the gin plant organizations charts below). Kibbutzim 
received uniform salaries for pe’ilim’s work whose formal term of office was 
five years, in accord with the supposedly egalitarian rotatzia (rotation; e.g., 
Gabriel and Savage 1981) norm at kibbutzim, but senior pe’ilim violated 
it, retaining jobs for decades or moving from one I-KO executive job to 
another (Shapira 1995a, 2005).

I commenced my research by interviewing the Merkaz CEO and 23 exec-
utives who portrayed themselves as servants of the kibbutzim, repeating the 
mantra: “The Regional Cooperatives are the extended arm of the kibbut-
zim.” However, I discerned obliviousness to inefficiencies and ineffective-
ness, preference of growth and technological virtuosity to obtain power, 
prestige, privileges, and tenure (Galbraith 1971). While the executives of 20 
local kibbutz plants, studied by me earlier, sought effectiveness, efficiency, 
and innovation to succeed in competitive markets, Merkaz plants had no 
direct competition, marketing their produce through national marketers, 
some of which were partly owned by kibbutzim and managed by pe’ilim. 
Such was the national Cotton Production and Marketing Council, which 
assessed cotton fiber quality and marketed cotton in Israel and abroad. All 
10 Israeli cotton gin plants belonged to I-KRCs, owner-kibbutzim obliged to 
use the services of their specific I-KRC, and paid using a “cost plus” system 
known for the inefficiency it encouraged.
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I studied Merkaz cotton gin plant intensively and four other gin plants less, 
as depicted. Early interviews and intermittent observations raised the suspi-
cion that managers were mostly ignorant of the plant’s uncertainty domains 
(Crozier 1964) of technical, technological, operational, and skilled man-
power problems, while the efficient cotton growing by kibbutzim ensured 
plants’ viability despite mismanagement with the “cost plus” system. Coping 
with the problems of plants’ uncertainty domains was learned exclusively 
on the job; hence I held mini-seminars with nationally renowned ginning 
experts, learned plants’ problems, and acquired “know-that” before learn-
ing “know-how” (Brown 2001) by participant observation as bales registrar.

Then I was so knowledgeable that technicians and foremen asked me 
why I would not succeed their intelligent and educated but ignorant of gin-
ning PM, a pa’il whom I called Shavit. I used this knowledge for the less 
intensive study of the four other gin plants and found that only five of 32 
outsider executives studied, three PMs and two CEOs, were effectively and 
knowledgeablely job-competent. These findings corresponded with obser-
vations by Arbiv, a past TM of Northern Gin Plant and top ginning expert 
who became an R&D engineer at the US labs of the world’s largest ginning 
equipment producer (hereafter: WLGEP).

“The manager of the Coastal Gin Plant who also headed the national 
Gin Plant Association reached the conclusion that a good technical 
manager is just a good mechanic and did a bad service to the entire 
industry. Take Gornitzki from the Coastal Gin Plant—he’s an excellent 
mechanic but during his first five years as technical manager he had no 
idea about cotton. Fortunately for him, he had two senior shift foremen 
who did know something about it and saved him . . . And do you think 
he knows anything about it today? Did you see the automatic sampler 
he designed? Did you see how he failed with the sampler he wanted to 
construct by himself to save US $20,000 by avoiding purchasing it from 
an experienced manufacturer?”

Observing this failure and a few others when visiting other plants, includ-
ing the failed Gornitzki’s sampler, clarified the large gap between a good 
mechanic and a professional TM of a high-capacity automatic cotton gin 
plant. This gap was indicated by another top-level expert based on his 
20 years of experience as the head of national cotton fiber grading labora-
tory, a graduate of a major professional school in Mississippi whose lab’s 
grading decided Israeli cotton fiber bales’ market value:

“Only very few people knew the [ginning] trade . . . At each gin plant 
there was the administrative [plant] manager who did not last long, 
a pa’il whose circulation decided continuity rather than the gin plant 
[needs], this was the worst defect, because until one learns the sub-
ject [of ginning] . . . a plant manager needs at least 5–6 years. The 
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Figure 1.2 Organization Chart of the Merkaz Gin Plant during the High Season

professionals who did the ginning, its changes and innovations were hired 
mechanics, often good mechanics who knew nothing about cotton— 
there was a huge gap between [knowing] the technical side and under-
standing cotton. The Gin Plant Association provided some training 
which was minimal, some [professional] Americans were invited to 
train these technicians, but often the latter did not have enough know-
how to overcome the complex problems.”

Job-Ignorance and Managerial Conservatism and Stupidity

My data corroborated these portrayals of gin PMs and TMs as mostly job-
ignorant and stupidly conservative but my explanation of the etiology of 
common ignorance and incompetence differs meaningfully. Before present-
ing it, here is one example of stupid conservatism: in the late 1960s some 
US gin plants developed a mechanized transportation system of raw cot-
ton from the fields by a specially equipped lorry called Mover, which self-
loads an eight-ton compressed stack of raw cotton, and then transports and 
unloads it into an automatic feeder, which feeds the cotton gradually into 
the ginning process. Some Israeli cotton growers and gin plant managers 
saw this transportation system at work in 1971, but the first Mover and an 
automatic feeder were only installed in Israel in 1978. During this period 
the booming Israeli cotton industry ignored the US innovation and heavily 
invested in expanding the locally built tractor-pulled carriage transportation 
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12 Practicing Covertly Concealed Managerial Ignorance

system. Merkaz’s farmers used some 100 such carriages and some 2,000 
steel stretches to transport cotton from as far as 50 kilometers, meaning a 
two-hour drive instead of a lorry’s 45–50 minutes (Figure 1.3). In the early 
1980s Merkaz’s Movers and automatic feeders spared some 85 drivers plus 
12 workers at the two processing units.

Figure 1.3 Three Generations of Raw Cotton Transport Technology
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Cost could not explain the Mover system’s delay for a decade; enlarging 
the less efficient transportation system to suit needs was no less costly, while 
sparing its extra operation costs would have repaid the investment in Mov-
ers and automatic feeders within a short period. Thus, the only plausible 
explanation was executives’ ignorance and authority-defending stupid con-
servatism, as asserted by Merkaz Deputy PM Danton, an ex-cotton growing 
manager who proposed the adoption of Movers four years earlier.

The prime cause of the job-ignorance and stupid conservatism of almost 
all CEOs studied, most PMs and a third of TMs, was their practice of CCMI 
and Im-C, due to the dominance of I-KRCs’ management by “jumper” 
CEOs: all 10 CEOs in the five I-KRCs I studied or about whom I have 
information were outsider pe’ilim “parachuted” to their jobs, a term used 
in Israel for the direct import of high-status outsiders to executive offices; 
only two of them from Northern I-KRC chose ignorance-exposing vulner-
ably involved management of its plants and encouraged similar involve-
ment and virtuous trust and learning cycles of its PMs and TMs, leading 
to excelling in both efficiency and effectiveness (see Chapter 4). The other 
eight CEOs were mostly detached and ignorant of gin plants’ uncertainty 
domains (e.g., Crozier 1964): technical, technological, operational, and 
skilled manpower problems, much like the avoidance of such domains by 
British executives (Armstrong 1987), avoidance which research of high-
involvement work practices missed (e.g., Pohler and Luchak 2014). Similar 
to laypeople, CEOs mostly preferred to deal with well-known and under-
stood domains of action, avoiding unacquainted domains and problems for 
which their know-how and phronesis might have proved insufficient/imper-
tinent, requiring them to endanger their authority and job by exposing their 
ignorance in order to learn and function effectively. But unlike laypeople, 
managers had the power, leeway, and means of concealing low morality and 
stupid ignorance by avoidance, secrecy, power abuses, and camouflages. 
For instance, not once throughout the 3.5-month high season of my par-
ticipant observation did Merkaz CEO Zelikovich visit the processing unit 
in which the new S&GH machine failed, causing heavy damages for both 
the plant and cotton growers. This fiasco (detailed below) led to the late 
replacement of PM Shavit and TM Avi a year later, but not when the two 
ignorant pe’ilim should have been replaced, when they failed to solve the 
S&GH problem.

In addition to the detached CCMI that defended their authority, CEOs 
dominated I-KRCs through their formal powers enhanced by using infor-
mation control and the kibbutz field’s institutionalized norms of rotatzia 
and “parachutings.” Contrary to formal aims, rotatzia enhanced oligarchic 
rule since the short terms of managers weakened them against CEOs, whose 
power often obtained unlimited continuity and/or enabled circulation to 
new executive jobs (Shapira 2005). Premature successions of failed pe’ilim 
managers were presented as “normal rotatzia,” sparing CEOs the need to 
admit failed nominations according to loyalty rather than competence; like-
wise, rotatzia served to camouflage the suppression and ousting of critical 
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success-empowered innovative mid-managers and the “parachuting” of loy-
alist pe’ilim instead (e.g., Gouldner 1954; see the case of Thomas below).

Rotatzia stipulated fixed job terms of several years, presumably to pre-
vent oligarchization of pe’ilim, while the “parachuting” of ginning-ignorant 
pe’ilim rather than promoting knowledgeable hired ginning practitioners 
was officially aimed at keeping I-KRCs tuned to the interests of kibbutzim. 
Both norms were created in the 1930s–1940s: pe’ilim established and man-
aged I-KRCs and their rotatzia was implemented in the name of egalitarian-
ism but enhanced the hegemony of tenured prime leaders of the four kibbutz 
federations called “The Movements” considered irreplaceable, similar to 
spiritual leaders such as Jewish rabbis, while beneath them the more power-
ful I-KO CEOs, including I-KRC CEOs, prevented their own rotatzia.26 The 
short terms of pe’ilim discouraged them from acquiring local know-how 
and phronesis, as the ex-head of the fiber-grading laboratory pointed out 
(p. 9), hampering trust (Norman et al. 2010), cooperation (Axelrod 1984), 
and creativity (Jaques 1990).

Combining rotatzia with “parachutings” was not unique, nor was its 
negative impact: US and Israeli armed forces use them despite experts’ 
critique;27 Imperial China used them for centuries with disastrous effects; 
ancient Athens suffered grave consequences as a result of the annual rotatzia 
of civil servants; and Latin American states suffered from president terms 
of office limited to single 4–6-year term while the main power was held 
by tenured senators, congressmen, and other senior oligarchic politicians.28 
Similarly, Japan’s bi-yearly rotatzia of prime ministers was controlled in the 
1970s and early 1980s by former Prime Minister Kaku’ai Tanaka, and then 
until 1992, by Shin Kanemru, when the corruption that enabled this control 
was exposed; rotatzia prevented prime ministers from accumulating enough 
power to overcome the corrupt political machines of the two. Tanaka and 
Kanemru’s rule was supported by and, in turn, enhanced low-trust, coer-
cive, and autocratic public officials.29

Kibbutz rotatzia and “parachuting” were institutionalized decades ago 
and their similar use by the Israel Defense Forces furthered their legitimiza-
tion; no one questioned the logic of many I-KO CEOs continuing for dozens 
of years, deep into dysfunction phases (e.g., Hambrick 2007), while lesser 
echelons such as PMs and TMs, whose jobs required years of specializa-
tion to achieve proficiency, were frequently rotated. This rotatzia served 
the power needs of ignorant and incompetent immoral careerist executives 
rather than egalitarianism, while having many negative effects on kibbutzim 
(Shapira 1990, 2001, 2005, 2008).

Serving superiors’ power needs meant that CEOs “parachuted” pe’ilim 
to managerial jobs according to their loyalty or prospective loyalty mostly 
with minimal pertinent know-how and/or referred expertise unless the 
“parachuted” “jumper” was brought in to rescue a failing plant. This situ-
ation encouraged either detachment or seduction-coercion by “jumpers,” 
engendering vicious distrust and ignorance cycles of secrecy, subterfuges, 
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mistakes, and failures. But total failures, which might have deterred such 
harmful practices, prevented the import of pe’ilim rescuers who due to per-
tinent expertises and habituses chose vulnerable involvement, created high-
trust local cultures through virtuous trust and learning cycles, and rescued 
failing plants. Successes empowered them (Klein 1998), so that ignorant 
superiors who felt threatened, suppressed them, and they left. New pe’ilim 
were imported, opted for ignorance concealment, failed, and were replaced 
by rescuer pe’ilim who succeeded as depicted, were empowered and sup-
pressed, and so on; this seesaw prolonged rule by dysfunctional, ignorant 
CEOs and PMs.

However, as mentioned, higher-ups’ power enabled them to conceal their 
ignorance by detachment and/or autocratic involvement, something that a 
mid-leveler such as a TM could barely do when closely observed by foremen 
and technicians. Since concealment of ignorance and incompetence is my 
prime explanation of the prolonged job survival and career advancement of 
job-stupid executives, I will now focus on Merkaz plant’s and I-KRC’s dark 
side by depicting the job survival of a detached, ignorant TM, the collapse 
of his authority despite six years of experience without vulnerable involve-
ment, his informal replacement, and his termination due to terrible failures 
that occurred before my eyes.

Practical Engineer Avi’s “Parachuting” and  
Promotion to the Job of TM

Avi was a certified practical engineer pa’il who joined the Merkaz gin plant 
at the age of 30 as a deputy TM, and after a year and a half succeeded 
the departing veteran TM Muli. His managerial authority collapsed five 
years later due to ignorance and failures, a seemingly inexplicable event 
for an intelligent, educated, and experienced manager. This collapse will be 
explained by the ignorance caused by the detachment he practiced through-
out his previous years at the plant, by the habitus he acquired in his previ-
ous 10-year kibbutz managerial career, by the practices of the plant’s and 
I-KRC’s executives and by the impact of the prime context, i.e., the kibbutz 
field.30

In the kibbutz field pe’ilim almost always “jumped” to I-KRC jobs, sup-
posedly to care for kibbutz interests better than inside promoted hired 
managers when serving kibbutz agriculture. But the reality was different: 
“jumper” pe’ilim managers were ignorant of the local know-how and 
phronesis of sophisticated plants, and mostly they preferred using CCMI, 
remaining weak as against locals empowered by know-how and phronesis, 
hence they mostly sought their own empowerment by importing their kind 
to subordinate managerial jobs and using CCMI to defend and advance 
their careers.

First, I will present Avi’s mismanagement, which caused major failures, 
and then I will depict the collapse of his authority at the height of ginning 
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Table 1.2 Merkaz Gin Plant’s 19-Year Timeline

Year31 Events

 1  Pe’ilim PM Moav and Deputy PMs Yaakov and Aharon establish the plant; 
Muli is hired TM, a former technician of another gin plant.

 5  A second, more advanced processing unit is added; ex-installation contractor 
Levi joins, learns ginning, and becomes foreman and Muli’s informal heir 
apparent.

 6  Aharon leaves, frustrated by Moav’s continuing beyond formal term and 
retirement age; technician Amram joins and becomes foreman.

 8  “Natural successor” Yaakov leaves frustrated and “burned” by overburden; 
Amram becomes Muli’s informal heir apparent as Levi suffers serious work 
accident.

 9 Ex-cotton branch manager pa’il Yuval is “parachuted” as Deputy PM.
10  Yuval replaces retiring Moav; another pa’il Karmi is “parachuted” as Deputy PM.
11 Yuval “parachutes” Avi as Deputy TM; Avi opts to detached CCMI.
13  Job-ignorant Avi replaces Muli and fails miserably; Thomas comes to the 

rescue as “a second TM.”
14  Shavit replaces Yuval; Levi leaves frustrated and Amram follows; I commence 

I-KRC fieldwork.
15  Danton replaces Karmi; Thomas proposes building an automatic cotton 

feeder; Avi leaves to be his kibbutz secretary; my fieldwork concentrates on 
the cotton gin plant.

17 Avi returns as “Second TM.”
18  The Board approves purchase of an S&GH cleaner and building of an 

automatic cotton feeder.
19  The automatic cotton feeder is successfully tested and inaugurated; Avi 

replaces leaving Thomas and fails once more; my 3.5-month participant 
observation.

season when the plant was working three shifts 24/7 to minimize the costly 
storage of picked raw cotton in the fields. I knew Avi from five years of 
repeated meetings at the plant and from an interview conducted there before 
I began my participant observation. He came to Merkaz after 10 years of 
a successful kibbutz managerial career in educational, social, and political 
jobs since the age of 20. He earned a practical engineering certificate and for 
two years managed the kibbutz locksmith workshop with two employees. 
Then, with no experience in mechanics or industrial management, he was 
nominated deputy of the veteran TM Muli, who was in charge of ginning 
operations and maintenance, as well as overhauling plant during the rest of 
the year.

Avi asserted that he was ready to learn ginning but unsure of his com-
petence, so at first he came to check whether the job suited him. However, 
he remained detached and used CCMI by avoiding ignorance-exposing 
involvement in staff’s coping with technical and operational problems. As 
a result, he did not learn essential tacit know-how and phronesis; employ-
ees distrusted his detachment, did not teach him ginning and he remained 
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ignorant, as “no amount of intellectual preparation and understanding can 
replace the sweat and effort of action” (McLagan and Nel 1997: 227) and 
without action he missed others’ essential knowledge and intuition (Klein 
2004). In accord with Leader-Member Exchange theory (LMX), Avi’s 
detachment prevented positive relationships with employees (Moss et al. 
2009), and he remained unable to hone broad abilities such as practical 
engineering know-how acquired in college into sharper ones required for 
effective management (Wagner 2002). Although he learned about ginning 
in other ways, his promotion to replace retiring Muli after a year and a half 
of supposed grooming exposed incompetence through a series of miserable 
failures. Then deputy, PM Karmi called to the rescue his kibbutz garage 
manager Thomas (aged 35), a proficient mechanic of agricultural machinery 
for whom professional competence was a way of being (Sandberg and Pin-
nington 2009). Karmi depicted the difference between the two:

“Avi is not made of the right stuff that we [PM Yuval and I] were look-
ing for; he is not that [a truly TM]. Thomas learned the problems much 
quicker and although he has only been on the job for four months, he 
has proved that he is made of the right stuff.”

Thomas was officially nominated second TM concurrent with Avi on the 
pretext of a prospective plant enlargement, but in reality he replaced Avi, 
who retained his formal status although just assisting Thomas with office 
chores. After five successful years, on the eve of my participant observa-
tion, Thomas left, fed up by conflicts with the ignorant boss PM Shavit 
and after successfully testing his original automatic feeder and Avi replaced 
him. Ignorant Avi caused awful failures and his authority collapsed, but 
he nevertheless remained for another year as did Shavit. They were both 
replaced, seemingly as normal rotatzia sparing them and their nominator 
CEO Zelikovich the stigma of job failure, enabling them successful careers 
elsewhere, in accord with Luthans (1988) and others who cited that mostly 
less effective managers succeeded in their careers more than effective ones.

One reason for Avi’s detached CCMI was his habitus: he previously 
developed a kibbutz-based managerial career by minimal coping with dif-
ficult social and political problems and/or camouflaging solutions, letting 
others cope and fail as did many kibbutz managers (Shapira 2001, 2008). 
He knew this could not work with problematic machines, but for reasons 
explained below this was the career strategy he chose. Employees distrusted 
his detached CCMI and their avoidance kept him ignorant, which was 
known to expert employees but not to his importer, “jumper” PM Yuval. 
Unfortunately, Yuval was also job-ignorant due to seductive-coercive auto-
cratic involvement and empowerment efforts: importing of two prospec-
tive loyalist pe’ilim lieutenants as did Gouldner’s (1954) outsider. Similar 
to the latter, both Yuval and his importees were detested by locals who 
denied them information and kept them ignorant of local know-how and 
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phronesis. When Muli left, Yuval promoted Avi to TM, missing his igno-
rance of ginning despite the year and a half of presumed grooming. Yuval 
was ignorant of his own ignorance and missed his own incapacity to discern 
Avi’s ignorance.

Employees Knew of Avi’s Distrustful Ignorance;  
Only Bosses Missed It

Employees distrusted Avi since his initiation as Muli’s deputy as he remained 
detached and did not help them with his preferred education; they were 
aware of his incompetence as asserted by Melkman, a veteran expert in 
gears and speed reducers:

“Avi is a good guy but from the point of view of professional know-
how he’s weak and has no real know-how. You can feel he’s never 
really worked with such machines. A good professional knows how to 
respond [to questions] but not so Avi. He’s not the right man . . . If you 
have a problem and take it to him and he never has a real solution for 
it, he is as much in trouble as you are, what’s the point of asking him?”

(e.g., Milliken et al. 2003)

Expert employees discerned Avi’s detached CCMI when he stood silently 
by while a machine was being repaired, neither helping nor asking any pro-
fessional question or suggesting a solution—they knew he could not learn 
their trade this way, another reason to avoid communicating with him. 
Dromi, a mechanic at the time who then studied and became a practical 
engineer, remembered:

“Avi used to walk many kilometers between the (two) production 
halls.32 He used to stand by silently, watching what we were doing for 
a long time without uttering a word. Maybe he was trying to learn that 
way. He never helped dismantle or reassemble a machine. He would 
have learned much more by doing so. If he really wanted to succeed—
that’s what he should have done”

(e.g., Orr 1996).

Avi refrained from active involvement that could have exposed his igno-
rance, resembling retarded youngsters leaving their shelter and concealing 
their incompetence by detachment (Edgerton 1967). When Avi became TM 
for the first time, veteran professional ginner Levi, who was the shop stew-
ard and had acquired a 2.5-year practical engineering college education at 
an advanced age,33 tried at first to listen to his decisions and orders but 
concluded that it was pointless:

“Avi was so unsure of himself that you simply couldn’t understand his 
orders. So you would start asking him questions and he would start 
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stammering. He didn’t understand anything [about ginning]. Thomas 
understood it in a quarter of the time. I don’t remember ever receiv-
ing from Avi any good idea about how to solve a problem in all those 
years; he’s incapable of being number one [in the technical domain] at 
Merkaz under any circumstances, only second driver.” Levi’s wife, who 
was present at the interview, commented: “Not everyone needs to know 
so much.” Levi retorted: “But he needed to know a lot and he didn’t 
know, nor did he contribute anything to the plant.”

Avi’s appearance distinguished him from Thomas: Thomas’s dirty blue 
overalls signaled a TM who managed machinery operation and repairs and 
constantly learned their problems by reflection-in-action (Schön 1983), 
through dismantling, repairing, and reassembling machines to get closer to 
the hard facts and prevent “the corruption of information by the hierarchy, 
the incurable disease of big organizations” (Boulding 1968: IX). Involve-
ment enabled him to inspect subordinates’ reports, which might ignore, 
conceal, or misconstrue mistakes and ignorance that have to be learned 
to dialogically enhance their and his own expertise and professional com-
petence.34 Versus Thomas’s dirty overalls, Avi’s clothes were always clean 
since he never dismantled or reassembled a dirty, oiled machine himself and 
remained a “half-baked manager” (Dore 1973: 54) lacking genuine profes-
sional skills, as depicted by Dinitz, a turner and a veteran mechanic with 
15 years of experience:

“Avi demonstrated a lack of real know-how in the professional field, a 
real ability required of a professional. Take for example this wheel [points 
to it] turned yesterday according to his orders; it’s an absolute failure. 
This hardly ever happened to Thomas. Theoretically speaking, maybe 
Avi is quite good, but not when it comes to real coping [with machines] 
and implementing solutions. Then he’s really weak, too weak.”

Interviewees reported that Avi never admitted such mistakes, as was in the 
case of the mistaken contour of the S&GH feeding pipe (below). He clearly 
survived in his job through detached CCMI, trying to conceal his incom-
petence, which was nevertheless exposed time and again to knowledgeable 
staff when they contacted him as Thomas’s aide despite their distrust in him, 
while taking care to leave him uninformed. Without their information, and 
also uninformed due to his own detachment from coping with technical 
problems, he was unable to make decisions and to act intelligently.

PM Shavit Used Detached CCMI and Mistakenly  
Promoted Avi Like Yuval

While Thomas rescued the plant from a technical standpoint, Yuval was 
replaced earlier than stipulated, after four years, due to covert moral fail-
ure to be detailed below. His successor Shavit was nominated due to his 
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loyalty to CEO Zelikovich, created when Shavit was the kibbutz economic 
manager and Zelikovich headed the regional municipality. As a munici-
pality councilor Shavit helped Zelikovich considerably, hence the latter 
owed him a favor and nominated him as PM although he had no indus-
trial management experience, nor any cotton industry know-how. Having 
minimal referred expertise (Collins and Sanders 2007) Shavit opted for 
detached CCMI, and ignorant like Yuval he repeated the mistake of nomi-
nating ignorant Avi as TM when frustrated Thomas departed. Thomas’s 
leaving surprised Shavit but Avi seemed the right successor: he was called 
TM like Thomas; as a management member he proved intelligent and 
loyal to Shavit, and Shavit supposed that he had been groomed for the 
job over his years of assisting Thomas.35 Unfortunately, Avi’s detached 
CCMI kept him job-incompetent, incapable of solving ginning problems. 
As he took charge he failed to cope with each major technical problem he 
attempted. Soon he stopped trying, the remains of trust in him vanished, 
and his authority collapsed; in mid-season he was de facto replaced by 
two subordinates whom plant manager Shavit accepted informally as de 
facto joint TMs.

Avi’s major failure was unsolving the malfunction of a major new machine, 
the S&GH cleaner, which was one of the cleaning stages of raw cotton 
before separating the fibers from the seeds. The machine was new but its 
work principle of cleaning by rows of round saws circulating against static 
rods had been known for decades and quite similar machines had been used 
in Merkaz from its inception. The machine was added for two main reasons:

1 The raw cotton had become dirtier due to the introduction of higher-
yield species with stronger vegetation that left more leaf remains in the 
mechanically picked cotton. Since cotton fiber purity impacted selling 
prices, the S&GH was added to get a better price.

2 The processing capacity of the plant had increased to suit the needs of 
the booming cotton growing industry, as it had become the most profit-
able crop of kibbutzim.

After the replacement of other equipment to a higher capacity in previ-
ous years, raising it from 22–24 bales per hour to 35 bales per hour,36 still 
more cleaning machines were required. The S&GH producer was WLGEP 
(world largest ginning equipment producer), with a record of decades of 
successful machines, including all the new Merkaz equipment. But WLGEP 
nevertheless made some major mistakes in the machine’s propulsion system 
and it failed when run at full planned capacity of 25 tons of raw cotton per 
hour. However, it soon became evident to experienced operators that Avi 
had also severely erred in planning the 30-inch pipe that fed the S&GH: 
the mistaken contour of this pipe caused unequal dispersion of the intake 
of cotton, causing an overload on the saws on the left end while most other 
saws rotated empty. Both errors caused recurring clogging, which halted 
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the ginning process for 30–35 minutes every two-three hours when running 
at full speed. Avi insisted that his design of this contour was not mistaken 
and, in any case, “it was a marginal reason for clogging,” but top ginner 
and foreman Nekhas, who was the first to point out Avi’s mistake, dis-
proved this by noting the unequal dispersion of the cotton intake. I never 
saw Avi or PM Shavit or Deputy PM Danton climb the hot (75–800 Cel-
sius) four-meter tall machine to check operators’ critique of the feeding pipe 
contour. Shavit believed Avi’s bluff or ignorant view, dispensed with the 
minor involvement which could have detected the bluff or ignorance, i.e., 
climbing and watching the one side clog, and the repair of Avi’s mistake was 
delayed for six weeks of needless hardships for us operators and consider-
able losses for both the plant and cotton growers, although requiring only 
10 hours downtime, which equaled production time loss of two to three 
days due to clogging. The repair after six weeks curbed clogging but even 
then falsified Avi did not admit his mistake. The mistaken propulsion system 
was not repaired until the season ended. Its repair required halting ginning 
for 48–72 hours, but since even a 72-hour stop equaled only a prospec-
tive downtime of some 20 days while the season was planned to last some 
90 days,37 it was economically justified, particularly because it would have 
spared many expenses (below).

The machine’s two major problems were neither new nor exclusive; every 
ginner soon learns that the flow of cotton through the giant pipes and large 
machines causes frequent unexpected clogging due to machine dysfunction 
when worn-out driving belts heat up, overload controls stop heated electric 
motors, and more, or due to operator errors and other problems such as 
excessively wet cotton, wet weather that caused humid air or the oppo-
site situations. A skilled staff could cope with and solve problems using 
experience-acquired ginning know-how and phronesis, provided managers 
appreciated this knowledge, and engendered trust and learning cycles by 
granting them discretion as Thomas did (below). Avi did not do so, discour-
aged voicing critique of his mistakes (Fast et al. 2014; Milliken et al. 2003), 
avoided coping with the S&GH’s problems and prevented anyone else from 
doing so for as long as he could. He obstinately placed all responsibility on 
the manufacturer and denied his own major mistake. The S&GH’s repeated 
clogging became a debacle that caused his de facto demotion. Avi also took 
a similar course with another new problematic machine, the automatic sam-
pler, of which I, as a registrar, was its operator; hence the etiology of his fail-
ure is clearer while the similarity of the two failures ensured my deciphering 
of the S&GH debacle.

Avi’s Failure with the Automatic Sampler

Avi himself had chosen the automatic sampler after touring US manufactur-
ers. He installed it in the plant but it never achieved smooth functioning, 
although it was proper mechanically. The sampler was an air-piston-operated  
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press, some 180 x 80 x 100 centimeters in height, width, and length, respec-
tively. Such machines succeeded in other Israeli gin plants, sparing a worker 
on each shift. It was supposed to sample two cotton packs of some 100–150 
grams from each bale coming out of the automatic hydraulic press. Since its 
inauguration it occasionally became blocked and often produced underweight 
samples, mainly due to mistaken piping and wrong timing of its pistons.

The repeated clogging and irregular samples were a major headache for 
us registrars, as well as the foremen and technicians. Every time the machine 
clogged or failed to sample properly—and this often happened after half an 
hour of operation—the registrar in charge of sampling had to organize man-
ual sampling, namely obtaining from the foreman a temporary employee to 
sample bales manually. Lacking any communication device, the foreman 
had to be summoned to the registrar’s cabin from wherever he happened to 
be in the some 2,500 square meter production hall full of tens of large noisy 
machines, huge pipes, fans, and motors. The foreman had to be convinced 
that the sampler had failed, then find and install a temporary worker and 
often also explain to him the job. In the meantime, a good few bales would 
have passed by on the conveyor with no sampling or registering. Overcom-
ing this backlog while bales continued to come out of the press every 1.75 
minutes required half an hour of strenuous work even for an experienced 
registrar since idle time in the short job cycle was only 20–30 seconds: he 
had to register the details of each bale on its certificate, attach it to the bale, 
and repeat this process with each sample. Worse still, quite often due to the 
time pressures created by hurrying to overcome a backlog, mistakes were 
made and the registrar was blamed.

If we registrars had felt that the difficulty was temporary and that a real 
effort was being made to solve the problem as soon as possible, we would 
have been motivated to make an effort and suffer the extra hardships with-
out doing anything that would interfere with finding a solution. But Avi’s 
attitude soon taught us that the sampler was no more than a nuisance for 
him. In the first week he was half-involved in efforts at solving the sampler’s 
problem, half since he watched the machine until it clogged, never clear-
ing and tuning it although this required only minor physical effort, rather 
emphasizing his superiority by calling a technician who did the work as 
Avi instructed him. Soon, after a few failures, Avi almost stopped, said he 
was too busy with other problems, but he was bluffing: from time to time 
he would came and repeated the above except for standing idle also when 
a technician worked on the machine, as the latter knew what to do and Avi 
was superfluous. When the S&GH clogged and we cleared it, his bluffing 
was exposed once more: he often stood by idly for the half-hour necessary 
until it could run again. His facade (Goffman 1959) of being busy angered 
my fellow registrars who secretly helped the sampler clog when it suited 
them to spare the tiring sudden transfer to manual sampling. Soon I found 
the sampler blocked whenever I came to my shift and noticed that techni-
cians avoided it more and more. The registrars secretly used their power to 
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cope with Avi’s failure in solving the sampler’s problems, adding a hurdle to 
the technician who tried to repair the sampler; their faked report of “natu-
ral” clogging misled him and technicians soon sensed the bluff and reacted 
by avoiding the sampler.

Then one day managers of another plant at which the sampler worked 
smoothly visited our plant, saw the sampler stand blocked, and offered to 
help solving the problem. They invited Avi or a technician to their plant 70 
kilometers away to receive information on their solutions, which required 
a minimal cost. I too begged Avi to do this, but he retorted, “I didn’t even 
have time to get their advice during their visit,” another bluff disproved 
by observations, while Avi also forbade technicians to drive to the visitors’ 
plant and get their advice, which could have exposed his ignorance and 
damaged his authority if successful (Fast et al. 2014). When one day the 
plant was paralyzed as a major shaft broke in the S&GH and repair work 
prevented bypassing it, a solution used for minor repairs,38 I travelled to 
the other plant, learned its solutions to the sampler problem and submitted 
written findings to Avi and Shavit, who turned me down angrily and ignored 
my report (e.g., Yanow 2004a).

My action had broken Avi and Shavit’s facade of being responsible man-
agers, proving the plausibility of an alternative to Avi’s failed coping and 
his lack of integrity39 and causing angry reactions rather than productively 
using my findings. The sampler remained blocked for the rest of the season, 
while the case raises questions: What explained Avi’s initial half-hearted 
involvement in coping with the sampler contrary to his later avoidance? 
Why had he not gone to learn solutions at another gin plant or sent a techni-
cian to do so? Why did Shavit ignore Avi’s ineptness despite the added cost 
of three sampling workers daily?

Explaining Shavit is relatively simple: the cost of these temporary workers 
was minor, some 1.5% of the S&GH debacle, and was OPM (other people’s 
money); he ignored the sampler problem, left it to Avi, and never mentioned 
it even when visiting the registrar’s cabin and seeing it standing inactive. The 
explanation for Avi’s conduct is different, commencing with his miserable 
failure five years earlier.

Thomas rescued the failing plant by opting for vulnerable involvement 
that engendered virtuous trust and learning cycles due to his experience with 
mechanics since the age of 14 and then honing his expertise as a highly 
involved garage manager. He was certain that he would learn ginning as he 
found its machinery “quite simple,” did not fear ignorance exposure, and 
together with veteran technicians and three other involved pe’ilim he solved 
major problems and shaped a local high-trust culture by servant transforma-
tional leadership,40 as will be explained. Avi kept the title of TM and its insig-
nia when remaining as Thomas’s assistant, performing office chores. This 
spared his bosses the unpleasant task of demoting him while empowering 
them: Avi remained a loyalist of his bosses, was totally dependent on their 
will, and hence helped tame Thomas, who was empowered by his successes.
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When Thomas left five years later and Avi replaced him, he was helped 
by a new Deputy TM “parachuted” pa’il, certified practical engineer Yehu 
(30), ignorant of ginning like Avi seven years before. Avi was under great 
pressure to prove that trusting him to fulfill the role of TM was justified and 
to regain authority among veteran foremen and technicians, who knew of 
his incompetence and remembered his awful failure five years earlier, as well 
as to prove his competence and gain authority over Yehu. At first Avi tried to 
cope with the sampler, which seemed a simpler task than the S&GH, prom-
ising an early win; the sampler was his “baby” in the plant. Thomas had 
chosen and managed the installation of almost all the other new machines, 
including choosing the S&GH; he allowed Avi’s trip abroad to choose the 
sampler and install it as an auxiliary machine that did not impact cotton 
processing. But as Avi’s early efforts were unsuccessful and while the S&GH 
clogging proved a major problem, he retreated to habituated detachment. 
This explained why he avoided learning from the other plant: learning there 
required ignorance-exposing involvement in the presence of colleagues who 
were networked in the industry, hence the negative information could have 
reached Merkaz to his detriment. Nor did he allow a technician to do this 
since if a technician had learned, returned with solutions, and succeeded, 
this would have undermined Avi’s authority.

There is no other way to explain Avi’s sampler failure. Lack of time was 
a bluff, and Avi was not indifferent to his “baby,” as proven by his early 
personal attempts to cope with it. There was also the saving incentive: the 
sampler could have spared three workers at a daily cost of $US 70–80, that 
is $US 7,500–8,500 per season, 41 a prospect that induced its purchase for 
some US $20,000. Thus, the only major reason that could explain Avi’s 
forsaking the sampler and limiting others’ coping with it was to defend 
his shaky authority, which was declining daily as the S&GH malfunction 
continued.

The S&GH Cleaner Debacle: Avi’s Terrible Failure

The S&GH’s continued malfunction became a debacle as its stoppages of 
processing for 30–35 minutes every two to three hours curbed production 
by up to 30%, since in addition to the downtime the processing rate as well 
was often reduced by 20% to prevent the S&GH from clogging. This was 
done mostly at night by the shift foreman, tired of waking up operators who 
often fell asleep when no trouble needed their intervention, urging them to 
mount the machine and clear its blocking. I have no statistics of processing 
rate reductions, but during that season Merkaz recorded 32% downtime 
versus averages of 10–12% in previous seasons and of other gin plants, 
and less than 3% at the excelling Northern Gin Plant when managed by 
proficient Gabi (Chapter 4). The stoppages and reduced processing rate pro-
longed the ginning season from the planned 85–90 days to 105 days; the cost 
of extra working days of some 25 temporary workers amounted to some US 
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$10,600; the cost of extra evening and night shifts of foremen and perma-
nent operators and technicians amounted to some US $14,000;42 and even 
greater were other extra expenses such as energy,43 machine amortization, 
worker transportation and services, and others, totaling some US $15,000. 
In addition, a great deal of money and work were invested in repairs on the 
spot and at external workshops; on spare parts, some of which were flown 
from the US and others brought from other gin plants; on inviting numerous 
costly experts to suggest solutions; and on a rebuilt propulsion system. Alto-
gether, plant losses amounted to some US $60,000–70,000 (US $180,000–
210,000 in current prices). The lower production rate compelled growers to 
store an extra 3,000 tons of raw cotton in the fields for months during the 
rainy season, entailing costs involved in both extra work and materials as 
well as extra transport costs as cranes were required to load this cotton on 
trucks, while also degrading fiber quality to an unknown degree although 
all interviewees agreed it was not negligible. One should bear in mind that 
these 3,000 tons were worth some US $1.3 million; even a quality damage 
of 1% would have meant a loss of US $40,000 (current prices), while the 
quality loss might have been much more than 1%. Worse still, every time 
the propulsion system was repaired and the machine was bypassed, the cost 
for cotton growers resulting from degradation of fiber quality was estimated 
by Avi at US $800–1,000 per hour. There were some 60 such hours; hence 
this situation added US $150,000–180,000 in today’s prices to growers’ 
losses. The total losses for both Merkaz and cotton growers was estimated 
at US $450,000–500,000 (current prices).

The S&GH manufacturer agreed to pay damages of US $55,000 (US 
$165,000 in current prices) while the rest of the losses accrued by Merkaz 
and cotton growers were not prohibitive, as the region’s cotton industry prof-
ited several times this amount. But had Avi dared risk his authority by clear-
ing blockings, listened to foremen and technicians, admitted his mistaken 
feeding pipe contour and repaired it as soon as Nekhas exposed his mistake, 
losses would have amounted to only a small fraction of this amount, since 
this repair would have clarified the need to rebuild the propulsion system, 
which with manufacturer advice and that of other experts could have been 
planned, arranged, and implemented within less than two weeks, including 
a plant stoppage of 48–72 hours. Thus, in three to three-and-a-half weeks 
Avi could have had a well-working machine much as he indeed had after 
the season ended. Of course it was easier after the season to carefully build 
a new propulsion system, check it with raw cotton specially stored for the 
task, and repair that proven wrong, with advice given throughout the last 
months, with no time pressure. If Avi had dared become involved he could 
have received the experts’ and manufacturer’s advice early, made the repair, 
and within two-three weeks enhanced production that would have regained 
the 48–72 hours of downtime. The estimated cost of a rebuilt propulsion 
system was some US$10,000, and even if the manufacturer would not have 
paid for it, simply saving 12 hours of bypassing of the S&GH for repairs 
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would have been worth this amount. No one could have predicted the some 
60 such hours, nor that after three weeks and tens of blockings a breakdown 
of the propulsion system would require a 16-hour repair, further indicating 
the need for its rebuilding.

However, nothing fundamental was done; many repairs and minor modi-
fications were made throughout the months, but the original defective sys-
tem largely remained although Avi largely knew how it had to be rebuilt and 
with experts’ help there was no reason why he would not have succeeded. 
But he even delayed consulting experts for almost three weeks after the 
above mentioned shaft breakdown, an inexplicable delay if not explained as 
an effort at ignorance concealment.

Further Explanation of Avi’s Ignorance and Failures

Avi lacked both Thomas’s top-level expertise and his committed readiness 
to cope with any hard-to-solve, recalcitrant and/or complex problem that 
technicians couldn’t solve; hence he was distrusted and given minimal infor-
mation while also uninformed due to his detachment. One of the top experts 
invited said while we stood beside his luxurious American car: “Avi has 
already consulted enough, he knows what has to be done he simply lacks 
the guts to do it.” But in reality Avi’s prime obstacle was not a lack of guts 
but ignorance and shortage of information due to detached CCMI and dis-
trust of expert employees (e.g., Norman et al. 2010; Obembe 2012). Their 
distrust deprived him of vital information so he was unsure what was going 
on and could not decide to act. Distrust maintained his detached CCMI 
as an aide to Thomas. This was a sinecure; Dalton (1959: 172) pointed to 
jobs that were sinecures “with pay but few if any fixed duties,” but with-
out explaining executives’ interest in sinecures. In Avi’s case, his ignorant 
bosses’ interest was to tame the rising star, empowered Thomas, by the old 
Roman strategy of divide-et-impera, using loyalist Avi whose sinecure was 
dependent on them. Keeping Avi’s managerial title and insignia with the 
humble salary of a pa’il was a small price to pay to ensure that they could 
tame Thomas.

Avi’s sinecure kept him detached and ignorant throughout Thomas’s 
years, but reading journals, assisting Thomas, touring other plants in Israel 
and abroad, and listening to experts on various occasions enhanced his 
self-assurance of ginning expertise and left him unaware of his own igno-
rance (Kruger and Dunning 1999) since he did not handle pertinent prob-
lems. This unawareness explains both his readiness to succeed Thomas and 
his week or so of failed involved coping with the sampler, from which he 
returned to his habituated detached CCMI. Regrettably, without learning 
how the sampler problems were solved by the other plants’ technicians, he 
remained ignorant.

An additional reason for Avi’s opting for a detached CCMI was his “para-
chuting” into the new office of deputy TM, an office which plant manager 
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Yuval created especially for him. Neither locals nor Avi knew his function 
and jurisdiction, helping Avi, who suffered lack of pertinent knowledge for 
technical management, to remain undecided about accepting the job—hence 
his wait-and-see posture. Yuval secretly promised that he would succeed 
Muli, who informed Yuval of his intention to leave within one to two years. 
But Muli preferred to retain the option of staying and suspected that Avi 
would succeed him even if he would have chosen to remain. Moreover, Muli 
preferred that his successful informal deputy and heir apparent Amram 
would succeed him; Avi’s “parachuting” was suspected to have been aimed 
at preventing this. Muli, Amram, and their loyalists closed ranks against 
Avi, and Avi on his part saw little chance of learning ginning in this situa-
tion, another reason for his detached CCMI that engendered a vicious dis-
trust and ignorance cycle.

Avi returned to detached CCMI after failed involvement for a week 
with the sampler, since beyond habituating it this failure meant he did not 
know what was going on inside machines, lacking the “unshakeable facts” 
required for intelligent decision-making, not knowing whether he was get-
ting from employees “apparent facts” or “assumed facts” or “reported 
facts” or “hoped-for facts” (Geneen 1984: 101). He was in a Kafkaesque 
situation, seemingly strolling the corridors of a huge building without know-
ing what hid behind the many closed doors and which of them he should 
open to find the required knowledge, while knowing that if he asked the 
employees he would often encounter either an unhelpful, insincere, and dis-
trusted expert from among the staff or someone with better intentions but 
ignorant, e.g., a seasonal worker. Worse still, ignorance prevented discern-
ing whose advice was helpful and whose was mistaken/wrong, given by an 
impostor/fool/ignorant bootlicker. Avi, for instance, might have suspected 
the registrars of secretly thwarting efforts to solve the sampler problem, but 
as they acted only when alone by the machine inside their cabin, no one 
could catch them; only trust relations with them could have helped him, 
but his uncaring for their plight, detachment after early failures and bluffs, 
prevented such relations.

In short, Avi grasped his expertise world as one inhabited by untrust-
worthy people suspected of dishonesty, Machiavellianism, and/or incom-
petence, since staffs indeed used such means against his and other ignorant 
bosses’ mistaken, arbitrary, and amateurish decisions and orders. When fac-
ing a hard and seemingly unsolvable problem Avi had no one he trusted in 
the plant to consult with, while seeking outside help was costly and risked 
ignorance exposure to influential industry figures, which could have had a 
negative impact on his authority and job. The same was true of consulting 
visiting colleagues, while the high cost of paid consultants prevented their 
use to solve minor problems such as that of the sampler. In addition, outsid-
ers could cause his failure by mistaken advice due to ignorance of the specif-
ics of local problems and solutions and may not have enough motivation to 
learn them and get the “unshakeable facts” for offering valid advice.44
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One wise consultant gained such facts and other local knowledge prior to 
visiting the plant by meeting with the top ginner and shift foreman Nekhas in 
his nearby Arab village. There he learned facts, explanations, and plausible 
solutions for the S&GH debacle and then came and “sold” this knowledge 
and suggestions to Avi as his own.45 Nekhas did not try to advise Avi, who 
never listened to him due to his low social status, an uneducated Arab who 
had learned ginning by 19 years of work, advancing from being an 11-year-
old helper of his janitor father to Merkaz’s best ginner (see pp. 169–170).

The Collapse of Avi’s Authority

Avi’s detachment concealed his ignorance and incompetence from his supe-
riors and from some employees but not from experts. Avi’s hesitations and 
inaction when faced with hard-to-solve problems, plus his immoral abuses 
and bluffs ruined his authority; contravention of his orders proliferated and 
toward the season’s end he could not be considered a manager. Signs of the 
collapse of his authority became evident to everyone in the production hall. 
I noticed it on the morning following the day on which the S&GH’s broken 
shafts were repaired, in the season’s eighth week. The repair took about 
30 hours, and after the machine operated for several hours the usual prac-
tice was to examine all the changes made when processing and then stop for 
final adjustments and screw tightening.

At 10:30 am, after several hours of smooth ginning, a sudden quiet indi-
cated a stoppage. Two minutes later Avi came and shouted: “Hey, what 
happened? Who told you to stop? Why couldn’t you wait until finishing a 
grower?” “Finishing a grower” means that the raw cotton of one farmer is 
finished, and for two to three minutes the machines are emptied of his cotton 
to enable exact weighing of his fibers and then start the processing of anoth-
er’s cotton. Machine repairs were often made after finishing a grower by not 
feeding another’s cotton and stopping machines when empty since it was 
safer—there was no danger that the sparks of a repair would ignite the cot-
ton. Atad, a technician, ex-shift foreman, and shop steward who performed 
the S&GH’s final adjustments, explained that since it would still take several 
hours to finish the cotton of the current grower it was dangerous to continue 
for so long without tightening the screws. Avi burst out: “But why couldn’t 
you say anything before you stopped? I’m still in charge here. I haven’t left 
this plant yet and you can still tell me before you stop the plant!”

A threatening silence ensued. Atad did not answer and neither did his 
assistant, the shift foreman, and the three operators who gathered around 
Avi. Avi looked at them, expecting some answer, but Atad, joined by Yehu, 
returned to adjusting and tightening screws, while all the others who 
knew that Atad had ordered the stoppage uttered not a word. After a long 
moment of silence Avi turned around and went back to the office building. 
In my notes I wrote that since Atad and Yehu had the relevant knowledge, 
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they had rightly decided to stop operation rather than waiting to finish a 
grower. Their resolve to continue working without answering Avi signaled 
his authority collapse. A short while afterward, additional signs of this 
appeared:

1 Avi’s direct reports, Deputy Yehu, technician Atad, and the three shift 
foremen ignored him more and more often. The first sign was when 
Atad abandoned the sampler, leaving it unused despite Avi’s demands to 
continue attempting to operate it. Then repairs were carried out with-
out reporting to Avi or reporting only very briefly without asking for 
his opinion or permission. His vetoes were only partially honored, if at 
all, while his production hall visits went almost unnoticed. Hence, he 
appeared there less and less.

2 General discipline waned on all levels, down to the temporary Arab 
workers (the plant’s lowest rank). They were supposed to clean machines 
whenever there was a stoppage but they often disappeared (“dived” in 
the jargon of shift foremen) the moment the processing stopped and the 
foremen had difficulty finding them. However, they just followed per-
manent staff behavior. One of the worst instances was when fire broke 
out one night at 1 am. At 6 am, when I came for the morning shift, it 
had already been extinguished, but processing had not yet resumed, 
since burned remains had to be removed from some of the machines, 
pipes, and conveyors. I joined the night shift who was working on it, 
but neither Atad, nor Yehu, or my shift foreman and operators came to 
help with this urgent work, rather fooling around with trifles such as 
the weekly handing out of clean work clothes to permanent staff.

3 Atad and Yehu started behaving as if they were the bosses. One day 
Atad ordered press operators to stop an old custom confirmed by Avi 
of automatic operation of the piston that pushed out the finished bale 
from the hydraulic press. From that point on, Atad ordered and opera-
tors obeyed; the piston would be operated manually, adding a major 
inconvenience as they had to do it exactly on time every 1.75 minutes.

4 Atad spoke as if he was the plant manager: “Next year we’re going to 
arrange . . .”, “We’re going to do . . .”, “We’ll place this here . . .”, and 
so on. He also started accompanying visitors as if he was the manager, 
alone or with Yehu, and used expressions such as “I’ve decided that it’s 
okay this way . . .”, “I told him to do this . . .”, and similar ones.

5 Employees who abided by Avi’s orders were severely reprimanded when 
Atad and Yehu thought otherwise, and were obliged to obey the latter. 
For instance, Yiftach, a technician and shift foreman, complained that 
he was summoned for work on Saturday although Avi had promised 
him that he would be free to celebrate his son’s birthday party, to which 
he had invited many relatives and friends. Atad retorted: “Avi’s prom-
ises are no longer valid at Merkaz since he no longer manages here.” 
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When Yiftach finally freed himself from Saturday work it was not due 
to Avi’s promise but to a friend who volunteered to take his place.

6 Avi’s orders were no longer regarded as reliable enough for technical 
decisions so that, for instance, when a repair job was begun according 
to his instructions, Yehu would suddenly appear and demand a change 
of repair method. When an argument ensued against his insistence, no 
one would mention that Avi instructed doing it this way, only argu-
ing that this was the traditional method. Even though it was clear to 
everyone that Yehu’s authority was dubious and that he had not yet 
been appointed to replace Avi, no one who objected to his orders cited 
Avi’s instructions. It was evident that Avi no longer maintained any real 
authority.

7 Threats such as “If you don’t do as I tell you, you’ll go home [be fired]” 
were made by both Atad and Yehu. Employee reactions made it clear 
that they were intimidated by these threats even though it was unclear 
who authorized Atad and Yehu to use them.

On one occasion, a month and a half before the season ended, I heard 
plant manager Shavit saying that at the end of the season Yehu would 
replace Avi, but he left unanswered the question whose authority was cur-
rently valid. As mentioned, Avi was not replaced at the end of the season; 
rather he remained for an additional year. Atad explained the situation thus:

“Yehu was only considered a foreman while Avi was called ‘TM’. Avi 
fought for his position. He would not give it up so easily.”

In these words one can discern an unconcealed tone whereby “Avi was 
permitted to bear the title to allow him to leave the plant honorably.” This 
definition of the situation suits Shavit’s evasion of the question of author-
ity; he did not interfere and enabled Atad and Yehu to usurp Avi’s authority 
after his incompetence was definitely exposed by the change of the S&GH’s 
feeding pipe on the sixth week, calling Avi’s bluff/ignorance. Until then, Avi 
lost power by his ineptness and by his coercive limiting of others’ discre-
tion, which thwarted their problem-solving efforts (Fox 1974), as with the 
sampler problem, and then his ruined authority collapsed. Shavit’s detach-
ment, which permitted Avi’s de facto demotion, spared his prestige the neg-
ative impact of firing Avi, which would have been a public admission that 
the nomination had been a mistake. However, the lack of a trusted TM 
with legitimate authority, convincing competence, and transparent positiv-
ity (Norman et al. 2010) prevented a solution to the plant’s prime problem, 
the S&GH’s faulty propulsion system. Neither Atad nor Yehu were autho-
rized to stop the plant for 48–72 hours for its repair; even ignorant Shavit 
discerned that the two were unqualified for the job, hence he continued 
with Avi’s “calming sessions” (below), hoping to no avail that he would do 
the job.
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Executives’ Contributions to Avi’s Failures  
and Authority Collapse

During the months of the S&GH fiasco Avi repeatedly offered his resigna-
tion to Shavit and Deputy Danton, but they turned him down and pressured 
him to decide to rebuild the faulty system, but to no avail. Regrettably, Dan-
ton too was ignorant of ginning like Shavit, was detached from the produc-
tion halls; hence, he believed Avi’s bluff or ignorant view about the feeding 
pipe, which enabled him to postpone its repair for six weeks until demanded 
by outside consultants. Danton depicted their many sessions with Avi as 
“calming sessions”: “We tried to calm Avi down and to convince him that 
he would succeed and promised him support for any solution he chose and 
to pay any expert he asked for.” These failed “calming sessions” showed 
how they ignorantly trusted Avi, missing his professional stupidity due to 
practicing detached CCMI that denied him experience-based tacit know-
how and phronesis. Their trust meant the success of his detached CCMI 
strategy, encouraging his use of more bluffs and power abuses as he did with 
the sampler, and ignoring bosses’ expectations of him to solve problems 
requiring engaged ignorance exposure. The two bosses’ ignorance of gin-
ning resulted in misguided trust in the untrustworthy subordinate manager.

The best Israeli ginning experts came and went except for one, well known 
to the three and to the Israeli ginning community and also the closest: at a 
kibbutz 15 kilometers away previous TM Thomas testified that he had been 
ready to help Avi, even without the generous fees paid to other consultants. 
But he was disregarded: the prime reasons were Shavit and Avi’s envy of his 
successes and their fear that he would be further empowered by successfully 
solving the S&GH problem (Klein 1998), as well as Danton’s estrangement 
from Thomas, his friend of some years, due to a major conflict. Thomas 
overcame the three and convinced the Board to buy the S&GH rather than 
adding fiber cleaners that the three and some experts suggested installing 
similar to some gin plants. Thomas objected, pointing out the drawbacks of 
such machines, as substantiated by a comparative study (Northern Ginning 
Season Report 1972), and the Board was convinced, largely because of his 
top expertise. Proof of this was an invitation by WLGEP to join its R&D 
labs in the US as a senior engineer when he began talking about leaving. He 
was only waiting for the completion of his innovative automatic feeder (see 
next chapter) and then left.46

Ignorant Shavit nominated ignorant Avi as TM and when he failed 
avoided firing him. One major reason was to defend his own prestige and 
authority as Avi’s nominator (Levenson 1961: 373) and another was Dan-
ton’s support. Danton supported Shavit although he disliked both him and 
Avi; he was Thomas’s friend until the last year and supported his innovative 
automatic cotton feeder for three years up to its success, but in his opinion 
the S&GH purchase meant surrendering to an unjustified caprice of expert 
Thomas, who ignored others’ arguments to the contrary and contrasting 
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choices of other gin plants. Danton was highly trusted by subordinates as 
the involved, effective, and transparent manager of his jurisdiction (Norman 
et al. 2010), which included all operations outside the production halls and 
seasonal manpower supply, but he rarely visited these halls and was never 
heard talking knowingly about ginning. His belief in Avi’s expertise and con-
tinuing the unproductive “calming sessions” also indicated his ignorance of 
ginning and missing Avi’s ignorance. Authors who criticized the persevering 
with failed strategies did not mention ignorance,47 which was valid in Shavit 
and Danton’s case not only concerning Avi’s present dysfunction but also 
his past: detached from ginners’ problem-solving, the two were not told 
about Avi’s early failure as a TM in Yuval’s time. When joining the plant 
Shavit found two parallel TMs and retained this strange state of affairs as it 
functioned well, while due to his ignorance of ginning he missed Thomas’s 
pivotal role as a highly trusted transformational leader who created local 
high-trust culture that resulted in the plant’s successful functioning. Danton 
as a friend knew more about Thomas’s role, but as detached and ignorant 
of ginning he missed why Thomas was highly effective. Both managers were 
unqualified to probe Avi’s (in)competence, while expert employees saw no 
point in telling them as, for instance, they witnessed Shavit believing Avi’s 
bluff/ignorant view concerning the feeding pipe contour without even trying 
to check out their contrary argument (e.g., Milliken et al. 2003).

Shavit’s superior was I-KRC CEO Zelikovich, who was also detached 
and ignorant of ginning; I never saw him at the plant throughout the long 
months of the S&GH debacle. He could have intervened to replace the 
failing PM and TM with available competent, experienced, and commit-
ted insiders: Danton could have replaced Shavit temporarily at least as he 
competently managed his domain by vulnerable involvement, and Thomas 
could have replaced Avi. Moreover, Thomas and Danton cooperated suc-
cessfully until last year in promoting the automatic feeder; hence they could 
have been a good TMT (top management team) which could practice suc-
cessful distributed leadership and rescue the plant from inept managers’ 
failed leadership (e.g., Chreim 2015). Zelikovich had nominated Shavit and 
could have fired him as he did with Yuval, and replacing Avi was even easier 
by reinstalling Thomas as a natural legitimate reaction to Avi’s failure. Why 
didn’t Zelikovich act thus?

The full explanation for his inaction will be spelled out in the next chap-
ters, but a major reason has already been mentioned: firing a manager testi-
fies to the incompetence of the nominating executive and damages her/his 
authority, thus it is deferred as much as possible. Second major reason was 
Zelikovich’s detached CCMI: the decision to implement such sensitive suc-
cessions, which would have stigmatized the fired managers as failures and 
might have angered their loyalists among both employees and cotton grow-
ers, required more knowledge than he had. He had to decipher Avi’s passiv-
ity and Shavit and Danton’s failure to convince him to act in order to decide 
which succession was the right solution. Thomas for sure was competent, 
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but might it be that he was too empowered by successes and mistakenly led 
to buy the problematic S&GH as all other managers asserted, and hence 
would not reinstalling him cause more mistakes? Danton as well was not 
ensured to be a guaranteed bet: he did not exhibit knowledge of ginning, or 
of plant finances in Board meetings; would he engage these domains success-
fully? Zelikovich could have found experienced plant managers in the kib-
butzim to succeed Shavit, but Shavit was his loyalist on the I-KRC’s Board, 
hence, a successor has to be at least a prospective loyalist. In addition, find-
ing a successor who would be better than Shavit required learning Shavit’s 
failure from knowledgeable plant staff from which he was detached and by 
which he was distrusted, as he only participated in some Board meetings 
and visited the plant only to show high-level visitors the successful cotton 
industry. Employees never saw him as an executive interested in their prob-
lems, as one who oversees the functioning of managers reporting to him and 
acting when discerning their dysfunction.

Summary: Managerial Survival and Failure by CCMI

Observations exposed serious mismanagement due to managers’ and exec-
utives’ use of CCMI, emphasizing the literature’s neglect of this harmful 
phenomenon even when exposing managerial ego defensiveness (Fast et al. 
2014), which caused considerable losses for both the gin plant and cotton 
growers in the studied season. While destructive leadership research depicted 
such negative managerial behaviors, it missed their detached CCMI expla-
nation; depictions of leaders’ destructiveness never explained it by use of 
CCMI.48 By pivoting the dysfunction of TM Avi and analyzing his and oth-
ers’ failing practices which discouraged employees from helping his decision- 
making (Milliken et al. 2003), psychological explanations for stupidity were 
proven to be marginal and Avi’s job dysfunction was fully explained by his 
choice of detached CCMI to defend his authority, job, and career, largely 
due to perceived vulnerability and lack of psychological safety as he lacked 
Thomas’s lengthy experience as a mechanic.49 This choice was probably 
encouraged by practicing Im-C in previous kibbutz managerial jobs; eth-
nographies of kibbutzim found many immoral leaders (Chapter 6), but the 
prime reason was opting for detached CCMI, which left Im-C as the only 
career advancement option. Other contributing contextual reasons, such as 
bosses’ use of CCMI, have as yet been only partially untangled (see next 
chapters).

The findings strongly support the theoretical model of choice, either 
practicing CCMI and using managerial knowledge as means of control 
that engenders vicious distrust and ignorance cycles, resulting in a low-
trust culture of conservatism, ignorance, and mismanagement, or practic-
ing vulnerable involvement that engenders trust and learning cycles without 
use of managerial knowledge for control of subordinates, leading to an 
effective innovation-prone high-trust culture. Stupidity research missed 
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incompetence caused by distrust and ignorance cycles due to authority- 
and job-defensive practices that retained ignorance of local know-how and 
phronesis and caused stupid failures of previously successful intelligent 
managers. The findings explained the job survival of outsider executives 
and managers by use of CCMI despite consequent dysfunction and failures, 
which included failed selection, promotion, and retention of managers and 
senior staff, missing or ignoring their wrongs and mistakes, concealed or 
camouflaged by immoral self-serving information abuses. However, a failed 
CCMI user boss can survive failures if he imports rescuers who opt for vul-
nerable involvement and use know-how and phronesis acquired by virtuous 
trust and learning cycles, shaping high-trust effective cultures within their 
jurisdictions. But as such bosses miss how ignorant they are, miss their own 
lack of interactional expertise, ignorance of local practices’ languages and 
of pertinent experience required to acquire tacit know-how and phronesis,50 
they also miss their own incapacity to discern the negative job survival strat-
egies of mid-levelers by CCMI, their mistakes, wrongs, and neglect, trusting 
them at their own peril.

The findings support research emphasizing the decisiveness of local 
knowledge51 and the critique of managerial knowledge portability,52 as well 
as the decisiveness of mutual trust between and within echelons for manage-
rial knowledge, as explained by a manager:

“[p]eople are the only way I get information that matters for me . . . 
Learning how to use the constellation of people around you requires 
understanding what they can and will do . . . knowing what they are 
good at and be relied on for . . . knowing to what degree you can trust 
someone . . .”

(Cross and Borgatti 2004: 137).

Well-trained and educated managers but “parachuted” with largely 
irrelevant prior experience and/or habitus of detachment and/or irrelevant 
expertise chose CCMI, survived in their jobs for years, and advanced careers 
despite major mistakes, wrong decisions, or indecision and dismal failures. 
Ignorant bosses ruled by importing their kind and retaining loyalists, rather 
than promoting talented expert insiders deemed too powerful, while some 
well-functioning mid-levelers prevented total failure, seemingly facilitat-
ing executives’ belief that CCMI was inconsequential. While the ignorant 
executive hardly knew how ignorant importees would remain due to opt-
ing for CCMI, he could safely rely on their loyal servility, being powerless, 
and dependent on his backing unlike empowered knowledgeable insiders. 
Advancement by ingratiation (Stern and Westphal 2010) and loyal servility 
based on various subterfuges rather than performance encouraged CCMI, 
as did the kibbutz rotatzia norm that shortened terms, making learning local 
knowledge less worthwhile.
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The next chapter contextualizes Avi’s choice of CCMI and his job survival 
for seven years by depicting and explaining consecutive mismanagement by 
the three “parachuted” PMs throughout the Merkaz gin plant’s 19 years, 
proving that their detrimental leadership was not incidental but rather sys-
tematic and explicable, by using CCMI due to preference for Im-C rather 
than career advancement by performance. Subsequent chapters will compare 
them to other PMs and present a full contextualization that explains CCMI 
and Im-C of most PMs, 16 of the 22 studied, by emulating CEOs whose 
choices of these practices were encouraged by the kibbutz field context.
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CEOs: Grove (1996: 144); Robison (2010).

5 Boddy et al. (2010); Dalton (1959); Hughes (1958); Levenson (1961); Mehri 
(2005: 199); Webb and Cleary (1994).

6 Beer et al. (2011); Edmondson (2008); Orlikowski (2002); Orr (1996); Shapira 
(1995b); Wilson (2011); Zand (1972).

7 Boddy (2006); Fast et al. (2014); Johnson (2009); Mehri (2005); Parker (2016); 
Sykes (2006); Wexler (2006).

8 Ailon (2015); Hill (2006); Johnson (2008); Keltner et al. (2006); Pullen and 
Rhodes (2015); Sendjaya (2005); Villette and Vuillermot (2009); earlier works 
see: Ciulla (1998b); Jackall (1988); Parker (2000); Scharfstein (1995).

9 Bratton and Kacmar (2004); Chiaburu et al. (2013); Dougherty et al. (1993); 
Feldman and Weitz (1991); Ficarrotta (1988); Gabriel and Savage (1981); Jack-
all (1988); Mosier (1988); Shapira (1987); Starbuck (2007); Weissberg (2002).

10 Campbell et al. (1995); Groysberg et al. (2006); Khurana (2002); Townley 
(2002).

11 Deputy jobs’ impact: Bigley and Wiersema (2002). Mid-levelers’ emulation: Liu 
et al. (2012).

12 Contextual factors: Huen (2009); Morita (2014); Sergeeva and Andreeva (2015); 
Strathern (2004); on oligarchic field see: Kets De Vries (1993); Levenson (1961); 
Michels (1959[1915]); Shapira (2005, 2008, 2015); Ch. 6 below.

13 Respectively: Yanow (2004a); Collins and Sanders (2007); Klein (1998); Collins 
(2011); Collins and Evans (2007).

14 Ethnographers: Yanow (2004b); context: Shapira (2005, 2008, 2012); socializa-
tion: Fondas and Wiersema (1997).

15 E.g., Fine (2012); Marx (1985); Mehri (2005); Orr (1996). Mutual trust: Fox 
(1974); Siebert et al. (2015).

16 Also: Bower (2007); Flyvbjerg (2001); Khurana (2002); Klein, G. (1998);  
Klein, J. (2004); Morgan (2015); Orr (1996); Ribeiro (2013); Schweigert (2007); 
Shapira (1995b, 2013); Shotter (2006); Townley (2002).

17 Crozier (1964); Dalton (1959); Mehri (2005); Mintzberg (1973); Orr (1996); 
Robison (2010); Roy (1952); Shapira (1987).
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18 Brown (2001); Collins (2011); Grove (1996); Orr (1996); Ribiero (2013); Sha-
pira (2013, 2015).

19 Fine (2012); Gobillot (2007); Meyer (2010); Tsoukas (2005: 149).
20 Bennis (1989: 17); Hargadon and Bechky (2006); Ingvaldsen et al. (2013); Sha-

pira (1995b); Wagner (2002: 50).
21 Guest (1962: Ch. 4); Kanter (1993[1977]: 33); Nienaber et al. (2015b); Norman 

et al. (2010); Shapira (2013); Zand (1972).
22 Deutsch (1962); Dore (1973); Heskett (2011); Lee et al. (2010); Shapira (1987); 

Snell (2001); Wang and Clegg (2007).
23 Alvesson and Sandberg (2014); Bourdieu (1990); Collins and Evans (2007); Dal-

ton (1959); Fast et al. (2014); Levenson (1961); Nienaber et al. (2015a); Tsui-
Auch and Möllering (2010); other reasons see below.

24 Carroll et al. (2008); Gherardi (2009); Rennstam and Ashcraft (2014); Schatzki 
et al. (2001).

25 Geertz (1973); Morgan (2015); Shotter (2006, 2015).
26 The “Four Movements” owned many of the I-KOs and impacted nominations of 

I-KRC CEOs (see Chapter 6).
27 On the US see: Henderson (1990); Gabriel and Savage (1981); Segal (1981). On 

Israel see: Vald (1987).
28 On China see: Chang (1955); Chow (1966); Folsom (1968); Watt (1972). On 

Athens: Bowra (1971); Burn (1964); Fuks (1976). On Latin America: Linz 
(1990); Mainwaring (1990); Sanders (1989); Smith (1986).

29 Kovner (1993); Newsweek (1993); Van Wolferen (1989: Ch. 5).
30 On this field: Near (1997); Niv and Bar-On (1992); Shapira (1990, 1995a, 2001, 

2005, 2008, 2011) and Ch. 6.
31 For ethical reasons real years are concealed; they were from the 1960s to the 1980s.
32 The second, smaller hall contained a processing system for Pima cotton. I did not 

observe it and interviewees reported that its mismanagement was quite the same; 
hence I do not refer to it.

33 A serious work accident crippled his right hand and he was nominated manager 
of the small mechanical workshop.

34 Baralou and Tsoukas (2015); Bennis (1989: 17); Ingvaldsen et al. (2013); Sand-
berg and Pinnington (2009).

35 He assisted Thomas only three years, as he left for two years to serve as the gen-
eral secretary of his kibbutz, but his Merkaz resume also included one and a half 
earlier years as a deputy TM and almost a year as TM.

36 The gin plant’s cotton fiber produce was packed and shipped by compacting it 
with a 1,500-ton press into jute and eight steel hoop-wrapped bales weighing a 
quarter of a ton.

37 Due to the S&GH debacle it took 3.5 months to gin the entire year’s cotton yield.
38 However, this solution was costly as it degraded fiber quality since the fibers 

remained dirty.
39 On facades see: Ciulla (1998b); on alternatives: Hawthorn (1991); on integrity: 

Graham (1995); Simons (2002).
40 Barbuto (1997); Beyer (1999); Burns (1978); Graham (1991); Greenleaf (1977); 

Sendjaya et al. (2008); see pp. 79–83.
41 Use of US$ terms for transactions made in Israeli shekels was common at the 

time due to extra high inflation. Due to US inflation one US$ at the time of study 
(1975–1982) was worth some three US$ in 2017. Numbers are inexact as sea-
son length depended on production rate and temporary workers’ wages differed 
somewhat.

42 Israeli law required a 25% wage increase for evening shifts and a 50% increase 
for night shifts.
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43 The ginning process was energy-intensive, required both 3000-horsepower 
motors and heating large quantities of air from 15–17° to 75–80° Centigrade to 
dry the raw cotton.

44 Bennis (1989); Fine (2012); Geertz (1983); Hedgecoe (2012); Rouse (1987); 
Yanow (2000).

45 Nekhas testified and I confirmed with other foremen that he had indeed spoken 
of these solutions from the early days of the debacle. On importance of such 
informal collaboration: Kreiner and Schultz (1993).

46 Thomas turned down this invitation, citing a serious health problem in the fam-
ily, which even the munificent salary offered could hardly have paid for treat-
ment in the US, while the Israeli public health system covered it.

47 E.g., Amason and Mooney (2008); Kolakowski (1964); Miller (1992).
48 E.g., Aasland et al. (2010); Fraher (2016); Krasikova et al. (2013); Lipman-

Blumen (2005); Padilla et al. (2007); Thoroughgood et al. (2012).
49 Stupidity psychological explanations: Chiaburu et al. (2013); Wagner (2002); 

psychological safety: Nienaber et al. (2015a); perceived vulnerability: Fast et al. 
(2014); Tsui-Auch and Möllering (2010).

50 Respectively: Kruger and Dunning (1999); Collins and Evans (2007); Collins 
(2011); D’Eredita and Barreto (2006).

51 Collinson (2005b); Fine (2012); Geertz (1983); Shapira (1995b, 2015); Shotter 
and Tsoukas (2014a, 2014b).

52 Groysberg et al. (2006); Khurana (2002); Kotter (1982); Townley (2002).
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“A few vices, in Arendt’s mind, were more vicious than careerism”

(Robin 2007: 19).

Chapter 1 suggests that a major explanation of managerial incompetence is 
the use of CCMI by either detachment (CEOs, Moav, Shavit, Avi, Karmi) or 
seductive-coercive autocracy (Yuval). The decisive avoidance of vulnerable 
involvement, the use of CCMI, and the use of managerial knowledge and 
information advantages to defend one’s own status, authority, and career, 
required low morality: bluffs, knowledge abuses, scapegoating, and other 
subterfuges found ubiquitous by cited ethnographies and by the literature on 
managerial ignorance, stupidity, incompetence, and organizations’ dark side. 
Ignorance-exposing trust-enhancing vulnerable involvement is high-moral, 
preferring the common good: one endangers one’s authority, status, and 
career prospects in order to learn, improve job functioning, and prevent mis-
taken and harmful decisions and actions. A major cause of managers’ Im-C 
seems to be incompetence due to CCMI but, as cited, only few studied mana-
gerial ignorance; these few found it pervasive but did not explain it as an 
effort to defend managers’ authority and power and to advance their careers 
through immoral practices. Similarly, destructive leadership often caused by 
ignorance and Im-C was found to be pervasive; one recent study estimates its 
incidence at between 33.5% and 61% and others corroborate this.1

Regrettably, ubiquitous Im-C has rarely been studied, apparently because 
it is a dark secret. Keeping it a dark secret requires immoral power abuses 
and subterfuges which an immoral careerist never admits publicly, at least 
not in real time, and rarely admits to oneself, rendering its study problem-
atic, much as with CCMI. In view of the business scandals of the last decade 
managerial ethics has become a major topic of research and teaching2 but 
not so Im-C, a major root of unethical practices. For example, the 58 Sage 
management and organization studies journals have 966 article abstracts 
that contain the word “career” but only five contain either “careerism” or 
“careerist” though, as cited, all authors who alluded to managers’ Im-C 
found it common. Luthans’s (1988) finding that ineffective managers man-
aged to advance their careers more than effective ones implied common 

2  The Dark Secret of Immoral  
Careerism of “Jumper” Rotational 
CCMI-User Executives
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Im-C among the formers, as did the finding whereby a larger percentage of 
psychopaths occupied higher ranks than lower ones, i.e., psychopaths who 
used immoral means advanced more than high-moral counterparts (Boddy 
et al. 2010). Feldman and Weitz (1991) found that careerism increased 
among a US university’s business administration alumni from 1970s gradu-
ates to 1980s graduates, and others supported Bratton and Kacmar’s (2004) 
conclusion that careerists who promote themselves at the expense of others 
are all too common.3

Curtis (2009: 505) concluded that careerism is “seldom conducive to 
clear thinking or original thought,” and in addition to the above litera-
ture US military scholars extensively studied careerism critically.4 Luttwak 
(1984: 200) even warned that “If careerism becomes the general attitude, 
the very basis of [military] leadership is destroyed,” but neither this warn-
ing nor others’ critiques seem to have made any change; recently ex-Marine 
Corps colonel Wilson (2011: 46) asserted that

“. . . many senior officers think that the military is all about getting pro-
moted and accumulating as many signs of rank and status as possible, 
completed with a host of perks . . . [These careerists] are so prevalent 
because bureaucracies are in effect designed by and for careerists . . . 
[which] are promoted because of a zero defect record of playing it safe, 
making no controversial decisions and requiring others to do the same.”

Behaviorists explain careerism by careerists’ traits, beliefs, and ide-
ologies (e.g., Chiaburu et al. 2013), but Wilson explains it structurally: 
immoral careerists’ hegemony shapes bureaucracies conducive to Im-C. 
A major route for rapid career advance is frequent changing firms with a 
façade (Goffman 1959) of successful functioning in previous jobs by con-
cealing, camouflaging, and scapegoating others for one’s mistakes, wrongs, 
and failures while appropriating to oneself others’ successes.5 However, 
where “parachuting” and rotatzia are normative one may advance her/
his career even without a zero-defect record in previous jobs and with 
only minimal concealing and camouflaging of misdeeds and failures. Sha-
vit’s and Avi’s firings were deferred for a year and presented as normal 
rotatzia to defend the prestige of their boss (Levenson 1961: 373), and 
sparing them stigmatization enabled further managerial careers. Moreover, 
Avi became TM twice without proving his capacity for the job due to the 
two bosses’ CCMI, each in turn missing his incompetence due to own 
ignorance, and when he failed his managerial career was rescued twice as 
it served bosses’ interests. Both bosses’ choice of CCMI prevented open 
and trustful relationships with senior staff, who were fully aware of Avi’s 
incompetence as shown by the citations. The instituted practice of “para-
chuted” outsiders monopolizing the I-KRC management, combined with 
the succession-encouraging rotatzia, enhanced managers’ Im-C and use of 
CCMI. A similar combination in the US armed forces also enhanced Im-C 
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and explains why many of their students alluded to Im-C, unlike minimal 
regard of organizational research.

Rotatzia and “parachutings” tend to be concomitant and suit Wilson’s 
(2011) thesis that immoral careerists’ hegemony shapes bureaucracies con-
ducive to Im-C: all I-KRC CEOs interviewed supported the rotatzia norm, 
which many of them and their protégés such as PM Moav violated (below), 
while it shortened kibbutz officers’ terms and weakened them by creating 
a pool of ex-officers seeking further managerial careers by “parachuting” 
into lucrative I-KO jobs.6 I-KRC CEOs’ control of such jobs pressed kibbutz 
officers to be submissive as representatives to I-KRCs’ Boards to prove loy-
alty to I-KRC executives. Rotatzia norm encouraged “parachuting” of ex-
kibbutz officers to mid-level I-KRC jobs, but it was not taken for granted. 
Only a minority of importees had job-pertinent experience and expertise; 
they were mostly imported despite their ignorance of I-KRC jobs, and as 
in Avi’s case they were often promoted despite failing in jobs (also Yuval’s 
case below). Thus, why import pe’ilim and pay the price of their learning 
such as mistakes, wrongs, and failures rather than promote knowledgeable 
competent insiders?

A new king is known to nominate his loyalists as deputies and minis-
ters, but many “parachuted” nominees were only prospective loyalists who 
might not turn out to be loyal and might fail in their jobs, lacking pertinent 
expertises and choosing CCMI. Students from Gouldner (1954) onward 
pointed out how executives elevated/imported their own kind to mid-level 
jobs, a practice that Moore called (1962: 109) “homosexual reproduction” 
and that Kanter (1993[1977]: 48) explained as a result of the built-in uncer-
tainty in managerial jobs.7 By elevating/importing one’s kind the executive 
expects that promoted/imported managers will think, decide, and act as s/he 
would have done in these offices and will support his policies and decisions, 
hence they will curb one’s uncertainty and enhance one’s power, an addi-
tional certainty.8 That all I-KRC executives were “parachuted” pe’ilim their 
importing their own kind to mid-level offices could be explained as attempt-
ing to curb uncertainty, although Avi’s case proved twice how illusive it was 
when the importee chooses CCMI.

However, an additional explanation was power advantage through 
importing rather than elevating: an importee is weak, especially a young 
one as were many I-KRC importees, unlike an experienced older insider 
empowered by local knowledge and record of successes (Klein 1998) who 
may threaten the boss’s authority and power, as Thomas defeated his bosses 
in both the S&GH and the automatic feeder cases (below). Rotatzia legiti-
mized the early firing of unwanted importees with minimal damage to the 
boss’s prestige, contrary to Levenson’s (1961: 373) findings, and encouraged 
“parachuting” of pe’ilim replacements, while if the latter failed rescuers 
were called in. Together with other reasons presented below, “parachuted” 
pe’ilim almost monopolized I-KRCs’ management. The exceptions were 
hired TMs such as Muli, whom Merkaz gin plant founding pa’il Moav 
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promoted from technician in an older plant due to his precious ginning 
knowledge needed by greenhorn staff. When a new generation of technically 
educated young members such as Avi seemed of their kind to young PMs 
such as Yuval appeared in kibbutzim, they were “parachuted” to TM jobs, 
creating an unofficial norm of no hired TMs. This norm was legitimized 
as defending the interests of kibbutzim in I-KRCs by supposedly sparing 
agency problems of hired managers (Arthurs and Busenitz 2003). But as 
Chapter 1 has depicted and as further untangled below, “parachutings” 
encouraged pe’ilim’s choice of CCMI that engendered distrust and igno-
rance cycles which stimulated Im-C, detrimental to the interests of kibbut-
zim in effective cotton gin plants.

Some Signs of Self-Serving Merkaz Pe’ilim Practicing Im-C

Any journalist visiting the Merkaz industrial park and interviewing execu-
tives would probably have portrayed them as dynamic industrialists who 
established several modern advanced processing plants that helped develop 
kibbutz agriculture to match that of most advanced countries by enabling 
new and more profitable crops, mostly for export, extracting kibbutz agri-
culture from the bounds of local markets. I however, following Diefenbach’s 
(2013: 150) critique of “overtly positive and undifferentiated, unrealisti-
cally flattering and naive pictures of leaders,” soon untangled clear signs 
of a self-serving, careerist power elite, contrary to pe’ilim’s assertions that 
their prime aim was to advance plants’ effectiveness and efficiency to best 
serve kibbutzim. Contrary to these, I rarely found on plant shop floors 
signs of genuine interest in these aims (e.g., Alvesson and Kärreman 2013). 
For example, as against pe’ilim’s brand-new company, car forklifts were 
cheap, old, sluggish models that frequently break down. Another contrast: 
most plants were enlarged recently far beyond kibbutz agricultural require-
ments while exhibiting technological virtuosity, signaling the accumulation 
of power by the managerial elite interested in prestige, status, privileges, 
and lengthy tenures, as Galbraith (1971) explained corporate “technostruc-
ture” (Shapira 1978/9). Pe’ilim enjoyed lavish amenities: air-conditioned 
offices and a dining hall serving high-standard meals, new-model company 
cars rare in kibbutzim at the time, and privileges such as pocket money for 
refreshment on pe’ilim’s short way to work or back, and their learning trips 
abroad, which were undeclared bonuses as their itinerary often violated 
their declared aims.

Kibbutzim had abstemious egalitarian cultures, while pe’ilim’s standard 
of living especially that of senior ones, was well beyond kibbutzim standard. 
Pe’ilim mostly held company cars for their free use, while the kibbutz’s hun-
dreds of other members shared 10–15 cars and paid considerable amounts 
of their small monthly allowances for their use. Pe’ilim’s cars were prime 
status symbols as salaries were uniform, while company cars were graded 
carefully according to rank. This symbolizing function also reflected pe’ilim’ 
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interest in company car models: when I came to CEO Zelikovich’s office for 
a scheduled interview, I had to wait some 20 minutes until he and his deputy 
concluded a long and quite heated debate about the experience of driving 
the deputy’s new model car. Another sign of this role was furnishing junior 
clerk pe’ilim with a humbler car model, a two-door mini Autobianchi A112 
with 900 cc engines; senior clerks got 1100 cc engine cars; mid-managers 
(Avi, Danton) 1300 cc engine cars; while plant manager Shavit drove an 
automatic 1600 cc engine car, at the time considered a prestigious “execu-
tives’ car” in Israel. One car did not fit this hierarchy and signaled opposite 
to Im-C, Thomas’s dirty old 3500 cc station wagon with which he remained 
despite offers to replace it with a new family car like those of other pe’ilim. 
“Most decisive for me” he said, “is that I can load everything I must repair 
in an outside shop, so that I can shorten the gin’s downtime.”9 In view of the 
decisiveness of minimizing downtime, this insistence leaves little question 
that he sought to advance his career by performance rather than by Im-C, 
as did Zelikovich, Shavit, Avi, and most other pe’ilim: gaining a high-status 
job by nurturing ties with higher-ups, its defense by CCMI, exhibiting status 
symbols, and using politics, which also advances career (see below).

Pe’ilim’s little interest in plants’ effectiveness was demonstrated by the 
inefficiency of the Merkaz fodder mix mill’s new production unit: before 
adding this highly computerized unit to the older one, the annual mix pro-
duction per employee was 1,291 tons, while subsequently instead of the 
promised enhanced productivity it fell to 1,123 tons. This unit’s construc-
tion was a mega project-type OPM waste by incompetent, excessively ambi-
tious executives (Flyvbjerg et al. 2003): its planned cost was US$8 million, 
while the actual cost was US$20 million (fixed prices) with same produc-
tion capacity. Executives either bent the numbers to legitimize building the 
largest unit in the country (for which the Swiss producer custom-built its 
new largest presses) and/or due to ignorance they missed planners’ bending 
them. Soon after construction began, the true cost became known, while 
updated fodder mix consumption projections showed that only half the 
planned capacity would be required in the next decade. Board members 
representing kibbutzim demanded a reduction of the scale of the project, 
but executive pe’ilim stubbornly objected. Such a reduction at this advanced 
stage was a very complex task requiring much expertise, which pe’ilim pre-
sumably lacked, beside their prospective loss of the prestige of managing 
Israel’s largest mill. After repeated discussions, pe’ilim won: they waived 
kibbutzim’s additional direct investments, but kibbutzim paid for the OPM 
scandal in years of extra fodder mix prices and moreover, less profitable 
customers were added to enhance utilization of the plant. Kibbutz represen-
tatives agreed because this retained their image as kibbutz interest servers 
and because their prospects for advancing their careers depended on pe’ilim, 
especially on CEO Zelikovich who led the OPM.10 Both representatives and 
the plant’s mid-level pe’ilim interviewed agreed that the prime reason for 
executives’ stubbornness was self-aggrandizement (Galbraith 1971).
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Quite similar excesses and seeking of prestige-enhancing technological 
virtuosity were also found in other Merkaz plant enlargements, suggesting 
self-aggrandizing amoral pe’ilim (Shapira 1978/9). When joined by pe’ilim 
ignorance, this caused fiascos: PM Yuval decided to replace the gin plant 
electricity system at the cost of some US $300,000 (US $900,000 at current 
prices) with an imported system presented by the importer and a colluding 
consultancy engineer as state-of-the-art. Soon after starting operations, it 
failed and was replaced, doubling the cost. The former plant’s chief electri-
cian, who had left due to his objections to this system, becoming a success-
ful electricity installer contractor, testified that he had warned Yuval that 
it could be presented as novel because there were no such systems in Israel 
since they had failed and were replaced. But Yuval, as an ex-cotton branch 
manager, lacked any experience of industrial electricity and preferred CCMI 
by autocratic seduction-coercion; he did not check out the warning given 
by the credential-lacking electrician with experts. He ordered the seemingly 
“state-of-the-art system” and failed, while also losing a knowledgeable 
expert electrician whose successor took years to acquire a similar level of 
local knowledge and competency.

I asked the veteran ex-gin plant manager Moav (see below) whether kib-
butzim as owners could prevent the above fiascos and similar others and he 
answered:

“The I-KRC is structured so that everything is controlled from the top, 
its management decides everything. All the kibbutz representatives’ 
assemblies became futile, kibbutzim show no interest in Merkaz prob-
lems . . . when establishing an apparatus it then run by itself deciding 
patterns, deciding actions . . . .”

However, Merkaz did not really “run by itself”; executives run it without 
allowing owner kibbutzim a real say in its management, as they followed the 
oligarchic autocracy of prime kibbutz leaders and other I-KO CEOs (to be 
analyzed in Chapter 6). Kibbutz representatives reacted to the mock Merkaz 
democracy by avoidance: less than half of them participated in annual plant 
owners’ assemblies,11 and many participants told me they would not come 
next year as it was a waste of time: pe’ilim pushed through every motion 
they wished, as with plant enlargements. Owner kibbutzim failed to control 
pe’ilim also because of the prestige and power they accumulated due to 
plants’ large scale and technological virtuosity (Galbraith 1971), and due 
to senior veteran pe’ilim’s domination of their home kibbutzim; they nomi-
nated young loyalists to manage them rotationally and then as their patrons 
decided which of them would be promoted to lucrative I-KO jobs accord-
ing to loyalty (Shapira 2008). As kibbutz representatives on I-KRC Boards, 
such kibbutz managers rarely dared object to senior pe’ilim on whom their 
advancement to I-KO jobs might depend. I found such objections only in 
the fodder mix mill enlargement case in which they failed, not in four other 
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excessive plant enlargement cases, seemingly because their OPM waste was 
less conspicuous: they were less expensive, their estimated cost was closer to 
the actual cost, and kibbutzim financed only a small portion of the invest-
ment (Shapira 1978/9).

Im-C of First PM Moav

The above findings point to the kibbutzim’s lack of control over pe’ilim, 
who used this leeway for self-serving actions and practices. I shall now 
briefly present the three Merkaz’s gin PMs from my data, suggesting that 
all three throughout the plant’s 19-year history studied suffered large gaps 
of essential local knowledge, lacking interactional and contributory exper-
tises, and deficient of referred expertise. Thus, none of them risked authority 
by vulnerable involvement in practitioners’ problem-solving deliberations 
in order to learn. Practicing Im-C, they used CCMI to defend their jobs 
and to maintain their power, authority, and prestige, causing distrust and 
negatively impacting knowledge sharing, learning, problem-solving, and the 
plant’s functioning.

Cotton growing was introduced in Israel in the early 1950s and as it rap-
idly proliferated in kibbutzim in 1960 the Merkaz Board decided to establish 
a gin plant. The veteran CEO suggested Moav, his 61-year-old brother-in-
law, as manager although Moav had no cotton or industrial management 
experience; as a pa’il he had some 35 years’ experience in bookkeeping and 
as treasurer of a national commercial I-KC (some 1,500 employees) and 
seemingly did not fail. His clean record assisted the Board’s approval of 
his nomination despite the nepotism involved and his minimal job-relevant 
knowledge, while Moav accepted it due to his advanced age and having 
no better offer. He found two enthusiastic mid-age deputies, Yaakov and 
Aharon, both ex-managers of kibbutz cotton branches who experienced the 
problems inherent in raw cotton processing by a distant gin plant, while 
Yaakov was also ex-economic manager of his kibbutz. From another plant 
he brought Muli, an experienced technician with minimal technical edu-
cation but an army captain in the reserves, as a hired TM.12 Muli taught 
Yaakov and Aharon the basics of ginning; then experienced mechanics Levi 
joined and enhanced technical expertise, while in the fifth year Yaakov led 
the successful enlargement of the plant by adding of a new, higher-capacity 
second ginning unit.

Moav’s considerable managerial experience could have been a referred 
expertise (Collins and Sanders 2007), helpful for learning the plant’s prob-
lems, but he failed learning without shop floor involvement, which he 
avoided, and defended his authority by detached CCMI, according the 
Jewish saying, “a mute fool is reputed to be wise.” Tens of interviewees 
described him as a conservative, stingy manager whose efforts at minimiz-
ing expenses irrationally barred many problems from being solved. Com-
mitted expert employees were minimally remunerated, only slightly more 
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than lazy loafers retained because they made do with low salaries, while 
detached, ignorant Moav missed the difference (e.g., Collins and Weinel 
2011). The formers suffered from Moav’s retaining of loafers; they were 
pressed to work harder to overcome the idleness and mistakes of the latter. 
Moav used a loyalist loafer as a “two-way funnel” (Dalton 1959: 232): 
the latter supplied detached Moav with information about what was going 
on in the plant and gave him employees’ views and information without 
requiring Moav’s ignorance-exposing involvement while informing employ-
ees about his views; for these services the “funnel” was rewarded in various 
ways. Other immoral means were granting privileges and promotions based 
on personal loyalty rather than efficiency and effectiveness, of which he was 
ignorant. Pe’ilim who proved personal loyalty to Moav were appointed to 
the management committee, while critics were ousted and newcomers who 
did not actively prove their personal loyalty were not included. For instance, 
the new chief electrician pa’il, who did not bother to prove his personal loy-
alty to Moav as he was very busy with solving grave electrical problems left 
unattended by his predecessor, was not invited to the committee of which 
his inept but loyal predecessor was a member. Other examples: a new pa’il 
who did not seem sufficiently loyal did not get a company car and another 
one who became critical of Moav’s dysfunction was left with an old, unreli-
able vehicle that encouraged his departure.

Moav managed the administration, pe’ilim’s manpower, finances and 
foreign relations, while Yaakov with Aharon, Muli, and Levi managed all 
operations. For them, Moav and the gin plant’s Board were ignorant alien 
authorities to be manipulated in order to prevent damage to the plant’s 
operations, which they achieved through trust and learning cycles of the 
ginning practitioners’ community, similar to Orr’s (1996) technicians versus 
Xerox executives. Moav was told only that needed to keep him satisfied and 
to receive his and the Board’s approval for major decisions made by the four. 
Yaakov described the Board thus:

“In the [gin plant] Board there were a variety of people who may have 
had skills in various domains but no professional know-how [of gin-
ning]. Only two of us were capable of making professional decisions—
myself and Aharon. When Aharon left, I felt I was only disruptive and 
could not change anything even though I had an understanding of 
almost everything and no one could sell me any old wives’ tales . . . 
I knew every machine and all about the [cotton] business, but who else 
understood these? One can sell anyone any old wives’ tale over there 
and the people are too embarrassed to ask questions so as not to reveal 
their ignorance. How come they’re on the Board and don’t understand 
a thing?”13

Management sessions were quite similar, according to the minutes: Moav 
rarely spoke, except when finances were discussed in an attempt to save on 
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expenses. However, he was lavish with his own amenities: one of the first 
air-conditioned offices in the park, a nice small company car, and more.

Detached CEO Akerman Kept Dysfunctional Moav, 
Promoted Ignorant Yuval

When Moav finished a five-year formal term and a year after reaching retire-
ment age (65), although everyone agreed that Yaakov as the plant’s real 
leader should replace him, CEO Akerman, satisfied with Moav’s staunch loy-
alty including as a member of Merkaz I-KRC Board of Directors,14 rejected 
Yaakov and Aharon’s demand for his succession. Versus Moav’s unques-
tioned loyalty, Yaakov was empowered by the plant’s successes (Klein 1998) 
that made him independent and promised less submissiveness on the I-KRC 
Board sessions if replacing Moav; hence Moav remained. His loyalty was 
ensured by total dependency on Akerman’s will, as he could have been fired 
at any moment both on grounds of rotatzia norm and of retirement age.

Akerman’s prolonging of Moav’s tenure was a conspicuous Im-C move; 
the staff testified that Yaakov’s highly trusted leadership ensured the plant’s 
functioning despite dysfunctional Moav. The veteran store manager nos-
talgically remembered it: “Yaakov modeled committed leadership so con-
vincingly that you could not but follow him.” Only very few of the dozens 
of interviewees thought that Moav had been a good manager, these being 
only his loyalists whom he had promoted and rewarded. The best a gin-
ning expert such as Levi could say of Moav was that his detachment spared 
degradation of professional decisions. The senior staff bitterly criticized 
his ignorant conservatism that let them suffer unsolved problems that they 
could have solved if freed of his conservative stinginess. Akerman himself 
admitted that “Yaakov was Moav’s natural successor; he enjoyed the full 
trust of all those involved with the plant, which is of prime importance in 
this job.” However, he declined to explain why the “natural successor” did 
not succeed. The only plausible explanation that Akerman refrained from 
doing so was own Im-C; retaining of staunch loyalist Moav kept I-KRC’s 
Board docile, ignoring that the plant’s functioning would deteriorate if the 
two frustrated deputies left, as indeed they did.

One year later Aharon left and Yaakov did so two years later, overbur-
dened by taking on many of Aharon’s tasks. The Im-C of both Moav and 
Akerman is further evident seeing how they let Yaakov exhaust himself 
when trying to prevent the plant’s functioning from deteriorating without a 
proper successor to Aharon. Assumedly, Yaakov and Moav could not agree 
on any successor, as Moav sought a loyalist who would object to Yaakov’s 
justified wish to replace him, while Yaakov sought an effective committed 
helper like Aharon.

When Yaakov left, Muli was empowered by expanding his jurisdiction to 
all of Yaakov and Aharon’s tasks, while Moav’s reaction to Yaakov’s depar-
ture further proved his Im-C: in order to prolong his job, he “parachuted” 
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young talented pa’il Yuval (aged 30) as deputy, ignorant of ginning and with 
minimal managerial experience, only two years as manager of a kibbutz 
cotton branch. Yuval could not be considered a proper successor without 
prolonged grooming; hence this served Moav’s self-perpetuation aim rather 
than promoting a true leader (e.g., Haslam et al. 2011) capable of succeed-
ing Yaakov, either an insider such as Levi or Amram, or importing a pa’il 
experienced in industrial management who after a shorter grooming period 
could have been a good successor. Experienced Muli was no match for Levi 
and Amram’s expertise, lacking as he did a technical education while also 
busy settling the newly occupied territories, and he was not considered the 
heir apparent. Muli (aged 52) allowed young Yuval only minimal say in 
all practical domains. Yuval disliked this as his habitus from managing the 
kibbutz cotton branch was of involved autocratic control, as indicated by 
members of his kibbutz. As he opted for seductive-coercive autocracy that 
kept him ignorant of ginning, he frequently clashed with Muli’s critique of 
mistakes exposed thanks to 17 years of ginning experience and his lengthy 
leadership as an army captain in the reserves.

Due to Yuval’s ignorance and destructive conflicts with Muli (e.g., 
Deutsch 1969), the plant’s functioning deteriorated so much that CEO 
Akerman replaced Moav with Yuval. Akerman presumably knew about 
Yuval’s unsatisfactory record as Moav’s deputy, but not about his CCMI; 
probing his suitability for PM required the CEO to consult plant expert staff 
and expose his ignorance of ginning problems, contrary to his habituated 
detached CCMI. He avoided this, though a few short interviews with the 
senior staff could have prevented the mistaken promotion. Senior technician 
Amram described Yuval’s stupid autocracy thus:

“Yuval entered the plant with too much brutal force; this was a major 
reason for my departure. He was the opposite of Yaakov; if some piston 
dysfunctioned—he went and tried to fix it with no consideration of 
experts; he never waited for them, never consulted them and after I left 
the staff rebelled against Yuval’s excessive involvement in their work.”

Regrettably, the CEO did not listen to plant staff when promoting Yuval, 
both due to detached CCMI and because Yuval’s nomination promised to 
replace old Moav’s staunch loyalty with a similar young loyalist on Merkaz’s 
Board. Yuval’s nomination promised this because:

1 Yuval’s weakness as a young, inexperienced novice prevented much 
independence;

2 Yuval owed the CEO his loyalty due to his promotion despite problem-
atic functioning;

3 Yuval as a member of Akerman’s kibbutz had an interest in maintaining 
good relations with him.
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These considerations, in addition to disregarding Yuval’s failure as deputy 
and the previous avoidance of nominating Yaakov despite his suitability for 
the job, proves that self-serving Im-C dominated the CEO’s decision-making.

Im-C of Second Gin PM Yuval and CEO Zelikovich

Yuval had some referred expertise as an ex-manager of a kibbutz cot-
ton branch, which both Moav and Shavit lacked. But ignorant of ginning, 
with minimal managerial experience, and much younger than veteran local 
experts, he lacked the psychological safety (e.g., Nienaber et al. 2015) neces-
sary to risk ignorance exposure by the vulnerable involvement required for a 
virtuous trust and learning cycle. He used CCMI by mostly distancing from 
employees; only occasionally did he interfere autocratically in deliberations, 
and he only minimally listened to experts as Amram depicted and others cor-
roborated, leading to amateurish and foolish decisions that caused animosity, 
distrust, and secrecy (e.g., Costas and Grey 2014), such as the failed replace-
ment of the electricity system. He roamed around seeking information like 
Gouldner’s (1954) outsider, but as he was distrusted, employees never truly 
taught him. His ignorance was exposed, for instance, when he drove a forklift 
over a frail pit cup that had broken, and he and the machine fell into the pit.

Secrecy and ignorance similarly failed him in staff nominations. He sought 
empowerment and authority certainty by importing lieutenant pe’ilim like 
himself (Moore 1962: 109). At first he “parachuted” Karmi as deputy and 
as Muli’s superior. Karmi was a little older than Yuval (34), and like him 
was an ex-manager of the kibbutz cotton branch, but he was less forceful, 
less self-assured, and seemingly less intelligent, choosing detached CCMI. 
His “parachuting” encouraged Muli’s intention to leave, frustrating his 
expectation to become PM or at least deputy PM. Muli informed Yuval 
of his intentions and Yuval “parachuted” young pa’il Avi into a new job, 
deputy TM to groom him to replace Muli, keeping this intention secret to 
prevent resistance by expert staff who saw Amram as Muli’s heir appar-
ent.15 Yuval said that he wanted a pa’il successor to care for kibbutzim’s 
interests, but all informants denied this excuse, praised Amram’s decisions 
and actions that were beneficial for kibbutzim cotton. The real reason was 
the threat of Amram’s empowerment by promotion, particularly if Amram 
was aided by Levi: in addition to the professional advantages of the two and 
to Levi’s role as shop steward, Levi was much older than his pe’ilim bosses, 
held a practical engineer certificate, was the best ginner, and a very experi-
enced manager due to his 15 years as a pipe installation contractor. Yuval’s 
“parachuting” of ignorant Avi and promise of promotion to TM was thus a 
clear Im-C move, aimed at his own empowerment rather than at promoting 
the best candidate to a managerial job.

Particularly fateful was Yuval’s mistaken promotion of Avi to TM after 
a year and a half of supposed grooming for the job as Muli’s deputy. Avi’s 
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miserable failure, which prompted the summoning of Thomas to the rescue, 
begs the question: how did such an intelligent involved boss make such a 
terrible mistake?

The answer is ignorance of one’s own ignorance (Kruger and Dunning 
1999) due to use of autocratic CCMI. Harvey and his colleagues (2001: 451) 
pointed out that “. . . specifying ignorance is possible only in those organiza-
tional contexts in which dialogue and inquiry into unknowns is an established 
cultural norm.” Such dialogue and inquiry engender high-trust cultures, but 
Yuval’s coerciveness caused distrust and ignorance cycles, denoted Im-C 
aimed at advance by self-serving means: concealing and/or camouflaging 
ignorance and abuse of intangible resources for coercing employees. In the 
absence of trust, suspicions inevitably emerge; there is no vacuum (Fox 1974). 
Yuval created a new managerial job specifically for Avi’s “parachuting”; he 
did not define its jurisdiction and concealed his aim. Muli, Amram, and oth-
ers soon suspected that Avi had been imported to replace Muli and to build 
Yuval’s supporting clique (Dalton 1959: 58). Their secrecy due to distrusting 
Yuval deprived him of valid information, of “unshakeable facts” (Geneen 
1984: 101) crucial for the decision concerning Avi’s promotion. On his tours 
of the plant Yuval might have discerned Avi’s detachment, but to know how 
ignorant he remained Yuval needed interactional expertise and knowledge 
of ginners’ language, learned only by vulnerable involvement in the ginners’ 
community deliberations.16 But Yuval distrusted and detested the senior gin-
ners and they closed ranks against him; he missed Avi’s incompetence; when 
Muli left he promoted Avi to TM and he failed miserably.

Importing Thomas to the rescue, a successful mechanic and garage man-
ager but with no ginning know-how and phronesis, rather than promot-
ing knowledgeable insiders Amram or Levi, further proved Yuval’s Im-C. 
Amram or Levi’s empowerment by promotion would have dissolved Yuval’s 
baseless assertions, wishful guesses, and amateurish suggestions. Such 
defeats might have ruined his authority versus Thomas, who would have to 
learn a lot before achieving the latter’s expertise level, and until reaching this 
level he could not humiliate Yuval by exposing his ignorance and stupidity.

The next move, an even clearer mark of Im-C, was the sinecure that 
retained Avi’s status parallel to Thomas’s. Keeping Avi’s status while 
Thomas was still in his initial trial period and his prospects of success were 
unknown seemed like a reasonable cautious move, not putting all his eggs 
in one basket. But Avi was a failed “egg” worth little; only the expertise of 
Amram, Levi, and others prevented complete failure until Thomas learned 
and became functional. One who cared about the plant’s functioning should 
have acknowledged this and, for instance, promoted Amram to deputy TM. 
But Yuval cared about his own power; the fiction of “two technical man-
agers” concealed Avi’s incompetence for the TM job and spared Yuval his 
problematic firing,17 while it enabled divide-et-impera: the dependency of 
Avi’s sinecure on the boss’s will ensured his support for Yuval’s objections 
to Thomas’s proposals.
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Avi’s automatic support invited mismanagement. Yuval barred access to 
the minutes of the management committee’s sessions, but other sources told 
me of fiascos such as the failed electricity system whose ratification explained 
Yuval’s automatic majority in the committee. Worse still, Avi’s retention by 
a sinecure ruined employees’ trust in the boss’s benevolence and this in turn 
breached further communications with Avi, at an enormous cost, as in the 
S&GH debacle, or at a smaller cost, as in the automatic sampler case.

All the above do not mention the new CEO Zelikovich, who replaced 
Akerman a year after Yuval’s promotion to PM. Zelikovich opted for 
detached CCMI. One reason was that despite dysfunctional Yuval, Muli 
and his aides kept the plant at a mediocre functioning level, sparing the CEO 
the urgent need to intervene. However, his detachment encouraged Yuval’s 
self-serving actions: autocratic suppression of Muli and his aides, ignor-
ing their critique of mistaken decisions, and Avi’s promotion and retention 
beside Thomas. Yuval’s immoral selfishness culminated in an irresponsible 
love affair in the midst of the high season when urgent major decisions must 
sometimes be reached in the 24/7 working plant. In the first high season of 
my observations, married Yuval and his young female unmarried secretary 
frequently disappeared for half a day to an unknown destination, with no 
way of contacting him. Everyone talked about this vicious romance, but 
the detached CEO whom I never saw visiting the plant ousted Yuval on the 
pretext of rotatzia only months after the season ended. CEO Zelikovich’s 
detachment left Yuval with too much discretion for selfishness and seem-
ingly also caused the CEO a very late reaction to it, which furthered employ-
ees’ distrust in superiors.

Im-C of Third PM Shavit

The descriptions in Chapter 1 pointed out that plant manager Shavit also 
used detached CCMI like Moav as I witnessed: He rarely visited the shop-
floor, and when visiting rarely spoke to knowledgeable staff and never dis-
cussed technical and operational problems with them. He asked only trivial 
questions, listened only to escorting TM pa’il Avi and ignorant loyalist 
Atad, ignoring comments of expert others and not trying to find out the 
truth when they contradicted Avi and Atad. His rare comments exposed 
that by his fourth year, he did not know certain ginning basics I had learned 
in my first week of work. Even more conclusive proof of his ignorance was 
his acceptance of Avi’s false assertion that his mistaken design of the con-
tour of the 30-inch pipe connecting the new S&GH to the previous machine 
only marginally impacted the recurring clogging of the S&GH, acceptance 
that delayed the repair of this major mistake for six weeks.

Shavit, after four years as plant manager, was unaware of the dangers of 
accepting Avi’s assertion. Detachment kept him ignorant of ginning basics, 
know-how, and phronesis, which were inseparable parts of learning the gin 
operator job. If Shavit had experienced this job, he would have known how 
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complex, intricate, and unforeseeable is the flow of cotton through the large 
serpentine pipes, such that even experts are often unsure how to solve a flow 
problem and require several trials until finding a solution. In the case of the 
S&GH problem, the solution was to add a tailored 10-meter serpentine pipe 
costing $US 1,000. Shavit as plant manager was expected to know these 
problems sufficiently to intelligently discuss them with ginners, to speak their 
language (Collins 2011), and have interactional expertise (Collins and Evans 
2007) in order to receive their intelligent contributions to his decisions and 
actions. His authority could be legitimized by the ability to make the right 
decisions, which required his involvement in the ginning practitioner commu-
nity deliberations. He does not need to know how to design gin piping, or all 
possible reasons for clogging, but he does need to be aware of the critical role 
of piping problems for gin plant functioning and he should have suspected 
and probed Avi’s assertion that the mistaken pipe contour was marginal.

Shavit resembled the emperor in Andersen’s legend, “The Emperor’s New 
Clothes”: just as the emperor did not dare check the swindlers’ machines 
and fabrics himself, so Shavit did not dare expose his own ignorance by 
probing the pipe problem to check Avi’s assertion. In fact, it was as simple as 
the emperor’s checking that the swindlers’ looms weaved nothing: if Shavit 
had climbed the S&GH and seen all the raw cotton concentrated on the left 
end and clogging it while the other 90% of its saws were empty of cotton, he 
would have suspected Avi, would have consulted inside and outside experts 
who would have unanimously supported the staff’s rejection of Avi’s claim 
as outside consultants did five weeks later, and would have left Avi no choice 
but to change the contour immediately.

But Shavit’s detachment prevented this, while he also failed by con-
sulting with his loyalist, ignorant informer/loafer Atad, the shop steward 
politician who was his “two-way funnel” (Dalton 1959: 232) and a con-
spicuous example of how lower participants’ power (Mechanic 1962) was 
augmented by managerial ignorance. Atad’s Im-C reflected Shavit’s; though 
they clashed annually on demands for higher salaries when Atad became 
shop steward, after Atad achieved pay hikes for the staff by “Italian strikes” 
of ultra-slow work ahead of every ginning season, he served Shavit by keep-
ing the industrial peace in return for nice salaries for himself and his domi-
nant clique of foremen and technicians while neglecting the salaries of lesser 
employees. He used his job leeway as a repair technician to rally political 
support by walking around, talking, and pretending to work; an example of 
his irresponsible leadership was evident in the incident in which he led the 
morning shift that refused to help clean up the remnants of a 1 am fire at 
6 am to enable resumption of processing (p. 60). The rise to power of such 
worthless incompetent “brambles” (thorn bushes) against which the Holy 
Bible warns us (Judges: Ch. 9, par. 8–16) reverberates in McGregor’s (1960) 
warning of the rise of “worst trouble-makers.” Levi depicted Atad thus:

“Atad cursed me because when he was in my team he had to work. 
After every two weldings he’d run off to smoke a cigarette. He used to 
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do terrible things from the professional point of view. He went from 
one extreme to the other, plainly irresponsible. He walked around a 
lot, smelt here smelt there; he is a guy who knows how to get around 
[problematic] things. I would not rely on his welding if it had anything 
to do with carrying heavy weights. I would only gave him [welding] tin 
covers or [marginal] rods.”18

The manager of a large store for technical supplies and an ex-foreman 
mentioned Atad as one of the gin plant’s “people who really sabotage the 
work,” and added:

“You say that Atad has become the head of the union committee? I can 
well imagine what the gin plant looks like now. I was one of the fore-
men who demanded to sack him. I refused to have him in my shift after 
all sorts of subterfuges against me.”

The opinions of other employees were not more positive:

“Atad is one great chunk of subterfuges. He’s the type who talks too 
much, kills time, talks much more than he does.”

“Atad knows how to cook a stew, [he is] not the type on whose word 
you could count. Rabina was a member of the union committee when 
managers wanted to suck him. At first he fought for him but later he 
was sorry about it.”

“Atad is a real louse. He’s like a cow which gives milk and then 
kicks the bucket. He sometimes keeps a strict discipline but later he can 
agitate the workers [against management] for nothing at all . . . When 
Yaakov was here he acted as if he had a screw loose [in his brain]. Later 
he improved a bit.”

Yaakov wanted to dismiss Atad; he knew about his subterfuges and abuses, 
but his hands were tied: Moav refused to terminate Atad and demanded 
that he be warned and given a second chance followed by a third, fourth, 
etc., since he made do with a relatively low salary as he came to Merkaz 
after he being fired from a number of previous jobs. Atad did not miss the 
chance, which Moav gave him; noticing the brain drain suffered by Merkaz 
due Israel’s economic boom as against its modest salaries, he improved his 
behavior for a season and got greenhorn Yuval to grant him a permanent 
position. Then came Avi and “parachuted” his high-school friend Yiftach 
as foreman. Atad became a loyalist of the two and strengthened his posi-
tion. Greenhorn Thomas was the next “jumper” whom Atad misled by his 
briefly improved behavior, receiving a promotion to foreman. After Levi 
left, veteran uneducated and weak foreman Rabina became shop steward; 
Atad agitated against the union committee, accused it of allowing Yuval to 
demote and cut the salary of an experienced operator who was injured in 
a work accident, and on a popular demand for work injury compensation 
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insurance he rose to shop steward. In this capacity he met greenhorn Shavit, 
and pretending to be his loyalist, he became his “two-way funnel.”

Atad enhanced the S&GH debacle by supporting Avi’s assertion that the 
mistaken contour of the S&GH feeding pipe was marginal. As mentioned, 
detached Moav also used a “two-way funnel”; detached CCMI managers 
needed this tool to gain information by nurturing immoral, incompetent 
employees such as Atad. Atad supplied both real information and assumed 
information, telling Shavit what he wanted to hear in return for favors. 
Thus an executive’s use of CCMI served not only her/his Im-C but also 
that of incompetent subordinates. Shavit rewarded Atad excessively, though 
he often shirked his tasks and duties, and Shavit knew that Atad’s loyal 
image was largely fake, as both knowledgeable deputy PM Danton and sea-
sonal Atad-organized “Italian strikes” reminded him. He knew that Atad’s 
remuneration was unjustified and in effect deprived competent employees 
committed to their job, but he was dependent on Atad. Like Avi, he too 
was in a Kafkaesque situation, encircled by distrusting staff who he himself 
distrusted and kept uninformed; only a few supplied him with information. 
He was often paralyzed or mired in ineffective courses of action such as the 
“calming sessions,” which appeared to calm him and Danton rather than 
Avi in the face of the S&GH debacle.

The choice of CCMI is integral to managers’ Im-C, a disposition they often 
develop early due to career successes in authority jobs by use of immoral 
means. Shavit advanced career like Moav and dozens of other higher-ups 
in the kibbutz field: movement leaders, cabinet ministers, Knesset (parlia-
ment) members, CEOs of national and regional monopolies, and others.19 
Like many of these, both Moav and Shavit’s managerial careers commenced 
early: Moav became the treasurer of a new kibbutz at age 22 and never 
returned to the ranks, while Shavit became an army platoon commander 
at the age of 19.5, a kibbutz branch manager at the age of 22, switched to 
managing the larger building branch at age 25, took a two-year condensed 
college managerial course at age 28, was promoted to kibbutz economic 
manager at age 30 and became plant manager at age 32. As with many other 
“meteoric” careers, both in the kibbutz field and in corporate world,20 he 
advanced rapidly due to the patronage of Zelikovich, his kibbutz mate who 
was a veteran pa’il and executive of other I-KOs before Merkaz. Zelikovich 
nurtured him ever since his success as manager of the building branch; Sha-
vit managed to achieve quicker and cheaper construction than his predeces-
sors despite minimal building know-how, through rigorous control of costs 
and using outside building contractors who employed cheap Arabs after 
firing all the costly Jewish builders whom his predecessor had employed and 
managed. Then he repeated this control as kibbutz economic manager and 
achieved some successes, thus legitimizing his promotion to replace Yuval.

Intelligent, talented Shavit did not opt for detached CCMI because of his 
inability to acquire ginning know-how and phronesis, but rather in order to 
defend his authority while believing that he could succeed by repeating his rig-
orous control of costs and results. It was no coincidence that he chose to follow 
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Moav’s detachment rather than Yuval’s involved autocracy: Yuval repeated 
the autocracy used in the kibbutz cotton branch with moderate success, while 
Shavit tried repeating successful rigorous analysis of data reported by sub-
ordinate managers and contractors without involvement in their problem- 
solving. This personal strategy achieved moderate successes at the gin plant 
for certain periods: Moav for six years due to the high-moral leadership of 
vulnerably involved, talented, highly committed Aharon and Yaakov, cotton 
growing idealists interested in advancing this crop; and Shavit for two to three 
years with pragmatists Danton and Thomas, after each learned their job by 
vulnerable involvement—Danton among the drivers of tractors, forklifts, and 
lorries, and Thomas among ginners. But success in these two periods was 
moderate: while non-careerist lieutenants created virtuous trust and learning 
cycles, many of their efforts were tripped up by obstacles posed by conserva-
tive CCMI user bosses, quite similar to British industry bosses (Armstrong 
1987). The two detached PMs ignored the mismanagement caused by their 
ignorance and low morality; both defended their own authority and jobs and 
also Shavit his career prospects. Every move that loosened or threatened to 
loosen their firm hold on the helm aroused defensive actions, for instance 
Shavit’s prolonged delay of Thomas’s innovative automatic feeder (below).

Senior employees were cognizant of Shavit’s CCMI even before he failed, 
as described in Chapter 1, and Danton harshly criticized his ignorance. As 
he saw it,

“Shavit is a wizard of numbers who can prove everything using them 
but knows nothing about the things that create these numbers.”

Nor did Danton appreciate Shavit’s leadership skills; when he criticized 
the incessant turnover of pe’ilim to the detriment of hired employees, I asked 
if this rotation deprived them of a better, more trustworthy leadership, and 
he agreed and targeted Shavit, using his experience as an ex-platoon com-
mander in the Parachuted Corps:

“Of course; what is needed is like a [good] commander who decides on 
the goal of the fighting, creates a team spirit, and then there are results, 
but for this good relations [between commander and soldiers] are 
required which Shavit never formed. I am considered the one [among 
pe’ilim] who has the best relationships with [hired] workers although 
I demand of them much more than others.”

Implying Shavit’s failed management, he later explained his point thus:

“The problem here is to devise a way for the workers to follow you, as 
a platoon commander [is followed] in battle.”

Contrary to Yuval, who was quite asocial and disliked by both his kib-
butz members and pe’ilim, just as he disliked and ignored them, as evident 
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for instance from his wanton affair, Shavit was socially involved and liked 
by many of his kibbutz members and pe’ilim, but detached CCMI prevented 
open, trustful relationships at the plant like those created by Danton and 
Thomas with other pe’ilim and hired staff. Thomas, who unlike Danton was 
not an ex-army officer, criticized Shavit’s mismanagement differently:

“People here work hard, go out of their way to find and implement 
solutions to complicated problems, but all their efforts are worth noth-
ing for Shavit who can trash their efforts with no hesitations.”

Shavit “rode” on successes achieved by trusted servant transformational 
leader Thomas and trusted transactional leader Danton,21 helped by two 
other involved pe’ilim, the chief electrician and the garage manager, along 
with some hired employees. As noted, Danton was Thomas’s key supporter 
in the three-year conflict with Shavit over the automatic feeder (below), until 
last year when they clashed over the purchase of S&GH versus fiber clean-
ing machines. They related to Shavit much as Moav’s two involved deputies 
related to their boss a decade earlier, as an ignorant alien authority to be 
manipulated to minimally hurt the plant’s functioning. Thomas transformed 
the low-trust shop-floor culture that he found when coming to the failing 
plant into a local high-trust innovative culture by highly committed vulnera-
ble involvement in problem-solving that engendered trust and learning cycles 
of local know-how and phronesis by reflection-in-action, solving problems 
in a community of practice with knowledgeable locals that created an “us” 
feeling.22 This had happened both on the shop floor while coping with failed/
clogged/broken machines and on the benches in the shade in front of the 
offices where mostly deputy PM Danton, who was in charge of yard opera-
tions, and less frequently Thomas, congregated with hired employees. With-
out prior knowledge, it was impossible to discern managers from foremen 
and workers—all wore dirty working clothes; only if one arrived towards the 
end of a discussion one could have seen that Danton or Thomas concluded 
what had to be done and all departed to do it. Most prior discourse was 
egalitarian and included an occasional dirty joke by a worker that sometimes 
pinned down a manager or foreman (Six and Sorge 2008). Less frequently, 
the other involved pe’ilim, the electrician and the garage manager dropped 
by, while neither Shavit nor Avi participated in these community of practitio-
ners meetings. Previous research paid “limited attention to the conditions . . . 
that lead to supervisors offering high LMX to employees” (Wang and Clegg 
2007: 151), while this case indicates that an egalitarian coffee drinking break 
with vulnerably involved managers creates such a condition.

Shavit’s Im-C: Delaying Thomas’s Major Innovation  
and Its Appropriation

Thomas gained power by succeeding through high-moral transformational 
leadership, which made him a well-known expert among Israel’s cotton gin 
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plants and then abroad, as efficiency and effectiveness soared. Shavit did 
not interfere, since the plant’s functioning seemed to prove his capability, 
but it frightened him: successful Thomas gradually became dominant in 
managerial decisions at the expense of Shavit’s power. When Thomas pro-
posed developing and building an original automatic cotton-feeder at one-
third to one-fourth of American firms’ prices, $US 80,000 instead of $US 
250,000–330,000, Shavit felt that this was too good to be true and used 
red tape with CEO Zelikovich’s backing to tame Thomas and his supporter 
Danton. “Parachuted” Shavit had no prior industrial management experi-
ence, was unaware that practitioners had invented some 80% of industrial 
innovations (Bogers et al. 2010), and only knew that failure of the invention 
would damage his authority, prestige, and power, while a success would 
empower Thomas (Klein 1998). His postponing of Thomas’s innovation 
for three years and his appropriation of the prestige generated by its success 
after the disenchanted inventor left is another example of his Im-C.

The three-year delay by Shavit was decisive: during these years most 
Israeli gin plants bought or ordered US-made Movers and automatic feed-
ers. As explained, Israeli managers knew since 1971 that US gin plants used 
these innovations (pp. 11–12). Danton proposed buying a Mover soon after 
taking charge in 1976 but this also required an automatic feeder and a Yard 
Mover, which US manufacturers offered together at the above prices.23 While 
it was unclear whether Israeli conditions would require modifications that 
would raise the price, another question was the possibility of modifying the 
existing transportation system and sparing most of the investment. Thomas 
and the cotton growers with which he consulted preferred this option and 
proposed building an original automatic feeder at a third of this price, one 
that would fit both current stretches and Movers. When Thomas proposed 
this solution to greenhorn Shavit, it seemed too good to be true. It was hard 
to believe that Thomas, who had only two years of experience at the plant 
and was not even an authorized engineer, could succeed with such a proj-
ect. How could an ex-kibbutz garage manager who had repaired machines 
and who had never planned or constructed a machine himself construct a 
solution that would cost a third or quarter of the price of those offered by 
world-class manufacturers? Was it possible that Thomas would succeed so 
much better than numerous experienced engineers of large firms that had 
produced cotton equipment for decades?

Thomas was a professional, not a genius, who practiced the DUI (Doing, 
Using & Interacting) mode of innovation that relied on practitioners’ 
experience-based learning of tacit know-how and phronesis (Jensen et al. 
2007); my untested assessment is that Avi and Shavit were more intelligent 
than him, but he was a very experienced and expert mechanics manager 
who possessed the know-how and phronesis required to lead the creation 
of the original automatic feeder with a hydraulic pusher capable of push-
ing an eight-ton stack of raw cotton from a stretch. His solution combined 
some known elements used for years by the cotton industry with the origi-
nal pusher that could be tried by an experiment costing some US$15,000. 
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The chief engineer of a known Israeli transportation equipment manufac-
turer offered to plan, build, and try the pusher, and then to plan, build, 
and install the feeder. He and Thomas assumed that all other plants would 
follow Merkaz and buy the machine, but Shavit’s red tape frustrated them 
and cotton grower supporters. Shavit did everything he could to prevent 
approval of Thomas’s proposal, to delay the needed experiment and con-
struction and installation of the feeder. Discussions of the proposal on the 
plant’s Board took a year until it was confirmed; the decision about the 
experiment dragged on for another year, and a third year was spent ordering 
the machine and planning it, while building, installing, and successful trial 
running took a few months and was completed ahead of season, days before 
my participant observation.

Thomas did not inaugurate the machine. He resigned after its successful 
tests, tired of the conflicts with Shavit. In the festive inauguration picture, 
careerist Shavit proudly stands at the control bench as if he had invented the 
original machine. The cover of the booklet published by the gin plant to sum 
up the season in which the machine was successfully operated and conveyed 
some 33,000 tons of raw cotton showed three pictures of the machine, one 
of them with Shavit while a picture of Thomas was absent; nor was his 
name mentioned inside. Only Shavit was mentioned, of course, with no 
mention of his three years of red tape. This was a clear immoral Machia-
vellian appropriation of Thomas’s achievement, which reminds one of the 
Holy Bible’s King Ahab, who killed Naboth the Jesreelite and appropriated 
his vineyard to be warned by the prophet: “Hast thou killed and also took 
possession? . . . In the place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall 
dogs lick thy blood, even thine” (Kings 1, Ch. 21, Par. 19). Comparing 
Shavit’s deed to murder is justified when one realizes that he practically 
extinguished all prospects of other plants buying Thomas’s innovation by 
delaying it for three years. Had it not been delayed for so long, Thomas’s 
machine would have had a good chance of overcoming the costlier imported 
alternatives, as it enabled use of the old metal stretches beside Movers with-
out the complications caused by imported feeders.

Shavit’s low morality in this case was only slightly more extreme than his 
other immoral practices. He feared both the success and the failure of the 
innovation: its early success and adoption by all Israeli gin plants would 
have enhanced Thomas’s power and possibly made him uncontrollable, 
promising Shavit more defeats as with the purchase of the S&GH rather 
than fiber cleaning machines, while its failure would have seriously dam-
aged Shavit’s prestige as a fantasist who tried to compete with world-class 
manufacturers. Distrusted, ignorant, and uninformed Shavit could neither 
estimate Thomas’ chances of success nor would his career have benefitted 
much; hence he procrastinated. The annual booklet with Shavit’s picture 
on the cover standing at the control bench of the automatic feeder with 
no mention of Thomas depicted a terrible season, with a negative record 
of 32% downtime, as a result of which an extra 3,000 tons of cotton were 
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stored in the fields and growers lost considerable revenues due to the S&GH 
debacle. Shavit probably knew he was facing demotion; hence to improve 
his image ahead of seeking a new managerial job he appropriated Thomas’s 
achievement and attributed it to himself.

Summary and the Concomitant Prevalence  
of Im-C and CCMI

The findings corroborate Chapter 1 and cited studies: local tacit know-how 
and phronesis essential for managerial competence were largely acquired 
by trust-creating vulnerable involvement in problem-solving efforts together 
with employees (e.g., Ingvaldsen et al. 2013). Without using the psycho-
logical dysfunction explanations of stupidity research, defense of authority, 
jobs, and careers by practicing CCMI and Im-C explained the plant’s mis-
management and knowledge abuses, either by seductive-coercive autocracy 
as in the case of Yuval or by detachment as in the case of Moav, Karmi, 
Shavit, Avi, and others. The CCMI-Im-C complex retained incompetence 
and caused mistakes, wrongs, and failures, both directly and indirectly by 
negative managerial selection and promotion: rather than promoting com-
petent knowledgeable insiders, weak incompetent CCMI-using executives 
concerned with empowered expert insiders imported outsiders of their own 
kind, pe’ilim according to loyalty or prospective loyalty, as in the “manage-
rial homosexual reproduction” thesis (Kanter 1993[1977]: 49). Importees’ 
loyalty enhanced superiors’ power, but they mostly used CCMI, remained 
incompetent, and both they and their superiors practiced Im-C as they could 
not achieve performance, as in cited ethnographies that exposed organiza-
tions’ dark side (p. 1).

In addition to the explanations presented in Chapter 1 for the choice 
of CCMI, there was also the temptation to use managerial power to con-
ceal ignorance and incompetence as dark secrets and to survive in jobs by 
immoral means similar to fellow pe’ilim. An incoming pa’il often emulated 
others’ CCMI unknowingly, as Avi initial chose to “wait and see” without 
knowing it would lead to CCMI, to the use of immoral means and to cam-
ouflaging/concealing them as dark secrets. Moreover, no managerial course 
had taught pe’ilim what others and I found, that managerial job competence 
requires sensitivity to the unique contours of circumstances that demand 
much local know-how and phronesis held exclusively by subordinates who 
would not share these with distrusted CCMI users. Often originating from 
kibbutzim with high-trust unit cultures that enhanced knowledge sharing 
(Shapira 2008: Chs. 15–17), pe’ilim were often not aware that using CCMI 
would discourage employees’ trustful cooperation and sharing of knowl-
edge. A “parachuted” pa’il often missed both his own ignorance and the 
avoiding of ignorance-exposing vulnerable involvement in practitioners’ 
deliberations, preventing mutual trust with them and the achieving of job-
competence by virtuous trust and learning cycles. The “jumper” knew that 
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learning required asking questions, which exposed his ignorance and jeopar-
dized his authority until proving effective, but easily missed fellow pe’ilim’s 
defensive use of CCMI, how it caused failures, and the successful learning 
by a few vulnerably involved pe’ilim (e.g., Thomas, Danton). One could be 
an ex-high-moral trustworthy manager of a kibbutz or a kibbutz branch but 
“parachuted” to an unknown I-KRC plant in which secrecy and mistrust 
prevailed and made learning ginning hazardous; in addition, the prospect of 
impending rotatzia within a few years encouraged opting for CCMI-Im-C.

Two factors, habituses and pertinent know-how and phronesis, includ-
ing referred expertise, largely decided whether one opted to CCMI-Im-C or 
not. Many ex-kibbutz managers practiced Im-C, ingratiating/courting I-KO 
patrons, who then made them pe’ilim. The pe’ilim usually continued their 
Im-C in I-KO jobs, as patrons’ auspices promised them career advancement 
without performance provided they were not grasped as complete failures. 
CCMI served this aim, while habitus often decided one’s choice: previously 
detached kibbutz officers Avi and Shavit were detached in Merkaz as well; 
autocratically involved kibbutz branch manager Yuval behaved likewise in 
Merkaz, and previously vulnerably involved Yaakov, Aharon, Thomas, and 
Danton conducted themselves similarly as pe’ilim. One’s know-how and 
phronesis affected the domain(s) in which he was vulnerably involved: Dan-
ton limited such involvement to his jurisdiction, for which he had pertinent 
knowledge, although as a management committee member he should have 
had interactional expertise in ginning. Lacking this, he mistakenly viewed 
Thomas’s insisting on the S&GH rather than fiber cleaners as “a caprice” 
rather than as an intelligent choice based on complex considerations, and 
this conflict with the only true friend in Merkaz was the last straw that 
ousted Thomas.

Combining the two chapters’ findings points to the prevalence of con-
comitant Im-C and CCMI among Merkaz executives. Their concomitance 
explains their etiological connection: the use of CCMI engenders vicious 
distrust and ignorance cycles that prevent career advancement by perfor-
mance, hence leaving promotion-hungry pe’ilim only the Im-C alternative. 
The other direction is true as well: habituating Im-C encourages defending 
one’s job, authority, and career prospects by using CCMI rather than tak-
ing the risk of ignorance exposure, resulting in a similar negative cycle that 
leaves Im-C as the sole option for advancing one’s career. The prevalence 
of CCMI-Im-C at Merkaz reminds one of Wilson’s (2011: 46) assertion 
that careerists “are so prevalent because bureaucracies are in effect designed 
by and for careerists,” as well as Armstrong’s (1987) assertion that British 
industry engineers suffered from divorce of executives from creative engi-
neering labor of product and process improvement, much as Thomas suf-
fered from Shavit’s divorce from ginning labor. The finding that throughout 
the plant’s 19 years CCMI-Im-C executives dominated, suggests that I-KRC 
bureaucracy was “designed by and for [‘jumper’] careerists:” the auspices of 
two detached CEOs enabled one astute CCMI-user PM (Moav) to continue 
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for 10 years by conservatism and “riding” on successes achieved by commit-
ted mid-levelers who overcame or circumvented his self-serving decisions; 
another PM (Yuval) continued for four years despite stupid autocracy fail-
ures due to a CEO detachment and some mid-levelers who overcame many 
of his stupid deeds until his excessive selfishness, hubris, and sex drive failed 
him; the third CCMI-Im-C PM Shavit survived for five years thanks to four 
years of effective mid-levelers, until the long-frustrated TM left and igno-
rant Shavit nominated ignorant successor Avi who caused a major failure 
and the succession of the two after a year’s delay to save their nominator’s 
image, enabling them further managerial careers elsewhere.

Although there is no research of I-KRCs’ history, kibbutz research 
leaves little doubt that I-KRCs’ founders in 1939–1940 were high-moral 
servant leaders and vulnerably involved pioneers who aimed for career 
advancement by performance rather than CCMI-Im-C. But as Chapter 6 
will elucidate, with the enormous growth and success of the kibbutz field 
in the 1930s–1940s, its old guard prime leaders became immoral self- 
perpetuators who transformed it into one that was oligarchic, bureau-
cratic, and conservatively led.24 Merkaz CEOs in the 1960s–1980s fol-
lowed their lead and practiced Im-C, as did most other pe’ilim; only two 
deputy PMs and one TM were high-moral leaders, while one deputy PM 
(Danton) was an intermediate case who limited his trust-creating vulnera-
ble involvement to his jurisdiction as did some other mid-level pe’ilim. The 
change to prevalent CCMI-Im-C with the growth and success of I-KOs 
facilitated the adoption of two norms, rotatzia and “parachuting.” These 
two weakened mid-level pe’ilim as against CEOs who overruled rotatzia 
and stayed much longer, curbing mid-levelers’ will to risk their authority 
by ignorance exposure in order to learn local knowledge that was bound 
to be unusable in their next jobs; their minimal learning and incompe-
tence enhanced the dominance of self-perpetuating job-ignorant detached 
CEOs. The same negative impact of the two norms was found by the cited 
critical students of US armed forces (p. 48), leading to Wilson’s (2011: 46) 
above cited assertion.

The next chapter will support this summary by using organizational liter-
ature to further clarify the concepts of trust, leadership, culture, and demo-
cratic management, the declared ideal of the kibbutzim contradicted by the 
reality of Merkaz, other I-KRCs, and other I-KOs.

Notes
1 Recent study: Aasland et al. (2010); corroborating others: Hollander (1998: 50); 

Thoroughgood et al. (2012).
2 Ailon (2015); Brown and Trevino (2006); Pullen and Rhodes (2015); Rhode 

(2006); Todnem and Burnes (2013).
3 Aryee and Chen (2004); Boddy et al. (2010); Starbuck (2007): 24; Weissberg 

(2002).
4 Ficarrotta (1988); Gabriel and Savage (1981); Henderson (1990); Mosier (1988); 

Segal (1981).
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5 Dalton (1959); Hughes (1958); Jackall (1988); Maccoby (1976); Web and Cleary 
(1994). On such appropriation: Mehri (2005); Shapira (1987).

6 Helman (1987); Shapira (1995, 2001, 2005, 2008).
7 Also: Dalton (1959); Gouldner (1954); Whyte (1956).
8 I use the masculine form since all executives and managers were male.
9 In fact often it was not Thomas but a technician who drove it to a repair shop; 

Thomas mostly drove it to his home and back.
10 On this dependency see below; on the leader’s impact on cooperative board 

members: Guerrero et al. (2014).
11 Beside the Merkaz general assembly there were assemblies for each plant, in 

which participation was permitted only for kibbutzim that used its services.
12 A captain in the reserves was normally on duty for 1.5 months every year in that 

era.
13 E.g., Parkinson (1957); Peter and Hull (1969).
14 All six plant managers were Merkaz Board members.
15 Levi was not considered heir apparent due to his crippled right hand, which 

made him workshop manager.
16 Respectively: Collins and Evans (2007); Collins (2011); Brown and Duguid 

(1991); Orr (1996).
17 Firing Avi after two years could not be presented as rotatzia, hence it accorded 

Levenson (1961: 374) and Martin and Strauss (1959: 96–97).
18 Atad is ‘bramble’ in Hebrew; using this nickname will be further justified by later 

testimonies.
19 Beilin (1984); Shapira (1990, 2001, 2005, 2008); Shure (2001); Tzimchi (1999).
20 Kibbutz: Shapira (2005, 2008). Corporate world: Dalton (1959); Johnson 

(2009); Kets De Vries (1993); Khurana (2002); Levenson (1961); Martin and 
Strauss (1959).

21 On such riding see: Armstrong (1987); on servant transformational vs. transac-
tional leadership: pp. 79–83.

22 A firm’s differing cultures: Orr (2006: 1807); Reflection-in-action: Schön (1983); 
Yanow and Tsoukas (2009); Community of practice: Orr (1996); Knowledge-
able locals: Bennis (1989: 17); Us feeling: Haslam et al. (2011).

23 A Yard Mover moves stacks of raw cotton gathered in the yard to the automatic 
feeder.

24 See Chapter 6; for similar cases: Brumann (2000); Stryjan (1989). For the case of 
a radical innovative leader who financially rescued the kibbutz field and enabled 
resumed growth: Shapira (2011).
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According to renowned economist J. K. Galbraith (1971: 69–70), in today’s 
large firm

“. . . a large number of decisions, and all the important decisions (origi-
nal emphasis), draw on information possessed by more than one man. 
Typically they draw on the specialized scientific and technical knowl-
edge, the accumulated information or experience and the artistic or 
intuitive sense of many persons. And this is guided by further infor-
mation, which is assembled, analyzed and interpreted by professionals 
using highly technical equipment. The final decision will be informed 
only as it draws systematically on all those whose information is rele-
vant. Nor, human beings what they are, can it take all of the information 
that is offered at face value. There must, additionally, be a mechanism 
for testing each person’s contribution for its relevance and reliability as 
it is brought to bear on the decision.”

Neither Galbraith nor the voluminous literature on organizational 
learning, knowledge management, and intellectual capital specify such a 
mechanism. Hence, higher-ups consider the relevance and reliability of the 
information and knowledge of each contributor, and decide who is knowl-
edgeable, whose analysis and assembly of information is valid, and which of 
expert opinions better integrates the variety of contributions. Nobel laure-
ate Simon presented a case of an ideal managerial decision-making process:

“. . . the [battleship] planning procedure permits expertise of every kind 
to be drawn into the decision without any difficulties being imposed by 
the lines of authority in the organization. The final design undoubtedly 
received authoritative approval; but, during the process of formulation 
suggestions and recommendations flowed freely from all parts of the 
organization . . . So long as the appropriate experts are consulted, their 
exact location in the hierarchy of authority need not much affect the 
decision”

(Simon 1957: 230).

3  The Concepts of Trust,  
Leadership, Culture, and  
Democratic Management
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Unfortunately Simon’s ideal is never realized; at the end of the day, the 
status, authority, prestige, and power of participants, as well as other politi-
cal, social, psychological, and cultural factors, determine if and to what 
extent each view is considered. Worse still, according to Heifetz (1995) 
leaders determine decisions by holding the environment of deliberations, 
by directing attention, by controlling access to information and its flow, 
by framing issues, orchestrating conflicts, and shaping decision processing.1 
They decide who is knowledgeable, usually excluding operators, although 
in the above battleship case it is the operators who have the relevant experi-
ence to know best, for instance, the problems of current fighting positions 
that a new design may solve. Unfortunately, even if the latter are heard, their 
influence tends to be minimal versus that of managers and those considered 
experts who dominate deliberations and decide whether to use participants’ 
contributions.2 An executive who seriously tries to consider lower partici-
pant contributions must be locally knowledgeable (pp. 2–3), needs inter-
actional expertise that enables fruitful communication with experts in the 
language of their practice as well as having referred expertise.3 In order to 
acquire these expertises one has to be cognizant of own’s ignorance, a fairly 
rare state (Kruger and Dunning 1999). Whether one is cognizant or not, 
only if s/he practices vulnerable involvement in subordinate deliberations, 
exposes his/her own ignorance, and gains subordinates’ trust, may they 
teach her/him. Then s/he may be able to appreciate operators’ contributions 
due to their exclusive know-how and phronesis, acquired by coping with 
tasks in ways s/he never experienced. But in order to initiate a virtuous trust 
and learning cycle, a manager’s involvement must prove intention to learn 
and justly and fairly consider employees’ analyses, views, and suggestions, 
rather than only to control them as Merkaz PMs did. A superior can gain 
subordinates’ trust only if s/he proves high-morality, assuring them that her/
his learning will serve the common good, and not just her/his own interests 
(Hosmer 1995).

Trust is thus the decisive factor, as in the model presented in Chapter 1. 
A high level of mutual trust between hierarchic ranks enables the executive 
to practice Galbraith’s (1971) and Simon’s (1957) ideal decision-making. 
For example, the need to gain know-how and phronesis for his task only 
partially explained CEO Grove’s (1996: 144) choice to risk his authority 
by exposing his ignorance to Intel programmers; a major encouraging fac-
tor was mutual trust engendered by his previous successful leadership of 
Intel, which ensured that they would not use his mistakes during learning 
against him. Unlike trusted insider Grove, outsider HP CEO Carly Fiorina 
had to gain the trust of hitherto unknown employees; hence such ignorance 
exposure was more risky for her authority and she seemed to avoid it while 
hastening to introduce major changes that contradicted entrenched HP cul-
ture, causing much resistance and distrust, and contributing meaningfully to 
her failure (Johnson 2008). But trust is a problematic concept; its uses and 
meanings differ much within and between disciplines.
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Trust

Since 1958 a few scholars have alluded to the decisiveness of trust for man-
agerial functioning, then autobiographies by successful business leaders 
supported this, and since the 1990s trust research has surged.4 However, 
due to 40 years of separation between organizational ethnographers and 
organizational behaviorists and sociologists, the theories and methods of 
the latter have remained inappropriate for the study of organizational cul-
tural dynamics and trust impact on these dynamics.5 This led to the bypass-
ing of ethnographies and leader autobiographies pointing to trust between 
echelons, as requiring a high-trust culture which differs structurally from a 
low-trust one as in the Chapter 1 model,6 much as Korczynski (2000: 16) 
differentiates between high- and low-trust economies (a partial table):

Table 3.1 Low-Trust Versus High-Trust Economies

Dimension Low-trust economy High-trust economy

Agents’ motivation Economic, opportunistic Economic, social and ethical
Agents’ time horizon Short Long
Agents’ level of 

rationality
Narrowly rational 

calculativeness
Trust even [without] . . . 

basis for expectation
Key property of the 

market
Creates power 

imbalance; threatens 
agents’ economic 
existence

Provides information to 
allow knowledge of 
trusting behavior

A contrasting paradigm is employed by Bradach and Eccles (1989): trust, 
market, and hierarchy are three equal alternatives used in various combi-
nations. However, this paradigm misses the tendency of both markets and 
hierarchies to cause mistrust contrary to organizing by trust and consent.7 
Market competition creates power differentials by which some seduce-
coerce others to do their will by means of hierarchies while trust is minimal, 
as those seduced-coerced perform narrowly defined contractual obligations 
with minimal discretion (Fox 1974). A plurality image creates a large pro-
portion of specializing employees on whose intangible resources today’s 
knowledge-rich organization depends; hence, they are empowered, and 
seducing-coercing them is ineffective. Psychologist Kipnis (1976) found that 
“jumper” managers often distrust subordinates’ obedience, hence they use 
seduction-coercion. But this strategy may fail even in a not-so-sophisticated 
firm; hence failure may encourage the “jumper” to turn to trustful practices. 
For instance, the known leadership scholar Warren Bennis, after some initial 
failed change efforts as a “jumper” university president, changed his strat-
egy, established a “constellation” of influential knowledgeable insiders with 
which he shaped all major decisions and led their implementation, and only 
then did he achieve major changes (Bennis 1989: 17).

Bradach and Eccles’s (1989) mix of trust, market, and hierarchy is elusive 
also because while high- and low-trust organizational cultures tend towards 
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parallel economies, economies encompass many incoherences due to practi-
cal requirements, such that high-trust firms are found in low-trust economies 
and vice versa.8 Similarly, high-trust units are found within low-trust firms, 
as for instance when Guest’s (1962) new manager created a high-trust plant 
culture contrary to corporate conventions. Chapters 1 and 2 explained man-
agers’ choices by three factors: habituses, amount of pertinent know-how 
and phronesis, and emulation of other pe’ilim, while a fourth major factor 
is a grasp of employees’ situation. If their tasks are grasped as simple and 
routine, requiring minimal trust since outcomes are measureable and easy-
to-control while labor markets offer many substitutes, a manager tends to 
coerce employees as replacing them seems easy. This may have been a criti-
cal mistake, as that of Gouldner’s (1955) outsider who grasped miners as a 
replaceable commodity but found no substitutes for striking miners. Had he 
gained miners’ trust by vulnerable involvement, he might have learned this 
phronesis and chosen to use his predecessor’s trustful management.

Gouldner’s outsider situation was not that exceptional (e.g., Nichols et al. 
2009: 261). A similar case is that of managers of firms or units that use 
sophisticated equipment for mature technologies that require a lot of opera-
tor specialization through expertises acquired on the job, as was the case 
in cotton gin plants. Often no market offers true substitutes for employees 
with precious firm-specific expertises, for which nurturing genuine replace-
ments is a long and costly process. Even more costly can be disgruntled 
experts who exit with precious know-how and create competing firms.9 
Their control by hierarchy- and market-based seduction-coercion is inef-
fective, unlike control of low, unskilled echelons such as packers, porters, 
and janitors. It is also ineffective control of expert operators of sophisti-
cated automatic processes who can defeat it by using their expertise to the 
firm’s detriment: my registrar colleagues caused the automatic sampler to 
clog without being noticed when they concluded that no one was truly try-
ing to solve the machine’s problems that caused them much suffering; their 
actions helped the abandoning of this machine. Thus, use of CCMI can be 
fateful, as it enhances the Kruger-Dunning (1999) effect: in addition to the 
manager’s failure to notice that his/her own ignorance negatively impacts 
job functioning and engenders distrust, employees of such a manager tend 
to use their knowledge advantage for their own benefit, as untangled by Roy 
(1952, 1955) and subsequent ethnographers. A manager may realize this 
only in a crisis situation or in other bad circumstances when s/he faces only 
bad action options.

However, while seduction and coercion are unilateral managerial choices, 
as explained in Chapter 1, high-trust cultures result from the mutual process 
of a virtuous ascending trust spiral (Fox 1974), in which a manager’s trust-
ing practice of vulnerable involvement is a cue that encourages employees to 
reciprocate by the trusting practice of knowledge sharing that enables her/
his learning and engenders a trust and learning cycle (Six and Sorge 2008). 
Such a cycle also requires that a manager indicate his/her trust by granting 
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discretion to employees (Siebert et al. 2015). For instance, in the automatic 
sampler case, Avi’s decision to bar technicians from visiting another plant to 
learn solutions to the sampler’s problems denied them their rightful discre-
tion and exhibited distrust that led to desertion of the machine.

Yuval’s case points to another reason that outsider executives opt for 
autocratic seduction-coercion: they tend to assume that in a mature tech-
nology (e.g., ginning), markets can offer substitutes for recalcitrant oper-
ators. This assumption may prove wrong not only concerning automatic 
plant operators such as ginners, but even for a simpler technology such 
as mining because of mine work hazards that Gouldner’s (1955) outsider 
missed for lack of experiencing it. Likewise, high-tech firms often had low-
status employees known as Rudies who knew which knowledge was held 
by whom due to their roles and long experience, rather than title or creden-
tials; hence they were an essential, hard-to-replace asset for firms’ internal 
knowledge-seekers. Unfortunately, they were often fired during downsiz-
ing by executives ignorant of their importance (Stewart 1997: 99), seem-
ingly due to executives’ ignorance of their own ignorance, as they practiced 
CCMI and no employee told them this fact (e.g., Milliken et al. 2003).

The opposite is a vulnerably involved servant transformational leader 
who engenders a virtuous trust and learning cycle. In the literature, ser-
vant and transformational leaderships are often differentiated: servant 
leaders work primarily by satisfying followers’ needs for autonomy, com-
petence, and relatedness (Chiniara and Bentein 2016), versus transforma-
tional leaders’ emphasis on rousing vision, innovativeness, commitment 
to tasks, and modeling their own skilled performance (Van Dierendonck 
et al. 2014). However, in both types a leader creates mutual trust by mod-
eling high-moral commitment for the common good, hence s/he is vulner-
ably involved, discerning true experts from others and becoming cognizant 
of their precious tacit knowledge (Collins 2007); s/he encourages contri-
butions to problem-solving and decision-making by openness to their cri-
tique, suggestions, and innovations. S/he shares knowledge and information 
with them so that their trust is rational, based on proved trustworthiness. 
High-trust culture endures if high-moral leaders aim for the common good, 
enhance employees’ contributions to decision-making and innovation, care 
for employees’ interests according to ethical considerations, while the time 
horizon of employment relations is long, offering secure employment and 
prospects of career advancement.10

High-trust cultures are common in egalitarian communal/small coopera-
tive settings, with minimal hierarchy, democratic management, and irrel-
evant labor markets as members do all work. Though seductive-coercive 
control is illegitimate in such cases, with growth and success hired labor is 
often introduced; then democracy and egalitarianism dwindle and high-trust 
cultures tend to disappear, while members often do not notice this funda-
mental change, which is gradual and undeclared.11 High-trust cultures may 
persist if decentralization takes place and unit managers are allowed much 
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discretion, while their high-morality is promoted by a servant transforma-
tional leader’s practices which a proper constitution encourages, empower-
ing members to replace her/him when he/she enters the dysfunction phase 
and becomes an immoral oligarch.12 The scarcity of such leaders in Merkaz 
and in other I-KRCs studied (next chapter) largely explains gin plants’ dis-
trustful mismanagement, missed by Niv and Bar-On (1992) as well as other 
kibbutz students.

Leading trustfully is more complex than low-trust seductive-coercive 
autocracy based on market forces and hierarchy, another reason for out-
siders to avoid it. The creation of trust between hierarchical ranks is often 
slow and hazardous, requires building a consensus concerning ends, means, 
task allocation, duties, rewards, and career prospects. Managers must prove 
integrity, competence, predictability, and benevolence towards employees’ 
interests, needs, and wants, while allowing them the discretion to succeed 
in complex tasks, coordinating their participation in problem-solving and 
suppressing fools, impostors, and bootlickers.13 This does not contradict 
Covey’s (2006) bestseller, The Speed of Trust: minimally dealing with the 
relatively slow building of mutual trust by an ascending trust spiral (Fox 
1974), he describes how full trust speeds up actions and transactions by 
minimizing negotiations, delays, tricks, and disobedience. The decision-
making at trust-aimed Japanese firms was found slow due to consensus-
seeking efforts, but decision implementation was rapid, versus non-Japanese 
firms’ fast decision-making but slow implementation, if at all, due to obsta-
cles and objections by parties whose interests were ignored or even not con-
sidered by executives (Dore 1973; Vogel 1975).

Trust requires qualities that are rare among US corporate managers, the 
largest group of management research subjects: honesty, integrity, sincer-
ity, friendliness, and openness of information, such as admitting their own 
mistakes and failures.14 This scarcity helps explain the recent US business 
scandals, but more importantly it helps explain the dominance of seductive- 
coercive low-trust cultures in which knowledge is a control tool used by 
superiors to defend and advance their own interests rather than organiza-
tional ones. According to Diefenbach (2013: 150) empirical evidence sug-
gests that managerial abuse of power and of employees, petty tyranny, and 
downward workplace mobbing are much more widespread than usually 
recognized or acknowledged. Workers use exclusive know-how for “mak-
ing out” a counter-system by which they defend their interests against man-
agers’ unilateral action (Roy 1952). Suspicious of employees’ “making out,” 
managers tend to further restrict information, but then employees do like-
wise, resulting in secrecy from which everyone suffers, as well as a descend-
ing trust spiral: each side defends interests grasped as threatened by the 
other, conceals information, and tries to curtail the other’s discretion; these 
signal distrust, the other retaliates, ad infinitum.15 Thus, in accord with 
Whitener and colleagues (1998), Zolin and colleagues (2004), and Six and 
Sorge (2008), and as exemplified by Guest’s (1962: Ch. 4) incoming leader, 
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the initial act of trusting subordinates is decisive for initiating an ascending 
trust spiral. Unfortunately, deficient ethnographic study of executives, their 
glorification, and an unclear concept of leadership often lead to omission of 
this decisiveness.16

Leadership

For Grint (2000) leadership is a collection of arts barely accessible to sci-
entific approaches, while Sergiovanni (1992: 2) asserted that “the topic 
of leadership represents one of social science’s greatest disappointments.” 
Barker (1997) asks, “How can we train leaders if we do not know what 
leadership is?” According to McGill and Slocum (1998), all those who add 
answers to today’s “leadership crisis” help little in resolving it, as they are 
not asking the right questions. Gini (1997) found that most leadership stud-
ies lack clarity and consensus regarding the very meaning of the term, since 
“Any attempt to describe a social process as complex as leadership inevita-
bly makes it seen more orderly than it is” (p. 323); “. . . leadership is a deli-
cate combination of the process, the techniques of leadership, the person, 
the specific talents and traits of a/the leader, and the general requirement of 
the job itself” (italics original; p. 329).17

However, Gini’s list misses other pertinent factors, such as know-how 
and phronesis, habituses (Bourdieu 1977), and trust, emphasized by Chap-
ters 1 and 2, as well as the followers and environmental factors.18 Destruc-
tive leadership, for instance, is explained by the toxic triangle of destructive 
leaders, susceptible followers, and conducive environments.19 A major fac-
tor missed by most leadership authors is the manager’s trust in subordinates, 
which has a unique positive effect beyond the effect of trust in the manager 
(Brower et al. 2009). According to Bass (1998: 173) “trust is the single most 
important variable moderating the effects of transformational leadership,” 
but he ignores the decisivenes of leaders’ trust in employees: only a manager 
who trusts employees may opt for vulnerable involvement that exposes her/
his inevitable ignorance of at least part of their know-how and phrone-
sis, allows them much discretion, and engenders an ascending trust spiral 
(Fox 1974) in virtuous trust and learning cycles; a distrusting leader tends 
to cause distrust and ignorance cycles that often cannot be subsequently 
changed (Whitener et al. 1998). Many users of the transformational leader-
ship concept ignored Burns’s (1978) emphasis on a leader’s high-moral attri-
butes that indicate her/his trust in followers, such as admitting mistakes, 
open information, and readiness to perform even humble tasks if required.20 
Similarly, others defined a true leader as one who gains followers’ trust and 
will to follow group/firm aims by policies and practices proving that s/he 
is part of the group/firm, trusts its members, and serves its aims, unlike the 
false leader whose concealed selfish deeds contradict talk of advancing com-
mon aims.21 Poulin and his colleagues (2007) called the former “socialized 
leader,” as against the latter type, a “personalized leader.” Others also used 
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this differentiation but missed the common distrust of followers by many 
personalized leaders who use CCMI and practice Im-C.

However, it is hard to discern in real time which type a leader is and 
whether s/he advances the group aims or camouflages it to advance his 
or her own interests. One reason for this difficulty is leaders’ practice of 
changing their personal strategies: with success and tenure leaders become 
immoral, oligarchic, and use followers’ trust created in their effectiveness 
phase for self-perpetuation (Michels 1959[1915]); they reach the dysfunc-
tion phase in accord with Leadership Life Cycle Theory (hereafter: LLCT; 
Hambrick 2007) and abuse followers’ trust for power perpetuation, while 
students may mistake this for charisma (Shapira 2008: 90), as they mostly 
confuse transformational and charismatic leadership or use the problematic 
concept of charismatic-transformational leadership.22 Many true socialized 
leaders generated transformation without charisma and were trusted due to 
their successes achieved because they trusted followers despite the latter’s 
initial reservations by proving talent, knowledge, and competent learning, 
asserting a high-moral vision of lofty goals, inspiring followers to make 
extra efforts to attain them, modeling high-moral commitment to tasks, 
and encouraging use of followers’ faculties for innovative problem-solving, 
which they took care to implement.23 Collins and Porras (1995: 88) con-
cluded that a high-profile, charismatic style is absolutely not required to 
successfully shape an innovative visionary company and O’Toole (1999: 
129) emphasized that transformational leaders succeed by trusting everyone 
down the line with a “map,” the vision of where the firm is headed, and 
what behaviors are needed to get there.

Leading by one’s charisma tends to be personalized, and one seeks uni-
lateral trust, having little trust in followers who fail to solve their problems; 
s/he offers a radical solution and creates trust in it by the appeal of her/his 
own exceptional qualities.24 The transformational leader’s trust is mutual: 
s/he trusts followers to use their faculties and ingenuity for innovative 
problem-solving. Charismatic leader distrust of employees contradicts the 
mutual trust that engenders virtuous learning cycles and innovation-prone 
high-trust cultures especially in knowledge-rich firms. Such a firm in case of 
a crisis may need an unconventionally thinking leader in a crisis and having 
charisma helps such one convincing followers of her/his radical solution, but 
similar to Guest (1962), Bennis (1989), and Washburn’s (2011) cases, in all 
organizational ethnographies known to me rescuers were high-moral trans-
formational leaders, with more or less charisma but an irrational following 
due to a belief in their “magical gift” was negligible. They all achieved turn-
arounds by a “change [that] only really comes about when those involved 
actively engage in the work of change, and are part of the cognitive shift 
often necessary to start turning the organization around” (Grint and Holt 
2011: 92). They were followed because of a rational belief in their high-
moral true leadership,25 as they created “a complex moral relationship  
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between people, based on trust, obligation, commitment, emotion, and a 
shared vision of the good” (Ciulla 2004: xv), through convincing visions 
and their ability to advance these.26 Thus, only by reviewing the practices 
of a leader and followers, as well as their contexts and processes, may one 
distinguish for certain between a socialized, true high-moral transforma-
tional leader and a personalized and/or charismatic one who conceals her/
his ignorance and Im-C.

Unfortunately, the trust and leadership literature tends to disregard the 
long-range perspective: the initial mutual trust of a high-moral effective 
leader by followers engenders successes; then s/he reaches a dysfunction 
phase, covertly diverts real organizational aims to those serving her/his per-
petuation, and nurtures unilateral trust in her/his leadership until reaching 
a charismatic image, as did prime kibbutz leaders Tabenkin and Yaari.27 
LLCT studies found that the dysfunction phase of CEOs commenced after 
3–12 years on the job, while the dysfunction of prime kibbutz leaders com-
menced after 12–15 years.28 Despite these studies, as well as Lord Acton’s 
dictum that “power corrupts and total power corrupts totally,” leadership 
studies mostly missed how some leaders remained for prolonged periods as 
their firms thrived due to unique circumstances and/or because of mid-levelers’  
successes due to entering the leadership vacuum created by old-guard dys-
function and solving some major problems. As Chapter 6 explains, after 
12–15 years of effective leadership prime kibbutz leaders became oligarchic 
conservatives but retained their power and prestige by immoral means for 
another three decades, as mid-level I-KO pe’ilim achieved successes that 
camouflaged their dysfunction.29

Due to their relatively short length of observation and social distance 
from executives, anthropologists tend to miss such changes by veteran lead-
ers. For example, from 1957 DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) CEO 
Olsen led a high-trust, innovative-prone culture to impressive success and 
growth by high-moral transformational leadership. However, after a decade 
he commenced dysfunctioning, never decided major issues and ignored 
pressing problems, often left executives in shambles, causing much distrust, 
destructive conflicts, and brain drain (Rifkin and Harrar 1988: Chs. 9–12). 
DEC was later revived by mid-levelers who entered the leadership vacuum 
and solved some major problems, though not others due to Olsen’s con-
servatism. However, trust in Olsen’s high-moral leadership was retained 
among the lower ranks as he allowed mid-levelers to exercise their discre-
tion and never used fiats, while rewarding fairness and integrity.30 Unfortu-
nately, Kunda (1992) missed Olsen’s dysfunction, which largely explained 
DEC’s negative late culture. Like the above kibbutz case, the long era of 
DEC thriving while Olsen dysfunctioned was explicable by combining a 
historical and ethnographic view. Thus, untangling leadership complexities 
requires ethnographying of a much lengthier period than the usual indus-
trial ethnography as was done here.
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“Parachuted” Outsiders, Distrust, CCMI,  
and Im-C through “Jumping”

DEC’s case also demonstrates a prime problem of leading knowledge-based 
firms, including automatic processing plants: dependency of superiors’ deci-
sions and actions on the exclusive knowledge and expertises of inferiors, 
which give the latter extra power. Then coercion becomes ineffective and 
encourages opting for trust, but a superior may choose to suppress oppos-
ing experts by importing loyalists or prospective loyalists, in Israel called 
“parachuting.” In 1968 DEC’s Olsen did so to engineer De Castro, the heir 
apparent of the R&D department, who had led the development of major 
DEC computers. De Castro insisted on a major technological reshuffle, 
which Olsen grasped as too hazardous. He “parachuted” an outsider as De 
Castro’s boss, De Castro left with his team to establish a successful competi-
tor, while Olsen’s use of coercive power curbed the trust with other seniors 
who became docile and conservative, menaced by a possible similar sup-
pression (Rifkin and Harrar 1988: Chs. 9–11). By “parachuting,” Olsen 
consolidated his power but diminished trust and changed DEC’s culture for 
the worst in innovativeness terms, much as most of the Merkaz “parachut-
ings” aside from that of Thomas. The longitudinal ethnography exposes 
leaders’ destructive use of “parachutings” to coerce employees to their will, 
untangling the falseness of its excuses often discerned by employees, result-
ing in enhanced distrust of superiors.

“Jumpers” suffer larger knowledge gaps than insiders and especially a 
lack of essential local knowledge, which discourages ignorance exposure, 
which engenders a negative low-trust cycle. They may have other knowl-
edge advantages, but half a century of research failed to conclude whether 
they are preferable over insiders, as this research is mostly ignored by oligar-
chy theory, LLCT, and succession norms such as rotatzia + “parachuting.”31 
For instance, in the US outsider CEOs introduced more successful inno-
vations and strategic changes in succession-stable corporations with long-
tenured successful predecessors than in less stable ones (Karaevli and Zajac 
2013). Long-tenured in the US means more than 9–10 years (Brouwer 2008: 
129), double than rotatzia’s formal terms. Thus, by causing instability and 
more non-ordinary successions due to failures, rotatzia and “parachutings” 
helped explain Merkaz’s mismanagement.

“Parachuting” is also problematic since “jumpers” must choose their per-
sonal strategy upon taking charge, leading to either a virtuous or a vicious 
cycle; if a “jumper” does not opt for trust-creating vulnerable involvement 
from the beginning, and rather only attempts it later on, he or she may not 
succeed (Whitener et al. 1998), as initial choice leads to sticky and vicious 
distrust and ignorance cycles; only one case of a “jumper’s” change from 
detachment to vulnerable involvement was found in the literature (Holtskog 
2014: 161–162). Besides, an outsider who is at first detached and/or 
 seductive-coercive and begins to trust employees only later on may also be 
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suspected of seeking power gains, grasped as insincere and opportunistic 
rather than a trustworthy, authentic leader.

Newcomers who take charge of unacquainted employees tend to use 
seduction-coercion (Kipnis 1976), a strategy that fits their interests: it is 
simpler than trust-building, requires neither ignorance exposure, nor long-
term commitment, nor employees’ consent, nor care for their interests 
beyond a working place and market-level wages. Unfortunately, these are 
often insufficient to generate essential employees’ contributions. According 
to Dalton (1959: 213), “The diversity and range of contributions required 
of an administrative or functional group cannot be exactly reflected in the 
official system of rewards. This is inherent, not a diabolical shorthcoming”; 
hence, Dalton’s managers often elicited employees’ essential contributions 
by using unofficial rewards that often seemed illegitimate or even immoral.32 
But how can an outsider who uses CCMI ascertain whose contribution is 
essential and which unofficial reward adequate? Often even insiders are not 
sure how to weigh a contribution’s value and reward it proportionally (Dal-
ton 1959: Ch. 7) because intangible rewards defy quantification and each 
actor evaluates rewards subjectively; hence their value for her/him is hard 
to asses. Worse still, rewards tend to go more to those who already have 
some rather than to those who deserve them (Goode 1978); hence to achieve 
trust-creating fair and just rewarding (Hosmer 1995) an executive must be 
able to assess subordinates’ contributions. The use of CCMI by Merkaz 
managers prevented such assessment, and led to the loss of both trust and 
the potential contributions of major experts such as Levi and Amram.

Ethnography may untangle and explain rewarding. Lazega (2001), for 
instance, found that major rewards at a collegial US law firm were fame 
and prestige while tangible remuneration was accorded by seniority. Some 
leaders received less remuneration than more veteran lawyers, but were 
rewarded much more intangibly by winning prestigious legal battles that 
brought in most of the revenues and enhanced their power and authority; 
firm management was rotated among seniors, endowing little prestige and 
power.

Merkaz was different, as were other industries; executives were both best 
remunerated and received most of the prestige and fame, often usurping 
experts’ successes and using them to leverage a “jump” and “parachute” 
into higher-level jobs elsewhere, as Shavit, for instance, usurped Thomas’s 
success with the automatic feeder and “jumped” to manage another, larger 
plant with Zelikovich’s help.33 Even the modest success of a manager’s unit 
may enable a successful “jump” with an enhanced image, using authority 
and power to camouflage and conceal both one’s failures and others’ contri-
butions to successes.34 Ample “jumpings” (e.g. Geneen 1984) help explain 
why in the US ineffective managers tend to have more successful careers 
than effective ones (Luthans 1988): outsider CEOs and executives who 
choose CCMI are susceptible to ineffective subordinate managers’ ingra-
tiation, subterfuges, and faked loyalty, using executives’ failing to discern 
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them from effective ones who invest efforts in performing. Moreover, the 
latter, empowered by successes, tend to criticize superiors’ mistakes, while 
CCMI-Im-C loyalists abide by the mistaken decisions of ignorant bosses. 
This obedience pays back nicely since an ignorant outsider boss needs insid-
ers to learn the ropes, which such loyalists know best by investing energies 
in politics rather than performance, becoming politics experts (Buchanan 
and Badham 2008: 304) as was Atad. The outsider who rewards them by 
promotion often faces shrewdness: after promotion they “jump” elsewhere, 
a strategy that often succeeds since the target firm’s CEO knows little about 
“jumpers” functioning in previous firms aside from their positions, and 
often s/he cannot skillfully assess this also due to ignorance of their own 
ignorance.35 A CCMI-user outsider often gains power by replacing depu-
ties with ignorant loyalists, imported ones or insiders who suppress and 
oust effective insiders as did Merkaz PMs, while various circumstances may 
let such an ignorant ruling clique continue for long periods despite major 
failures.36

Discerning Leaders’ Immoral Change and  
Exposing Im-C and CCMI

According to oligarchy theory, a leader becomes a self-serving dysfunctional 
oligarch with tenure and the firm’s success and growth. As mentioned, both 
the trust and leadership literatures mostly ignored this negative change 
although growth makes pertinent Scharfstein’s (1995) conclusion that amo-
rality is integral to the wielding of authority in large entities. Even ethnog-
raphers who alluded to the dysfunction of old guard leaders mostly missed 
its self-serving nature and the vicious distrust and ignorance cycles enhanced 
by the promotion of ingratiating, ignorant imposter incompetents rather 
than talented critical thinkers and innovators. One explanation of such an 
omission by Kunda (1992) is the creativity of human action (Joas 1996): 
DEC’s Olsen was an unconventional autocrat who dominated by subtle 
means with no dismissals, a few “parachutings,” and minimal privileges to 
himself and senior staff; he retained a humble personal lifestyle, unknown 
among such CEOs, which preserved the trust-enhancing “we” feeling 
(Haslam et al. 2011) of most DEC employees. But trust-enhancing practices 
did not prevent his decision-making dysfunction, which failed innovation 
in an innovation-prone industry and caused brain drain and failures until 
DEC collapsed.

A longitudinal ethnography of DEC’s top echelons and use of oligar-
chy theory and LLCT was required to discern and explain this leadership 
decline. A longitudinal perspective is essential because the successors of 
veteran dysfunctioning leaders tend to be their conformist loyalists who 
lack critical thinking (Hirschman 1970) and use CCMI-Im-C all the way 
to the top. Thus, its exposure is difficult as is the exposure of the Im-C of a 
“parachutist.” Successful Merkaz non-careerist effective mid-levelers such 
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as Thomas, Levi, and Amram spoke eagerly of their own functioning and 
admitted mistakes and failures, while exposing the dark secrets of CCMI 
and Im-C of detached/seductive-coercive “jumpers” required a prolonged 
effort as they were secretive and offered fake excuses for failures if they 
agreed to discuss them at all. But observations of mistakes and failures, plus 
ample interviews and reading of management minutes and other archival 
materials, proved CCMI and Im-C, which resembled many of the findings 
of destructive leadership studies.37

Users of seduction-coercion may not try to conceal the observable, seek-
ing culprits rather than trying to learn from failures (Gittell 2000), unlike 
users of detached CCMI. But some of the latter practices that suggested 
CCMI-Im-C were observable: secrecy, distancing oneself from practitioners’ 
deliberations, avoidance of employees who sought a manager’s help with 
problem-solving, minimizing dependency on employees’ expertise by con-
servatism, and using outside consultants rather than expert insiders, as well 
as various subterfuges, such as bluffing, scapegoating, and the like (e.g., 
Dalton 1959). Immorality was also discernible as it spread from leaders 
to followers, as in the saying “the fish stinks from the head,”38 and was 
inferred from superiors’ discouraging of high-moral behaviors such as hon-
esty and sincerity by modeling their opposites (Maccoby 1976: 190). Many 
interviews of past pe’ilim and hired staffs free to criticize higher-ups also 
untangled this.

Cultures and Sub-Cultures

Chapters 1 and 2 pointed to contrasting managerial choices, which engender 
either high- or low-trust cultures. While the study of cultures has become of 
central interest for many disciplines, the definition of culture remains var-
ied. For Geertz (1973), cultures are meaning structures that control human 
behavior, while for Harris (1990), Vaughan (1996), and Swidler (2001), 
they are collections of behavioral tools and practical solutions for existential 
problems. Bourdieu’s (1990: 86) view connects these views by defining cul-
tures as “symbolic systems” that are products of practices that implement 
principles that are “coherent and compatible with the objective conditions— 
but also practical, . . . easy to master and use, because they obey a ‘pure’ 
economic logic.”

However, what is practical and logical for one firm may be impractical and 
illogical for another with the same formal aims and objective conditions but 
with a different market niche, strategy, technology, employees’ tenure, and 
their knowledge and skills.39 In the same vein, Hawthorn (1991) has pointed 
out that there are often some plausible practical alternative solutions for a 
problem, which are forgotten once the incumbent has been chosen and suc-
ceeded or seemed to. These alternatives might have succeeded as well, or 
may after a while with new know-how and technologies, which human cre-
ativity develops (Joas 1996). Human creativity changes both the practicality 
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of solutions and the viability of cultures as solution collections, while the 
adoption of new practices is affected by the cultural context. For instance, 
the “Iron Cage” hypothesis of the new institutional approach asserts that 
an organization succeeds only if it conforms to societal norms.40 However, 
the many high-trust organizations that thrive in low-trust societal cultures 
and economies, as well as many low-trust firms that succeed in high-trust 
economies,41 limit the applicability of this hypothesis, as do findings of quite 
different cultures in firms’ various units (Parker 2000). The finding of con-
trary cultures of successful British rayon firms versus successful electronic 
firms likewise limit its applicability: the latter’s “organic,” innovative cul-
tures were clearly high-trust contrary to the low-trust “mechanical,” con-
servative rayon firm cultures (Burns and Stalker 1961). One may point to 
some common British cultural attributes and call both above cultures “sub-
cultures,” but as both the discussion and Merkaz findings show contrary 
organizational functioning of high- versus low-trust cultures, it makes little 
sense to designate them as sub-cultures.

High-trust culture can thrive if managers are grasped as high-moral leaders 
who prefer the common good over their own and allocate rights, duties, and 
rewards, in right, just, and fair manner in accord with societal mores and norms 
(Hosmer 1995). Hosmer only questions whether “there is a connection— 
through trust—between the moral duty of officers and the output perfor-
mance of organizations” (p. 400). My findings on the success of high-moral 
Moav’s deputies and of Thomas and his colleagues, as well as further evi-
dence in next chapters plus cited literature, answer this query in the affir-
mative. High-moral managers mostly enhance performance by trustful 
practices: performance is enhanced by trust-creating ignorance-exposing 
vulnerable involvement, openness, honesty, and sincerity, which engender 
learning cycles, managerial effectiveness, and positive communication with 
employees who are granted discretion for innovative problem-solving that 
encourages their involvement, cooperation, and commitment.42 Many lead-
ership studies missed the decisive role of morality by ignoring ethnographies 
or because ethnographers did not penetrate executives’ dark secrets and 
missed Im-C practices.43 Lacking ethnographies of executives, their moral-
ity is often not grasped as a personal strategic choice (Mintzberg 1987) and 
was not associated with vulnerably involved effective management, which 
researchers mostly missed as those who practiced it (Kanter 1993[1977]: 
33) lost promotion competitions to rivals who became immoral CEOs and 
like Shavit and Mehri’s (2005) manager appropriated the prestige of the 
formers’ achievements, barring students knowing the true achievers.

Outsiders’ knowledge gaps encouraged CCMI, but even an insider who 
experienced some of her/his subordinates’ jobs years ago tends to be igno-
rant of them now as employees use new technologies, tools, and machines, 
and s/he faces the ignorance exposure dilemma. This dilemma is aggra-
vated by the care for employee needs and interests required to create trust; 
these are hard to know since if they are asked about these “they almost 
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always reply with what they want” (O’Toole 1999: 192). An executive must 
actively seek employee needs and interests in order to care for them and gain 
their trust, but this puts her/him in an uneasy position of dependence. Worse 
still, s/he must be grasped as high-moral in whose “decisions and actions . . . 
interests of society take the degree of precedence that is right, just and fair” 
over his own interests (Hosmer 1995: 339). Unfortunately, this degree is 
hard to judge as it depends on the specific situation and its contexts, organi-
zational values and norms, the field’s gravity, and societal gravity (Bourdieu 
and Wacquant 1992). All these unknowns require of a newcomer consider-
able effort, while a major motivation for this can be the belief in employ-
ees’ potential contributions to one’s job functioning. However, such a belief 
creates awareness of their intangible resources, which requires vulnerable 
indwelling and assimilating in their deliberations; thus, managers’ personal 
strategy choices are decisive in the shaping of local cultures.44

However, there is another major obstacle to creating high-trust cultures: 
full trust means that each participant is allowed much discretion to con-
tribute for common aims (Fox 1974). Allowing much discretion may cause 
serious coordination problems; it requires considerable consensus concern-
ing aims, means, and allocation of duties and rewards, and this becomes 
harder the more knowledge-rich the organization, with its variety of jobs, 
specializations, and expertise levels. Neither communities of practice litera-
ture nor research of high-performance work systems that vindicates discre-
tion alluded to this problem.45 Merkaz findings point to a huge difference 
in the expertise level of detached/seductive-coercively involved pe’ilim as 
against that of vulnerably involved ones. These differences prevented con-
sensus concerning major problems required for trust relations. A major 
source of differences is importing outsiders with a variety of cultural hab-
its, as exemplified by the difference between Avi and Thomas’s habituses 
due to their contrasting types of careers: Avi advanced by replacing action 
domains, while Thomas advanced within a single domain. Further incoher-
ence generates outsiders who opt for CCMI-Im-C, which enhances distrust 
and secrecy that helps advance the career of “brambles” who use political 
acumen to unduly reap rewards at the expense of effective mid-levelers, 
busy with achieving performance (see pp. 152–155). In theory, promoters 
of “brambles” are punished by both brain drain and failures, but many 
obstacles stop disappointed effective mid-levelers from leaving; similar to 
Thomas who waited three years to build an innovative automatic feeder 
under despised Shavit, many reasons lead to the retention of mid-levelers 
who contribute to the firm’s functioning despite despised leaders who pro-
mote “brambles.” Such mid-levelers retain local high trust within their 
jurisdiction, as did Thomas and Danton, while in the rest of the firm/
plant a low-trust secrecy culture prevails. In this culture both leaders and 
researchers missed who of the mid-levelers led to successes and who tried 
to block them, caused failures, wasted resources, and camouflaged all of 
the above.
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Organizational Commitment, Autocracy,  
and Oligarchy vs. Democracy

Seeking loyalists to enhance a superior’s power encourages the “parachuting” 
of outsiders. This encourages the attrition of frustrated insiders and their loy-
alists, like DEC’s De Castro and his team, but other employees also “jump” 
out if they find good opportunities and detest the current job. Watson (2004) 
discerns between high- and low-commitment cultures and points to the brain 
drain that the latter tend to suffer. High-commitment cultures are usually led 
by highly trusted knowledgeable insider executives who succeed without using 
the “parachuting” of mid-levelers, creating high-trust cultures, as Dore (1973) 
and Ouchi (1981) explained the success of many Japanese firms.46 However, 
some insider CEOs succeeded in the US as well: Jim Collins (2001) compared 
20 years of performance of the best 11 firms, each in its respective industry, 
to the second best. Some 95.2% of best firms CEOs were insiders versus only 
69% of the second-best firms. The depictions of best firm CEOs untangle 
servant, highly committed, and high-moral leaders who created high-trust 
cultures, but Collins avoided these concepts. His insider CEOs catalyzed com-
mitment to and vigorous pursuit of their vision by employees (Collins, J. 2001: 
20), created mutual trust with them by modeling high-moral commitment to 
tasks (Collins,  J. 2001: 21), by personal modesty (Collins, J. 2001: 27),  
and by being “contributing team members” together with deputies (Collins, 
J. 2001: 20), all features of servant transformational leaders who engender 
high-trust cultures.47 For Collins the “culture of discipline” explained suc-
cesses, but discipline achieved by seductive-coercive autocracy such as Yuval’s 
could not engender the high commitment required for the “vigorous pursuit” 
of a leader’s vision by employees; it could only be achieved by the trust and 
consent of a servant transformational leader, as were Collins’s successful 
CEOs, according to his depictions though not his analysis.

More insider than outsider CEOs enhance organizational commitment, as 
their careers are often models of such commitment, while outsiders’ careers, 
consisting of frequent “jumpings” to new firms, model a lack of such com-
mitment, rather a commitment to their own career advancement. Many 
authors grasp transformational leadership as simpler than it is in fact, as 
firm’s high-moral commitment factor is often neglected. On the battlefield, 
highly committed servant leadership is evident when an officer leads sol-
diers to storm enemy positions by running ahead and risking his life against 
enemy fire. In business it is harder to assess what personal risks a leader 
takes when pursuing innovation; for example, ITT CEO Geneen (1984: 
124–127) kept his job despite two failed initiatives costing $US 1 billion.

At the apex of the business world even demotion is not much of a risk, as 
one receives a huge “golden parachute” and can remain in the business elite; 
Carly Fiorina was remunerated for her six failing years as HP CEO by more 
than $US 110 million (Johnson 2008: 191). Such a huge remuneration for 
failed leadership, which took her successor years to correct (Johnson 2008), 
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deters true leadership with which employees could identify (Haslam et al. 
2011). Such reward for failure encourages immoral, oligarchic autocracy; 
hubris; and other types of corrupt and destructive leadership. This begs the 
question: how can we explain the dominance of such oligarchic and auto-
cratic corporate practices in democracies?

Michels’s (1959[1915]) classic answer, given above in both kibbutz and 
DEC cases, was that the extra-long tenure of successful leaders caused oli-
garchization and autocracy, but in corporate US such tenure was rare; 87% 
of CEOs retired within 12 years (Vancil 1987: 79). However, while some 
CEOs retired early due to failures and to other incapacitating reasons, many 
others retired due to the oligarchic measure of “golden parachutes” allotted 
by the directorate without any say for non-director executives and managers 
who knew best who deserved generosity and who did not. Thus, powerful 
business elites appropriated huge sums of money even if failed in jobs by an 
oligarchic practice that replaced another, i.e., indefinite tenure, while reiter-
ating the primacy of the elite’s autocratic power.

Feenberg (1995) explains this power thus: “modern technology lends 
itself to authoritarian administration, but in different social context it could 
just as well be operated democratically” (Feenberg 1995: 4). This does not 
happen because “[T]echnologies are selected by these interests [of social 
agencies and powers] from among many possible configurations”; “once 
introduced, technology offers a material validation of the cultural horizon 
to which it has been performed” (Feenberg 1995: 12). This horizon was 
shaped by two widely held false beliefs, “that technical necessity dictates the 
path of development, and that the pursuit of efficiency provides the basis for 
identifying that path.” These beliefs are “employed to justify restrictions on 
opportunities [of employees] to participate in the institutions of industrial 
society . . . we can achieve a new type of technological society which can 
support . . . [D]emocracy” (Feenberg 1995: 18).48

Altman (2002) explains autocracy by the economic advantages of low-
trust, autocratic firms. Firms with superior, more cooperative work cultures 
(i.e., high-trust, democratic, participative) are more efficient, but their labor 
costs are higher as an empowered work force is paid higher wages than 
powerless workers of inferior, less cooperative work cultures (i.e. low-trust, 
autocratic, oligarchic). Globalization enhances the economic advantages of 
the autocratic firms: they close factories and fire costly employees in home 
country to move less specialized work to third world countries with minimal 
wages where local contractors and collaborating governments repress work-
ers’ efforts to unionize and receive decent wages. Worse still, if such repres-
sion fails, work is moved to another, even lower-wage country, while the 
extra profits gained are used to finance ultra-costly advertising campaigns 
(Klein 2000). Instead of risking innovation, these firms use innovations cre-
ated by firms of the former type, while they dominate markets due to the 
above advantages, and their dominance interferes with the creation of more 
cooperative work cultures.
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A fourth explanation is the oligarchization and bureaucratization of the 
organization’s field with growth and success, which leaders use for entrench-
ment if no democratic constitution ensures their timely succession before it 
becomes impossible. As cited, kibbutz cultures were initially democratic and 
egalitarian, but success-empowered prime leaders violated these principles 
and stayed for good, helped by senior pe’ilim loyalists who as privileged 
I-KO officials accumulated power, prestige, and intangible capitals and 
prevented their own rotatzia, “riding” on the successes of rotational mid-
levelers, as Moav “rode” on Yaakov’s and Aharon’s successes. Rotatzia was 
officially aimed at preventing oligarchization, but in reality it did the oppo-
site and the kibbutzim declined due to life-long dysfunctioning oligarchic 
leaders, quite similar to other successful communes and cooperatives.49 Use 
of modern technologies by kibbutzim also negatively affected democracy 
(e.g., Feenberg 1995) and likewise affected the use of cheap hired labor by 
many kibbutzim and I-KRCs (e.g., Altman 2002). Worse still, pe’ilim as 
outsider “parachuted” I-KRC managers tended to use CCMI and to pursue 
Im-C, which enhanced non-democratic cultures (Shapira 1987, 2013).

A fifth explanation is offered by Darr and Stern (2002), who ask why the 
democratic election of leaders, which is such a fundamental institution in 
the political domain of Western society, is rejected in the economic domain. 
They found that democracy stops at the factory gates partly because of the 
practices and ideologies of the professionals who construct and maintain 
the boundaries between the workplace and the larger political sphere; law-
yers, accountants, and academics act as structural constraints on workers’ 
democratizing attempts.

Thus, all these beg the question of whether the ethnographic study of 
I-KRCs and their plants can help develop a theory of management and lead-
ership that can create and maintain for long trustful, effective democratic 
corporate cultures.

Can Multi-Ethnography Offer a Theory of Managerial 
Trust as an Alternative to Detachment/Seduction-Coercion?

Ethnography is a problematic method for building a new theory; it tends 
to be limited by the perspective chosen and by the specifics of a studied 
culture.50 Anthropologists also tend to miss the effects of contexts on their 
field of study (Marx 1985: 145). However, the above discussions pointed 
to the potential of combining multiple ethnographies and a prolonged one 
with a historical gaze to create a new theory. Supporting it are Burns and 
Stalker’s (1961) multiple ethnographies that led to an innovation theory, 
Dore’s (1973) ethnographies which delineated the contours of a theory of 
high- and low-trust organizational cultures, and Fox’s (1974) theory of low- 
and high-trust industrial relations stemming from the comparison between 
historical cases and Hoon’s (2014) meta-synthesis of case studies. Then 
many authors furthered the trust theory, as cited. In this literature, lead-
ers shaped local cultures by their choices of practices; thus, ethnographies 
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aimed at explaining this shaping must compare between opposing manage-
rial practices:

A High-moral vulnerably involved managers committed to plants’ and 
employees’ interests, seeking trust and consent by openness and knowl-
edge sharing, learning and innovation as the highway to performance 
and internal career advancement.

B Managers who seek a faked image of success wherever a real one re-
quires risk-taking and hardships, preferring personal interests over 
common ones, advancing careers by immoral and even Machiavellian 
means, using detachment and/or seduction-coercion to defend authority 
and gain advantages and for “jumping” when finding opportunity.

For a good theory, such ethnography must untangle the etiology of the 
contrasting personal strategies. Four explanations of managers’ choices 
were suggested above:

1 How much pertinent knowledge and competencies they have;
2 Their habituses;
3 Their grasping employees as either replaceable by market substitutes or 

irreplaceable due to internally acquired skills;
4 Their tendency to emulate practices used by other successful pe’ilim and 

the kibbutz field’s higher-ups.

However, the above discussions pointed also to:

5 Their mutual trust with employees based on past relationships or their 
lack thereof.

Outsiders may not have such pasts and trust, but Saxenian (1994: Ch. 
2), for instance, found that Silicon Valley’s innovativeness explained trust-
ful relationships and camaraderie among entrepreneurs and managers in 
close-knit small-town networks that enhanced frequent positive “jump-
ings.” Likewise helpful are former acquaintances, which explain the oppo-
site results of seemingly similar “parachutings”: Gerstner and Fiorina were 
“parachuted” to head IBM and HP, respectively, after successfully leading 
corporations in quite different industries, while only Gerstner succeeded. 
The literature’s critique of the assumption of managerial skills’ portabil-
ity is not enough to explain the difference,51 while my analysis explains it: 
Gerstner did not use CCMI as he had been familiar with IBM executives for 
many years. Trusting them when taking charge, he brought no loyalists with 
him, whom locals tend to distrust (Gouldner 1954), coped with problems 
together with them like Guest’s (1962) outsider, and made massive changes 
only after two years on the job, the same period it took for Guest’s (1962) 
outsider and Elena Kagan at the Harvard Law School (Washburn 2011) to 
make a turnaround:
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“Gerstner critically evaluated the existing policies and strategies before 
making any attempt to change them. This approach not only gave him 
the necessary time to gain expertise about several aspects of the firm 
and its business, but also helped him gain the necessary power base, and 
social and political capital . . .”

(Karaevli 2007: 691).

“Gain expertise” meant that for two years he learned by ignorance 
exposure, furthered the trust he commenced with, reviewed problems, 
and chose successful solutions that gained him power, and only then made 
major changes. Fiorina was the opposite, with little learning and suspected 
by HP executives, she did not built trust in her leadership, learned little 
before introducing sweeping changes aimed at proving herself (e.g., Watkins 
2003), which instead caused vicious distrust and ignorance cycles, mistakes, 
and failures (Johnson 2008), much like Merkaz’s Yuval and Gouldner’s  
(1954, 1955) “parachutist.”

However, as mentioned, recent organization studies rediscovered the con-
cept of practice and the major advantage of the “practice lens” is its criti-
cal power. Through this lens the practice of importing outsider executives 
requires explanation as a relatively new practice; it was rare in Dalton’s 
(1959) and Levenson’s (1961) days and “jumping” was first described by 
Downs (1966). It only became an institutionalized practice with its special-
ized institutions such as headhunting firms in recent decades (Khurana 2002). 
Institutionalization of a new practice is not necessarily due to its superiority 
over an old one, only enough that contextual pressures join internal circuits 
to cause it (Gherardi and Perrotta 2013). The prime context of the I-KRCs 
studied is the kibbutz field, which despite mistaken canonical research is 
now being explained through others’ and my own ethnographies and criti-
cal studies. Further explanation of gin plants and I-KRCs’ mismanagement 
requires explanation of the institutionalization of rotatzia and “parachut-
ings” in the kibbutz field despite their negative, effects necessitating a 
Strathernian contextualization that discerns impacting contexts and their 
interrelations helped by historical analysis.52 This will be done by Chapter 6. 
Chapter 5 will analyze other negative processes of plants’ low-trust cultures 
that deepened immoral mismanagement, and Chapter 4 analyzes the four 
other plants that corroborate Merkaz’s findings. The use of genealogical 
Boasian ethnographying (Bunzl 2004) of the five cases will expose more of 
I-KRCs’ dark sides, further explaining executives’ control and how some 
mid-levelers overcame the negative effects of PMs’ CCMI-Im-C.

Notes
1 See also Grint (2005) on leaders’ ability to construct/shape contexts that would 

legitimize chosen actions.
2 Heifetz (1995); Swidler and Arditi (1994).
3 See respectively: Collins and Evans (2007); Collins (2011); Collins and Sanders 

(2007).
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4 Trust pioneers: Argyris (1962); Banfield (1958); Deutsch (1958, 1962); Fox 
(1974); Hollander (1978); Jay (1972); Likert (1967); McGregor (1960); Riker 
(1974); Shapira (1982); Zand (1972). CEO Autobiographies: Geneen (1984); 
Harvey-Jones (1988); Sieff (1986). Research surging: Dodgson (1993); Fairholm 
(1994); Fukuyama (1995); Wagner (1995); Hosmer (1995); Kramer and Tyler 
(1996); Ring and Van de Ven (1992); Sako (1992).

5 Bypassing ethnographies: Bate (1997). Inappropriate methods: Barley and Tol-
bert (1997).

6 E.g., Dore (1973); Fox (1974); Guest (1962); Ouchi (1981); Powell (1990); 
Rohlen (1974); Shapira (1995b).

7 Courpasson and Clegg (2006); Gouldner (1955); Rosner (1993).
8 For instance, high-trust communes and cooperatives in low-trust economies: 

Rosner (1993); Russel (1995); Semler (1993); Shapira (2008); Whyte and Whyte 
(1988). For a contrasting case see below.

9 Mehri (2005); Pettigrew (1973); Webb and Cleary (1994). Creating competition: 
Rifkin and Harrar (1988: Ch. 10).

10 Bourhis et al. (2005); Ciulla (1998a); Dore (1973); Fairholm (2004); Fox (1974); 
Geneen (1984: Ch. 4); Hosmer (1995); Ouchi (1981); Raelin (2011); Rohlen 
(1974); Schröder (2013: 558–559); Shapira (1987, 2012a); long time horizon 
and creativity: Jaques (1990).

11 Brumann (2000); Rosner (1993); Russell (1995). On this change: Errasti (2014); 
Shapira (2008); Stryjan (1989).

12 High morality: Hosmer (1995); Dysfunction phase: Hambrick (2007); Michels 
(1959[1915]). Decentralized organization: Brumann (2000); Erdal (2011); Sem-
ler (1993); Shapira (2001, 2008, 2013).

13 On trust see: Ardichvili (2008); Colquitt et al. (2007); Covey (2006); Dietz and 
Den Hartog (2006); Eggs (2012); Fairholm (2004); Fox (1974); Mayer et al. 
(1995); Preece (2004); Raelin (2013); Simons (2002); Six and Sorge (2008); on 
participation see: Brøgger (2010); Cloke and Goldsmith (2002); Emery (1995); 
Gollan and Xu (2015); Heller et al. (1998); McLagan and Nel (1997); Perkins 
and Poole (1996); Semler (1993); Sen (2003); on satisfying employees’ needs see; 
O’Toole (1999: 192).

14 Ciulla (1998b); Dalton (1959); Hill (2006); Jackall (1988); Keltner et al. (2006); 
Maccoby (1976); Stein (2001).

15 Burawoy (1979); Crozier (1964); Dalton (1959); Fox (1974); O’Mahoney 
(2005); Roy (1952, 1955).

16 Ailon (2015); Villette and Vuillermot (2009); Welker et al. (2011).
17 See support by other critics: Alvesson and Spicer (2012); Banks (2008); Buck-

ingham and Coffman (1999: 63); Van Knippenberg and Sitkin (2013); Watson 
(2013).

18 Fraher (2016); Gardner (1990): 23; Hollander (2009); Howell and Shamir 
(2005); Maccoby (2015: 38).

19 Aasland et al. (2010); Fraher (2016); Lipman-Blumen (2005); Padilla et al. 
(2007); Thoroughgood et al. (2012).

20 Badaracco and Ellsworth (1989); Barbuto (1997); Bass (1985); Beyer (1999); 
Colquitt et al. (2007); Eseryel and Eseryel (2013); Kanter (1993[1977]: 33); 
Mishra and Mishra (2015); Norman et al. (2010); Wren (1998); Yukl (1999).

21 True vs. false leaders: Bass and Steidlmeier (1999); Bennis (1989); Haslam et al. 
(2011); above cited works on destructive leaders. Talks negate deeds: Robison 
(2010); Simons (2002).

22 Barbuto (1997); Beyer (1999); Shapira (2008); Van Knippenberg and Sitkin 
(2013); Yukl (1999).

23 On decisiveness of modeling see: Gamson (1991); on such leaders see footnotes 
25–26.

24 Adair-Toteff (2005); Barbuto (1997); Tucker (1970).
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25 Avolio and Gardner (2005); Bass and Steidlmeier (1999); Haslam et al. (2011); 
Hmieleski et al. (2011); Sosik et al. (2009); Terry (1993).

26 Downton (1973); Giuliani (2002); Goleman et al. (2002); Graham (1991); Harvey- 
Jones (1988); Heskett (2011); Kotter and Heskett (1992); O’Toole (1999); Pou-
lin and Siegel (2005); Sankar (2003); Sergiovanni (1992); Shapira (2001, 2008); 
Sieff (1986); Useem et al. (2011).

27 Hirschman (1982); Jay (1969); Kets De Vries (1993); Lenski (1966); Michels 
(1959[1915]); on kibbutz leaders see Shapira (2008) and Ch. 6.

28 Hambrick (2007); Hou et al. (2014); Miller and Shamsie (2001); Ocasio (1994); 
Wulf et al. (2011).

29 Shapira (2008, 2011). See Graham (1991) and Grint (2014) for cases of mid-
level innovative rescuers.

30 Badaracco and Ellsworth (1989); Dineen et al. (2006); Kunda (1992: 174); 
Simons (2002); Smollan and Parry (2011).

31 Cannella and Rowe (1995); Jung (2014); Karaevli (2007); Miller (1993); Poulin 
et al. (2007); Shen and Cannella (2002); White et al. (1997); insiders were bet-
ter: Bower (2007); Collins, J. (2001); Groysberg et al. (2006); Khurana (2002); 
Kotter (1982); Shapira (1987, 2013); Townley (2002).

32 Dalton (1959: 213); Kunda (1992: 40–44).
33 “Jump” see: Downs (1966). Advance by “jumps”: Geneen (1984: Ch. 3); Mur-

rell et al. (1996); Rifkin and Harrar (1988: Ch. 20); Shapira (2013). Usurpation: 
Mehri (2005).

34 Dalton (1959); Hughes (1958); Levenson (1961); Lynn and Jay (1986); Martin 
and Strauss (1959).

35 Dore (1973: Ch. 9); Graham (1991: 114–115).
36 Dalton (1959); Gouldner (1954); Kanter (1993[1977]); Mehri (2005).
37 Aasland et al. (2010); Fotaki and Hyde (2015); Fraher (2016); Lipman-Blumen 

(2005); Thoroughgood et al. (2012).
38 For Gini (2004: 9) the Russian proverb is “A fish rots from the head.” See also: 

Liu et al. (2012).
39 See: Perrow (1970); also Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter (1996).
40 DiMaggio and Powell (1983); Powell and DiMaggio (1991).
41 Barkai (1977); Clark (1979); Erdal (2011); Saxenian (1994); Semler (1993); 

Spiro (1983); Whyte and Whyte (1988).
42 Previous footnote and Golemen et al. (2002), Grint (2000), Norman et al. (2010) 

and Thomas et al. (2009).
43 Low-moral leaders: Banfield (1958); Brockner et al. (1997); Jackall (1988); 

recent business scandal studies; on destructive leadership see footnote 37.
44 Gouldner (1954); Guest (1962); Mehri (2005); O’Mahoney (2005); Shapira 

(1995b, 2013, 2015).
45 Communities of practice: Lave and Wenger (1991); Orr (1996); Wenger (1998); 

high-performance work systems: Jensen et al. (2007).
46 Versus these see low-trust Japanese firms’ ethnographies: Clark (1979); Mehri 

(2005).
47 Barbuto (1997); Burns (1978); DePree (1990); Graham (1991); Greenleaf (1977); 

Sendjaya (2005).
48 See support by: Clarke and Butcher (2006); Cloke and Goldsmith (2002); Darr 

and Lewin (2001); Erdal (2011); Estrin and Jones (1992); Heller et al. (1998); 
Hirschman (1984); McLagan and Nel (1997); Semler (1993); Sen (2003); Sha-
pira (1987, 2008); Whyte and Whyte (1988).

49 Shapira (1978/9, 1980, 1995a, 2001, 2005, 2008, 2013); e.g. Brumann (2000); 
Russell (1995); Stryjan (1989).

50 Hammersley (1992); Martin (1992); Van Maanen (1995).
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51 Bower (2007); Gabarro (1987); Groysberg et al. (2006); Khurana (2002); Wat-
kins (2003).

52 Strathernian contextualization: Huen (2009); Morita (2014); Shapira (2015); 
Strathern (2004); historical analysis: Wallerstein (2004).
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As stated, ethnography is a problematic method for building a new theory. 
It is often overly influenced by the specifics of a studied culture. But the pres-
ent study is longitudinal and multi-site, and it analyzes a variety of ginning 
industry cultures (e.g., Parker 2000):

1 The cultures of an internal sectorial plant: the high-trust Thomas- and 
Danton-led shop-floor culture versus the low-trust one of Shavit and 
most other pe’ilim;

2 The different cultures of the focal plant throughout its history: the high-
trust ones of Yaakov-Aharon’s era and of Thomas-Danton’s era versus 
the low-trust eras;

3 Similarly, high- versus low-trust cultures in four other gin plants.

The latter cultures were not studied as intensively and thoroughly as 
Merkaz’s, but they were all I-KRC cultures, hence their contexts, practices, 
problems, and solutions mostly resembled Merkaz’s and their interpretation 
was greatly facilitated by Merkaz’s findings. Thus, by conducting visits to 
plants, 63 interviews of present and past executives, managers, and foremen, 
and reading plant annuals and Cotton Marketing Council publications,1 
I was able to identify cultural types in different eras and sectors and link 
the changes to executives’ and managers’ practices and habituses, as well as 
their know-how and phronesis, which in the study of Merkaz were found to 
be prime factors. The review of the four other plants studied will show that 
Merkaz’s findings were quite representative of the immoral mismanagement 
at three of them, and even at the fourth, Northern Gin, in which PM 1 and 
2 created a high-trust, innovative-prone, effectively managed plant culture 
for 12 years, three other PMs mismanaged by using CCMI-Im-C, similar 
to Merkaz’s PMs. The information in the 331-folio-page journal is detailed 
enough to support the hypothesis that the three other gin plants were mostly 
characterized by immoral mismanagement. However, much like Thomas, 
TMs in these plants mostly opted for vulnerable involvement, contrary to 
their bosses: all CEOs were detached and ignorant of gin plant problems, 
which helped explain PMs’ CCMI-Im-C choices, while “parachutings” and 
rotatzia further explained the prevalence of these choices.

4 Effective, Innovative Northern  
Gin Versus Four Mostly  
Mismanaged Plants
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Three of the four plants resembled Merkaz, each with two high-capacity  
processing units that processed 500–700 tons daily, while the smallest 
Northern Gin had one unit that processed 250–300 tons daily. However, 
Northern was for many years, up to the mid-1970s, among the best gin 
plants with both high cotton fiber quality and minimal downtime, only 
3–5% versus 10–12% at most other plants and Merkaz’s 32% in my season 
as registrar. Northern’s PM-2 Gabi was the prime leader of this achievement 
due to 7.5 years of vulnerably involved management, while predecessor 
PM-1 also practiced involvement and nurtured employees’ professionalism 
and organizational commitment by using a high-trust culture, backed by 
somewhat involved CEO 1 and then by fully involved CEO 2 Dan.

The Socialized Leadership of Gabi and Two  
Other PMs at Northern Gin Plant

Of the 22 plant managers studied, only Northern’s certified practical 
engineer Gabi learned ginning thoroughly by vulnerable involvement that 
created virtuous trust and learning cycles, and was able to operate the gin-
ning process and overcome its problems. I did not witness these, coming 
to Northern years after his succession and leaving his kibbutz, frustrated 
by the region kibbutzim’s choice of a new CEO who replaced committed, 
effective PMs with his ignorant detached Im-C loyalists. However, I inter-
viewed Northern I-KRC’s two CEOs, Gabi’s predecessor, and three suc-
cessors, plus 13 Northern gin staff, as well as Gabi twice at length at his 
home since he knew a lot about his successors and about PMs of other gin 
plants. He eagerly reviewed my data on Merkaz and other plants and elu-
cidated technical questions left unanswered. Gabi’s practical engineering 
education plus vulnerable involvement helped him achieve ginning con-
tributory expertise (Collins and Evans 2007) that was unique among all 
the 22 PMs, while only deputies Yaakov, Aharon, and Danton, as well as 
a few TMs, likewise replicated his participative democratic management, 
mostly learned in their kibbutz managerial jobs (Shapira 2008). Gabi’s 
last kibbutz job was deputy to an older member charged with establishing 
a new plant; he soon realized that the plant’s concept and proposed pro-
cess and equipment offered by outsider consultants were fraudulent and 
bound to fail. He tried to convince his boss and kibbutz managers of this 
and proposed alternative experts but to no avail. They grasped him as a 
troublemaker and urged him to leave for a job in Northern I-KRC. The 
first I-KRC CEO was high-moral non-careerist as signaled by his humble 
car; he was involved enough to discern that, despite his best intentions, 
PM-1 achieved mediocre results, and by citing rotatzia Gabi replaced him 
after 4.5 years on the job. Northern Gin excelled during Gabi’s 7.5 years 
until his succession on all efficiency and effectiveness measures, primarily 
high fiber quality and length, which was cotton growers’ prime concern 
as it decided fiber prices, in addition to minimal downtime, which meant 
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enabling timely harvesting before autumn rains could cause damages.2 
The other nine Israeli gin plant managers acknowledged Gabi’s excellence 
and chose him as their association head and representative vis-a-vis the 
authorities. All the dozens of interviewees who knew Gabi, both North-
ern employees and those of other gin plants, praised his excellent func-
tioning as PM.

Gabi’s high-moral innovative leadership resembled Guest’s (1962) suc-
cessful outsider, although he did not achieve a similar turnaround since his 
predecessor had already commenced high-trust culture. However, his tech-
nical expertise and thorough learning of ginning while nurturing profes-
sional TMs and staff led to excellent functioning; his competent socialized 
leadership achieved effectiveness (Poulin et al. 2007) versus personalized 
gin PMs’ immoral mismanagement, defending their jobs by either detach-
ment or by seduction-coercion. Gabi followed in the footsteps of founding 
high-moral I-KRC CEO, who was replaced by the even more vulnerably 
involved CEO Dan, a highly trusted executive, unlike the other I-KRC 
CEOs on whom I have information (below). I was not able to interview 
Dan, but many testified to his involvement and knowledge of the plant, 
which was essential because Gabi used high-moral unconventional prac-
tices: he consecutively promoted two highly competent hired technicians 
as TMs, of which one was the above-cited certified practical engineer 
Arbiv (p. 9), not concerned about their empowerment by successes. His  
technical and managerial competencies due to education, experience, and 
vulnerable involvement in TMs’ deliberations created virtuous trust and 
learning cycles and a high-trust culture, ensuring that conflicts with them 
would be productive (Deutsch 1969). His sincerity, open knowledge, and 
information prevailed and enhanced cooperation, learning, and creative 
problem-solving due to the long time horizon (Jaques 1990) that CEO 
Dan promised Gabi, contrary to rotatzia (see pp. 13–14). Gabi replaced 
the mediocre TM-1 with brilliant TM-2 Arbiv, whose successes eventu-
ally led him to leave for the US to be R&D engineer at WLGEP, while his 
experienced deputy became TM-3. The superb expertise of the latter two 
untangled lengthy repeated interviews that taught me much ginning know-
how and phronesis, while TM-3 also described the radical negative shift to 
a low-trust culture after Gabi and Dan’s succession by three politics-prone 
CCMI users, PMs 3, 5, and 6, who practiced Im-C similar to Merkaz CEOs 
and PMs.

Gabi’s immediate successor, PM-3, whom I call Mikha, failed in his job 
and was replaced within two years by PM-4 Emanuel who was Gabi’s friend 
and followed his socialized leader practices for four years. Thus, for 15 of 
Northern’s 21 years studied it had three socialized high-moral PMs who 
opted for virtuous trust and learning cycles and the high-trust culture that 
Emanuel only partially restored after it was ruined by Mikha. Both vulner-
able involvement in work problems and caring for employees’ needs created 
trust. These practices were described by Northern PM-1:
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“For me it was clear that as a small plant I could not pay high salaries, 
hence I found them [the employees] jobs [to earn more] between seasons 
in nearby I-KRC factories as [seasonal] tractor drivers, mechanics, etc. 
I commenced [nurturing staff] with an experienced ginner that I recruited 
from the Valley Gin [as TM-1] and with youngsters who had technical 
leaning but little or no experience, and from them I built a team that 
worked like a family. There was comradeship among them and they were 
highly committed, always took risks to extinguish fires and to make dan-
gerous repairs, giving to the plant as much as they could without thinking 
twice [before taking risks]. They were proud of their teamwork, which 
became a model for other [I-KRC] plants. We cared for their professional 
advancement, sent them to short courses, and organized evening classes 
and paid for [expensive] driving courses and licenses, while also helping 
them find apartments [in a nearby town], especially when they married 
and had children. As my family was not much older than theirs, friend-
ship relationships were created with some of the families, they often vis-
ited us [at my kibbutz a distance of 2 km.] and we them.

Due to trust relationships with them I could ensure other [I-KRC] 
plant managers of their trustworthiness and committed work when 
asking to employ them between seasons, while after Arbiv graduated 
practical engineering and became our TM [-2] he was trusted by neigh-
boring plants to plan automated production systems which my employ-
ees built. I also used my ties with other gin PMs to visit their plants in 
order to further the ginning knowledge of my employees. This enhanced 
their morale when they realized their professional superiority over many 
of their hosts, but it also sometimes had a negative effect when they 
equated their humble salaries to the better ones of their hosts. But I did 
not stop the visits [although unable to raise salaries] since it afforded 
them possibilities for learning and advancing their professionalism 
which I could not achieve any other way.”

His testimony was supported by other interviewees. For instance, a young 
promising technician who later became deputy TM, and when Arbiv left 
became TM-3, decided to marry his fiancé but they could not find an apart-
ment in the nearby town; when interviewed 20 years later he remembered 
how PM-1 used his ties in the dominant Mapay party and personally begged 
its officials until finding an apartment. Both Gabi and Emanuel continued 
this caring for employees’ needs. Gabi also helped arrange the weddings of 
young employees:

“Once one employee, S. B.-Z., had a small Gogomobil car which stood 
by the pesticide store; I caught him flirting there with a 17-year-old girl. 
I took him to the office and asked him if it is a serious affair, whether he 
aimed to marry her. He said that although he would be happy to do so 
he can’t as he can’t afford a wedding. I organized an appeal among all 
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employees and the couple soon married, and now have three children; 
I was the godfather of their first son.”

As against this lovely tale, Gabi also made sure to get rid of immoral 
employees even if this meant, for instance, losing a best ginner and required 
spying in the plant out of season on Friday night, which is a part of the Jew-
ish Sabbath holiday:

“S. S. was a proficient ginner who knew all the jobs perfectly and even 
replaced shift foremen for meals. He was an attractive guy with a pretty wife, 
but he was also immoral and selfish, detested by both colleagues and bosses, 
hence I could not promote him to foreman. Workers called him ‘pimp’, 
hinting that this was how he earned extra money at night without his wife’s 
knowledge. One Saturday, at 2 am, a foreman phoned and directed me to 
the furnaces room, where I found S. S. having sex with a young, maybe 
13-year-old teenager, a known way to introduce girls to prostitution. I had 
no legal basis for firing him as she confirmed that it had been her initiative, 
thus I informed a relative, the family interfered, stopped his pimping by 
close surveillance, and it was not long before he left the country.”

In accord with Leader-Member Exchange theory (LMX), Gabi was fully 
informed of every meaningful event due to positive relationships with 
employees: he helped them function effectively and they supplied him with 
information that helped his leadership; its success enhanced their trust and 
help, and so on (Norman et al. 2010). Avoidance of feedback by incom-
petent employees (Moss et al. 2009) succeeded, since well-informed Gabi 
discerned incomptents and immoral self-servers and got rid of them (Collins 
and Weinel 2011).

Gabi’s successor Mikha failed as he resembled Yuval, trying autocrati-
cally to coerce employees without minimal knowledge of the industry. He 
was distrusted by all and fired by the CEO after the plant’s fiber quality 
plummeted to the worst level of all Israeli plants. Then PM-4 Emanuel, as 
Gabi’s close friend, worked hard to restore the high-trust culture by caring 
for employees’ needs, for instance initiating the building of a new dining 
hall for the I-KRC’s hired employees, since his open door policy bred many 
complaints about the old shabby dining hall. However, this policy required 
strict adherence to retain trust:

“Every employee could enter my office whenever they wanted unless 
I was busy. In such a case I would promise to call them as soon as I fin-
ish my current chore, but such promises must always be kept, otherwise 
no employee would ever turn to you again.”

Keeping one’s word proves integrity, an essential ingredient of trustwor-
thiness (Simons 2002), but while Chapters 1 and 2 emphasized trust and 
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learning cycles created by vulnerable involvement or their opposites that 
impacted managers’ know-how and phronesis, the above examples indicate 
that such involvement also enhanced inter-rank trust and work commitment 
as managers learned and solved employees’ social problems. Unlike Taiwan 
(Chan 2014), such paternalism was rare among Israeli executives; it enabled 
managers to penetrate the plant’s dark social secrets helpful for recogniz-
ing and weeding out bums, fools, impostors, and troublemakers (McGregor 
1960), contrary to the successful career of “bramble” Atad at ignorantly 
managed, low-trust Merkaz.

Gabi’s high-moral leadership succeeded also due to his backing by 
involved knowledgeable CEO Dan; such backing is essential, for instance 
when contextual pressures interfere with the selection of personnel, as was 
often the case in I-KRCs concerning pe’ilim: Managers of kibbutzim often 
tried to send to I-KRCs members who lacked a permanent kibbutz job as 
they were bums, fools, impostors or incompetent (Shepher 1983). By being 
involved and an expert in ginning, Gabi, with Dan’s help, barred introduc-
ing or soon weeded out such pe’ilim. While the rejection of a pa’il who was 
clearly unsuited for the job was no problem, it was quite hard to get rid of 
a pa’il who was formally qualified for the job and functioned reasonably 
at first but later became lazy or a drifter; this required the backing of an 
involved and knowledgeable CEO such as Dan, further explaining Gabi’s 
success. Gabi described the contrary practice of Dan’s successor:

“In our day [mine and Dan’s] we never accepted kibbutz members sent 
by the kibbutzim only because they were superfluous, as they [kibbutzim] 
do now. Later CEOs did not recruit good staff, hence they manned plants 
with lesser pe’ilim for whom kibbutzim could not find what to do.”

This was one reason that Gabi left, shortly after CEO Dan’s succes-
sion by a detached Im-C pa’il who “parachuted” his own loyal pe’ilim to 
key I-KRC positions. Previously, Gabi’s expertise and employees’ knowl-
edge had enabled manning jobs with qualified people, either pe’ilim or 
hired employees. He was not concerned about employees’ empowerment 
by successes (Klein 1998), nor did he need to “parachute” loyalist pe’ilim 
to defend his authority; his nurturing of trustworthy TM Arbiv and his 
deputy, and later promoting his deputy as TM-3, enhanced the high-trust 
culture in which opinion differences were considered bona fide and solved 
pragmatically (Fox 1974: Ch. 2). As a certified practical engineer and ex-
garage manager like Thomas, Gabi involved himself in the ginners’ shop 
floor problem-solving much more than Northern’s PMs 1 and 4, and he 
gained more ginning expertise than all other 21 PMs. In Collins and Evans’s 
(2007) terms, he achieved both interactional and contributory expertises by 
involvement in shop-floor problem-solving versus Northern PMs 1 and 4 
who, like Yaakov and Aharon, were less proficient ginners due to less par-
ticipation in shop floor problem-solving, lacking a technical education and 
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mechanics’ experience. In Flyvbjerg’s (2001: 13–17) terms, Gabi achieved 
the highest, fifth grade of “expertise” similar to Thomas, versus the four 
who only achieved third or fourth grades of ginning expertise.

Further Explanations of Gabi and Northern Gin’s Success

Following the discussion of transformational leadership in Chapter 3, one 
can ask of Gabi’s achievements (also below): Was he such a leader? On one 
hand, he did not make a turnaround like Guest’s (1962: Ch. 4) car plant 
manager or like Kagan at Harvard Law School (Washburn 2011) as already 
PM-1 shaped a high-trust culture, but on the other hand his leadership radi-
cally changed the plant’s functioning like theirs, and exceeded Thomas’s, 
which was constricted by Shavit and the surrounding low-trust culture. His 
leadership enhanced shop-floor collaborative learning, problem-solving, 
and innovating efforts, which he led while others contributed significantly 
(Bennis 1989: 17). His leadership also enhanced the plant’s functioning, 
because Emanuel followed him. Which elements of transformational leader-
ship did Gabi use that resulted in Northern’s exceptional success?

Gabi resembled Thomas, who was neither a genius nor a charismatic 
leader, less handsome and less sociable than Shavit. He was talented, edu-
cated, held pertinent experience, acquired ginning know-how and phronesis 
through vulnerable involvement, and was a critical thinker whose critique 
of his assumed fraudulent kibbutz boss pushed him out to the I-KRC. Criti-
cal thinking encouraged vulnerable involvement aimed at learning, also 
encouraged by a habitus of participative democratic management in the 
kibbutz field crops branch, in the agricultural machinery garage, and other 
kibbutz managerial jobs. His expertise as a practical engineer and mechanic 
of cotton machinery gave him the psychological safety that enabled thor-
ough learning of ginning and nurturing highly professional TMs and staff, 
not only Arbiv and his deputy and later successor TM-3, but also others 
such as the Deputy TM with whom I toured the plant. TM-3 served as 
Arbiv’s deputy for 12 years; he lacked a practical engineering certificate but 
learned the profession both in technical high school and in evening courses, 
and with prolonged experience of Northern’s high-trust culture of knowl-
edge sharing and learning he became a major ginning expert, as Thomas 
and other experts testified and as I witnessed. His deputy showed me many 
small but significant technical improvements of the plant’s machinery which 
prevented blockings, like those from which we suffered so often at Merkaz, 
initiated by TM-3, by technicians, and by operators who suffered the predic-
ament of coping with blockings. Due to vast know-how and phronesis, Gabi 
enhanced successes by allowing discretion and by brokering and buffering 
(Soekijad et al. 2011). This grassroots innovation is reminiscent of 18th-
century anthropologist Johann Herder, who pointed out the prevalence of 
creativity beyond the confines of what he called “the reading room,” i.e., 
deliberations of the educated elites and academia:
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“Every man of noble and vivacious sentiments is a genius in his work, 
to his destiny, and truly the best geniuses are to be found outside the 
reading room. Whatever human nature has brought forth in genius 
manner, be it science or art, an institution or action, is the work of the 
genius, and any ability to awaken human gifts and encourage them to 
fulfil their purpose is precisely genius”

(Italics original; cited by Joas 1996: 81, 84).

Gabi targeted employees’ creativity by a clear “map” (O’Toole 1999: 129): 
best fiber quality achieved through competent ginning by committed teams, 
which minimized downtime and maximized productivity in the best inter-
ests of cotton growers by competent operating, agile repair of machines, and 
immediate fire extinguishing. Gabi trusted that employees’ ingenuity would 
serve these aims; he granted them discretion to effect improvements, uncon-
cerned that hired employees empowered by successes would diminish his 
authority, testifying to the high-trust local culture. He modeled “continual 
efforts to teach others to seek the highest ideals of public service and thereby 
to leave to citizens [employees] a legacy of trust, integrity, and responsibility, 
as well as high-quality service delivery and accountability” (Fairholm 2004: 
587). Creativity was also encouraged by the lengthy time horizon (Jaques 
1990), due to both Gabi and CEO Dan’s overruling of rotatzia for several 
years. Gabi’s trust in subordinates exceeded that of other PMs: in his early 
days his car was the only plant car and permanent employees could use it 
during the day, for instance for a visit to the doctor or to give one’s wife a 
lift, providing it stood idle and received the approval of Gabi’s secretary, 
who kept his schedule. Since a car can be used for vicious ends as well, this 
practice proved Gabi’s full trust of employees as a transformational leader, 
rather than a unilaterally trusted charismatic one (Chapter 3). Similarly, 
Gabi trusted employees to care for Northern’s cotton fiber quality, which 
was almost always the best in Israel, as interviewees proudly emphasized. 
Arbiv, for instance, said:

“The first PM infused this [fiber quality importance] into our blood and 
Gabi continued. My successor [TM] may now cause riots about sala-
ries, but when it comes to discussing the plant what’s best for the cotton 
will always receive the highest priority.”

However, the Cotton Production and Marketing Council annuals only 
partially support this assertion concerning the post-Gabi era. Their numbers 
indicate that the worst era was that of PM-3 Mikha, when fiber quality 
plummeted to the worst of all 12 ginning units. Mikha was autocratic like 
Yuval, but unlike Yuval, who was an ex-cotton grower, he came from a kib-
butz vegetable branch, knew little about cotton, nothing of mechanics, and 
caused bitter conflicts with TM-3 and the staff. He stopped Gabi’s practice 
of taking TMs and Deputy TMs to ginners’ professional meetings in Israel 
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and barred their tours abroad. His successor Emanuel partially regained 
employees’ trust and commitment by renewing participation of the TM and 
his deputy in these meetings, as he trusted them, due to his acquaintance 
with them from the many years of managing his kibbutz cotton branch. 
Emanuel elevated fiber quality to midway on the gin plants’ fiber quality 
list, but then came detached “jumper” PM-5 and due to his mismanage-
ment it plummeted again, lagging behind Merkaz during Thomas’s late era, 
when he was a trusted expert who competently led the high-trust shop-floor 
culture.

One clear explanation of plummeting fiber quality are repeated conflicts 
between hired employees and PMs, which often culminated in strikes or 
“Italian strikes” that delayed completion of plant overhaul ahead of a har-
vesting season. During Gabi’s years there were no strikes; the first strikes 
appeared during Emanuel’s late era, despite his caring for employees’ well-
being. He failed due to absenteeism, when he also took charge of another 
I-KRC’s plant with an April–September high season and imported a ginning- 
ignorant pa’il as Deputy PM to manage Northern’s overhauling during this 
period while he managed the other plant. This pa’il opted for detached 
CCMI and his substitution of Emanuel was a failure, added hierarchy, and 
caused mistrust of both Emanuel and the deputy. Bitter conflicts erupted, 
culminating in “Italian strikes” ahead of ginning seasons, similar to those 
led by Atad in Merkaz.

Emanuel’s trust-diminishing absence emphasized the decisiveness of Gabi’s 
vulnerable involvement for a high-trust culture like Guest’s (1962: Ch. 4) 
new leader: such a leader deals personally with any problem not solved by 
subordinates, learns it together with them, and solves it by using acquired 
knowledge, power advantage, and overall authority. For instance, Gabi suc-
cessfully solved the problem of raw cotton variable humidity by involving 
cotton growers in the solution: gin plants’ prime goal was best fiber quality 
to maximize growers’ revenues; a major factor that impacted quality was 
drying treatment, which had to accord varied humidity of each eight-ton 
stack, and to accord varied air humidity and heat. For example, during my 
participant observation on some hot November days with dry eastern winds 
of only 10–15% humidity and a temperature of 35° Celsius, Merkaz opera-
tors did not light furnaces to dry the raw cotton; the airflow of powerful 
fans was sufficient. Differential treatment required measuring the humidity 
of each stack, a time-consuming task which I never saw anyone doing at 
Merkaz; drying treatment was decided intuitively during processing when 
processing a stack took 20 minutes, meaning that a large part of the stack 
was processed before the operator could discern whether there was need 
to change the drying treatment, and hence often half a stack was not dried 
properly. Gabi concluded that since fiber quality was in the interest of cot-
ton growers they would do it; he bought and gave each grower a hygrometer 
and each stack was brought to the plant yard with a known humidity, help-
ing operators greatly. Moreover, Gabi’s innovation demonstrated in practice 
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his words concerning the plant’s prime goal, excellent fiber quality, prov-
ing his integrity. Only the PM’s authority could introduce such a change, 
further explaining the failure generated by Emanuel’s absence and that of 
Lowland’s half-detached PM David (below, p. 131).

Gabi’s initiative accorded Chapter 3’s emphasis on transformational 
leaders’ high-moral trust of practitioners signaled by immersion, learning, 
and innovative problem-solving. Similarly, high-moral were PMs 1 and 4, 
who were also socialized leaders (Poulin et al. 2007), but unlike Gabi they 
avoided some of employees’ deliberations as lacking Gabi’s technical knowl-
edge they could not help solve some mechanical problems. Thus, while PMs 
1 and 4 were trusted, unlike distrusted PMs 3, 5, and 6, this was all the more 
true of Gabi, as his full immersion made it even clearer that in his actions 
and decisions “the interests of society t[ook] the degree of precedence that 
[wa]s right, just, and fair over the interests of the individual” (Hosmer 
1995: 399); his practices enhanced problem-solving, decision-making, and 
making changes, which were always aimed at serving the plant’s overall goal 
(Goldratt 1992).

Gabi’s high morality was backed by vulnerably involved, highly trusted 
CEO Dan, contrary to eight other detached or minimally involved CEOs 
on whom I have verified information. I did not interview Dan, but Gabi 
and others testified to his considerable involvement and lack of any attempt 
to distance himself from lower echelons (Collinson 2005a); his involved 
backing was essential because innovative Gabi used unconventional prac-
tices. For instance, almost all gin plants imported pe’ilim for the job of TM, 
such as Avi, Yehu, and Gornitzki, while Gabi retained hired TM Arbiv, 
nominated by his predecessor, and later promoted to TM his hired deputy. 
Inside promotion of an experienced deputy enhanced the high-trust culture 
in which “what’s best for the cotton will always receive the highest priority” 
(Arbiv) and no one’s job success could make him forget this dictum to which 
three PMs and two consecutive TMs adhered. Other plants mostly did not 
adhere to such a dictum, rather to power politics in which one’s power 
serves one’s own interests, defending authority and advancing careers, and 
as in Merkaz this was camouflaged as serving the plant’s interest, which 
was suspected but concealed by secrecy. Gabi avoided such low morality by 
trustful practices; his words were followed by deeds, proving his integrity. 
Most clear was the rewarding of commitment to the fiber quality goal by 
proper promotion and remuneration. Many authors reiterated that leaders’ 
actions talk louder than their words; ITT’s CEO Geneen asserted that

“. . . the best way to inspire people to superior performance is to con-
vince them by everything you do and by your everyday attitude that 
you are wholeheartedly supporting them. You have got to mean it and 
demonstrate it”

(Geneen 1984: 149).
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By practicing vulnerable involvement, CEO Dan and PM Gabi proved 
their wholehearted support of employees’ coping with the complex gin-
ning system; Gabi and employees “constituted and reconstituted” ginning 
know-how and phronesis by “engaging the world of practice” (Orlikowski 
2002: 249), while Gabi successfully honed knowledge assets into sharper 
resources aimed at the plant’s prime goal (e.g., Wagner 2002). The superb 
ginning expertise untangled lengthy repeated interviews with Gabi, Arbiv, 
and TM-3.3 Gabi’s trust in the two was evident when he took them to pro-
fessional meetings of gin PMs and TMs in which they were the only non-
pe’ilim present; this deed echoed the cited critique of the ex-head of the 
national cotton fiber-grading laboratory (p. 9) that “to learn the subject 
[of ginning one] . . . needs at least 5–6 years. The professionals who carried 
out the ginning, its changes and innovations were hired mechanics . . . who 
knew nothing about cotton . . .”; in contrast, Northern Gin professionals 
were PM Gabi, who learned ginning for 7.5 years; hired Arbiv, who did it 
for a decade before leaving for WLGEP’s R&D; and hired TM-3, who did 
it for two decades. They knew a lot about cotton and ginning, as proved by 
the outcomes of their management.

Both interviews with pe’ilim and with hired employees corroborate the 
analysis of this ex-head concerning PMs 3, 5, and 6. These PMs concealed 
their ignorance by not taking hired TMs and Deputy TMs to professional 
meetings of the Gin Plant Association, including those that hosted American 
experts. Much as Avi prevented hired technicians from traveling to another 
plant to see a sampler that worked smoothly in order to conceal his own 
ignorance, these PMs prevented TMs from witnessing their own ignorance 
at such meetings. Both Gabi and Emanuel testified that other plant managers 
were astonished to see their hired TM and his deputy accompanying them to 
such meetings as well as on business trips abroad. Thus, an additional clue 
to Northern Gin’s success in Gabi’s era was his TM and his deputy’s active 
participation in and learning of the expertise of automatic cotton process-
ing, plants’ process planning, equipment choice, purchase, installation, and 
problem-solving deliberations. In other plants, hired TMs, deputies, fore-
men, and technicians, “[t]he [presumed] professionals who did the ginning, 
its changes and innovations” mostly “did not have enough know-how to 
overcome the complex problems” (cotton grading expert, p. 9) of ginning, 
since their superiors defended their own authority by concealing their igno-
rance through barring their participation in the learning from experts.

This conclusion is supported by one exceptional category of hired TMs 
who were given more discretion and more opportunities to learn ginning 
than other hired TMs; these were the first TMs of new plants, such as 
Muli. In all five plants the founding PM was an experienced but ginning- 
ignorant manager who recruited a technician of a current plant elsewhere 
and appointed him as TM. The promoted technician was empowered by 
exclusive knowledge lacked by pe’ilim managers; he was granted much 
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discretion, including travels abroad to choose and purchase equipment. 
Subsequently, however, discretion was mostly curtailed, as either involved 
pe’ilim such as Yaakov and Aharon became knowledgeable, or a “para-
chuted” pa’il succeeded the hired TM (Thomas, Avi, cases below). Only 
Northern Gin PMs promoted insider hired TMs as they were vulnerably 
involved, trusted the expertise and high morality of TMs, and were not 
concerned about their empowerment by successes. In other plants, successor 
PM pe’ilim mostly replaced hired TMs by pe’ilim or limited their discretion 
and barred their participation in outside meetings and abroad as this could 
have exposed their CCMI.

Northern’s success was compromised by PMs 3, 5, and 6, who practiced 
CCMI-Im-C. PM 3 Mikha’s autocracy failed, PM 4 Emanuel only very par-
tially managed to resume the high-trust culture, and detached CCMI-user 
PM-5 distrusted veteran staff who confronted him concerning many igno-
rant and amateurish decisions. Top expert TM-3 demonstrated:

“Northern’s 5th PM does not allow me any discretion of the kind I have 
with Emanuel; the truth is that I am always worried about him, I don’t 
really know what his intentions are, what he will dream up at night 
and then try to implement in the morning. His decisions are strange; 
for instance one kibbutznik was abroad and saw yellow covers for 
cotton stacks that are presumably better [than the current red covers] 
but would double the cost. With no trial or consultation the manager 
ordered hundreds of such covers, which proved bad for the cotton and 
had to be replaced.”

A bitter conflict erupted just ahead of my visit concerning staff downsiz-
ing due to the reduction of cotton growing because of low cotton prices. 
TM-3 and his union committee offered some solutions, but would not 
fire veterans aged over 50 as their prospects of finding new jobs at their 
advanced age were almost nonexistent. PM-5 opened the interview by stat-
ing: “We are a small gin plant but a good one,” but then adding a contrast-
ing statement: “We have a permanent staff of 17 people, which is too large, 
and I want to reduce it and to introduce new people.” But why should new 
people be added if one seeks to reduce the staff? Not answering my ques-
tion, his assertions untangled the intention to replace costly powerful pro-
fessional veterans with cheaper youngsters whose minimal salaries would 
give the CEO and the Board an image of a PM who promoted “efficiency.” 
He clearly disregarded the fact that the professionalism of the formers made 
the plant “a good one,” but admitted that only ignorant lesser youngsters 
with Atad-like capabilities could be found with the mini-salaries he would 
offer. TM-3 was the prime obstacle to his plan, hence he tried to get rid of 
him but failed as the entire staff was united behind him, as were politicians 
from the nearby town.
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Summary of the Northern Gin Case

As mentioned, studies of destructive leadership explain it by the toxic tri-
angle of destructive leaders, susceptible followers, and conducive environ-
ments (p. 81). In the same vein, the constructive triangle of Northern Gin’s 
successful leadership consisted of:

1 Leaders’ high-moral ignorance-exposing vulnerable indwelling in staff’s 
deliberations enhanced learning and innovating by trustful cooperating 
with practitioners’ problem-solving and expertise nurturing;

2 High-moral trusting and talented TMs and expert staff, including vet-
eran operators, were committed to the plant’s mission clearly explicated 
by leaders’ words and deeds;

3 The supporting context that included the backing of a trusting knowl-
edgeable and involved CEO.

Dan and Gabi generated a positive “change [that] only really comes about 
when those involved actively engage in the work of change, and are part of 
the cognitive shift often necessary to start turning the organization around” 
(Fairholm 2004: 92). Northern’s high-trust culture resembled Cunha’s 
(2002) “Best Place to Be”: it had “good leaders who were able to stimulate 
participation and who communicated intensely with their subordinates”; 
they led by “esprit de corps, performance orientation, diversity, orientation 
toward the future, innovation, efficiency, personal development, and com-
petence . . . trust and entrepreneurship . . . points out the need to give people 
enough space and freedom to allow them to pursue their own ideas. . . . a 
climate of informality and diversity in order to preserve trust and teamwork 
while emphasizing goal orientation and performance (2002: 487–488; also: 
Ingvaldsen et al. 2013).

However, Northern’s findings corroborate those of Merkaz by untangling 
the emergence of similar immoral mismanagement when detached CCMI-
Im-C practitioner CEOs succeeded Dan and “parachuted” their ginning-
ignorant loyalists or prospective loyalists as PMs who cancelled all these, 
engendered vicious distrust and ignorance cycles, and turned Northern 
almost into a twin of Merkaz. The difference that helped prevent a com-
pletely negative turnaround was the entrenched veteran ginning profes-
sional staff headed by expert TM-3 and his expert deputy, whom PMs 5 
and 6 failed in firing. Northern’s case points to additional positive effects of 
executives’ vulnerable involvement and virtuous trust and learning cycles:

1 High-moral trusting executives granted expert employees discretion, 
non-materially incentivized their functioning on the job and nurtured 
their expertise, which enhanced the plant’s effectiveness through their 
ingenuity in problem-solving and innovating, as asserted by anthropol-
ogist Herder two centuries ago (p. 116).
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2 Due to virtuous trust and learning cycles, knowledgeable executives and 
managers successfully socialized employees to consistently pursue the 
plant’s prime goals of minimal downtime, highest product quality, and 
minimal quantity loss.

3 Vulnerably involved executives successfully discerned and promoted 
knowledgeable deserving insiders to management ranks, preventing 
mistakes and failures by CCMI-Im-C practicing “parachuted” manag-
ers that troubled Merkaz and other plants (below).

4 PMs did not need loyal Atad-like “bramble” informers, because vulner-
able involvement plus employees’ openness due to the high-trust culture 
well informed them of what was going on at the plant.

5 Knowledgeable executives defended the high-trust culture by recogniz-
ing, suppressing, and ousting bums, fools, ingratiating impostors, crimi-
nals, and Im-C troublemakers.

6 Trustful, open communication enhanced executives’ learning and caring 
for employees’ social and other non-work problems, which enhanced 
employees’ trust, committed work, and OCB (organizational citizen-
ship behavior; e.g., Dineen et al. 2006).

7 Care of employees’ personal and social problems by trusted involved exec-
utives curbed turnover, brain drain, and use of industrial action; conflicts 
were solved constructively, preventing conflict-driven failures and losses.

However, Northern’s case also shows that even the industry’s best plant 
suffered in its late years mismanagement by “parachuted” rotational CEOs 
and PMs who used CCMI, one PM by coerciveness and two by detachment, 
while both practices served pe’ilim’s Im-C, caused distrust and negativism 
among hired employees, and incited destructive conflicts. Executives who 
practiced CCMI and were ignorant of their own ignorance (Kruger and Dun-
ning 1999) explain the destructiveness of conflicts; PMs 3, 5, and 6 missed 
decisive information: they did not notice that the “good plant” achieved 
their predecessors by nurturing the staff’s expertise, high morality, and work 
commitment. This omission increased their wish to get rid of these staff 
members and their leader, TM-3, and to suppress him and his deputy by 
barring participation in professional meetings that further heated conflicts, 
inflamed by efforts to fire staff. PMs emphasized their own superior status 
by exclusive participation in these meetings, prevented ignorance exposure 
vis-á-vis their subordinates, but ruined the trust required to end conflicts by 
consent (Deutsch 1969). They enhanced suspicions of their incompetence, 
exposed by stupid amateurish decisions, inflamed conflicts, and shattered 
information-sharing required to break vicious circles of conflict.

“Parachuted” Executives’ Im-C and Use  
of CCMI in Three Other Plants

Analyses of mismanagement in three more gin plants will corroborate the 
above findings and the negative impact of management systems predicated on 
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rotatzia + “parachuting” of executives and managers from owner kibbutzim 
to I-KRCs and gin plants. Similar to the former plants, all were established 
in late 1950s–early 1960s, studied in the 1980s, and owned by I-KRCs; 
only Lowland Gin was at first a cooperative of kibbutzim, moshavim,4 and 
private farmers. For ginning expertise, two plants encouraged technicians to 
“jump” from older plants to become TMs, while American engineers super-
vised plant erection and trial running, while in a third plant such engineer 
elevated to TM and coached a technician from among the plant-building 
crew. During the late 1960s–early 1970s all three plants were enlarged by 
adding a second processing unit to each one, as done in Merkaz in 1966. 
The growth of the cotton industry ceased in the early 1980s and it gradually 
dwindled; most plants were closed and currently only two remain.

Lowland Gin Plant

The plant’s initiator was Avraham, head of the Lowland Regional Council;5 
he contacted two other heads of adjacent regional councils and a group of 
private farmers, and together they established the gin plant with a hired PM. 
He failed and was fired after the first season and Avraham took the helm 
as an absentee manager, since he remained full-time head of the Regional 
Council; he authorized the hired TM (called L-TM-1) to manage the plant de 
facto. L-TM-1 had seven years of experience in ginning: he “jumped” from 
the same job at another plant, to which he “jumped” from a technician’s 
job at a third plant. L-TM-1 only involved Avraham in major decisions such 
as equipment purchasing, promotions, salaries and plant development. In 
this latter function Avraham was active, initiated adding a fruit dehydrating 
facility and a facility for removing down from cotton seeds, which supplied 
the gin staff with work between seasons and added income through better 
compensated evening and night shifts in the downing department.

At first, the knowledgeable L-TM-1 served as a highly committed substitute 
PM, who remained even until midnight if needed to solve a major technical 
problem, managing work reasonably. But after two successful “jumpings” 
he tended to Im-C; he for instance usurped others’ proposed innovations by 
first rejecting them and after a while proposing them as his own, similar to 
Mehri’s (2005: 142) manager. Backed by Avraham, he centralized control, 
became autocratic, causing distrust and a turnover of talented mechanics 
and foremen who were never taken to learn from other plants. Their limited 
know-how enhanced his power but required of him extra efforts to over-
come operational problems. Employees also suffered from the inability to 
communicate with the PM to solve personal and social problems, which 
L-TM-1 failed to solve or worse, did not try to solve. For instance, L-TM-1 
told an employee who complained about unfair deductions from his salary 
that he was not authorized to deal with the issue, without suggesting how to 
deal with it, while the PM rarely appeared at the plant to solve such prob-
lems because L-TM-1 drew a rosy picture: “no problems.” The PM’s absence 
caused employee dissatisfaction, turnover, and brain drain. To replace the 
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departing Jews, L-TM-1 recruited less educated Arabs who were satisfied 
with lower salaries and were more committed to work than Jews, enabling 
good ginning results, another reason for Avraham’s absenteeism.

After six years Avraham left his kibbutz and a pa’il replaced him as 
the council head and kept Avraham as Lowland’s hired PM. However, he 
remained detached and ignorant of ginning, while L-TM-1’s functioning 
deteriorated both because of his extra efforts to run the plant with mostly 
ignorant uneducated staff and because of empowerment that encour-
aged oligarchic dysfunctional self-perpetuating conservatism (Michels 
1959[1915]), in accord with LLCT (Hambrick 2007). Avraham’s presence 
in the plant’s office slightly improved treatment of employee problems, but 
L-TM-1 used his presence for purposes of absenteeism, traveling frequently 
abroad: “I traveled abroad dozens of times for teaching and guiding.” How-
ever, in the absence of any expert deputy and with a detached and ignorant 
PM, work suffered during these travels, as an ad-hoc chosen foreman or 
technician substituted for L-TM-1. L-TM-1 also usurped the authority of 
the detached, inept old PM concerning salaries, then the buying of new 
machines, and more. A forklift driver remembered that when he joined the 
plant in its eighth year L-TM-1 was

“. . . omnipotent in the plant, he could come to work at 3 pm with no 
excuse. Yatzek [Avraham’s successor] demanded that he come at 6:30 
am but he refused; [his successor] L-TM-2, for instance, always comes 
at 6:00. And even when coming at 3 pm L-TM-1 could disappear with 
no one knowing where he had gone.”

Plant functioning deteriorated with such low morality of its powerful, 
untrustworthy leader. If Avraham did anything to stop this negative behavior, 
this was not felt by any of the interviewees; L-TM-1 continued for another 
five years until fired by a Yuval-like, coercively involved pa’il PM, Yatzek. 
At first Yatzek was a director on the plant’s Board, as the economic manager 
of his kibbutz, and then he became a Deputy PM as a pa’il, when in its 11th 
year plant ownership was shifted from the three Regional Councils and pri-
vate farmers to the region’s I-KRC. A year and a half later Yatzek replaced 
Avraham. As deputy, he was L-TM-1’s friend and together they bought 
and established a second ginning unit, but as he took charge he subdued 
his ex-friend autocratically; similar to Yuval he sauntered around, yelled 
at employees publicly even for minor mistakes or seemingly mistakes, and 
ignorantly interfered in technical decisions, stupidly overruling L-TM-1’s  
decisions with amateurish ones and then firing him. Interviewed after eight 
years on the job, he proved ignorant of ginning complexity, and said of 
L-TM-1’s replacement by the “parachuted” pa’il L-TM-2, an ex-kibbutz 
cotton branch manager ignorant of ginning:

“I took a lad from the [cotton] field, made him TM, and did not allow 
any overlapping between the two [him and L-TM-1]. Board members 
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told me that I was playing [taking a risk] with their precious cotton—
this was really a bold move hitherto unknown in Israel. They thought 
a TM in a gin plant is god himself, did not understand that it was only 
some bolts, metal sheets, and bearings, and since I knew what a bear-
ing is, I was born on a tractor and my harvester combine never stopped 
working because I could always found a bolt or an iron wire to repair it, 
hence I was not concerned of any technical problems [due to this step].”

Yatzek bluffed about the succession process (see below), but even worse 
was his ignorance: no knowledgeable ginner would accept that a gin plant 
is “only some bolts, metal sheets, and bearings,” and that experience with 
driving a tractor and a harvester combine teaches one how to fix plant’s 
problems by “a bolt or an iron wire.” This claim contradicts my findings 
that show gin plant complexity and accords the critique by Arbiv and the 
ex-head of the national cotton fiber grading laboratory of PMs’ ginning 
ignorance (p. 9). Valley Gin TM, with 27 years of experience (below), cited 
the American engineer who in 1956 supervised his first gin plant erection 
and before leaving for home heard the staff complaining that he had not 
taught them enough ginning:

“You’ll work and learn the hard way; I have been in the trade for 
25 years and I am still learning ginning.”

But learning is minimal in a culture of secrecy, bluffs, subterfuges, and 
other abuses, due to seductive-coercive autocracy as practiced by L-TM-1 
most of his years and in all Yatzek years, i.e., some 80% of Lowland’s studied 
years. Its veteran garage manager, who learned mechanics from his teens at 
his father’s garage in Poland, explained Yatzek’s ignorance of ginning com-
plexity by his rewarding and promoting yes-men ingratiatory bums rather 
than knowledgeable, competent, truth-telling, hard-working employees:

“The problem here is that good work is not paid for, only talking and 
image building are paid, ingratiating the boss instead of doing good 
work. Many incompetents came here and remained who only knew 
how to drill a hole but pretended to be professional [mechanics]. Yatzek 
sought and rewarded spies who told him what was going on the shop 
floor. I refused [to do this] as I did [previously] when I managed a large 
Siberian work camp, and I was punished [for my integrity] by Yatzek. 
Earlier, L-TM-1 used bluffs and I said this bluntly in his face. Bosses 
unfairly punished me and I complained to the union committee but they 
merely mocked me, said ‘we will redress your grievance’ and did noth-
ing. I have no contact with all these incompetents who only know how 
to ingratiate bosses.”

L-TM-2 supported this description by asserting that “I did not learn 
anything from them [hired staff],” but veterans contradicted his assertion, 
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telling they had taught him ginning, although only after gaining their trust 
through vulnerable involvement. His contrary assertion seemed to represent 
his traumatic entry period, when he faced distrust and a culture of secrecy 
unknown in previous kibbutz managerial jobs, while lacking any defined 
status, until replacing L-TM-1 caused his isolation by suspicious staff, simi-
lar to Avi’s entrance to Merkaz:

“In the first year I came more for observation rather than actual entrance 
until he [L-TM-1] left and then it was a real ‘parachuting’ into the job 
with no mentoring and no contact [with L-TM-1] for conveying work-
ing knowledge. . . . It was a hard time (Why?), not because others tried 
to trip me up but since none wanted to help me”

(e.g., Milliken et al. 2003).

L-TM-2 arrived at the age of 35 with previous successful experience in 
managing the cotton branches of two kibbutzim, hence he enjoyed psy-
chological safety that encouraged vulnerable involvement. This happened 
only after a year with L-TM-1, contrary to Yatzek’s bluff that there was no 
overlapping, but like Avi’s overlapping Muli he learned little, and L-TM-1 
suspected him of being a prospective successor and did not teach him gin-
ning, while in the low-trust secrecy culture his undefined status prevented 
employees’ trust and teaching him. Only after taking charge did his vulner-
able involvement gradually gain employees’ trust and knowledge sharing, 
but he did not achieve Thomas’s level of expertise due to his failure to create 
a high-trust shop floor culture as a result of Yatzek’s ignorant prevailing by 
seductive-coercive autocracy. L-TM-1 described the situation:

“Yatzek tried to control every move [of people]; he became hysterical 
if any guy was seen wandering around for a minute without doing any-
thing; he yelled at people, put them down in front of everyone.”

Yatzek’s autocracy retained a low-trust culture of secrecy, knowledge 
abuses, bluffs, and other subterfuges, which his loyalist pe’ilim supported con-
trary to L-TM-2’s critique of their using power to suppress hired employees:

“They [pe’ilim] kept [hired] employees low, gave them the feeling that 
their job depended on them. They knew very well to spread this inse-
curity, but this caused fears [also] among foremen, hence they told sto-
ries, non-based things, only to prove that what they did was right and 
arranged the numbers [to prove this] as they wished. I thought it was 
a mistake [to suppress them] but now I see that Yatzek was right [with 
suppression].”

L-TM-2 changed his mind during his nine years on the job: due to Yatzek’s 
autocracy he lacked the discretion to try to innovate and learn, while unlike 
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Thomas he lacked involved pe’ilim partners, like Danton, with which to 
nurture a high-trust shop floor culture, while Yatzek and his loyalist pe’ilim 
antagonized the hired staff and maintained defensive secrecy. Yatzek fought 
employees’ counter-secrecy by punishing anyone caught concealing informa-
tion, but this just encouraged it. L-TM-2’s disappointment with this debilitat-
ing secrecy led him to praise his boss’s policy of distrust only two sentences 
after criticizing pe’ilim’s support of this boss. Another reason for the praise 
was Yatzek’s successful career: two years before the interviews he advanced 
to manage a much larger plant, owned by two I-KRCs, with hundreds of 
employees; in his last year in Lowland when he was busy lobbying for this 
“jump” he granted L-TM-2 more discretion, but after over 16 years of brain 
drain and selective retention of docile, lesser employees who settled for lower 
salaries (below) L-TM-2 could barely use this leeway productively, since he 
lacked experts with whom to change and innovate, nor could he trust the 
information received from bums, fools, and impostors used to managers 
uninterested in their inputs (Fast et al. 2014). He frequently consulted highly 
expert ginner, veteran Southern Gin’s TM-2 Yunus (below) by phone, and 
sometimes visited his plant. He gradually achieved improved functioning: in 
his third year fiber quality improved from seventh to fourth place among the 
10 plants, a little better than the national average. But Yunus’s advice was a 
meager substitute for an open, sincere, and trustful cooperative relationship 
with a knowledgeable staff. Concerning his staff he felt that he had failed to

“. . . make them think. It might have been my naivety, but I never felt 
that they tried to fail me, to intentionally subvert my efforts. But they 
knew nothing; there were three [bad] foremen whom we tried to get 
rid of, while we painfully suffered the departures of some good ginners 
who could have replaced them but found better salaries elsewhere.”

Employee interviews supported this bleak picture that Yatzek’s autoc-
racy left to his successor PM-4 and L-TM-2. Brain drain also explained 
PM-4’s finding that Lowland’s salaries were lower than at most other gin 
plants. Worse still, PM-4’s downsizing led to the firing of 12 veteran Arab 
workers, although “they were excellent workers; they did all types of work, 
were hardworking, although they could not do every job our [Jewish] lads 
do.” However, PM-4, as a detached and ignorant “parachutist,” did not 
ask why these excellent workers could not do Jewish lads’ work; all signs 
showed that dominant veteran incompetent Jews, including the above three 
foremen, blocked Arabs’ promotion, which legitimized the all-Arab firing 
list prepared by the all-Jewish union committee. Under Yatzek, autocratic 
coercive-seductive ignorant management and suppression of hired employ-
ees by pe’ilim, L-TM-2’s involvement failed to nurture talented Arabs to 
replace mediocre Jews; in fact he did not even mention the firing of excel-
lent Arab workers. As will be learned from the case of Merkaz’s Nekhas  
(pp. 169–170), this was probably a loss of considerable talent potential.
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All the above raises the question: What did the I-KRC CEO do about 
this bleak picture? Was he aware of it? He was interviewed before I knew 
about this negative situation, hence I did not ask him nor did he mention 
it, but reading the 24 Lowland interviews provided an answer: he was so 
detached that no interviewee mentioned him aside from Yatzek, who only 
said that good ties with the CEO helped his recent promotion. The CEO’s 
headquarters were 30 kilometers away in a large city; in the six-page-long 
interview only two sentences mentioned Lowland, and only its finances, 
nothing about its mismanagement, versus extensive discussion of the mana-
gerial problems of other I-KRC plants. Clearly unaware of its mismanage-
ment, it is no wonder that the CEO promoted loyalist Yatzek as PM of the 
larger plant with hundreds of workers.

Discussion and Summary of the Lowland Gin Case

Lowland Gin’s 22 years were dominated by one TM (L-TM-1) and one PM 
(Yatzek). PM Avraham used detached CCMI and practiced Im-C, as indi-
cated by his detachment that also let him hold the job of head of a Regional 
Council. This was very unusual; I know of no one else who held these two 
full-time executive jobs at once. This was rare for good reasons, as evident 
from the negative impact of his absence, which empowered L-TM-1, and 
within a few years turned him into an immoral, autocratic oligarch. At first, 
L-TM-1’s careerism led to genuine efforts to cope with problems that moti-
vated staff, but with entrenchment he reached a dysfunction phase and often 
came to work very late, with no intervention by PM Avraham. The result 
of the two’s combined detached mismanagement was turnover and brain 
drain, minimal staff expertise, inefficiency, and ineffectiveness. Even when 
Avraham abandoned his double jobs it changed little, just his detached mis-
management became clearer, backing L-TM-1’s oligarchic dysfunctional rule 
over mediocre staff with no expert deputy to replace him on his frequent 
absences abroad. Much like Merkaz’s Moav, Avraham retained his job for 
12 years by distrustful detached immoral CCMI, which did not change after 
he became a full PM, since the distrust relations formed over six years of 
absentee rule from which employees suffered could not be changed with-
out great efforts, which old Avraham never tried, letting L-TM-1’s negative 
autocracy reign until Yatzek fired him.

Ignorant autocratic “parachuted” pa’il PM Yatzek changed little by 
replacing L-TM-1 with a pa’il L-TM-2 with minimal technical qualifica-
tions as if he was trying to overcome L-TM-1’s mismanagement, although 
in reality he primarily sought to empower his autocracy. He was not com-
pletely ignorant as was Yuval due to four years as a director on the Board 
and 1.5 years as Deputy PM working with L-TM-1 on establishing a new 
ginning unit. Hence, he replaced L-TM-1 with an experienced manager 
while not concerned about his ginning ignorance, restricting his discretion, 
unlike Thomas who enjoyed Shavit’s detachment, had ample mechanical 
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know-how, and enjoyed the collaboration of three other involved pe’ilim with 
whom he created a trustful shop-floor culture—all advantages that L-TM-2 
lacked. Without mechanical education and little experience, L-TM-2’s  
vulnerable involvement encountered the mediocre hired staff, the animosity 
of other detached pe’ilim and the autocratic coerciveness of Yatzek, who 
practiced CCMI-Im-C, seeking a “jump” to a more prestigious job and little 
interested in better ginning. This barred both a high-trust shop-floor culture 
and nurturing a knowledgeable staff; brain drain continued, and L-TM-2’s 
sincere efforts at enhancing efficiency and effectiveness achieved only minor 
improvements. His frustration explains his late shift to support of Yatzek’s 
autocracy.

As against the drawbacks of rotatzia and “parachutings,” the lack of any 
succession system was no better, as proved by the cases of Avraham, L-TM-1,  
and their correlates, V-TM and Moav. However, the Board was another 
culprit: seemingly for political reasons the three Regional Council heads 
and private farmer representatives allowed Avraham’s absentee manage-
ment, ignoring its drawbacks and its worsening after a few years as L-TM-1 
commenced dysfunctioning, all the more so when old Avraham as full PM 
allowed L-TM-1’s dysfunction to become lawlessness, coming to work only 
in the afternoon and traveling abroad for weeks with no competent replace-
ment. The co-ownership by kibbutzim, moshavim, and private farmers 
caused conflicts of interest that often paralyzed the Board, and Avraham 
used this to hold double jobs. The Board did not prevent this, nor did it 
prevent L-TM-1’s lawlessness, reconciled with staff turnover, brain drain, 
and other causes of ineffectiveness under Avraham’s prolonged detached 
immoral rule.

The second era of the plant’s ownership by the I-KRC changed the situ-
ation only little as the CEO was a detached veteran pa’il in a dysfunction 
phase who promoted Deputy PM Yatzek to PM due to loyalty and seem-
ingly capability proved in the erection of second processing unit. He did 
not interfere with Yatzek’s autocratic ignorant mismanagement, as Yatzek 
created an image of success, which was not so hard considering the mis-
management by Avraham and L-TM-1: vulnerably involved L-TM-2 failed 
to create a high-trust culture and did not prevent brain drain, but his sincere 
efforts directed by frequent consultation with TM Yunus of Southern Gin 
achieved some learning and somewhat improved functioning. Yatzek used 
this positive image, in addition to proving loyalty to a new, also detached 
CEO, to advance to the more prestigious job of PM of the larger plant.

Lowland’s case further proves the merits of explaining managerial stupid-
ity by a cultural theory of contrary processes caused by executives’ choices 
of either CCMI-Im-C or the opposite. PM Avraham’s absenteeism left him 
ignorant and detached even in his late years despite his physical presence, 
in accordance with the hypothesis whereby the vicious distrust and igno-
rance cycle tends to entrench. Vulnerably involved L-TM-2 failed to cre-
ate a high-trust culture and to become fully knowledgeable, but improved 
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plant’s functioning accords the theory of vulnerable involvement’s positive 
impact. However, his case shows that learning is considerably hampered 
without a supporting group work culture (Fine 2013), which enabled both 
Thomas’s success and that of Northern’s ginners. He suffered Yatzek’s igno-
rant involved autocracy, helped by loyalist pe’ilim, which led to secrecy and 
brain drain. Lacking the PM’s support, bums, fools, and impostors were not 
replaced by capable employees and he failed to overcome the resistance of 
incompetent Jewish workers to promoting talented and potentially compe-
tent Arab workers.

Last but not least, the Lowland case corroborates the futility of I-KRCs’ 
democracy of kibbutz “representatives” analyzed with regard to Merkaz’s 
Boards of Directors (p. 54). Lowland’s Board was supposed to prevent 
continued plant mismanagement but it did not. Only in the seventh year 
did the new Regional Council head nominate kibbutz manager Yatzek 
to the Board because “kibbutzim cotton growers are deeply indignant of 
Avraham”; “there was mistrust and a rift between the kibbutzim and the 
plant because of him,” said Yatzek. This rift and Yatzek’s four years as a 
Board member before becoming Deputy PM were discussed at length in 
Yatzek’s interview but nothing was said about the mismanagement that 
caused Avraham’s indignation, pointing to Yatzek’s ignorance of ginning 
despite 13.5 years of Board and plant offices. Yatzek’s lengthy discussion 
of his eight years as PM mentioned kibbutz representatives on the Board 
only once, their concern that ginning-ignorant “parachuted” TM-2 would 
fail in his job, but not a word about his own major mistaken decisions 
such as deferring introduction of the Movers for seven years despite cotton 
growers’ interest. Lowland’s Board democracy was clearly futile, much as 
that of Merkaz.

Valley Gin Plant

The plant was established in 1956 by The Jewish Agency6 as part of a 
regional development project. In 1959 the Pima (long fiber cotton) ginning 
unit was added, and in 1965 it was turned into a regular ginning unit, as 
farmers stopped growing Pima. An experienced locksmith from the plant’s 
erection team was hired as TM, though lacking both mechanical and ginning 
expertise, which he learned “the hard way through work,” citing the Ameri-
can supervising engineer who coached the plant’s erection and trial run-
ning. This veteran TM (27 years on the job when interviewed) clearly failed 
professionally; his major technical failures that continued for years caused 
losses that encouraged the Jewish Agency to grant the plant at no charge to 
the Valley I-KRC in the early 1960s as its kibbutzim constituted most of the 
cotton growers. Valley TM (V-TM for short) described this failure:

“The lint cleaner was a disaster since it did not fit the air blast as its con-
denser was too small and we did not know this and became incensed at 
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it. We summoned all the experts and major figures in the US manufac-
turer but they could not find the reason and for three years we produced 
low-quality fibers. Today it makes me laugh, I know that a 24-inch con-
denser cannot separate 8000–9000 CFM7 of air blast, but at that time 
all these Americans could not find the cause; [then] most farmers left us, 
from 13,000 bales [per season] we plummeted to 5,000 bales until we 
replaced the lint cleaner with one used in other plants and fiber quality 
returned to normal.”

The I-KRC’s CEO replaced PM-1, who had allowed continued failures, 
with PM-2 David, who had a convincing managerial record although he 
was not a pa’il, unlike all other studied PMs; rather he previously had a 
usual kibbutz managerial career until leaving the kibbutz: first managing 
an agricultural branch, then managing the kibbutz economy, then a pa’il 
in an I-KO’s economic unit and then leaving the kibbutz to manage an 
NGO-owned processing plant for two years. He left this job due to ethical 
conflicts with the NGO’s CEO about fulfilling the promise of a salary rise 
he had given to a hard-working bookkeeper, deemed unauthorized by the 
CEO. David thought that it was unethical to go back on his promise and 
he resigned. Soon he was called to the rescue of Valley Gin. The nominat-
ing I-KRC’s CEO authorized any necessary changes but demanded minimal 
investments, as the I-KRC was much shorter of money than other I-KRCs.

As a high-moral, successful and experienced manager, David was not con-
cerned about ignorance-exposing vulnerable involvement and he learned 
the technology almost like Yaakov, without delving into technical questions 
such as the fit of the lint cleaner’s air blast to its condenser, described above, 
and he came to Valley only after V-TM solved this problem. Nor did he note 
that V-TM also failed to solve problems with an S&GH-like machine for 
two years, succeeding only when David took charge. “Parachuted” David 
did not know about these failures, probably because the CEO avoided men-
tioning them in order to gain David’s acceptance of the job. David did not 
suspect V-TM’s incompetence and left all technical problems to him, not 
only because he did not know the latter’s failures and believed him to func-
tion reasonably, but seemingly also to defend his own authority and status 
as he lacked technical qualifications:

“I did not want to descend to the level of shift foreman and to take care 
of technical problems, since it was not my domain.”

David was a trusted high-moral and job-committed manager praised by 
both I-KRC’s two consecutive CEOs and Valley’s interviewees, despite Val-
ley Gin’s deficient fiber quality for several years, sometimes even the worst 
of all gin plants. His only inside critics were veterans who bemoaned the 
recent plant’s moving 15 kilometers from its former location on the out-
skirts of town, where they had been able to come and go by foot. The move 
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was aimed at building a higher-capacity plant. All other TMs interviewed 
harshly criticized V-TM as incompetent, pointing to Valley’s lagging fiber 
quality and productivity. David explained these faults during the pre-move 
years by postponing equipment renewal until the plant was moved to the 
greenhorn site. However, after Valley moved and was completely renewed 
with state-of-the-art equipment both fiber quality and productivity still 
lagged considerably versus other plants: in the last study season Southern 
Gin processed 32,000 tons of raw cotton in 11 weeks, Merkaz processed 
30,000 tons in 13 weeks, while Valley processed only 25,000 tons in 16 
weeks. Southern’s highly expert veteran Yunus (below) bluntly offered a 
negative professional assessment of V-TM:

“V-TM? What can one say [about him]? Just see how [bad] the brand 
new Valley Gin is looking after just two years; this is V-TM.”

Indeed, touring the renewed plant it looked old, shabby, and neglected, 
more than other plants. Its productivity was much lower than expected inter 
alia because of S&GH problems, similar to those of Merkaz. This was a 
year after these problems were solved in Merkaz, and it seemed strange that 
Valley did not emulate Merkaz’s solutions. I asked the new PM Shlomo, 
who replaced David a year before, about this and he answered:

“V-TM is my technical man who is the most veteran of [Israeli] TMs. 
I can’t replace him right now although he is extremely lazy and I have 
an excellent foreman with technical experience [as replacement]; I can’t 
myself take all the responsibility.”

“Parachuted” Shlomo suspected that V-TM’s laziness was causing the low 
productivity and deficient fiber quality, but the fact that V-TM did not con-
sult with Merkaz’s experts on solving the S&GH problems, in addition to 
all the other findings (below) suggests that, like Avi, V-TM as well avoided 
consulting due to CCMI. At first glance it seems implausible that V-TM 
with all his experience avoided learning Merkaz’s solution due to defensive 
immoral CCMI, as Avi did with the sampler, but I learned to suspect man-
agers’ explanations of subordinates’ motives such as laziness. I returned to 
V-TM’s description of the 1960s failures with the lint cleaner condenser and 
the S&GH-like machine; at the time he mentioned only “experts and major 
figures in the US manufacturer” called to solve these multiyear problems, 
and did not mention any Israelis although, for instance, TM Arbiv at North-
ern Gin was just 20 minutes’ drive away; he could have been consulted and 
had no reason to avoid helping V-TM. While it would have been reasonable 
to first consult with the American manufacturer of the lint cleaner, as other 
Israeli lint cleaners were produced by different manufacturers, continuing 
this for three years while the Americans repeatedly failed was unreason-
able; all lint cleaners used similar operation principles so why not consult 
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with other TMs? Even more unreasonable was not seeking such help for 
the S&GH-like machine, since in other plants similar machines worked 
smoothly. As a veteran ginner, V-TM knew other TMs personally, while 
Israeli gin plants did not compete with each other the in market, and hence 
it was common to help colleagues with their problems (p. 129 and below). 
David, for instance, mentioned other TMs, while V-TM mentioned no one 
throughout the seven-page interview. Other TMs never mentioned V-TM, 
aside from the cited negative mention by Southern’s top expert, Yunus. 
V-TM clearly avoided Israeli TMs, consulted only with Americans, espe-
cially his Californian consultant, friend, and supplier, unlike other Israelis:

John Smith helped us very much, gave us advice [on buying secondhand 
machines], sold us some machines and promptly answered my letters 
of inquiry. He remains the number one ginning expert and supplier of 
machines. I travel to the US every year and I always visit him, whether 
at Valley’s expense or on my own. David also values him; he is our win-
ning card.”

No other TM mentioned this “winning card”; all Americans they men-
tioned were non-Californians, while the consulting of this “card” did not 
gain Valley any success as cited. Valley’s secondhand, cheap machinery, with 
which David followed the I-KRC CEO’s demand for minimal investments in 
plant renovation and enlargement, could partially explain Valley’s ineffec-
tiveness except for the last two years, but not the prolonged failures of early 
years in which V-TM avoided consulting Israeli TMs, a clear authority- 
and job-defending strategy of concealing meager competence from others 
in the industry, reminiscent of Blau’s (1955) senior law enforcers consulting 
only lesser ones. V-TM defended his expert image by consulting only distant 
Americans with whom no other Israeli consulted; hence no negative infor-
mation could reach his boss from Israeli ginners. He himself confessed both 
to his mediocrity as a ginner and to his lack of concern for owner kibbut-
zim’s interest in the gin plant’s effectiveness, saying: “this is off-the-record” 
(hence it was written later from memory):

“I have no blue blood [of a pa’il]; I left the kibbutz at an early stage and 
I am an ordinary man, a hired employee who does not care much for 
the interests of the kibbutzim. I have a deputy pa’il who is a certified 
engineer; for him all that I have learned through hard work, all those 
27 years, is only the tip of his fingernail.”8

V-TM was clearly jealous of his deputy’s superior expertise as the lat-
ter, for instance, recently easily solved the S&GH problem, versus V-TM’s 
failure at solving a similar problem for two years in the early 1960s. How-
ever, V-TM proved improvization capacities in his early days, which suited 
David’s mission of saving the failing plant with minimal investments: due to 
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farmers replacing Pima cotton with Acala cotton, the Pima ginning unit had 
to be changed to Acala fiber ginning; V-TM bought two old gin machines 
discarded by another plant for pennies and turned the unit into a provi-
sional Acala unit. The next year John Smith helped him complete the fur-
nishing of this unit with Californian secondhand equipment and soon this 
unit’s ginning results almost equaled that of the other unit. This successful 
improvisation saved the I-KRC a lot of money and boosted V-TM’s image 
as a ginning expert.

V-TM’s concealment of his incompetence contrasted with David’s open-
ness, of which, for instance, I became aware in his new job as PM of another 
I-KRC plant: employees of all ranks would drop into his office and he 
dealt with everyone patiently, repeatedly distracting our interview until he 
decided it was intolerable and ordered his secretary to stop it and schedule 
seekers for later dealings. Highly trusted in Valley, he knew all the employ-
ees I have mentioned, and he described his considerable efforts to keep them 
informed and to advance their ginning know-how. He also modeled com-
mitment by deeds such as replacing a line worker for a lunch break, initiat-
ing a profit-sharing scheme, and caring for various employees’ needs and 
wants—for instance allowing those who lived close to the plant to go home 
for lunch during the off season, although it took a quarter of an hour longer 
than lunching at the plant. His relationships with the union committee were 
positive, preventing any industrial action, and Valley culture during his era 
resembled the “indulgency pattern” (Gouldner 1954), i.e., employee coop-
eration elicited through paternalistic leniency. He insisted that this was the 
pattern only between seasons and that strict iron discipline prevailed during 
the cotton season, but it seemed that some employees who were accustomed 
to leniency nine months a year did not change their habits during the sea-
son, which may be another explanation for the low productivity, one that 
I could not confirm conclusively without conducting observations during 
the season.

Further explanations for the mediocre results were David’s avoidance of 
ginners’ technical deliberations, his minimal learning of ginning, leaving this 
domain to mediocre V-TM, and missing his incompetence and indifference 
to the prime goal of best serving the cotton growers. David also did not 
notice that V-TM rejected innovations, except those offered by his Califor-
nian friend. David missed that V-TM’s conservatism spared him the need to 
consult other plants’ TMs about innovations, which concealed his incom-
petence. Without engaging in major deliberations and with his minimal 
learning of ginning, David missed V-TM’s use of CCMI, his strategic avoid-
ance of others’ solutions and other plants’ innovations such as Movers. By 
allowing V-TM’s CCMI, David’s leadership did not model full commitment 
to best ginning and to plant effectiveness; his restricted involvement some-
what resembled Danton’s, which caused ginning ignorance that led to a 
destructive conflict with Thomas, defining his rejection of fiber cleaners as 
“a caprice” (p. 31). Thus, David’s restricted involvement caused the fatal 
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mistake that profoundly shaped Valley history, maintaining for another 
17 years a mediocre TM who failed for years prior to David’s taking charge, 
and who was uncommitted to the plant’s prime goal, a blunder that only 
immersion in ginners’ deliberations and acquiring interactional expertise 
could expose and subsequently lead to replacement.

Discussion and Summary of the Valley Gin Case

After the eight years of the first PM, who was not studied, came “para-
chuted” David, who became a high-moral, trusted leader for 15 years but 
nevertheless achieved mediocre results; he received a failing plant and aimed 
to achieve a turnaround, “[b]ut change only really comes about when those 
involved actively engage in the work of change, and are part of the cogni-
tive shift often necessary to start turning the organization around” (Grint 
and Holt 2011: 92); and this he avoided, missing V-TM’s incompetence 
(e.g., Collins and Weinel 2011) and letting him continue. His trustful rela-
tions spared conflicts and strikes but forsook efficiency and effectiveness by 
retaining V-TM in his pivotal mid-level job, as he spared delving into gin-
ning secrets. Unlike Northern’s three high-moral, trusted PMs, David’s open 
trustful relations did not “teach others to seek the highest ideals of public 
service, and thereby . . . a legacy of trust, integrity, and responsibility, as well 
as high-quality service delivery and accountability” (Fairholm 2004: 587) as 
they did not lead to wise technical decisions and enabled V-TM’s camouflag-
ing and concealing of incompetence and mismanagement. David’s trust in 
him, with no effort to gain interactional expertise and no ability to assess 
his intentions and actions due to minimal engagement of technical delibera-
tions, invited V-TM’s concealment of mediocrity by avoidance of other TMs 
who could expose it and by exclusive consulting of a foreign expert. David’s 
high-moral aim should have motivated him to learn ginning enough to dis-
cern and replace mediocre V-TM, preventing him from using the discretion 
granted him to self-servingly defend his unjustified authority and job.

Valley’s findings suggest that a high-trust culture by itself is not a panacea 
for the problem of CCMI of essential know-how and phronesis; a high-
moral executive aiming for such a culture must be vulnerably involved 
in subordinates’ deliberations in order to create virtuous trust and learn-
ing cycles, acquiring interactional expertise for major domains until able 
to discern mid-levelers’ (in)competence, (un)trustworthiness, and possible 
use of CCMI. Restricted learning, such as that of David, invites CCMI by 
incompetent mid-levelers who avoid true experts to conceal incompetence 
(Blau 1955). Had David been involved in major technical deliberations and 
had he become sufficiently knowledgeable to ask intelligent questions about 
V-TM’s solutions, sooner or later he would have encountered a problem 
solved by another plant, which V-TM failed to solve, but he avoided going 
there to learn. Then he would have discerned V-TM’s other concealed sub-
terfuges and his CCMI and would have replaced him.
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David’s restricted involvement that invited V-TM’s CCMI was a cardinal 
mistake, while the case also suggests a questionable CEO detachment, simi-
lar to that of others. The Valley I-KRC had two CEOs during the 17 years 
it owned the gin plant; the first CEO needed no involvement to know the 
plant’s failure and replace its PM, but then the two CEOs were concerned 
only about investment costs, urged minimizing them, and there was no sign 
in the interviews and in observations of any other involvement, such as 
questioning Valley Gin’s deficient results. Valley I-KRC received a failing 
plant; aside from replacing the failing PM, a responsible CEO would have 
mandated that the new PM review the staff’s expertise to achieve successful 
functioning. Had David reviewed this by delving into past failures he might 
have untangled V-TM’s prior three years of failed coping with dysfunction-
ing machines, suspected his expertise, allowed him less discretion, exposed 
his incompetence and replaced him. The second CEO seemingly accepted 
as inevitable the old plant’s poor productivity and deficient fiber results, 
but faced with the same results of the costly state-of-the-art new facility, he 
should have asked David’s successor serious questions and urged immediate 
replacement of V-TM rather than allowing him more years. The detachment 
of the two CEOs helped V-TM’s entrenchment, to Valley’s detriment.

Valley’s case corroborates the decisiveness of the trust and learning cycle 
due to vulnerable involvement, warning against the danger of trust created 
by an “indulgency pattern” (Gouldner 1954) with laissez-faire mismanage-
ment. David’s high-moral practices aroused employees’ trust, which helped 
the plant’s functioning by keeping industrial peace, but they caused the 
major mistake of trusting V-TM. A newcomer who limits his learning by 
partial detachment is bound to arrive at other negative results as well: mid-
levelers who follow his modeling make mistakes and fail due to ignorance; 
employees’ trust in the leader diminishes due to suffering mid-levelers’ use of 
CCMI, abuses, and subterfuges aimed at concealing/camouflaging mistakes 
and failures; managers’ negative modeling discourages commitment to plant 
goals and employees do not inform/screen information provided to superiors 
about mistakes and failures. Valley’s consistently mediocre results suggest 
that such negative processes furthered David’s and V-TM’s mismanagement.

Southern Gin Plant

In contrast to Valley, in which V-TM was a prime factor in its mediocre 
results, in Southern Gin for 17 years out of the 21 studied, vulnerably 
involved, highly trusted expert TM Yunus mostly achieved both high pro-
ductivity and fiber quality mentioned by other plants’ experts and corrobo-
rated by national fiber quality statistics. However, his achievements were 
not consistent as were Northern’s in Gabi’s era because of negative inter-
ference by most of the six short-term “parachuted” PMs who opted for 
CCMI-Im-C. Thus, the Southern case also corroborates the negative impact 
of “parachuting” and rotatzia practices.
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Throughout its 21 years, Southern had six PMs, of whom four served 
4–5 years, one served a little more than a year, and the incumbent had been 
occupying his job for 1.5 years when interviewed. PM 1 resembled Yaakov 
and Aharon, became knowledgeable enough by involvement to discern the 
incompetence of the hired TM-1, and replaced him with his kibbutz mem-
ber who was formerly the TM of another processing plant. TM-2 Yunus left 
this job because of conflicts over salary and a company car, which he was 
denied although he consented to receive the most modest car on the market, 
a Citroën De-Chevau, and although the TM job required many unconven-
tional working hours, including night calls. He was ignorant of ginning 
at first but had taken technical courses, enjoyed many years of experience 
in mechanics at his kibbutz agricultural machinery garage and practical 
engineering in his previous TM job. Similar to Thomas and other success-
ful TMs, he learned ginning and the job the hard way, through vulnerable 
involvement. The first season was “very bad,” with both low productiv-
ity and low fiber quality; mid-season a pivotal machine broke, and Yunus 
worked with technicians to repair it for three days and nights until they 
managed to do so, although some of them repeatedly told him it would fail. 
Then he radically changed a major practice: instead of hitherto overhauling 
only problematic machines between seasons, despite workers’ resistance all 
machines were overhauled and the next season passed smoothly with better 
ginning results.

One reason for his radical problem-solving was his positive experience 
with changes and innovations contrary to the manufacturers’ recommen-
dations, while making sure to obtain the boss’s backing. For instance, one 
reason for low-quality fibers during the first season was the failure of 16D 
cleaners, which were bypassed as they caused burnings. Yunus found that the 
problem could be solved by minor changes but PM-1 demanded a manufac-
turer’s approval. Many telex massages were exchanged with the US maker 
to no avail. Only toward the season’s end did the PM give his consent, and 
from that time on the machines worked smoothly. Yunus explained this:

“What was wrong with the 16D was simply that the saws rolled too 
slowly and instead of disintegrating the ‘quilt’ that came from the con-
denser, they took large chunks that blocked the machine. Without much 
understanding I watched it happening more than once and decided to 
speed up the saws and then the blockings stopped. One simply had to 
take a risk, to dare and try.”

Soon PM-1 was succeeded by PM-2, who remained detached but unlike 
Moav and Shavit he encouraged innovation; when Yunus asked for his view 
concerning a major proposed innovation he answered: “Do as you please, 
I understand nothing about it in any case.” One explanation for his readi-
ness to take innovation risks was his psychological safety (e.g., Nienaber 
et al. 2015), as his older brother and mentor was a most powerful leader 
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in the kibbutz field, serving as the CEO of a large commercial I-KC with 
thousands of employees (Arad 1995). It did not take Yunus long to use 
the discretion given him by PM-2 and he implemented many innovations 
depicted in the 12 pages of the 3.5-hour home interview transcript. He, for 
instance, also faced the problem of a condenser that was too small to sepa-
rate the fibers of the large air blast, as described above by V-TM (p. 130), 
but Yunus solved this problem by changing the rotation direction of the 
condenser screen cylinder such that a larger part of it was used to separate 
air blast from fibers; this he did after finding that the original direction used 
too small a part of the cylinder for the separation, hence it was insufficient. 
Soon this solution was “stolen” by the manufacturer’s visiting engineer:

“We were visited by an American engineer invited to solve the 16D prob-
lem in other plants such as Valley. He subsequently offered my solution 
to all Israeli plants as his own at a price of US$500 and all TMs bought it 
from him though I offered them to come and learn it free of charge. But 
at that time I was still unknown and they had no trust in me.”

After other similar successes, some TMs came to trust Yunus and con-
sulted with him frequently, for instance Lowland’s TM-2. Southern’s sec-
ond PM remained on the job for five years and was succeeded by PM-3 
who was an ex-treasurer of his kibbutz and similar to Moav was a stingy 
detached CCMI-Im-C conservative. However, Yunus was empowered by 
his successes and extracted from this third boss support for almost all 
changes needed for further success. Like Moav’s “riding” on Yaakov and 
Aharon’s successes, PM-3 “rode” on Yunus’s successes and after four years 
was promoted to treasurer of the Southern I-KRC (e.g., Armstrong 1987). 
Yunus’s practices resembled those of Thomas: when faced with an unsolved 
problem involving a recalcitrant machine he remained by it as long as 
required to identify the fault. He never concealed his ignorance, always 
sought effectiveness through vulnerable involvement and openness that 
generated virtuous trust and learning cycles, and built a high-trust shop-
floor culture similar to that of Thomas-Danton. He often consulted with 
another plant’s veteran TM “who is a better ginner than me,” achieved high 
productivity by minimizing downtime to 3–5%, and for several years fiber 
quality results approached those of Northern and Merkaz during Thomas’s 
late era. However, unlike Thomas’s five-year tenure, Yunus continued for 
17 years under six bosses, five of them ignorant rotational “parachutists.” 
In addition to successes that strengthened his position, he endured them 
by using several strategies that often compromised required changes and 
promising innovations:

1 Unlike Thomas, he did not fight to introduce radical new equipment 
against the opinion of reluctant bosses. For instance, he proposed im-
porting Movers and an automatic feeder not when his US tour convinced 
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him of the effectiveness of this technology, but only some years later 
when his boss returned enthusiastic from such a tour.

2 He did spread information about his successes in the industry, hence 
other TMs came to consult with him and their visits enhanced his pres-
tige and power vis-á-vis PMs.

3 When introducing a radical change or innovation he always kept a re-
treat route to the previous solution; he was never caught without a 
working solution.

4 Conscious of the fact that some other TMs were better educated and 
knew more about machines than he did, he prevented mistakes by con-
sulting with them when unsure of a solution.

5 He reviewed a proposed new machine by comparing its solutions to 
common problems to those of proven older machines. For instance, 
the propulsion system of Southern’s S&GH never failed because when 
ordering the machine he demanded that the manufacturer equip it with 
the propulsion system of the good old LST machine.

Yunus was one of the experts with whom Merkaz managers consulted 
concerning the dysfunctioning S&GH. He strongly criticized Avi’s inepti-
tude, and said:

“It was really a cataclysm; facing such a mechanical failure one must 
simply go and change it. You say that Avi wanted confirmation from 
the US? It reminds me of an American who offered me a new machine, 
saying ‘And if does not work I’ll replace it.’ I asked him: ‘And then who 
will do the work for the [ginning] season [while waiting for replace-
ment]? Who will gin my region’s cotton during that lost season?’ ”

Unfortunately, Yunus’s leadership of Southern’s staff suffered from his 
limited education and drawbacks that prevented him from achieving lasting 
top performance. One was that he wasted a great deal of time and atten-
tion on the politics involved in promoting changes without confrontations 
with ignorant bosses to retain his own discretion and prevent their fool-
ish intervention. As he did with the 16D and with the introduction of the 
Mover-automatic feeder, he postponed other promising innovations until 
he saw a chance for their eager acceptance by ignorant PMs. As a result, 
Southern often lagged behind technologically and Yunus’s expertise suffered 
from not experiencing the problems caused by innovations and from wast-
ing much energy and time on politics rather than advancing ginning. Expert 
employees’ trust in his leadership also suffered, as they felt that professional 
decisions were dictated by politics rather than by performance requirements 
and a brain drain ensued.

Another reason for the distrust was the lack of care for the well-being of 
employees. For Yunus this task was the job of PMs who could not contrib-
ute to ginning due to practicing CCMI, but like most other PMs studied 
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Southern’s PMs cared little for these needs. As a result, the union committee 
was peopled by “brambles” and “worst trouble-makers” (McGregor 1960) 
who demanded more and more remuneration and, like Atad, led “Italian 
strikes” ahead of the season. Yunus scorned these militants but left the trou-
ble they caused to his bosses, and they often failed to contend with them due 
to ignorant detachment and their short time horizon due to rotatzia, which 
prevented them from seeking creative and lasting solutions (Jaques 1990). 
Yunus’s neutrality concerning employees’ demands enhanced their distrust 
and damaged motivation and plant functioning. Two years before the study 
a major wage dispute erupted with disgruntled hired staff and the coer-
cively involved pa’il PM-5 boldly fired them all, replacing them with kibbutz 
mechanics and youngsters. For Yunus, the ignorance of the latter of ginning 
was a major headache but at the relatively young age of 48 he resumed his 
early days of much involvement, working from 5:00 am to midnight, achiev-
ing results that retained his professional authority and job:

“The fact was that we managed without the permanent staff, with only 
temporaries we remained at the top [of gin plants] with an unequaled 
daily processing of 730 tons. It was a big bet to enter a season only with 
temporaries who had never seen a cotton gin plant from within . . . but 
a good guy with an open mind and motivation is sometimes much bet-
ter than an experienced but unmotivated skilled fellow.”

Yunus maintained Southern’s high productivity due to his own expertise and 
high commitment and thanks to motivated kibbutz members who came from 
cotton branches or cotton machinery garages to rescue their “white gold”; 
unfortunately, their ginning ignorance caused deficient fiber quality. Yunus 
de-emphasized this negative outcome, as he previously tended to ignore such 
faults stemming from disgruntled hired staff. For him, the prime achievement 
was maintaining the high level of productivity while enduring mistakes by 
ignorant “parachuted” bosses, much as Thomas and Danton related to Shavit. 
However, unlike top experts Arbiv and Thomas, whom WLGEP invited to 
its R&D unit, Yunus was not invited. This explains: 1) his lack of a practical 
engineering certificate, 2) Southern’s mediocre fiber quality in many seasons, 
3) lagging adoption of innovations, and 4) having no major original invention.

Yunus’s cautious innovation strategy was also explicable by means of 
detached I-KRC CEOs who did not encourage innovation and provided 
no opportunity to overcome a PM’s conservatism by seeking the CEO’s 
support. CEOs’ detachment is evident from their complete absence from 
the 12-page interview with Yunus except for the first CEO’s support of the 
replacement of incapable TM-1 with Yunus by PM-1.

Discussion and Summary of the Southern Gin Case

The Southern case focused on Yunus and his achievement of top produc-
tivity. PMs were only briefly mentioned as they mostly resembled other 
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“parachuted” detached PMs who practiced CCMI-Im-C, aside from PM-1 
whose limited involvement and learning resembled those of Merkaz’s Yaa-
kov and Aharon; he learned enough to discern the ineptness of TM-1 and 
replaced him with Yunus. Highly involved Yunus gradually raised South-
ern’s productivity to the top of the list, with detached PM-2 backing his 
innovativeness. Then other PMs (3, 4, and 6) were detached conservatives; 
only PM-5 was coercively involved, boldly fired all hired staff and succeeded 
due to committed Yunus, whose exceptional efforts and top expertise pre-
vented failure of the ginning-ignorant kibbutz member replacements who 
were better educated than fired hired staff and highly motivated to rescue 
their “white gold.”

Yunus’s case corroborates explanations of Thomas, Gabi, and other vul-
nerably involved managers’ successes, but it adds the lesson that politics 
enabled a mid-leveler empowered by success to overcome the obstacles of 
rotatzia + “parachuting” by taking care to avoid threatening bosses’ con-
servative authority by compromising required changes and innovation. The 
price was laggard technology and failing to prolong the high-trust shop-
floor culture, but by job continuity Yunus became a top expert and achieved 
high productivity despite lesser technical education than some less success-
ful TMs and despite ignorant bosses. As in other cases, the detachment of 
PMs and CEOs diminished trust relations, caused bitter conflicts with hired 
staff, brain drain, and the rise of Atad-like “brambles” to its leadership. 
The latter incited militant remuneration demands so that an ignorant-of-
ginning-complexity PM fired all hired staff; he trusted that the expertise of 
successful Yunus would be enough to cope with the exceptional situation, 
taking a huge gamble: Yunus could have either quitted or limited work to 
normal working days rather than the 19 hours a day by which he achieved 
plant’s functioning, and this could have left PM-5 in a shambles. It was not 
PM-5’s authority that explained Yunus’s avoiding this, rather other factors 
over which PM-5 had no control:

1 Defending his image as one of Israel’s best ginners by achieving top 
productivity;

2 Dutiful membership of a collective commune for which cotton was the 
prime source of income;

3 Witnessing enthusiastic kibbutz members coming to rescue their kib-
butzim’s “white gold” while knowing that only his own expertise could 
lead them to success.

PM-5’s bold move was exceptional, but so was Yunus’s prolonged tenure 
under six ignorant PMs, of whom only two, PMs 1 and 2, backed him; no 
other TM endured CCMI-Im-C using bosses for so long. One clue to Yunus’s 
exception is his compromising changes and innovation, while another is his 
indifference to hired subordinates, some of whom he had worked with for 
15 years and some of them surely helped his success; not even one word 
was said throughout the lengthy interview about their firing. Contrary to 
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Northern’s involved PMs, he did not care about these people nor did he develop 
social ties with them; he let his superiors care for their personal and social 
needs and succeeded by investing all his efforts in the technical-operational  
domain. Southern Gin gained years of effectiveness and efficiency but also 
disgruntled staff, unending remuneration demands, and destructive conflicts 
that led to strikes (e.g., Parkinson et al. 1973).

For Yunus, his technical and operational achievements morally justi-
fied his job survival strategy; opting for Thomas-like confrontations with 
ignorant bosses would probably not have resulted in a better outcome, as 
exemplified by Shavit and Zelikovich’s deferring Thomas’s automatic feeder 
long enough to constrain this invention to Merkaz, to Thomas’s frustration. 
A more determined and politically astute Yunus did not quit as Thomas 
did, but he probably paid other intangible prices for his compromising that 
Thomas did not. However, his job survival strategy reacted to a situation 
created neither by him nor by his PMs, but rather by higher-ups, detached 
CEOs, and the context of the kibbutz field (Shapira 2015; see Ch. 6).

Summary and Discussion of Northern Gin  
versus Four Mismanaged Plants

The findings concerning the four plants corroborate those regarding Merkaz: 
“parachuted” executives’ practicing CCMI-Im-C is the prime explanation of 
immoral mismanagement; of the 32 executives studied only seven were high-
moral, vulnerably involved executives who acquired interactional expertise 
and became job-competent, five from Northern Gin and I-KRC and two from 
Southern Gin and I-KRC. Northern’s success explains its unique high-trust 
innovation-prone culture during 13 of its first 15 years due to three igno-
rance-exposing, vulnerably involved, high-moral competent PMs and the 
backing of two high-moral CEOs, while immoral mismanagement by three 
subsequent Northern PMs resembled that of other plants. Effective high-
trust cultures were nadir in all other plants, short-lived, or limited to TMs 
and their subordinates on the shop floor, as in Merkaz’s Thomas-Danton  
era. High-moral PMs who restricted their engaging ginners’ deliberations 
and minimally learned their trade, such as Valley’s David, achieved trustful 
relations but not effective and efficient innovation-prone, high-trust cultures 
as achieved by fully vulnerably involved PMs and TMs through virtuous 
trust and learning cycles. Restricted involved, high-moral PMs and Deputy 
PMs had positive effects by enhancing trust and cooperation and prevent-
ing industrial conflicts (Danton, David) and by discerning and weeding 
out inept mid-levelers (e.g., Southern TM-1), but there were also negative 
effects such as David’s missing V-TM’s incompetence, which enabled his 
entrenchment for decades. The other 15 distrusted immoral PMs mostly 
shaped inefficient and ineffective conservative-prone cultures and some also 
failed TMs’ efforts to do otherwise (Lowland’s Yatzek). This majority of 
self-serving conservative PMs explains why the adoption of Movers and 
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automatic feeders was deferred for almost a decade while investing heavily 
in a technologically obsolete system.

As in the case of Merkaz and in accordance with the discussion in Chap-
ter 3, prime factors that impacted managerial practice choices of either 
CCMI-Im-C or the contrary were:

1 How much pertinent knowledge, competencies, and referred expertise 
managers have of those that ensured successful learning and functioning;

2 Their degree of mutual trust with employees based on past relation-
ships or the lack thereof, which promised that employees would use 
ignorance exposure to their detriment;

3 Their degree of psychological safety due to pertinent expertises and past 
successes;

4 Their habitus of either detachment/seductive-coercive involvement or 
vulnerable involvement;

5 Superiors’ moral modeling: managers practiced CCMI-Im-C following 
superiors’ Im-C and other immoral practices (“the fish stinks from the 
head”; Liu et al. 2012).9

The sixth contextual factor, discussed in Chapter 6, is the kibbutz field’s 
prevalent sponsored mobility that encouraged practicing CCMI-Im-C by 
promising career advancement through patronage. In this field Northern’s 
CEO Dan and his following by two PMs and their TMs were exceptions that 
emphasized the negative impact of detached, conservative, immoral CEOs 
on PMs’ choice of CCMI-Im-C. While Dan allowed Gabi a second four-year 
term in view of his success, other CEOs allowed immoral PMs extra tenure 
due to loyalty rather than job success. CEOs also modeled Im-C by delay-
ing the firing of failing managers in order to defend their own image, as did 
Zelikovich with Shavit and Avi. Merkaz CEOs modeled either nepotism or 
preference for other types of self-serving social ties, while amoral modeling 
was also Zelikovich’s disregard of Yuval’s vicious affair, known to every-
one, for months during the high season. PMs mostly used CCMI not only 
because “parachuting” and rotatzia denied them incentives for ignorance 
exposure, but also because CEOs’ Im-C encouraged it through modeling 
that encouraged CCMI, resulting in vicious distrust and ignorance cycles 
and ineffective, conservative, low-trust mismanagement, as well as encour-
agement for Im-C.

Both PMs and TMs practiced CCMI-Im-C and maintained detached 
ignorant superiors’ trust, retaining their jobs despite mediocre functioning 
and/or irresponsible laziness (Lowland TM-1, V-TM). The dark secret of 
CCMI-Im-C constituted common knowledge among subordinates, many 
of whom emulated superiors’ Im-C, distrusted them and their abuses and 
bluffs, and avoided communicating with them, as explained for instance 
by Lowland’s proficient garage manager. PMs’ CCMI-Im-C explained the 
prevalence of low-trust, conservative-prone cultures in a processing industry 
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that was more innovative than Burns and Stalker’s (1961) rayon industry 
and less than the electronic industry, while much more dependent on spe-
cialized know-how and phronesis than Crozier’s (1964) tobacco industry. 
These findings warn against organizational literature’s disregard of CCMI-
Im-C, indicating that processing industries dependent on much specialized 
know-how and phronesis of operators, foremen, and technicians may suf-
fer heavily from the ineffectiveness of “jumper” executives who practice 
CCMI and Im-C rather than risking their authority by vulnerable involve-
ment aimed at learning and effective job functioning. As Collins and Weinel 
(2011) found, only socially learned know-how and phronesis enable one 
to discern experts from smart bluffers, impostors, and inexpert employees 
who talk experts’ language and use local knowledge advantages to fool job-
ignorant managers self-servingly.

The etiology of the successes of the few non-careerist, high-moral, vul-
nerably involved PMs and TMs resemble cases of exceptional successes by 
similarly behaving outsiders.10 Among these few were prominent TMs such 
as Thomas and Yunus, who led plants to success despite the negative influ-
ence of ignorant “parachuted” bosses. The latter “rode” on the successes 
of vulnerably involved deputies and TMs, using the dark secrets of CCMI 
and Im-C for gaining power, prestige, and self-perpetuation. Job survival 
of these PMs often pruned out effective deputies and TMs or made them 
docile, keeping their jobs by deferring and forsaking reasonable innova-
tions (e.g., Yunus). The secrecy of CCMI-Im-C helps explain how organiza-
tional research missed the negative impact of rotatzia and “parachuting” on 
executives’ job functioning and morality, indicated by cited US and Israeli 
armed forces’ critical studies and cited Wilson’s (2011) assertion that Im-C 
executives “are so prevalent because bureaucracies are in effect designed by 
and for [immoral] careerists.” Chapter 6 will explain that the studied execu-
tives did not design rotatzia and “parachutings,” but many of them believed 
in their positive effect, advanced careers with their help, and did not try to 
change them as support for these practices was voiced/written by all Israeli 
researchers but two (Vald [1987] and myself).

A prominent case supporting my theory was the failure of Valley’s PM 
David to create an effective goal-oriented, high-trust culture despite leading 
by trust and consent. Leaving all technical problems to V-TM and techni-
cians spared him the effort of learning ginning up to achieving interactional 
expertise. Lacking such expertise, he trusted veteran V-TM, who used his 
discretion to defend his job rather than advance plant goals, concealing/
camouflaging his incompetence by avoiding Israeli TMs and most Ameri-
can experts aside from a Californian unknown to other TMs. With partial 
learning, the PM’s benevolence led to mismanagement, a warning against 
trusting assumedly competent mid-levelers without the superior’s acquiring 
interactional expertise and seeking their real competence by involvement 
(see “The Emperor’s New Clothes” syndrome below).
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A contrary case was Southern’s PM-1, who discerned TM-1’s dysfunction 
and replaced him with Yunus who succeeded due to PM-2’s encouragement 
and overcoming of four successive rotational “parachuted” ignorant PMs 
by compromising innovation and confining himself to technical and opera-
tional problems. Mistrust crept into his effective local high-trust culture as 
ignorant, detached rotational bosses engendered a low-trust plant culture, 
turnover, brain drain, and the rise to power of militant “brambles.” These 
grasped Yunus as affiliated with untrustworthy pe’ilim bosses, as he did not 
care about hired employees’ well-being, disrupting his nurturing of trust-
ful relations by immoral means and industrial action, culminating in their 
firing.

Northern PM 4 Emanuel exemplified the failure to renovate the high-trust 
culture ruined by his predecessor. Emanuel’s efforts to restore Gabi’s trustful 
culture failed despite trustful relations with senior employees; as an absent 
PM similar to Lowland’s Avraham, Emanuel’s annual six-month absence 
and his substitution by a “parachuted” CCMI user pa’il did not restore 
the trustful culture. Quite similar to friendship relations, trust relations are 
personal and not so transitive (McCall et al. 2010); Emanuel could not con-
vey trust in him to a deputy user of distrustful practice of detached CCMI, 
resulting in conflicts and “Italian strikes.” But as staff mostly consisted of 
veteran expert ginners united behind their leader TM-3, distrust did not 
cause brain drain, turnover, and docility as at Lowland; detached, ignorant, 
distrusted pe’ilim PM 5 and PM 6 faced staff demoralized by conflicts but 
united and proud of ginning expertise, backed by the powerful Histadrut 
General Union; hence they did not try to carry out wholesale dismissals as 
done by Southern’s PM-5.

High-trust cultures proved elusive and dependent on high-moral leaders 
committed to plant goals (Shapira 2012) who created a “we” feeling with 
employees (Haslam et al. 2011) and managers who followed their modeling 
knowledge acquired through vulnerable involvement. Such cultures were 
nadir for the additional reason that many of PMs’ functions did not relate 
to problems discussed in staff deliberations, helping the majority of PMs 
defend their authority and jobs without knowing the trade. TMs’ functions 
invited the opposite behavior of involvement as an immediate way of solv-
ing problems, indwelling in ginners’ coping and learning-by-doing, being 
taught their language and gaining interactional expertise for communicat-
ing and effectively managing them; hence TMs mostly succeeded in creating 
high-trust shop-floor cultures and created a “we” feeling with ginner staff. 
This process was easier for hired TMs who were socially closer to hired staff 
(Wilson et al. 2008), but this was a minor factor; the major one was TMs’ 
high-moral signaling practices: venerably involved pe’ilim TMs created a 
“we” feeling just as hired TMs did, proving that the manager’s practices 
were the decisive factor for creating trust. This way all vulnerably engaged 
TMs succeeded, while TMs who practiced CCMI-Im-C retained their jobs 
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by detachment (Avi) or by guarded involvement, exposing incompetence 
only to a far-away Californian not connected to other Israelis (V-TM).

Vulnerably involved TMs succeeded even when ignorant PMs limited 
their learning by barring participation in professional meetings and in busi-
ness tours abroad, which concealed their own ignorance, spared its exposure 
by meetings and tours. This measure did not stop pe’ilim TMs who over-
ruled their PMs’ objections through the legitimization provided by their task 
needs and supported by fellow pe’ilim TMs of other gin plants, while such 
pe’ilim also used the advantage of having company cars to travel to meetings 
on plant expense. Hired TMs such as Northern’s TM-3 could not overrule 
their pe’ilim bosses as they jeopardized jobs; this TM accused the boss of 
not striving for optimal ginning, but the ginning-ignorant PM showed little 
interest in optimal ginning, much as expert ginner Nekhas said about Shavit:

“Every morning Shavit would drop into [the control room], just to ask 
how many bales we produced that night, never asking the more impor-
tant questions: what fiber quality did we produce or how much cotton 
did we burn.”

Northern’s involved and trusted PMs 1, 2, and 4 behaved otherwise, 
modeled prime concern for fiber quality and for minimal cotton losses dur-
ing processing; their modeling was a prime reason for Northern’s high-trust, 
innovation-prone culture for its first 12 years, which was partially resumed 
during Emanuel’s years and engendered managerial competence. Hence 
Northern was effectively managed for some 14 of the 21 years studied, i.e., 
some 67% of its studied history. Other plants show the following bleak 
picture:

1 Merkaz enjoyed effective management during four of its first six years, 
from the third year of Yaakov’s and Aharon’s learning gining basics until 
Aharon left, and some two to three years of Thomas’s five, only when 
he became a knowledgeable ginner—that is some 8.5 of the 19 years 
studied, i.e. some 37% of its history.

2 Lowland enjoyed effective management only during TM-1’s first three 
to four years and during the last three to four years of L-TM-2, when 
he learned and enjoyed much discretion since Yatzek was busy lobby-
ing his jump to the larger plant, and when PM-4 replaced him—that is 
seven of the 20 years studied, i.e. some 35% of its history.

3 Valley is harder to measure; for all its 27 years mediocre V-TM caused 
ineffectiveness, while for 15 years of them David’s restricted involve-
ment generated trust relations which made him effective at most for 
some three to five years, after an initial learning period and before en-
tering a dysfunction phase of complying with V-TM’s mediocrity; hence 
only three to five years of effective management, i.e., some 15% of its 
history.
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4 Southern is also hard to measure; effective PM periods were PM-1’s last 
year with TM Yunus after his initial learning, four years of encouraging 
PM-2, and only a few intermittent years during the time of PMs 3–6, 
when Yunus circumvented PMs’ negative impact. Thus, the estimation 
is that Southern’s effective management consisted of seven to eight years 
out of 20, i.e., some 37% of its history.

In conclusion, versus Northern’s effective management about 67% of the 
time, the four other plants enjoyed such management only 32% of the time 
on average.

The four plants were not that exceptional, compared to studies cited on 
p. 23 which found 50–95% of managers incompetent, i.e., 72% on average 
versus the four gin plants that were mismanaged 68% of the time on average. 
However, unlike previous studies that explained managerial incompetence 
psychologically by stupidity (Wagner 2002), by being oligarchic fools and 
impostors (Kets De Vries 1993), by psychopathy (Boddy et al. 2010), and by 
hubris, narcissism and other bad traits (Judge et al. 2009), my findings explain 
it processually and relationally, by the impact of careers and relationships man-
agers create throughout the different phases of their tenure (Hambrick 2007). 
Psychological and other personal characteristics impact these processes and 
relationships, while my findings emphasize the indirect but decisive impact of 
managers’ choice of either trust and learning-generating vulnerable involve-
ment or detachment/seductive-coercive involvement that generates contrast-
ing cycles. The latter two choices by the majority kept them job-incompetent 
and passively or actively engendered mismanagement, in accord with the pes-
simistic views of the two cotton industry experts cited on p. 9.

Detached PMs did less damage to plant functioning than seduction-coercion  
PMs, since they often granted discretion to vulnerably involved deputies 
and TMs who were mostly effective competents. Only one PM of 22, Gabi, 
became truly competent by such a choice, and four other PMs who had 
no mechanical education and experience acquired interactional expertise 
(Collins and Evans 2007) by vulnerable involvement and learned enough to 
enhance plants’ efficiency and effectiveness by high-trust innovation-prone 
cultures. Sixteen of the 17 job-ignorant PMs successfully used CCMI-Im-C  
to remain for a full term or even longer, particularly those who granted dis-
cretion to vulnerably involved deputies and TMs while these PMs “rode” 
on TMs’ successes and presented an image of success to detached ignorant 
CEOs, who missed their mismanagement or ignored it for immoral reasons. 
The opposite proportion was found among TMs: seven of 10 became com-
petent and job-effective as they chose vulnerable involvement due to the 
above cited reasons and since the features of the TM job encouraged this, 
contrary to PMs’ jobs. Although TMs could survive in jobs as detached 
or seductive-coercive CCMI users, these required abuses and subterfuges 
which were bound to cause mistakes and failures that jeopardized their job 
and authority (e.g., Avi); hence TMs mostly chose otherwise.
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These findings emphasize the negative impact of concomitant rotatzia and 
“parachuting” of job-ignorant outsiders, which encourage CCMI-Im-C. Only 
a few pe’ilim were effective, as rotatzia encouraged such “parachutings” and 
such “parachutings” plus prospects of rotatzia within a few years encouraged 
CCMI-Im-C, which was especially detrimental for CEOs’ leadership: their 
detached CCMI deprived PMs and TMs of any trusted, effective supreme 
authority and its positive modeling; CEOs rarely interfered to prevent/stop 
debacles such as the S&GH in Merkaz or the lint cleaner in Valley, nor did they 
have any discernible effect on negative processes such as brain drain, turnover, 
and the rise of troublemaker “brambles” due to mismanagement (also next 
chapter); when a CEO replaced a PM after conspicuous failure he did it only 
late (Zelikovich). Pe’ilim’s “parachutings” were legitimized by kibbutzim’s 
interest in having I-KRC managers care for their interests, but this care rarely 
materialized due to prevalent immoral mismanagement enhanced by detached 
CEOs: Yuval’s mismanagement stretched on for four years until conspicuous 
moral failure caused his late firing; the detached CCMI of Merkaz’s Moav, 
and Lowland’s Avraham were rewarded by overruling rotatzia for 10 and 
12 years, respectively, prolonging their mismanagement beyond retirement 
age; Lowland’s Yatzek’s eight years of mismanaged, ignorant autocracy was 
rewarded by promotion to lead a much larger I-KRC plant.

However, the CCMI-Im-C complex engendered other negative processes 
that worsened mismanagement by “parachuted” rotational pe’ilim. These 
processes contributed meaningfully to maintaining and deepening vicious 
distrust and ignorance cycles while they were mostly unknown to plants’ 
owner kibbutzim and detached CEOs, and new “jumpers” mostly repeated 
the negative CCMI-Im-C practices and continued mismanagement. This is 
the subject of the next chapter that is based mostly on Merkaz’s findings.

Notes
1 Interviews mostly took place at interviewees’ homes. The few most knowledge-

able were interviewed twice or for three to four hours. Plants’ annuals summa-
rized both regional cotton crops and ginning results.

2 The 1960s tractor-pulled cages limited the storage capacity of picked raw cotton 
much more than the 1970s stretches; in the 1970s cotton was also stored in com-
pressed heaps on the ground, over metal nets that enabled cranes to subsequently 
lift them onto stretches or lorries.

3 Arbiv was interviewed twice on visits to Israel.
4 Moshavin were village cooperatives of individual farmers.
5 Regional Councils are rural municipal statutory governments, each in charge of 

a region’s settlements. The Lowland Council is in charge of seven settlements 
with some 3,000 residents.

6 The Jewish Agency was and still is the operational organ of the World Zionist 
Organization.

7 Cubic feet per minute.
8 Many considered kibbutz members “blue blood” as they were mostly Ashkenzis, 

like higher Israeli strata.
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9 Liu et al. (2012); Piff et al. (2012); Trevino et al. (2003).
10 See: Bennis (1989); Guest (1962); Semler (1993); Useem et al. (2011); Washburn 

(2011).
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The Rise to Power of the “Brambles” Syndrome

The Book of Judges in the Holy Bible explains the rise to power of Abimel-
ech, Judge Jerubaal’s son, by a parable brought by his other son, Jotham, 
on the bramble that became king of the trees: the olive tree, the fig tree, and 
the grapevine refused to assume kingship and to rule over the trees as this 
would stop them from furnishing beloved fruits; the bramble, which has 
no fruit of value, happily accepted power and, when crowned, warned that 
its fire would burn any non-abiding tree (Judges 9: 8–16). Shrewd, astute 
ineffective employees who seek power and promotion without performing 
are ubiquitous. Rotatzia and “parachutings” encouraged outsider manag-
ers to practice CCMI-Im-C, which was fertile ground for the ascendance of 
employees who became “bramble”-like rulers. Douglas McGregor warns 
in The Human Side of the Enterprise (1960) that managerial adherence 
to Theory X, to the belief that employees are lazy and unconcerned about 
their company, hence only seducing and coercing them by tight control 
could cause them to fulfill their duties, leaves employees no opportunity 
to fulfill higher needs, encouraging their self-serving behavior up to recal-
citrance; such a policy elevates to power the worst troublemakers, wrote 
McGregor. Jotham’s parable explains this elevation: tight control leaves no 
room for the talented, high-moral best “olives,” “figs,” and “grapevines” 
to lead employees’ contributions to the common goals by which they can 
obtain respect, prestige, and social status, hence they forsake employees’ 
leadership; the “brambles” who cannot achieve prestige and status by per-
forming fill the vacuum, gain such advantages by power politics of servility 
and ingratiation to superiors as well as coercing and exploiting the weaker 
beneath them, as Atad did at Merkaz. CCMI-Im-C–practicing executives 
often covertly prefer “brambles” as employees’ formal/informal leaders, as 
they are ready for immoral covert deals unacceptable by decent employees. 
“Brambles,” for instance, thrive as “two-way funnels”: they serve the auto-
crat’s needs for spying on employees and for a speakerphone that notifies 
them of his demands and expectations (Dalton 1959: 232), as Atad served 
Shavit and as another “bramble” served Moav.

5 Other Negative Processes of  
Low-Trust “Jumping” Cultures  
that Furthered Mismanagement
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Management literature has long since stressed the danger of managers of 
limited capability surrounding themselves with like people or even incom-
petents whose views they often ignore (e.g., Fast et al. 2014). However, 
due to minimal research of managerial ignorance, another major reason 
for such actions was missed, i.e., ignorance and incompetence due to opt-
ing for CCMI-Im-C and engendering vicious distrust and ignorance cycles. 
“Parachuting” creates a combination that is especially convenient to the 
rise of “brambles” to power: “parachuted” managers are very much in need 
of allies with some experience in the plant who accept their authority and 
supply essential local knowledge. Knowledgeable employees wait for proof 
of the newcomer’s trustworthiness before sharing information and knowl-
edge, while even a “bramble’s” meager inside knowledge is a treasure for 
CCMI-Im-C–practicing outsiders, for which they are ready to pay gener-
ously, particularly “jumpers” who know very little about a plant’s know-
how and phronesis and next to nothing about its staff’s expertises. A CCMI 
using “jumper” is unable to discern the ignorance and incompetence of 
“brambles” and their cover-up by bluffs, scapegoating, “old wives’ tales,” 
and other subterfuges; he elevates the “brambles’ ” status in return for their 
help, which expert employees denies her/him without proving trustworthi-
ness. This explains how the “bramble” Atad rose to the powerful position 
of de facto TM, which he held at Merkaz after Avi’s authority collapsed, 
11 years after Yaakov failed to dispose of him and after foremen objected to 
employing this lazy bum on their teams; but Moav retained him as a cheap 
worker.

Chapter 2 depicted Atad’s behavior and the main stages of his rise to 
power; while each stage posed obstacles, he overcame them, assisted by 
“parachuting” defects. “Parachuted” deputy PM Yuval did not know that 
his predecessor Yaakov had failed to fire Atad, nor did he know of Atad’s 
loafing, bluffing, and subterfuges; Atad created the image of an ordinary 
loyal worker by using ingratiation and a short-lived radical positive change 
of behavior, and Yuval kept him despite complaints by Levi and others as 
he was cheap. Then CCMI-user Avi took charge and sought insiders’ help; 
Atad as a provisional worker offered to help in return for a permanent job 
that Avi granted him. Soon came professional Thomas and Atad was in 
real trouble; Thomas disqualified Atad’s weldings time after time. Atad con-
scripted Avi, Yiftach, and two friends to side with him against Thomas, who 
was busy learning ginning and rescuing the plant, clashing with Amram 
and Levi on some technical decisions, some of which were mistaken. Atad 
troubled Thomas but was not fired, both due to his allies and due to the 
difficulty of finding a better replacement. Then Amram told Atad of his 
intention to leave as Thomas entrenched and became a successful TM. Atad 
was quick to discern this promotion opportunity and completely changed 
his behavior to take advantage of it by becoming Thomas’s loyalist. After 
Amram left, Thomas sought a replacement from the outside but failed; then 
the high season began and a shift foreman was needed after Yiftach replaced 
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Amram as senior technician, and despite his reservations Thomas promoted 
the seemingly loyal Atad to shift foreman.

This was a mistake, as Thomas later admitted, but it was irreversible; soon 
Atad targeted and achieved another power position, head of the union com-
mittee instead of weak foreman Rabina. As mentioned, he agitated against 
the committee, accused it of allowing Yuval to demote and cut the salary of 
an experienced operator who was injured in a work accident. Rabina had 
only recently replaced the highly trusted prestigious Levi who left; Rabina 
was quite inept both due to inexperience and to his unwilling assumption 
of the job, only to please his fellow foremen friends. Acting on a popu-
lar demand for work injury compensation insurance which the Committee 
avoided demanding, Atad and his clique replaced Rabina and his supporters 
and obtained the insurance by an “Italian strike” ahead of the high season. 
Had Yuval not believed in Theory X, listened to employees’ feelings, and 
avoided the above salary cut, he could have spared the insurance money, the 
costly “Italian strike”, and above all Atad’s empowerment.

Shavit replaced Yuval and his detached ignorance revived Moav’s stingi-
ness: he made small but very antagonizing expense cuts which oiled Atad’s 
negative campaigns; for instance, he stopped the free supply of milk to gin-
ners, aimed at helping them cope with the gin plant’s dusty air during high 
season. Worse still, he declared that “the plant staff is sub-standard,” mean-
ing he would replace ginners with no technical secondary education certifi-
cate with younger certified graduates. This move was stupid on four counts:

1 Technical education is less crucial for becoming a good ginner than ex-
perience and talent, as proved by both Yunus and the uneducated best 
ginner, Nekhas (below);

2 It takes years to learn ginning, hence replacement can only be gradual; 
the threat of forthcoming dismissals at an unknown time demotivated 
ginners;

3 It encouraged the brain drain of talented ginners to alternative jobs, 
while few if any certified graduates applied for ginner jobs considered 
unattractive in the job market;

4 The staff’s standard had already been degraded by the departure of 
Levi, Amram, and the expert electrician; by supporting Thomas’s ef-
forts at enhancing high-trust culture Shavit could create a more attrac-
tive workplace and improve staff’s ginning know-how, but he did the 
opposite.

Shavit’s stupidity played into Atad’s hands: Shavit antagonized the hired 
staff and diminished their morality and motivation. This made the support 
of Atad and his union committee clique essential for Thomas’s efforts to 
motivate hired staff, despite Shavit’s demotivating policy. Atad was also 
empowered in another way: Shavit’s moves had further antagonized pe’ilim 
Thomas, Danton, the electrician, and garage manager; this left him isolated 
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and uninformed about most domains; Atad became his two-way funnel 
while formally visiting his office to discuss union matters. Thus, both the 
PM and the TM were dependent on Atad so any idea of firing this lazy, loaf-
ing, highly remunerated ignorant troublemaker became implausible. When 
another technician left, Atad was promoted to technician and no longer had 
to work shifts; every shift foreman who faced unsolved problems or hesi-
tated concerning major decisions was supposed to call in Yiftach or Atad for 
help—another empowering change.

When Thomas left and Avi became the real TM rather than only in title, 
Avi’s ignorance required help and Atad obtained it in return for de-facto 
promotion to Deputy TM, above Yiftach and above certified practical engi-
neer Yehu, the new pa’il imported to serve as a Deputy TM. Avi’s promotion 
let Atad usurp his authority when it collapsed with Shavit’s acceptance or 
even secret backing. Until then Avi tried to limit Atad’s power by curtailed 
discretion. For instance, Atad was sent to solve the automatic sampler’s 
problems after Avi failed, but he was not allowed to travel to the other plant 
whose managers invited Merkaz technicians to learn about their smoothly 
working sampler. Failing Atad abandoned the sampler and left it blocked 
despite Avi’s demands to continue attempts to make it operational, one of 
the first signs of the collapse of Avi’s authority.

The Low-Trust Culture of CCMI-Im-C Was an  
Opportunity for the “Brambles”

Atad’s rise to power was not simply the result of a series of incidental mana-
gerial errors of the kind that every manager makes when judging employees’ 
capabilities and aspirations, but largely a result of a low-trust culture of 
secrecy, information abuse, scapegoating, bluffing, and other subterfuges 
by three consecutive “parachuted” CCMI-Im-C–practicing PMs who made 
inevitable mistakes. In Merkaz’s low-trust culture, knowledge and informa-
tion were used as means of controlling others rather than of serving com-
mon aims. Atad rose to power due to his astute use of advantageous insider 
knowledge to win over ignorant bosses whose mistaken decisions missed 
his dismal functioning record, misled by short-lived behavior changes that 
created a positive image. His career progression repeatedly profited from 
“jumper” ignorance that concealed the dangers of employing and promot-
ing such a “bramble.”

If Moav had not been detached and had known how much ginning igno-
rance could fail his decision-making, he would have chosen to learn ginners’ 
basic language and expertise and gained interactional expertise like deputy 
Yaakov. Then he might have understood and accepted Yaakov’s insistence 
on firing Atad, as he might have learned how easy it is to conceal incompe-
tence by astute use of the automatic ginning system’s complexities, as exem-
plified by Avi’s misleading of Shavit for six weeks concerning the mistaken 
contour of the S&GH piping. Had Moav escorted Yaakov and Levi to the 
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shop floor and understood why Levi said, “I would not rely on his [Atad’s] 
welding if it had anything to do with carrying heavy weights,” he might 
have approved Atad’s dismissal. Unfortunately, in order to discern unreli-
able from reliable welding Moav would have had to expose his ignorance 
of welding and learn its basics to be able to communicate with welders and 
gain discerning capability, i.e., acquire interactional expertise. By such an 
acquiring Moav could discern Atad as “bramble” and rid of him before he 
entrenched while Moav would have proved his high-moral trustworthiness 
(Hosmer 1995), enhanced expert employees’ trust, and become insider to 
their “we” group (Haslam et al. 2011). It would have enhanced open com-
munication with experts (Thomas et al. 2009), invited complaints about 
other bluffer bums and their weeding out, to the plant’s benefit, as proven 
by Gabi’s weeding at Northern. But Moav kept Atad and he continued 
his loafing despite whistle blowing on his laziness and advanced by using 
immoral means as depicted.

However, Thomas’s mistaken promotion of Atad proves that even a 
vulnerably involved “jumper” who is quite familiar with a subordinate’s 
incompetence and loafing may be misled to believe in his faked good inten-
tions due to timely ingratiation and provisional behavioral change. A major 
reason for Thomas’s mistake was the common Achilles’ heel of “parachut-
ists,” unfamiliarity with employees’ past record and chance of repeating it. 
Thomas did not know how Atad had misled Yuval and Avi and received 
promotions through provisional behavioral changes; if he came from the 
inside he would probably have known about Atad’s past camouflages and/
or noticed foremen’s avoidance of Atad and would have paid attention to his 
abrupt behavioral change. A second reason for his mistake was also caused 
by “parachuting”: his greenhorn clashing with Amram and Levi about his 
mistaken professional decisions prevented them from warning him about 
the dangers of Atad’s promotion. In Gabi’s Northern Gin or any other plant 
managed by trustworthy, vulnerably involved insiders, Atad would prob-
ably have been dismissed at an early stage unless he changed his behavior 
permanently. In such a high-trust culture promotion is slow (Dore 1973), 
hence he would have had to prove himself years before promotion.

Worse still, Atad exploited Thomas’s deficient acquaintance with locals. 
Thomas became a top-level ginner but this only slightly helped him discern 
employees’ intentions, proclivities, and goals, while Atad specialized in this 
task in order to keep job despite incompetence; he retained his neutrality 
when Thomas clashed with Amram and Levi, and when they left he became 
Thomas’s loyalist. As mentioned, Thomas faced a demotivated, demoralized 
staff due to Avi’s failed first season as TM and then Shavit’s threat of firing 
uncertified employees. Ingratiating Atad seemed to offer valuable assistance 
in solving the staff’s motivation problem as he led the union committee 
clique. In Jotham’s parable, the bramble fire burns any non-abiding tree 
and, similarly, this clique subdued all senior veterans, misleading Thomas 
to believe that this promised him obedience. Danton discerned that the 
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opposite was true, openly criticized Atad and called him “the biggest liar” 
in front of shop-floor staff meeting in the shade of the office building, but 
seemingly neither he nor Thomas actively objected to Atad’s vicious leader-
ship; maybe they did not notice how he helped their opponent Shavit as a 
“two-way funnel” or/and they apprehended Atad’s power secretly backed 
by Shavit.

However, not only Atad misled CCMI-user “parachuted” managers—all 
his clique members did, concealing from managers mistakes and failures or 
scapegoating non-clique members for them (Dalton 1959: 57–68). When 
I was a participant observer, three years after this clique gained dominance, 
all its members were shift foremen whose support of Atad crowned him 
the de facto TM when Avi’s authority collapsed. Throughout the previous 
seven years since Yaakov tried to fire Atad, ignorant “parachuted” manag-
ers missed clique members’ mediocrity, negative character, and aims, which 
helped their ascendance. The managers missed these also due to screened 
and biased information; as much as managers used information to con-
trol employees, the reverse was also true. Even during the three years of 
Thomas-Danton’s high-trust shop-floor culture (p. 64), the plant’s domi-
nant culture was low-trust and secrecy prevailed between most pe’ilim and 
hired employees, as well as between Atad’s clique and rival veterans. The 
high-trust culture was limited to the jurisdictions of the four pe’ilim; else-
where there was no open communication.

This resembled phenomena characteristic of other plants: “parachuted” 
PMs mostly practiced CCMI-Im-C and generated low-trust cultures 
although the majority of TMs chose to do otherwise in order to function 
effectively, trying to nurture high-trust shop-floor cultures but often failing 
due to PMs’ contrary impact. This suggests that the “brambles” advance 
was less explained by the personalities involved than by structural and pro-
cessual factors. The prime factor elevating “brambles” was “parachuted” 
PMs’ opting for CCMI-Im-C by detachment or by seductive-coercive 
involvement, believing in “Theory X” and shaping low-trust cultures.

Merkaz’s secrecy climate effected my study: throughout the season Atad 
stubbornly rejected my plea for an interview, but at the season’s end on my 
last work day he came to the registrar’s cabin, stood by me for almost five 
hours (with a few distractions), and dictated his views and assertions on 10 
pages written in the 1/2–3/4-minute pauses I had between registering one 
bale to the next. Many of his assertions were answers to my critical com-
ments in my journal pages held under the registration documents, exposing 
that his clique spied on me and informed him, although I had repeatedly 
promised that no one would be hurt by possible future publication of my 
findings.1 The spying also testified to the low-trust culture in which Atad, 
the astute politician, thrived by keeping his cards close to his chest.

One month later I interviewed Atad for two hours; the 20 pages of the two 
interviews further explain how he and other “brambles” managed to ascend 
due to immoral mismanagement. He explained proficient ginner Amram’s 
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departure as not only a result of Avi’s “parachuting,” which prevented him 
from succeeding TM Muli, but also of the many clashes with Yuval’s igno-
rant, amateurish autocracy that pushed out expert ginners, coercing Amram 
to repeatedly teach greenhorns, suffer their mistakes, and see them leave 
after acquiring expertise because of hating Yuval’s ignorant interfering and 
stupid orders. Atad depicted Yuval’s arbitrariness thus:

“In Yuval’s time there was no Board [control] above him—he did what 
he wished or to be precise what his lover secretary wished.”

Amram was particularly annoyed by the dismissal of a very talented gin-
ner whom even Yuval liked, simply because the ginner dared to have a cup 
of coffee with Yuval’s lover secretary when driving her home one evening. 
Even if another reason caused his firing, Atad’s belief in this arbitrariness, 
which other employees similarly uttered, further explains the distrust of 
Yuval, which encouraged brain drain—the opportunity of the “brambles.”

Outsiderness and “The Emperor’s New Clothes” Syndrome

The “brambles” thrived in Merkaz and in other “jumper”-managed gin 
plants also because specialized knowledge is a wonderful resource, enabling 
us to do things we had never dreamed of, but it is a fluid resource that 
requires suitable training and experience. One lesson learned from Ander-
sen’s “The Emperor’s New Clothes” is that in order to effectively impact 
experts’ behavior a superior needs more than intuition and general knowl-
edge; he needs minimal knowledge of experts’ concepts and their mean-
ings (Collins 2011) and interactional expertise that allows one to judge the 
degree of truthfulness and validity of their assertions (Collins and Evans 
2007). Anyone who claims that the manager does not need to know every-
thing because he has experts who specialize in the problems he is facing and 
can offer solutions must answer how the manager decides who the experts 
are. The fact that Avi was a certified practical engineer and that he was 
called “TM” does not prove TM expertise; CCMI-user Shavit, who missed 
his own ignorance, presumed that Avi had learned enough throughout his 
5.5 years at Merkaz and could serve as TM. He soon fell victim to TM Avi’s 
bluff or ignorance that the contour of the S&GH piping was “a marginal 
problem,” as the emperor fell victim to the bluffs of his ministers trapped 
by the swindlers in a trap that the emperor tried to avoid by sending his 
ministers before going himself.

Fear of exposing their own ignorance and incompetence is a strong covert 
motivator of many power-holders, one missed by management research. 
This is particularly true of non-owner executives whose legitimization for 
office is supposedly having the pertinent knowledge and competence to 
manage and lead, hence they seek a knowledgeable and competent image. 
A basic feature of knowledge and competence tempts them to fake such 
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an image: the ultimate test of having these resources is successful use that 
achieves results plus the capability to explain failure to achieve them and 
the competence to overcome it. One can firmly judge others’ expertise only 
by witnessing its use, but in the case of a trade that one has never practiced, 
judging their explanations for specific outcomes requires learning by vulner-
able involvement in their deliberations because “practical wisdom and judg-
ment . . . emerging developmentally within an unceasing flow of activities in 
which practitioners are . . . immersed” (Shotter and Tsoukas 2014b: 377). 
Promoted insiders are no different than outsiders, with a lack of “practical 
wisdom and judgment” of many expertises in their new/enlarged jurisdic-
tions which they never experienced; but if they advance by proved perfor-
mance achieved through trustful learning cycles they differ radically from 
outsiders with regard to knowing and understanding basic trade concepts 
and phronesis that even a vulnerably involved outsider may learn only after 
years on the job because these concepts and phronesis can often only be 
learned from specific events.

One basic phronesis of ginning is that the flow of cotton through the large 
serpentine pipes is complex, intricate, and unforeseeable, such that even 
experts are often unsure how cotton will flow in the piping they designed, 
and in order to solve a flow problem they often require several trials until 
finding a solution. Experienced ginners know this basic phronesis as they 
have witnessed experts using trial-and-error to find the right piping. Finding 
it may require considerable effort: to correct Avi’s mistaken design of the 
S&GH feeding pipe, 10 meters of serpentine, 30-inch-diameter pipe had to 
be added (p. 60). The same is true for finding the proper air blast and con-
denser: Valley’s V-TM worked three years with “all the big names of the lint 
cleaner’s US manufacturer” until he managed to fit the condenser to the air 
blast (p. 130). An insider, even a non-ginner such as a store manager, could 
learn such phronesis in the S&GH debacle when his work schedule changed 
due to a 10-hour production stoppage to repair piping. An outsider man-
ager, and especially a “parachuted” industry-outsider as were pe’ilim, could 
not know this phronesis, as he never witnessed it. Without this phronesis 
Shavit did not suspect Avi’s bluff/ignorant view when he said that piping 
contour was “a marginal problem,” did not listen to Nekhas and others’ 
contrary assertion, nor did he try to check it himself though it was simple. 
Likewise, Valley’s “parachuted” PM David missed V-TM’s mediocrity by 
keeping a distance from technical problems and not knowing V-TM’s prior 
years of failure to solve two major technical problems.

Use of CCMI ensured such oversights since it barred “jumpers” from 
learning the necessary basics of the trade, to discern CCMI users. At the time 
of the S&GH debacle Shavit had been on the job for four years; I assessed 
him as more intelligent and as experienced in lengthier managerial jobs than 
most of the other 21 PMs studied, but he nevertheless missed Avi’s bluff/
ignorance. An experienced insider, knowing the phronesis that piping mis-
takes could cause major dysfunction, would have suspected Avi’s assertion, 
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and if used to learning by vulnerable involvement he would have climbed 
the blocked S&GH and probably discerned Avi’s bluff. Unfortunately, out-
sider Shavit had enjoyed four successful years of detached CCMI with TM 
Thomas; why should he change his successful strategy and become involved 
in checking Avi’s assertion? Shavit lacked referred expertise (Collins and 
Sanders 2007) for assessing the assertion and did not trust ginners who 
called the bluff. Checking Avi’s assertion would have been quite simple even 
for inexperienced Shavit, provided he forsook the detached CCMI strategy, 
climbed up to see the S&GH blockings, and consulted expert employees—
but for this he would have to know which experts it was worth listening to. 
Deputy Danton was not such a one; unreliable Atad and his clique supported 
Avi for political reasons including suppressing Nekhas; and others seemed 
similarly politically motivated. Shavit did not suffer hubris like Andersen’s 
emperor, but due to detached CCMI he knew very little of the plant’s know-
how and phronesis and about others’ expertise, suspected them all, and even 
the prolongation of the debacle did not convince him to call outside experts 
to review the S&GH problem until Avi’s authority collapsed. Thus, he was 
paralyzed and accepted “soothing sessions” as a substitute for real action; 
similar to the emperor who sent one minister after the other, Shavit sum-
moned Avi and Danton for one session after another despite their futility.

The “Emperor’s New Clothes” syndrome was implausible in Gabi’s 
Northern Gin because:

1 Secrecy was minimal; openness of information and timely, exact, re-
liable and valid communication among hierarchical ranks exposed 
abuses and subterfuges, and enabled leaders to discern inevitable signs 
of bluffs and to identify swindlers.

2 Vulnerably involved, knowledgeable executives discerned, suppressed, 
and ousted immoral managers bound to bluff if having to admit 
ignorance.

3 Prospective swindlers, knowing that well-informed, knowledgeable ex-
ecutives would check the truth of problematic assertions on-the-spot 
and would probably discern and harshly punish swindling and abuses, 
avoided such immoral means.

4 Executives failed subordinates’ bluffing and other immoral means, ex-
posed their users, and replaced them with high-moral, learning employ-
ees whose expertise would expose swindlers.

5 Swindlers were deterred from swindling by knowing that even a supe-
rior who could not decide on-the-spot whether they were bluffing or 
not would soon find out the truth due to trustworthy reliable expert 
employees informing him.

6 Trustful relationships ensured that swindlers would not find the support 
of employees.

7 Swindlers could not find “brambles” in power positions to support 
their bluffs.
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However, Northern was unique; “parachuted” executives mostly prac-
ticed CCMI-Im-C, and even high-moral Valley PM David did not enjoy an 
open and trustful relationship with V-TM as he avoided technical delibera-
tions, missed his CCMI and incompetence that pruned talents, generating a 
fertile ground for swindlers.

The Pruning of Top Experts by CCMI-Im-C–Practicing 
“Jumpers”

Gin plants’ low-trust culture also engendered mismanagement through the 
pruning of top experts, another reason for the rise of “brambles.” In a con-
temporary automated processing plant, success is determined in the long 
run to a large degree by the skills and competences of specializing staff 
members, acquired through lengthy expert careers that differ from mana-
gerial careers; the difference causes major misunderstandings and tends to 
result in the pruning of best experts by CCMI-Im-C–practicing managers 
despite their contrary intentions.

The motivations and career intentions of Shavit, Danton, and Avi differed 
radically from those of Thomas due to career differences that commenced 
when Thomas became a mechanic helper for three hours a day at the age 
of 14 and continued specializing in mechanics for 21 years before becom-
ing TM. The managerial careers of the three commenced later in life and 
included a variety of authority jobs without such continuity in one action 
domain and often with little specialization. Thomas advanced his mechanic 
career by performance achieved through vulnerable immersion and trust and 
learning cycles, resulting in his excelling with the automatic feeder invention. 
Managerial non-continuous careers of rotatzia and “prachutings” encour-
aged practicing CCMI-Im-C and often caused misunderstanding of the moti-
vations, aims, and intentions of top experts such as Thomas. As mentioned, 
Thomas’s departure surprised Shavit: why would one leave just as his three-
year struggle for the automatic feeder succeeded? In Shavit’s managerial 
worldview, successes were means of obtaining extrinsic rewards: prestige, 
authority, and power. These were also resources for furthering a managerial 
career, “jumping” to head a larger and more powerful organization and gain 
more such rewards. Thomas’s worldview differed radically: though he did 
not disparage managerial rewards, he valued them primarily as resources 
for professional achievement, for solving most complex mechanical problems 
such as those posed by the automatic gin plant. Thomas sought the intrin-
sic rewards of achieving a higher level of expertise, proven for instance by 
inventing an original automatic feeder that could have competed with world-
class feeders if it had not been deferred for three years; after that he proved he 
could seek other challenges. He did not imagine that Shavit, who obstructed 
the feeder for three years, would be so immoral as to appropriate the innova-
tion’s prestige, not invite him to the inauguration ceremony, and not mention 
his name as its inventor (e.g., Mehri 2005).
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This fundamental difference was augmented by “parachutings,” which 
encouraged Im-C and diminished executives’ organizational commitment. 
The contrasting aims were reflected in company car differences: Thomas’s 
seeking of intrinsic rewards needed no prestigious shiny automatic “execu-
tive car” like Shavit’s; the old scruffy station wagon better served his aim 
of minimizing the plant’s downtime (p. 51). Likewise was the difference 
in clothing: Shavit wore typical clean kibbutz Sabbath (Saturday) clean 
clothes, including shorts and sandals unsuited for the hazardous shop floor, 
which was often oily and greasy, versus Thomas’s dirty work clothes and 
boots with their anti-skid sole for the greasy floor. While Shavit was a fluent 
and easy talker, Thomas’s speech was heavy, less fluent, and slower, often 
demonstrating his intentions with his hands and mechanics’ tools rather 
than talking. A committed workaholic, Thomas never left a task uncom-
pleted, nor did he leave a stalled ginning unit until processing was resumed, 
while if Shavit visited such a unit at all he soon left without waiting for 
work to resume. His deferring of Thomas’s automatic feeder also delayed 
the adoption of Movers, signified conservatism uncommitted to the success 
of the cotton industry, preferring to wait for others to try it, defending his 
own power and career prospects. Beneath the overt conflicts between Sha-
vit and Thomas lie these deeper contrasts, which further explain Thomas’s 
frustration and departure. “Parachuted” CCMI-Im-C–practicing PMs often 
pruned top experts with contrary inclinations; such pe’ilim shaped low-trust 
cultures that obstructed experts’ goals by placing all kinds of obstacles to 
reliable knowledge sharing, learning, and innovating, which encouraged 
them to leave. Only few did not leave and compromised their professional-
ism by deferring promising changes and innovations to keep the job they 
liked, as did Southern’s TM Yunus.

The background for the immanent conflict between managers and experts 
was the complexity and limited understanding and control of many ginning 
process factors. Similar to the unforeseeable cotton flaw in the huge serpen-
tine pipes, forecasting the effect of various machines on ginning results was 
problematic as well, explaining for instance the bitter conflict over add-
ing fiber cleaners versus adding S&GH (p. 31). Often a change intended 
to solve a major problem turned out to be very partial, requiring further 
solutions. There was often little understanding of cause/effect links, and 
even prolonged experience did not enable conclusive explanations of many 
operational problems. The more expert and experienced a ginner was, the 
more complexities he saw with numerous and unclear causal links and 
variables over which control was difficult. According to the ex-head of the 
national cotton fiber grading laboratory, “until one learns the subject [of 
ginning] . . . [he] needs at least 5–6 years,” while the American engineer 
who erected Valley Gin in 1956 said to V-TM: “I have been in the trade for 
25 years but I am still learning ginning” (p. 125) and then mentioned names 
of well-known top experts who had been seeking answers to important pro-
fessional puzzles for 40 years. Top expert Arbiv asserted:
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“One always has to try out and seek solutions for every concrete gin-
ning problem; there are so many possibilities, so many surprises, that 
until you operate the gin plant you never know what will happen and 
which problems you’ll have to solve.”

For the genuine ginning professional these problems are a challenge of 
overcoming the limitations of existing know-how, furthering their own pro-
fessionalism, and an opportunity for self-actualization. For the manager 
these problems imply uncertainty, which makes it more difficult to take 
well-founded decisions and create recurrent situations that captivate the 
manager in the hands of the experts, while he knows that they too lack 
conclusive solutions to many of the problems. Allowing them discretion 
to try out solutions does not ensure the manager that problems will indeed 
be solved and, worse still, that his prestige will not suffer in case of failure 
as he assumed authorized experts’ action. Moreover, superiors were also 
concerned with experts’ possible outstanding successes, as Shavit was con-
cerned by Thomas’s plausible empowerment due to the possible success of 
his innovative feeder.

Furthermore, even “parachutings” of pe’ilim who avoided CCMI-Im-C 
caused pruning of top experts, as with the departure of Amram and Levi fol-
lowing Thomas’s “parachuting.” Besides frustrating Amram’s anticipated 
promotion to TM, he and Levi were annoyed by Thomas’s mistaken green-
horn decisions. Thomas admitted these mistakes later on but at the time, 
when he took charge and had to prove his superior expertise to legitimize 
his nomination (Watkins 2003), he found it hard to admit that Amram and 
Levi’s contrary assertions were correct even when he himself discerned this, 
as he overruled them but failed to solve problems. When insiders are pro-
moted with many around them knowing and appreciating their profession-
alism, they can more easily admit mistakes as they enjoy the credit ensuing 
from trust in their success, credit which the unknown “jumper” lacks and 
thus finds it harder to admit mistakes. Worse still, the superiors of vulner-
ably involved TMs were mostly ignorant Im-C-practicing PMs; it was futile 
to try and make them grasp the challenges of complex technical problems, 
and such attempts invited, at best, amateurish shallow appraisal of TMs’ 
efforts.

Aside from experts’ frustration by PMs’ ignorance, mistaken decisions 
and lack of esteem for their efforts, TMs were negatively affected by PMs’ 
little interest in enhancing their expertise or even worse, their concern for 
TMs’ empowerment by professional achievements. Shavit’s distrust of 
Thomas signaled efforts to limit his discretion, which further pushed him 
out because Shavit’s distrust meant no discretion, which was essential for 
expertise advancement, and minimal opportunities to learn by trial and 
error, as Shavit deferred the US$15,000 experiment for the feeder devel-
opment for two years. Minimal discretion also meant less learning from 
others and less nurturing staffs’ professionalism as, for instance, all PMs 
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except that of Northern did not take senior hired staff members to profes-
sional meetings of Israeli ginners, nor did they let these staff members travel 
abroad to learn. PMs’ distrust of TMs also meant consulting top outside 
experts over their heads, excluding them from meetings on topics crucial 
for their functioning, informing them selectively, asking them to overcome 
problems caused by PMs’ mistaken decisions, and causing their failure by 
misinterpreting outside experts’ suggestions and recommendations.

However, an even more fundamental reason for pruning top experts were 
destructive conflicts often won by ignorant PMs and their loyalists.

The Destructive Conflicts at the Top: “Jumpers”  
versus Top Experts

At the height of the Vietnam War social psychologist Morton Deutsch deliv-
ered a highly instructive address entitled “Conflicts: Creative and Destruc-
tive” (1969). He analyzed the process that leads a conflict onto a destructive 
rather than a constructive course. In this process, the two sides forego any 
attempt at mutual persuasion or seeking consent by compromise with the 
other and turn towards power tactics ranging from threats, abuses, and 
deception to various coercive strategies. A destructive conflict then develops 
more easily between sides who share no common culture or social back-
ground and who have no shared past experiences which could enable com-
munication in the direction of a more positive interpretation of the other’s 
intentions. Very different backgrounds prevent each side from understanding 
many of the other’s behaviors and cause them to interpret these behaviors 
negatively, less legitimately, and less benevolently than intended. Conflictual 
pressures and tensions lead to a tendency to negatively interpret the other’s 
behavior and to narrow down the perspectives of plausible solutions to the 
only one, of destroying the rival. In an organizational context destroying 
usually meant ousting the rival or his voluntary departure after a defeat. 
When prospects of ousting rivals are high, the parties are less deterred from 
using immoral means against each other, since a rival who leaves cannot 
take revenge against the winner.

“Parachuted” pe’ilim PMs and TMs mostly opted for CCMI, which led 
to defense of their authority, jobs, and career prospects by immoral means. 
Beside these means, PMs concealed their ignorance by “parachuting” loyal-
ist pe’ilim or prospective loyalists to deputy jobs to create defensive cliques 
(Dalton 1959). This frustrated successful insiders, who witnessed how igno-
rant outsiders received the jobs they had hoped for, and their distrust was 
enhanced by outsiders’ choice of CCMI and consequent stupid deeds. Dis-
trust was furthered by communication short-circuits, due to a lack of prior 
familiarity that led to misinterpretation of the other’s intentions, grasping 
his action as threatening one’s status and authority. Secrecy furthered mis-
understandings and mutual suspicion by limiting one’s information about 
rivals. Thomas, for instance, often interpreted Amram’s arguments with 
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him as aimed at his failure, while if he had been acquainted with Amram 
as a colleague and not as a boss he would have known that, as testified to 
by everyone, Amram’s meticulousness and thoroughness in seeking solu-
tions to technical problems did not allow such a motive to enter his profes-
sional considerations. If Thomas had been an insider some conflicts would 
have been avoided, as local know-how and phronesis would have spared 
his greenhorn mistakes, and when he erred insiders trusted by both him and 
Amram would probably have helped find an agreed-upon solution. More-
over, insiders who know each other for years and do not expect the other 
side to leave even if he loses a conflict have an incentive to minimize per-
sonal injury in order to enable future working relationships.

Frequent “parachutings” and the availability of potential pe’ilim as 
replacements from kibbutzim encouraged PMs to perceive mid-levelers as 
expendable: when Avi failed, Karmi brought Thomas to the rescue rather 
than promoting Amram; ignorant Yuval did not understand that it would 
take two years and many greenhorn mistakes for Thomas to reach Amram’s 
level of expertise. Grasping such experts as expendable helped make the 
conflicts between them and pe’ilim destructive, until becoming covert wars 
of organizational annihilation; each side tried to get rid of opponents by 
whatever immoral means available, as sociologist Simmel asserted, citing 
philosopher Kant:

“In every war in which the belligerents do not impose some restrictions 
in the use of possible means . . . becomes a war of extermination. For 
where the parties do not abstain at least from assassination, breach of 
word, and instigation of treason, they destroy that confidence . . . which 
alone permits the materialization of a peace treaty following the end of 
the war”

(Simmel 1971: 81).

Machiavelli had already advised the prince to kill his dangerous rivals 
rather than just punish them, which would have made them more bitterly 
dangerous enemies. “Parachuted” pe’ilim executives who habituated the 
importing of pe’ilim from prior I-KO jobs (see Chapter 6) frustrated inside 
experts by “parachuting” pe’ilim to the jobs for which the former were 
suited and hoped for. Ignorant Yuval replaced Yaakov as Deputy PM and 
frustrated Muli; he behaved autocratically as an elephant in a porcelain 
shop, furthering expert ginners’ distrust of pe’ilim, originally created by 
detached Moav. Distrust was furthered by the “parachutings” of Avi and 
Karmi instead of promoting Amram and Levi, and distrust mounted as 
Avi replaced Muli and failed and Thomas was “parachuted” to the rescue. 
Thus conflicts with him became destructive despite his replicating Amram’s 
readiness for hard mechanics’ work and seeking professional excellence, as 
previous “parachutings” had built up distrust of pe’ilim. All Merkaz hired 
employees detested ignorant mismanagement by pe’ilim, their mistakes, and 
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failures, while barring promotion of proven capable insiders, occupying 
jobs that better suited insiders. Thomas’s initial trusting behavior did not 
gain experts’ trust as he often insisted on his greenhorn mistakes; as frus-
trated as Amram and Levi were, conflicts with him became destructive until 
the two’s repeated defeats pushed them out.

Similar were findings of destructive conflicts and brain drain at other plants 
except for Northern in PM 1 and Gabi’s years. In its high-trust culture, the 
two nurtured employee expertises, got rid of troublemakers, and trust rela-
tions together with the optimal ginning-oriented culture prevented conflicts 
from becoming destructive. Mikha’s “parachuting” changed this radically but 
his destructive conflicts with hired expert employees did not prune the latter; 
expert TM-3 and his veteran ginners, who suffered CCMI-Im-C Mikha’s sup-
pression, did not leave; TM-3’s highly trusted leadership united them against 
pe’ilim (e.g., Haslam et al. 2011) and later efforts by PMs 5 and 6 to break 
this unity by firing veterans failed as the shop steward was TM-3’s loyalist; he 
recruited outside support against these PMs and many of the region’s cotton 
growers also objected to the dismissals; they were personally familiar with 
veterans’ expertise and optimal treatment of the cotton, as they had worked 
together when replacing religious ginners on Sabbaths during the high sea-
son.2 Conflicts with PMs caused “Italian strikes” and demoralization, which 
negatively impacted ginning but TM-3 and most experts remained.

Valley Gin, on the other hand, avoided major destructive conflicts as it 
had neither rotatzia nor “parachutings” of pe’ilim or frustrated top experts; 
talents were pruned early before or just as their growing expertise became a 
menace to the superiority of mediocre V-TM. PM David granted discretion 
to V-TM by which he pruned prospective successors and ruled with no chal-
lengers with regard to ginning and the technical domain decisions. Employ-
ees accepted his authority, as they trusted David, who backed him and cared 
for their personal and social problems. David’s involvement prevented esca-
lation of conflicts into destructive ones. Valley employees enjoyed a culture 
of leniency and working close to home, while CEOs and cotton growers 
trusted David despite his mediocre performance due to his modesty and 
abstemious management, which spared them money, contrary to the lavish 
PMs of the other I-KRC’s plants. Moreover, he spared them “Italian strikes” 
ahead of the high season, which were common at other gin plants.

In both Lowland Gin and Southern Gin, PMs initially granted discretion 
to vulnerably involved TMs who shaped high-trust cultures that minimized 
destructive conflicts, but later on such a culture disappeared in Lowland and 
in Southern it was confined to the shop floor. In Lowland PM-1’s absence 
permitted L-TM-1’s autocracy, which caused turnover, brain drain, and 
employee division and conflicts, sometimes destructive between Jews and 
Arabs but not with pe’ilim. PM Yatzek’s ignorant autocracy generated simi-
lar results. Continued turnover and brain drain left only a mediocre, divided 
work force that did not mobilize for industrial action to achieve decent 
wages (e.g., Nichols and Armstrong 1976).
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In Southern Gin, destructive conflicts appeared in the eighth to ninth 
years soon after the “parachuting” of CCMI user PM 3, who caused TM 
Yunus to annoy the staff he had initially skillfully nurtured. Trust in him 
diminished as he shelved innovative ideas, obeyed stupid decisions by igno-
rant PMs, and ignored staff members’ social and personal needs, leaving 
these for the uncaring, distrusted, detached PMs. He managed to conserve 
some trustful relations on the shop floor, which mitigated some conflicts 
with hired staff, but other conflicts became destructive due to distrust that 
militated frustrated hired staff and caused “Italian strikes” until PM 5 fired 
all hired staff members.

As “parachuted” pe’ilim mostly practiced CCMI-Im-C and shaped low-
trust cultures, they often caused destructive conflicts with hired top experts 
as well as their pruning. Only where and when pe’ilim shaped high-trust 
cultures, nurtured hired staff, recognized its members’ capabilities and 
trustworthiness, and cared for their social and personal needs did no such 
conflicts erupt. “Parachutings” and rotatzia enflamed destructive conflicts 
through the ruinous impact of turnover on trust and cooperation (Axelrod 
1984), and through the distrust caused by pe’ilim’s CCMI-Im-C, through 
“parachutings” that frustrated top experts’ promotion expectations, and 
through putting them under the rule of ignoramuses who were not aware 
of their ignorance. However, experts’ animosity towards this rule led to 
destructive conflicts and industrial action only in some cases; some conflicts 
pruned top experts, caused turnover, and no organized industrial action, 
but in other cases the pruning of experts elevated militant “brambles” to 
staff leadership and engendered industrial action. Rotatzia and “parachut-
ings” were not integral to destructive conflicts and brain drain; entrenched 
immoral autocratic insiders caused them as well. Moreover, rotatzia did 
not prevent the immoral entrenchment of some executives (Moav, Yatzek), 
which caused distrust and invited destructive conflicts.

One implication of these findings is the decisive role of high-trust cultures 
shaped by vulnerably involved executives in preserving and nurturing exper-
tise by prevention or at least mitigation of the negative impact of destructive 
conflicts between executives, managers, and experts. Northern excelled not 
just because its high-trust culture enhanced knowledgeable decision-making 
and innovation, but it also prevented ruinous conflicts that could prune 
precious expertise, top experts with the “ability to be guided . . . by contin-
gent sensing” of the “unique contours of the circumstances” (Shotter and 
Tsoukas 2014a: 240), experts with “[p]ractical wisdom . . . emerging devel-
opmentally within an unceasing flow of activities, in which practitioners 
are . . . immersed” (Shotter and Tsoukas 2014b: 377).

The second implication is the significance of preventing destructive con-
flicts and covert wars between “jumpers” and local experts by vulnerable 
immersion of “jumpers” in practitioner deliberations, acquainting “para-
chuted” PMs with experts’ personal and social problems, and encouraging 
solving them to prevent brain drain. Ethnographers who depicted covert 
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wars between “jumpers” and insiders (e.g., Gouldner 1954) did not study 
the resulting brain drain, nor did most other cited works on “jumpers” 
allude to it, although the loss of top brains appeared in many press stories 
on imported CEO successions. A rare case was an Austrian “parachuted” to 
manage a Norwegian subsidiary: initially he resembled Gouldner’s “jumper” 
but soon he forsook autocracy, which contradicted local democratic culture 
and the requirement of rapid decision-making in the tailoring of auto parts 
produced for automakers according to their frequently changing demands. 
By trusting these decisions to design team leaders, he enhanced effectiveness 
and barred brain drain (Holtskog 2014: 162).

However, the pruning of top experts did not merely cause destructive con-
flicts between a boss and an expert; often such conflicts were clique events. 
Dalton (1959) depicted struggles of inside cliques, while “parachuted” 
rotational managers’ cliques are unique for the outsiderness of their par-
ticipants, which deprived them of insiders’ knowledge and trustful ties with 
insiders who could supply such knowledge. These deprivations added nega-
tive effects to “jumper” cliques.

The Uniqueness of “Jumper” Cliques  
and the Pruning of Top Experts

Managerial cliques are ubiquitous phenomena amply criticized in the lit-
erature for their negative effects, as they protect and advance particularistic 
interests of their members at the expense of organizational interests.3 Such 
a negative clique was that of Atad and his union committee foremen, while 
a less cohesive clique was that of Zelikovich, Shavit, Avi, and a few sup-
porting pe’ilim, which enhanced Shavit’s rule over the clique of Thomas, 
Danton, and two other mid-level pe’ilim. This rule stood in contrast to the 
plant’s and cotton growers’ interests in effective ginning, to which only the 
latter clique aimed. However, both cliques differed from Atad’s in their 
shorter duration, as they dissolved when their leaders left.

Dalton depicted “Cliques as Fountainheads of Action” (1959: 52), find-
ing that only executives supported by strong cohesive managerial cliques 
introduced major changes and innovations; executives without such cliques 
were powerless, as found by others.4 An effective positive clique was that of 
Yaakov, Aharon, Muli and Levi; it survived for eight years: after six years it 
weakened as Aharon left; a year later Muli weakened it further by using his 
energies to organize the settling of the occupied territories, and after another 
year it dissolved when Yaakov left. Cohesive, powerful cliques depicted in 
the literature, such as that of Atad, consisted of insiders who created ties 
while working and hobnobbing, while cliques of I-KRC “jumpers” were 
often created in previous jobs elsewhere and were often short-lived due to 
rotatzia and “parachuting” used by higher-ups to bolster power. These two 
practices encouraged clique moves by legitimizing the early replacement of 
subordinate pe’ilim by one’s “parachuting” own loyalists or prospective 
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loyalists in their stead; their “parachuting” encouraged CCMI and Im-C 
and made the defense of one’s authority and job by the clique’s ties essential 
(Gouldner 1954).

“Jumper” cliques of CCMI users are often weak: the season-long S&GH 
debacle indicated the ineptness of the CEO’s clique; the detached ignorance 
that defended the authority and jobs of Zelikovich, Shavit, and Avi, kept 
them paralyzed and incompetent. For five weeks after Nekhas pointed out 
the mistaken S&GH piping, the clique did nothing to check it. One reason 
was that inviting an expert to check it could have exposed Shavit’s stu-
pid believing of Avi’s bluff/ignorance, while another reason was Shavit’s 
and non-clique member Danton’s missing that Avi’s detachment from the 
troubled S&GH was part of an unchangeable job-survival strategy; the two 
did not suspect the strategic importance of the bluff/ignorant assertion for 
Avi until an outside expert’s intervention overcame it. “Jumper” cliques are 
often formed in previous work group cultures (Fine 2013), such as the col-
laboration of Shavit and Zelikovich in the Regional Council. Unfortunately, 
when members face the different problems of a new organization and use 
CCMI, they often create a mistaken consensus of ignorance that leads to 
stupid decisions and actions like the S&GH debacle, a major omission of 
stupidity research.

Worse still, such a consensus is formed also due to clique members’ ani-
mosity toward knowledgeable insiders, especially lower-status best per-
formers such as Nekhas; his low status was the prime reason that his view 
was not followed and that the piping contour was not reviewed by experts 
for six weeks. My participant observation journal leaves no question that 
illiterate Nekhas was Merkaz’s best ginner (aside from Thomas); I often wit-
nessed him solving operational problems faster and better than others. He 
could resume plant operation after a stoppage within 10–12 minutes, some-
thing that required 25–30 minutes of others. At a height of 190 centimeters, 
he was also very strong; for instance he lifted and mounted a hoop plotter 
weighing 60–70 kilos with no assistance. His agility was astonishing, both 
when using wrenches and other mechanic’s tools to repair broken machines 
and when swiftly climbing tall, faulty machines like a monkey in the woods. 
He was often the first to identify a machine failure causing damage to the 
cotton and to stop and repair it; when watching damaged cotton with others 
he was many times the first to identify the reason. He was often the first to 
smell and identify cotton burning in the pipes and to stop operations; hence 
on his shifts burnings did not cause many hours of firefighting and up to a 
shift and a half of halted production, as happened to a shift foreman from 
Atad’s clique.

One explanation for his excelling was 19 years of experience, as he left 
primary school after four years and started helping his father clean the shop 
floor at the age of 11. Yaakov made him operator when he was 17 years old 
and eight years later Thomas promoted him to shift foreman, despite Sha-
vit’s objection. His lengthy experience taught him a lot about fiber quality 
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and which machines cause each type of damage; hence he could identify a 
machine’s dysfunction simply by reviewing the outcoming fibers. A second 
explanation was seemingly the lack of education, which made him extra-
sensitive to sensory cues such as unusual noises and smells that signaled 
machine dysfunction. A third explanation was his high motivation to prove 
he was a better ginner than all the educated foremen, especially hating Atad 
and his clique, as well as to prove to Shavit that his intention to replace less 
educated employees with more educated ones was wrong: the best ginner 
was the least educated.

Many of the above facts were unknown to ginning-detached Shavit and 
Danton, helping explain why neither was moved by Nekhas’s assertion that 
Avi’s mistaken S&GH piping was a prime reason for its blocking. Could it 
be that such an illiterate Arab was the first to identify a major source of such 
a troubling problem? Danton could believe it as he knew Nekhas better than 
Shavit from ginners’ meetings in the shade of the office building (p. 64), but 
even he did not witness the supremacy of Nekhas’s expertise as I did since 
he was detached from the processing halls. Acting upon Nekhas’s assertion 
contrary to Avi’s antagonized Shavit, disproving his policy of “raising the 
standard of workers” by replacing less educated with more educated ones.5 
This was a seemingly unbearable admission for intelligent, educated Shavit; 
hence he did not act upon Nekhas’s assertion until Avi’s authority collapsed.

As cited, the consultant came and offered a solution to the piping prob-
lem, which he had learned by a prior visit at Nekhas’s village, and it was 
implemented and succeeded (p. 28), but no one mentioned Nekhas’s primacy 
in identifying the problem and offering its solution. Likewise, his supreme 
expertise was ignored in many other cases; only Thomas granted him rec-
ognition, while neither Avi nor Yehu did so. In a home interview after the 
season he was pessimistic about his future at Merkaz; later on I was told 
that he became demotivated, avoided ginners’ deliberations, was frequently 
absent, and eventually Shavit’s successor fired him. Thus the loss of one best 
ginner, Thomas, was followed by the loss of another.

Opposite Cases of Vertical Positive Cliques

An opposite case of a vertical positive clique of “jumpers” and hired manag-
ers that was a “Fountainhead of Action” was Northern’s clique consisting 
of CEO Dan, PM Gabi, TM Arbiv, and his deputy and successor TM-3. 
Clique members were unified by a high-trust culture that gave them the 
tools (Swidler 1986) to cope successfully with plant problems, primarily the 
free sharing of information, know-how, and phronesis, helpful for solving 
work problems and innovating. This culture enabled “expertise of every 
kind to be drawn into the decision without any difficulties being imposed 
by the lines of authority . . . [D]uring the process of formulation sugges-
tions and recommendations flowed freely . . . the appropriate experts [we]
re consulted, [and] their exact location in the hierarchy of authority [did] 
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not much affect the decision[s]” (Simon 1957: 230). The plant’s vulner-
ably involved leaders created a “we” feeling (Haslam et al. 2011) by never 
concealing ignorance in unending efforts to enhance ginning, much as 
V-TM’s American tutor continued doing for 25 years (p. 125). Managers 
solved problems and advanced plant goals by modeling commitment, which 
mostly employees could not do but followed. Common goals united them in 
viewing differences of opinion concerning solutions to various problems as 
benevolent and subject to collaborative seeking of solutions and maintain-
ing trustful relationships, as Fox (1974: Ch. 2) explained.

Merkaz’s positive clique, consisting of Thomas, Danton, and two other 
pe’ilim, created for a few years a high-trust shop-floor culture with quite 
similar results; pe’ilim’s authority and power overcame the negative impact 
of Atad’s self-serving clique. Like this one and Gabi’s clique at Northern, 
all other such cliques that shaped local high-trust cultures were led by a 
performance-oriented, high-moral “parachuted” pa’il or pe’ilim. Thus, not 
“parachuting” by itself prevented positive cliques and effective, high-trust 
cultures, but “parachuting” + rotatzia + career advancement prospects by 
patrons’ auspices (also Chapter 6) led pe’ilim to choose CCMI and to unite 
in negative cliques that pruned top inside experts, either taking their jobs 
and/or suppressing them. However, the pruning of Amram and Levi by 
Thomas’s “parachuting” showed that even a “jumper” who eventually led 
a positive clique and shaped a high-trust effective culture may cause brain 
drain and negative results until he learns local know-how and phronesis and 
can appreciate and nurture locals’ expertise.

This pruning was not incidental: Thomas was called to rescue a failing 
plant; he did not know ginning, hence he did not discern expert ginners 
from ignorants. Ingratiating “bramble” Atad supported Thomas’s belief in 
his mistaken views, contrary to the knowledgeable views of Amram and 
Levi. Without prior acquaintance, trust, common cultural background, 
or shared past experiences to enhance communication, conflicts became 
destructive (Deutsch 1969). However, if Thomas had been an expert ginner, 
would it have ensured that the conflicts would be productive? Would it have 
led to creating a positive clique with top expert insiders who largely shared 
his values and habituses?

Unfortunately, even in such a case destructive conflicts are plausible. 
A knowledgeable, self-confident “jumper” often chooses seductive-coercive 
autocratic involvement, missing the uniqueness of some local problems 
unknown in previous quite similar jobs and her/his mistakes prevent the 
creation of trust and cooperation.6 An expert “jumper” often habituated a 
different work group culture than insiders (Holtskog 2014: 162). A group 
work culture is a tool that every community of practitioners develops while 
coping with work problems,7 and each group work culture differs as it is a 
product of different circumstances, exigencies, traditions, and histories.8 For 
instance, both sides of the controversy on adding S&GH as against adding 
final cleaners were supported by top experts, each with his own reasons. 
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Their different experiences could explain contrary views because many vari-
ables impacted the effectiveness of the two machine types and control of 
these variables differed among plants, for instance humidity: drying cot-
ton to the proper humidity made the S&GH effective but if the operator 
did not know the raw cotton’s humidity in advance, as was the case in all 
plants except Northern, he could only adjust the boilers to achieve the cor-
rect humidity after a considerable amount of cotton had already passed the 
S&GH and was often treated less than optimally. Experts who experienced 
plants without measuring humidity may have grasped the S&GH as ineffec-
tive, while a Northern expert would conclude the opposite since his S&GH 
was provided with cotton of the correct humidity.

Professional controversies often continue due to different experts’ experi-
ences and learnings. A “parachuted” executive can build a positive goal-
oriented clique only if well acquainted with insiders’ work culture through 
trustful involvement and if they are convinced that s/he learned the unique-
ness of the local work culture before trying to change it. As cited, this is 
how “jumper” Gerstner succeeded at IBM. Karaevli (2007: 691) is right 
in saying that his initial two years of learning gave him knowledge and a 
power base, but it appears that they also gave him a more potent resource, 
the confidence that his decisions considered the peculiarities and phronesis 
of IBM’s work culture, a consideration that no one can learn in 90 days 
(e.g., Watkins 2003). As mentioned, Covey’s (2006) The Swift of Trust cre-
ates a mistaken image of common swift trust building, although trust build-
ing by an incomer is a slow mutual process: locals have to reciprocate the 
incomer’s trust-signaling acts for the latter to add such acts; her/his adding 
takes time to be reciprocated, and so on and so forth, until building full 
trust (Fox 1974). This process is slow since it is fraught with opportunities 
for missing partners’ trust-signaling acts. Thus, although pertinent expertise 
helps create trust and cooperation, it is no guarantee that it shortens time 
for incomers’ proving competencies that justify trusting.

The Pitfalls of Relying on Outside Expertise

One of the grave illusions with which many managers delude themselves 
is the illusion that one can always compensate for loss of know-how and 
phronesis due to the pruning of top experts and the rise of “brambles” by 
means of outside expertise. Unfortunately, outside expertise is helpful in 
many cases but it can barely compensate for such losses due to the use of 
CCMI by educated, intelligent “parachuted” executives. Chapter 1 depicted 
the 3.5-month long faulty solving of the S&GH problem with the help of 
both top-level Israeli ginning experts and WLGEP experts’ advice. A prime 
reason was executives’ dysfunction due to practicing CCMI, which gener-
ated vicious distrust and ignorance cycles. Outside experts did not change 
the negative cycles and consequent mistaken decisions and indecision of 
executives that prevented solving the problem.
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The first occasion in which outside experts failed to help insiders was 
WLGEP experts’ advice to rebuild the propulsion system, which would have 
required three days of stoppage with no ensuring of its success. WLGEP 
offered to pay for the costly renewal only partially another reason the offer 
was rejected. Worse still, Avi’s mistaken piping contour was the easier part 
of the problem, but WLGEP experts did not know this as no one informed 
them; hence they could not advise about it. Shavit knew that ginners blamed 
Avi’s mistaken piping, but ignorant of his own ignorance he did not sus-
pect Avi’s assertion that this was “a marginal problem”; hence he did not 
call any outside expert to consult about it. Suspecting Avi’s bluff/ignorance 
and inviting outsiders to check Nekhas’s and others’ contrary assertions 
required both trust in them and minimal ginning expertise, which Shavit 
lacked and worse still, it required some involvement in experts’ debate, 
contrary to using detached CCMI. Thus, outside experts cannot help an 
executive whose choice of CCMI prevents suspecting and trying to probe a 
mid-leveler’s false assertion criticized by distrusted subordinates.

Second, in order to offer a solution of which the proposing expert was 
assured or that had at least more than a 50% chance of succeeding, one 
had to thoroughly check both the blocked machine and its piping or at 
least receive reliable detailed information about all relevant factors and vari-
ables; without these one lacked the “unshakeable facts” required for sound 
decision-making (Geneen 1984: 101). Unfortunately, Avi was not interested 
in informing outsiders about his mistaken piping in order to conceal his mis-
take, and detached, ignorant Shavit could not do it both due to ignorance 
of which details were relevant for problem-solving and because he believed 
Avi’s assertion and saw no reason to inform outsiders about it. It seems 
that WLGEP experts and managers felt they were not fully informed and 
did not offer a better deal; Merkaz management stuck to rejection of their 
costly proposal, demanding that all costs be covered, as they interpreted the 
machine’s purchase warranty, and both stalemate and arguments continued 
for months. Outside expertise proved futile when locals kept their cards 
close to their chest and/or were unable to fully inform outside experts.

Outside expertise proved futile at a later phase as well, when major shafts 
broke due to overload, twice stopping work for 24 and 30 hours, respec-
tively. Since the proposed renewal required 48–72 hours, it could have been 
done on one of these occasions, making renewal more economical by using 
this enforced downtime. It did not happen both because of the above stale-
mate and because ignorant Shavit and Danton believed Avi would solve 
the S&GH problem and prevent such paralyzing events with a little more 
“soothing”; the two’s detached ignorance of ginning prevented discerning 
Avi’s sampler failure due to the job-defending strategy of avoiding consulta-
tions with outside experts offered free of charge as it could have exposed 
his ignorance; without discerning Avi’s CCMI strategy, “soothing sessions” 
continued to no avail. A similar fateful omission due to the PM’s detachment 
from a TM’s job functioning, though with much worse results, occurred 
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when Valley’s David missed V-TM’s concealed incompetence by avoiding 
any outside expert’s help, both in Israel and abroad, with the exception of 
V-TM’s Californian friend.

Outside expertise did not help Merkaz later as well when the defec-
tive propulsion system continued unchanged. Outside experts came and 
offered solutions for it but Avi’s failure with the sampler reminded him of 
his ignorance; he rightly assumed that deferring renewal of the propulsion 
system would protect his job; he simply did not forecast the humiliation of 
Atad and Yehu’s de facto replacing him in mid-season with Shavit’s covert 
backing. These two ginning ignorants might not have feared exposing 
their ignorance as no one suspected them of much expertise, but they were 
even more reluctant to cope with the costly-to-solve propulsion system; 
its repair was of a different magnitude than the piping problem: WLGEP’s 
proposed solution was seven times costlier in downtime terms and some 
10 times more expensive than the piping repair. Worse still, it was more 
hazardous: the danger involved in a failed piping change was minor and 
an additional repair was relatively cheap, versus the up to 50% probabil-
ity of failure of a renewed propulsion system and a costly further repair; 
only close trustful cooperation between local experts and outside experts 
could have ensured the probability of success, but except for Nekhas there 
were no real local experts.

Outside expertise proved a futile substitute to insiders’ expertise. Out-
side experts could not bring about the replacement of inept Avi, but Shavit 
could; his detached CCMI deferred for six weeks the exposure and repair of 
the piping mistake, but why did he not replace Avi when the repair exposed 
his bluff? Did he miss that such a detached bluffer/incompetent would never 
endanger his job by the more hazardous and costly coping with the propul-
sion system?

The answer is definitely “yes”; Shavit’s detachment caused him to 
miss Avi’s systematic CCMI practice of avoiding faulty machines after initial 
coping with them failed, as was with the sampler, pointing to a zero chance 
of his sincere cooperating with outsiders on solving the S&GH problem. 
As a result of this omission Avi’s job was formally retained, while allow-
ing Atad, whom Danton called “the biggest liar,” to usurp his authority. 
An outside expert could not help Avi without his making a turnaround of 
strategy from detached CCMI to ignorance-admitting vulnerable involve-
ment. Such a change required sincerity, but Avi did not even admit his piping 
mistake after it was repaired, as proved by the better-functioning S&GH. 
Any outside expert invited who realized Avi’s detached CCMI and con-
cluded that only his replacement would enable problem-solving could not 
ask Shavit to do it. Outside experts were called in for their ginning exper-
tise, not for advice on personnel reshuffles, especially not to Shavit, who 
aimed at concealing the debacle. A formal reshuffle would have publicized 
the S&GH failure, while an outsider needed insiders’ acceptance to achieve 
results; even after Avi lost his authority his formal status let him interfere 
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with decisions concerning outside experts’ assistance, thus outsiders had to 
maintain a good working relationship with him.

The assistance of outside experts is limited in many ways. In mismanaged, 
low-trust firms with CCMI-Im-C–practicing managers, such experts face 
obstacles formed by insiders’ defensive secrecy, abuses, and subterfuges that 
often frustrate their help. Outside expertise may be a substitute to inside 
expertise in simple plants but not in complex, sophisticated automated 
plants; in these experts can help high-moral, ignorance-admitting managers 
through open, sincere assistance with problem-solving, as in the example 
of university professors who rescued DEC’s competitiveness after the De 
Castro team’s exit (Rifkin and Harrar 1988: Ch. 11). Outside experts can 
barely substitute for the expertise deficiency of managers practicing CCMI-
Im-C because:

1 The belief in outside experts filling in for expertise deficiencies encour-
ages bypassing local uncertified experts, and consequently their frustra-
tion, non-cooperation, and/or leaving (e.g., Nekhas);

2 Using CCMI detracts from the identification of suitable outside experts 
and/or from openly and trustfully consulting with them (e.g., V-TM);

3 Using CCMI or even just limiting involvement in mid-leveler delibera-
tions may bar managers from consulting truly expert outsiders (e.g., 
Valley’s David);

4 Implementation of outside experts’ recommendations often requires 
overcoming mid-levelers’ objections; detached superiors fail or even 
don’t try it;

5 Guarded relations with outside experts due to CCMI diminish the ef-
fectiveness of consulting with them as they lack full information (e.g., 
WLGEP experts);

6 The effectiveness of outsiders’ help is limited by CCMI users’ selective 
acceptance of their help according to CCMI needs (e.g., Avi and the 
sampler);

7 CCMI users pose mistaken questions to outside experts and/or supply 
them with unhelpful information, which prolongs or even ruins their 
problem-solving efforts;

8 Use of defensive CCMI limits/prevents managers’ learning from outside 
experts’ problem-solving; outsiders minimize teaching them without 
open, sincere communication;

9 Outside experts cannot help if a detached CCMI-user PM misses mid-
levelers’ failing to implement outsiders’ solutions due to their CCMI 
and/or to prove the inferiority of outsiders’ expertise.

Unfortunately, gin plants’ “parachuted” pe’ilim executives and managers 
mostly practiced CCMI-Im-C. Contextualizing this finding by analyzing the 
kibbutz field, of which the I-KRCs were a part, further explains this preva-
lent choice of pe’ilim.
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Notes
1 To the best of my knowledge I fulfilled this promise.
2 The Jewish faith forbids working on the Sabbath, hence replacement by atheist 

cotton growers enabled ginning.
3 Dalton (1959: Ch. 3); Fine (2013); Jackall (1988); Levenson (1961); Martin and 

Strauss (1959); Mehri (2005).
4 Brass and Krackhardt (1999); Fine (2013); Lally (1974).
5 See Clark (1979) for a similar foolishness.
6 Bennis (1989); Geertz (1983); Hargadon and Bechky (2006); Wagner (2002).
7 Fine (2013); Orr (1996); Swidler (1986).
8 Fine (2012), (2013); Hedgecoe (2012); Parker (2000); Roy (1959–60); Yanow 

(2000).
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Explaining the prevalence of I-KRCs’ executives’ CCMI-Im-C requires a 
Strathernian contextualization that discerns impacting contexts and their 
interrelations combined with historical effects.1 The findings suggest that it 
was dysfunctional executives that mostly ruled I-KRCs and their gin plants 
by practicing CCMI-Im-C, shielded by “cost-plus” systems, castrated 
democracy, “parachuting” loyalists or prospective ones to deputy jobs, and 
intermittently using knowledgeable mid-levelers to prevent anticipated fail-
ures or to rescue failing plants, only to be suppressed when empowered 
by successes until leaving; a few remained by employing politics of obedi-
ence, deferring essential changes and innovations (e.g., Southern’s Yunus). 
Pe’ilim were mostly imported to replace those who left, often opted for 
ignorance concealment, failed, and were replaced by rescuer pe’ilim who 
succeeded as depicted, were empowered, suppressed, and so on; this seesaw 
prolonged the rule of dysfunctional, ignorant CEOs and PMs. The excep-
tion of vulnerably involved Northern I-KRC CEO Dan, his high-moral but 
less involved predecessor, and four PMs of the 32 studied only served to 
reinforce this bleak picture in which the large majority of executives vio-
lated the high-moral democratic and egalitarian kibbutz ethos and the high-
trust cultures of many innovative and successful kibbutz work units with 
vulnerably involved managers who led to the success of many kibbutzim.2 
Explaining the prevalence of CCMI-Im-C and this contradiction enables 
Strathernian contextualizing that uses my ethnographying of the kibbutz 
field; its comprehensive exposition is found in my referred works and is 
here only briefly sketched, enough to analyze its role in engendering the 
prevalence of negative I-KRC practices, which explain gin plants’ immoral 
mismanagement.

Biased Study of the Kibbutz Field Concealed 
Mismanagement of I-KOs

Though Lewin (1951) and Bourdieu (1977) advanced the field theory in 
the social sciences, both anthropological and leadership research rarely 
contextualized findings, often missing the impact of social fields.3 Likewise, 

6 Contextualizing Gin Plants’  
Mismanagement in the Kibbutz  
and Israeli Fields
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kibbutz social scientists, except for Landshut (2000[1944]), Kressel (1974), 
and myself, missed major impacts of I-KO leaderships on kibbutzim and 
pe’ilim and never contextualized their findings, although critical novels 
ever since the 1930s (Keshet 1995) and subsequently other non-research 
literature such as biographies and autobiographies exposed much of these 
leaderships’ impacts. “The kibbutz field” is a term unknown in kibbutz 
canonical research literature, which in accord with leaders’ wishes evades 
I-KOs including I-KRCs in order to conceal their use of capitalist practices 
(Shapira 2016b). Students ignored the fact that the kibbutz became the 
most successful of all communal societies by being a radical social move-
ment, societally involved by a large and complex system, which included, 
besides collectivist, egalitarian, democratic kibbutzim, hundreds of bureau-
cratic, hierarchic, and autocratic I-KOs. Other communal societies hoped to 
influence surrounding society by modeling collectivist egalitarianism; they 
avoided national problems such as wars and their cultures blossomed at the 
price of marginalization.4

The kibbutz was the opposite: intensive societal involvement through 
I-KOs was integral to its spearheading of the Zionist movement (Buber 
1958[1947]). I-KOs were integral to the success of kibbutz society5 but 
canonic research evaded their study because it would have exposed a con-
servative conformist sector of a radical society whose practices violated its 
principles.6 Such exposure of anti-kibbutz practices would have ruined the 
radical kibbutz image and members’ trust in leaders who headed I-KOs; 
hence, leaders opposed it and researchers acquiesced: while hundreds stud-
ied kibbutzim and produced over 5,000 publications, only five studied 
I-KOs rather recently, all without such exposure except for me.7 “The kib-
butz movement” was a common phrase in Israeli discourse, but its students 
never studied kibbutzim and I-KOs as organs of a social movement that had 
created a unique field, ignoring Lewin’s (1951) and Bourdieu’s (1977) field 
theory. I-KOs were presented as auxiliaries that did not affect kibbutz cul-
tures, ignoring the hegemony of oligarchic tenured I-KO heads and power 
elites who achieved this hegemony largely by violation of radical kibbutz 
principles.8 Rank-and-file members knew a little about these violations, but 
could not grasp their full scale and how they ensured continued hegemony 
of I-KO heads and their loyalists, nor knew how I-KO heads concealed 
and camouflaged this undemocratic hegemony, helped by co-opted social 
scientists.9

I-KOs were kibbutzim’s prime context, and kibbutz society was inexpli-
cable without their study (Shapira 2008). In 1985, the peak of the kib-
butz field’s growth as a communal society,10 it consisted of 269 kibbutzim 
with 129,000 inhabitants and 250–300 I-KOs with 15,000–18,000 hired 
employees and 4,000–4,500 pe’ilim managers and administrators.11 Kibbutz 
canonic research ignored the field perspective to defend the kibbutz image 
of a high-moral, progressive society. This was untangled by my 30 years 
of ethnographying I-KOs, kibbutzim, and their plants, but as the findings 
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disproved canonic research, kibbutz researchers’ dominant coalition (e.g., 
Collins 1975: Ch. 9) ignored them to protect dominance (Shapira 2016b). 
A prime finding was that the two more radical leaders, Tabenkin and Yaari, 
who founded the two largest kibbutz federations in 1927 consisting of some 
80% of kibbutzim and members, exemplified at first Fairholm’s (2004: 587) 
leadership ideal of “public service as an opportunity to engage in leader-
ship . . . [that] supports . . . continual efforts to teach others to seek the high-
est ideals of public service, and thereby to leave to citizens a legacy of trust, 
integrity, and responsibility.” But after 12–15-year tenures they entered a 
dysfunction phase, in accord with LLCT (Leadership Life Cycle Theory) 
and oligarchy theory, became conservative self-perpetuators, castrated 
democracy, centralized control, and turned in 1937 and 1939 (respectively) 
to reverence of Stalinism, which they had previously criticized, to legitimize 
these changes and the censorship of publications, remaining oligarchic rul-
ers until the 1970s.12 They had immense visible and invisible power (e.g., 
Ahonen et al. 2014):

1 Stalinist indoctrination legitimized the above oligarchic centralized au-
tocracy like mini-Stalins; rotatzia legitimized the demotion of critical 
pe’ilim, returning them to kibbutzim much as Stalin used Siberia;

2 Their federations called The Movements grew up to some 60 kibbutzim 
and some 25,000 inhabitants each already in the 1950s and their two 
political parties became major forces in national politics;

3 Each led hundreds of pe’ilim, seven to ten Knesset (parliament) mem-
bers (of 120), two-three cabinet ministers (of 15–18), and other loyal 
pe’ilim as senior government officials ever since 1955;

4 Senior pe’ilim, who either overruled rotatzia by tenure or moved from 
office to office, became powerful under leaders’ or deputies’ auspices, 
enjoyed prestige and privileges by which they dominated their kibbut-
zim, and secured support for prime leaders by castrating local democra-
cies and suppressing innovators (Shapira 2008);

5 Tangible privileges of leaders were modest to retain the egalitarian 
image, but they enjoyed status symbols and social and cultural capital, 
by which they suppressed critics and innovators.13

Similarly oligarchic though not Stalinist and less autocratic were the lead-
ers of the third, smaller Movement of Hever Hakvutzot (henceforth: Hever) 
with some 15% of kibbutzim, which aligned with the Mapay Party and were 
part of its leadership.14 Four leaders dominated Hever as senior tenured offi-
cials of Mapay, the Histadrut, and/or the Zionist Movement (Ben-Avram 
1976). Mapay dominated the Histadrut, the General Union of Labour, and 
the umbrella organization of all socialist movements and cooperatives. The 
Histadrut became bureaucratic and oligarchic as early as the 1930s, and 
largely conformed to capitalist norms including tenured privileged officials 
(Shapira 1993). Mapay leader Ben-Gurion led the Histadrut from 1920, the 
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Zionist Movement’s Jewish Agency and the Jewish Palestinian community 
from 1935, and the Government of Israel from 1948 to 1963, with a two-
year respite in 1954–1955 (while remaining the major power behind the 
scenes).

The kibbutz Movements established hundreds of I-KOs, which largely 
followed Histadrut capitalist conformity aside from the kibbutz norms of 
rotatzia and uniform pe’ilim salaries paid to their kibbutzim. However, 
powerful CEOs and senior pe’ilim violated rotatzia, continued in their jobs 
for decades, or circulated from one high office to another.15 Unlike evasion 
of I-KOs by kibbutz social scientists, historians who wrote leaders’ biog-
raphies could not evade leader-headed Movements and other I-KOs, but 
they missed their mismanagement as they followed the hegemonic function-
alist kibbutz research, which like Israeli sociology followed functionalist 
American sociology and ignored non-functionalist sociologists.16 Some his-
torians exposed functionalists’ mistakes, but without sociological theories 
of trust, leaders’ morality, power elites, bureaucracy, oligarchy, LLCT, and 
social fields (Chapter 3), they missed functionalists’ major mistakes, spar-
ing the latter the need to admit them. Later on, the co-optation of some 
conflict sociologists and some historians by the dominant scientific coalition 
enlarged it and ensured its continued hegemony into the 21st century as 
well as its avoidance of studying I-KOs as major parts of the kibbutz field 
(Shapira 2012b, 2016b).

Contextualizing I-KRCs in the Kibbutz Field

The first national I-KOs were established in the mid-1920s and the first 
I-KRCs in 1940 as regional purchasing cooperatives. From the late 1950s 
industrialization enlarged each I-KRC to hundreds or over a thousand 
employees. Conformity to veteran I-KO capitalist norms enhanced oligar-
chization: many mid- and low-level pe’ilim were rotated, in contrast to 
CEOs who mostly continued, for up to three decades; some PMs remained 
up to 10–15 years (Moav, David) while deputy PMs and TMs mostly had 
shorter terms unless PMs retained them (V-TM, Yunus). Pe’ilim were pub-
licly stratified by company car models from the best ones for CEOs down 
to the humblest ones for lesser pe’ilim (p. 51). Ranking by company cars 
clearly signaled status and encouraged pe’ilim struggles to obtain cars or 
for car betterment; many of those who lost these battles left their jobs. 
Pe’ilim’s career ladders explain these struggles rather than simply justify-
ing them by the pleasure of driving better cars: as a prestigious car sig-
naled one’s high status and power, it helped deter one’s replacement by 
a new “jumper” PM; alternatively, ahead of a plausible rotatzia a pa’il 
sought another managerial job by visiting other I-KOs as plausible outlets. 
On such a visit one’s nice company car created the image of a success-
ful manager, essential for impressing potential future employers (Shapira 
2008: Ch. 8).
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The impact of the oligarchic kibbutz field context on pe’ilim also 
explained the prevalence of Im-C and CCMI in I-KRCs. Institutionalization 
of practices in an organizational field may cause outside impacts combined 
with “internal circuits” (Gherardi and Perrotta 2011). In this field, during 
the 1960s–1970s, old-guard leaders and their successors preached rotatzia 
under the pretext of preventing oligarchy but negated their own preaching 
by oligarchic practices: they held their jobs for life and their supporting 
clique members moved from one high office to another with no democratic 
election or re-election, contrary to the democracy and egalitarianism they 
preached; they appropriated privileges and accumulated intangible capital 
by which they ruled the field. The leaders and I-KO CEOs used immoral 
practices common in the surrounding society and loyalist deputies defended 
their rule, which violated kibbutz principles (Shapira 2001, 2008). Immoral 
prime leaders Tabenkin and Yaari never admitted that their reverence of 
Stalinism was wrong, not even after the 1956 exposure of Stalin’s brutal 
dictatorship and the bloody suppression of Hungarian democracy, since 
admission would have opened a Pandora’s box leading to their succession 
by critical younger leaders.17

In this oligarchic context often pe’ilim were promoted due to loyalty to 
entrenched higher-ups rather than due to effectiveness, critical thinking, 
and innovation. Their “parachuting” was legitimized by the pretext of spar-
ing agency problems (Arthurs and Busenitz 2003): they supposedly cared 
for the interests of kibbutzim better than hired managers. Unfortunately, 
both practices curbed pe’ilim’s readiness to risk their authority and jobs by 
ignorance-exposing vulnerable involvement. In firms without these prac-
tices, a manager’s taking ignorance exposure risks to enhance her/his perfor-
mance might be rewarded by job continuity and career advancement, while 
acquired know-how and phronesis together with trustful relationships with 
locals minimizes the chance of major mistakes, failures, and demotion. With 
kibbutz field practices, demotion by “parachuting” a boss’s loyalist to one’s 
job was presented as normal rotatzia, while the “jumper’s” lack of pertinent 
competences for the job encouraged playing safe by CCMI-Im-C and other 
immoral job-survival strategies and tactics, as depicted in the organizational 
literature. Thus, the institutionalization of rotatzia and “parachuting” in 
the kibbutz field encouraged negative and vicious distrust and ignorance 
cycles, low-trust cultures, and immoral mismanagement.

Rotatzia and “parachuting” weakened pe’ilim managers and encouraged 
Im-C, as found in the US armed forces (p. 48). Rotatzia discouraged critical 
thinking and innovation: managers’ short terms prevented productive use 
of experience-acquired job know-how, phronesis, and power to introduce 
changes and innovations; it encouraged seeking advancement to privileged 
high-level I-KO and I-KRC jobs and accumulating power and capital to 
obviate rotatzia or to move from one I-KO high office to another by use 
of patronage rather than performance. Rotatzia’s shortening of kibbutz 
managers’ tenures deterred those of them who were “kibbutz delegates” 
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to I-KRC Boards from criticizing pe’ilim: after occupying short-term kib-
butz managerial jobs they needed pe’ilim’s auspices to themselves become 
pe’ilim. The threat of demotion by rotatzia encouraged I-KRC managers 
to entrench by importing them as loyal lieutenants, nurturing yea-sayers 
by conservatism, while self-empowering by excessive growth of OPM and 
technological virtuosity (Galbraith 1971) rather than seeking efficiency 
and effectiveness. Worse still, rotatzia helped suppress innovative, success-
ful pe’ilim like Gabi and Thomas: the pretext of rotatzia legitimized their 
replacing when their empowerment threatened bosses’ superiority. Thus, 
Thomas left not just due to his fatigue of the conflicts with Shavit but also 
because he expected dismissal on the pretext of rotatzia. This pretext also 
defended CEOs’ prestige: the dismissal of failed nominees was camouflaged 
as rotatzia and enabled nominees to advance further managerial careers 
elsewhere, as did both Shavit and Avi.

The practice of “parachuting” encouraged rotatzia by offering plausible 
successors for any rotated manager, while retaining I-KRCs’ managerial jobs 
exclusively for pe’ilim. Exclusiveness commenced in the 1940s, after the first 
I-KOs began to succeed; urban employees were hired, and some of them 
might have advanced to management based on merit but this rarely hap-
pened. Exclusiveness was formally aimed at defending owner kibbutzim’s 
interests by sparing agency problems, but it enhanced immoral mismanage-
ment. The kibbutz field context further explained the logic of the seemingly 
illogical practices (Bourdieu 1990) of rotatzia and “parachuting”: these prac-
tices enabled the successful careers of pe’ilim by proving loyalty to higher-
ups versus the lesser career prospects of those who sought performance; their 
empowerment by successes threatened the supremacy of ignorant bosses and 
disturbed relationships with them, culminating in dismissal or resignation 
(e.g., Thomas). Facing the dilemma of either risking their authority by igno-
rance-exposing vulnerable involvement or defending authority by CCMI, 
pe’ilim mostly avoided the risks in view of the field’s domination by self-per-
petuating conservative oligarchs who promoted according to loyalty rather 
than performance, as in surrounding Histadrut bureaucracies.18 The kib-
butz field encouraged this: when a CCMI user “jumper” failed, kibbutzim 
would hurry to provide a Thomas-like rescuer who succeeded, and was then 
empowered, suppressed, and ousted by ignorant superiors. Then “parachut-
ing” new outsiders repeated this cycle, which retained the rule and advanced 
careers of immoral CEOs presiding over mismanaged plants and I-KOs.19

Why did Rotatzia and “Parachuting” Become 
Institutionalized in the Field?

The contextual impact of the kibbutz field in which veteran I-KO heads 
institutionalized rotatzia and “parachutings” largely explains the preva-
lence of these two negative practices in the I-KRCs studied. But why were 
these practices institutionalized by veteran I-KO heads?
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From the 1940s Movements’ tenured leaders entered dysfunction phases 
and became oligarchic in accord with oligarchy theory and LLCT and 
from the early 1950s pe’ilim were no longer motivated by servant trans-
formational leadership and the challenges it offered (Chapter 3). In the 
1920s–1940s, pe’ilim led the establishment of kibbutzim in hostile, arid, 
and hard-to-settle lands, as well as struggles with the Arabs and with British 
rulers, organized illegal Jewish immigration, and established the quasi-IKO 
underground Palmach army; their exhilarating efforts led to establishment 
of the State of Israel in 1948. Then these challenges mostly disappeared; 
the new state took over both old and new tasks by disbanding the sectorial 
society (Yatziv 1999), while Stalin’s anti-Semitic campaign damaged belief 
in Tabenkin and Yaari’s preaching of USSR reverence. Major problems of 
the kibbutzim also did not motivate pe’ilim’s creative action as the old guard 
suppressed innovation.20 In accord with oligarchy theory, self-perpetuating 
leaders conscripted and motivated pe’ilim by using privileges, but these were 
weak controls as they were mostly granted according to one’s status and left 
little to leaders’ manipulation. Rotatzia enhanced control, made the status 
of pe’ilim and their symbolic privileges such as company cars dependent on 
I-KO heads’ whims, and legitimized early replacement of critics and success-
ful innovators, preventing their accumulation of prestige, empowerment, 
and entrenchment in pivotal jobs.

Rotatzia followed extant practices: since the 1920s pe’ilim emissaries to 
the Jewish diaspora served two-to-three-year terms, and in some problem-
atic kibbutz offices such as that of work coordinator (sadran avoda) rotat-
zia had been institutionalized in the 1940s. Rotatzia of pe’ilim seemed a 
legitimate egalitarian practice, while both members and researchers missed 
its enhancement of oligarchy, as higher-ups entrenched by their power and 
intangible capital and became tenured patrons who controlled the careers 
of short-term pe’ilim and kibbutz managers. Patron CEOs and PMs sent 
critics back to their kibbutzim seemingly as normal rotatzia, and suppressed 
empowered innovative pe’ilim who then left also as seemingly rotatzia 
(Thomas), while rotatzia believers waiting their turn (Yaakov, Aharon) were 
frustrated by the retention of superior loyalists (e.g., Moav). Rotatzia cam-
ouflaged the dismissal of failing PMs (Shavit), while enhancing the egalitar-
ian progressive image of the kibbutz; for instance, pe’ilim’s privileges were 
presented as provisional. Only late did critical students expose that many 
pe’ilim were afforded privileges for life by circulation (“jumping”) between 
I-KO and kibbutz managerial jobs (Helman 1987; Shapira 1987).

Rotatzia also helped institutionalize “parachutings” by encouraging 
rotated kibbutz officers to maintain their managerial status by accepting 
I-KO jobs in action domains unknown to them, due to familiarity with their 
bosses: Moav’s first CEO was his relative; Yuval’s CEO was a  member of his 
kibbutz; likewise Shavit who also helped Zelikovich manage the Regional 
Council; and so on. However, lack of pertinent expertise made the status 
of these managers fragile and encouraged loyalty to patrons while using 
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CCMI. CCMI caused failures and successions by “parachuted” rescuers, 
while the short tenures of Thomas-like rescuers furthered rotatzia’s insti-
tutionalization. The brain drain of the 1950s crises also explained many 
failures and successions: following this brain drain the kibbutz managerial 
job market exploded in the prosperous 1960s–1970s (below), thus many 
mediocre members became kibbutz managers and then pe’ilim. Facing 
unknown domains with limited talent and few job-relevant competences, 
mediocre pe’ilim mostly opted to CCMI and failed functioning; these 
failures and resulting successions furthered institutionalized rotatzia and 
“parachutings.”

Contextual Impacts of Kibbutzim and I-KOs’  
1960s–1970s Successes

Due to the Brum Club invention (below) and many local and I-KO innova-
tors (e.g., Northern Gin), the kibbutz field succeeded in the 1960s–1970s: 
I-KRCs became industrialized, with more than 110 new plants and some 
11,000 employees; the kibbutz population doubled to some 120,000 and 
factories inside kibbutzim tripled to some 300 with some 11,500 employees 
(Shapira 2008: 102). A full exposition of this change is found in my other 
works; here I deal only with those aspects that help explain the mismanage-
ment of the gin plants.

Kibbutzim had previously prospered also in the 1930s–1940s: within two 
decades their population grew from 1,453 to 49,140, while their numbers 
grew from 17 to 177.21 During the 1948 war many kibbutzim suffered heav-
ily, both many casualties and destruction as outposts of Jewish settlement. 
Then a huge wave of immigrants arrived in Israel, requiring ample means for 
their absorption and for the establishment of many new kibbutzim in areas 
inhospitable to agriculture such as the Negev Desert and the mountainous 
Galilee. At that time kibbutzim also suffered a series of political crises and 
mass attrition; only absorption of immigrants and growing fertility achieved 
some growth. However, in the late 1950s kibbutzim efficient, innovative 
agriculture, whose innovations diffused to moshavim (semi-co-operative 
agricultural settlements), created surpluses of products in local markets and 
falling prices, leading to losses. Kibbutzim then turned to export crops such 
as cotton and avocado, industrialized by establishing factories, and industri-
alized agriculture by establishing regional processing plants that enhanced 
efficiency by economies of scale.22

The local entrepreneurs who led these major changes were often backed 
by new-generation kibbutz economic managers and treasurers who suc-
ceeded older officers, who became pe’ilim. Innovators faced major obstacles 
for the above restructuring:

1 Resistance by local conservative veteran informal leaders who domi-
nated decision-making because of their old-guard status and I-KO 
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prestigious offices or other outside high offices on Movements’ behalf 
(Shapira 2008: Chs. 12–15).

2 Conservative oligarchic I-KO leaders and power elites already in their 
dysfunction phases (Hambrick 2007), who were patrons of the infor-
mal local leaders and who ignored the need for restructuring and its 
financing (Shapira 2008: Chs. 10–11).

3 Conservative banks, skeptical of kibbutz innovations, avoided financ-
ing and unwilling Movement Funds (below), both because of old-guard 
conservatism and limited means (Sack 1996; Shalem 2000).

“The Brum Club” Solution: Cooperation  
of Kibbutzim and Funding Institutions

The most severe obstacle to restructuring was the lack of financing. Move-
ment Funds were small financing I-KOs established in 1933–1935, collect-
ing small fees from kibbutzim and giving both kibbutzim and I-KOs loans 
and guaranties for bank loans. One reason for not seeking a more com-
prehensive solution for financing growth was that main financing for the 
establishment and development of kibbutzim came from Zionist organs, 
and Kibbutz Fund loans and guaranties answered special needs not financed 
by these organs (Sack 1999). This financing was sufficient in eras of moder-
ate growth and a prosperous economy, but not when large sums of money 
were required to finance restructuring in turbulent periods; innovators could 
barely find proper financing for investment in innovations. Kibbutzim’s 
dependency on agriculture that became unprofitable in the late 1950s and 
their minimal realizable assets deterred banks from financing their innova-
tions, using the desperate need of kibbutzim for credit and giving it against 
promissory notes (IOUs) at a very high interest rate (Shalem 2000: 88). As 
early as 1952, kibbutzim paid 11.2% of their revenues as interest on loans 
to banks and this continued for a decade (Brum 1986: 78). A major reason, 
besides the unwilling banks, was the effort by the Bank of Israel, the govern-
mental issuing bank, to stop inflation by severe credit limitations.

However, the three kibbutz Movements gained considerable political 
power since 1955, as the parties affiliated with the two radical Movements, 
Tabenkin’s Kibbutz Me’ukhad (KM) and Yaari’s Kibbutz Artzi (KA), joined 
the Mapay coalition government and together with Ikhud Movement lead-
ers23 the kibbutzim held a third of all cabinet ministers. Why did their lead-
ers not use their political power to alter this severe financial situation?

A prime reason was old-guard leaders’ dysfunction ever since the 1940s. 
They were mostly involved in national politics in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem, and 
they were detached from day-to-day kibbutz life and the hardships caused 
by financial distress while enjoying perks unknown to ordinary members; 
as cabinet ministers and MKs (=MPs, Members of Knesset [parliament]) 
they remained indifferent to the financing problem (Shapira 2008: Ch. 10). 
Ikhud’s leader Kadish Luz, who was nominated Agriculture Minister in 
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1955, tried to help by employing a common bureaucratic medication: in 
1957 he nominated the Horowitz Committee to deal with the problem. But 
when it concluded some 30 months of discussions (a slowness that also 
signaled indifference to the plight of kibbutzim), Ex-General Moshe Dayan 
replaced Luz and shelved committee recommendations although its head, 
Horowitz, was the Governor of the Bank of Israel. Other signs of indiffer-
ence were the year it took to organize a convention of kibbutz treasurers to 
discuss their plight and object to Dayan’s shelving (Sack 1999: 122–124), 
as well as the fact that up to 1962 none of the Movement secretariats dealt 
with the problem and then only one discussed it (Shalem 2000: 92). Worse 
still, kibbutz leaders could have pointed out to government officials that 
solving kibbutz financial problems by implementing the Horowitz Com-
mittee’s recommendations would have enhanced restructuring according to 
government policy that favored exports and industrialization. At that time, 
the government wasted much money on bogus industrialists who had prom-
ised to export much of their production but rarely did so, while kibbutz 
industry proved to be the opposite (Shapira 2008).

Some kibbutz treasurers financed investments by short-term loans, but as 
the fruits of investments came much later, this often caused a snowball of 
mounting debts. A more creative solution was “check rolling,” by which a 
treasurer could create fake money up to the equivalent of US$50,000 (Gelb 
2001: 98–99). However, even this fake money solved treasurers’ adversity 
only for a limited time; a genuine solution that enabled the renewed prosper-
ity of the kibbutzim for some two decades was the creation of cooperation 
between Movement Funds, the banks, the Jewish Agency, and the govern-
ment by mid-level transformative leaders led by KM pa’il Avraham Brum, 
head of the Ministry of Agriculture’s credit department. The new scheme 
called “The Brum Club” (a “Club” because a kibbutz was free to join) cre-
ated cooperation by all funding institutions in answering a kibbutz’s credit 
needs according to an agreed-upon yearly development plan. Then the Jew-
ish Agency and/or the government gave their share of the required money to 
one bank to which the kibbutz was “clatched” and only through which it 
performed all financial transactions. The bank added an equivalent sum of 
its own money and the kibbutz treasurer got all the credit needed from this 
bank as long-term loans at reasonable interest rates. Brum followed bank-
ers and Jewish Agency officials who found that such a solution rescued US 
farmers in the 1930s crisis. The “Club” was a major success that enlarged 
fast: from nine kibbutzim in 1964, to 57 in 1967, and up to 185 kibbutzim 
(some 75%) in 1972 (Shalem 2000: 113–114). The results of the “Club” 
solution were a diminishing burden of loan interest, from 9% of revenues 
in 1963 to 3% in 1978, and due to profitable investments kibbutzim-owned 
capital grew from 8.6% of total fixed assets, to 46% (Brum 1986: 78). By 
1970 the kibbutzim financed 48% of their investments from their own prof-
its versus the 13% financed by the “Club” (Brum 1986: 122–123), while its 
success encouraged other institutions to follow suit. For instance, experts of 
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the World Bank were enthusiastic about it, and in 1973 the bank enlarged 
its loans to Israeli agriculture by US$35 million (Brum 1986: 77).

The Kibbutz Field Prosperity in the 1960s–1970s  
Helped Explain Mismanagement

“But Jeshurun waxen fat, thou art kicked . . . thou art grown thick, . . . 
covered with fatness; then he forsook God which made him, and lightly 
esteemed the Rock of his salvation”

(Deuteronomy Ch. 32, para. 15).

The context of the prosperous kibbutz field in the 1960s–1970s encouraged 
dysfunctional, immoral leadership. Kibbutz leaders were not as corrupt as 
some Mapay leaders, but self-serving actions and decisions were common; 
for instance, prime leaders Tabenkin and Yaari defended their dominance by 
avoiding admitting mistaken Stalinism even after the 1956 exposure of its hor-
rors and the bloody suppression of Hungarian democracy (Shapira 2016a). 
Political leaders also minimally cared about kibbutzim’s financial distress, 
allowed 30 months of Horowitz Committee discussions, and then allowed 
Dayan to shelve its recommendations. They modeled detached CCMI-
Im-C: as solving financial problems was not simple, required ignorance- 
exposing delving into their complexities that promised little prestige and 
power and much toil and frustration before arriving at an agreed-upon solu-
tion, they avoided it.

Leaders’ CCMI-Im-C legitimized that of fodder mix plant’s pe’ilim, Im-C 
of Board members representing kibbutzim in this enlargement case (p. 51), 
and CCMI-Im-C of many I-KRC CEOs and PMs. The prosperous kibbutz 
field encouraged pe’ilim to risk “parachuting” into unknown jobs with min-
imal pertinent know-how and phronesis, promising career advancement as 
many detached/seductive-coercive PMs advanced to CEO posts and then to 
high government and Histadrut positions; their situation encouraged the use 
of CCMI as did habituses created through repeated “parachutings” into a 
variety of I-KO jobs, job survivals, and advancing careers without ignorance 
exposure; the field’s prosperity encouraged the belief in career advancement 
with minimal job-pertinent competence (Shapira 2008). Accordingly, none 
of the successful TMs advanced to be PMs, similar to British engineers’ fail-
ure to advance to management positions (Armstrong 1987).

Another contextual effect of the 1960s prosperity was the conservation of 
dysfunctional Movement leaderships and loyalist conservative power elites. 
The kibbutz crises of the early 1950s led in both KM and KA to the emer-
gence of groups of new-generation young leaders whose critique of prime 
leaders Tabenkin and Yaari (respectively) encouraged the latter to enhance 
power by joining the government in 1955. Both leaders maintained Move-
ment hegemony with conservative loyalists’ help and Stalinist reverence 
of the USSR until the early 1970s, barred open and democratic elections, 
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which could have elevated successors and renewed Movements’ secretariats 
and councils.24 However, a prime reason for their success in maintaining a 
conservative hegemony was the field’s prosperity and co-optation and/or 
suppression of younger leaders, whose critique did not gain momentum as 
economic I-KOs and emerging kibbutz industry offered talented critically 
thinking innovators alternative careers to those of Movements’ political 
careers.25

The conservative dominance of the Ikhud Movement’s old-guard leader-
ship that barred its succession was different but had the same outcome: as 
part of the oligarchic Mapay Party these leaders did not need centralization 
and autocracy to retain supremacy; as cabinet ministers, MKs, and high-
level Mapay officials, they dominated their kibbutzim and the Ikhud, con-
forming to Histadrut conformist practices, while the decentralized structure 
of Ikhud encouraged young radicals to opt for a variety of local innova-
tions; thus, unlike KM and KA no group of young leaders challenged the old 
guard’s conservative hegemony.26

The contextual impact of all three Movements was conservative, while 
the field prospered due to innovations by new-generation innovators both 
locally and in I-KOs encouraged by Brum’s Club. But leaders’ conserva-
tive impact discouraged reconsidering the deleterious effects of rotatzia and 
“parachutings” and no Movement leader questioned I-KRCs’ violations of 
kibbutz principles, their excessive OPM growth, their inefficiency, and inef-
fectiveness. Neither did any such leader visit I-KRCs to learn their unique 
problems, nor did they encourage innovators like Dan, Gabi, and their like 
to restructure I-KRCs to overcome their faults. Prime leaders’ detachment 
supported the Im-C of I-KRC executives by never criticizing their oligarchic 
practices that they themselves used to control the Movements. While KM 
and KA leaders criticized the Im-C of many Israeli officials, they ignored the 
Im-C of I-KRCs’ officials. Ever since Landshut’s 1944 book they pressed 
researchers and authors to ignore I-KOs quasi-capitalist cultures and evade 
them as supposedly auxiliary organs that served kibbutz needs without 
affecting its progressive culture (Shapira 2008, 2012b). Without any public 
critique of I-KRCs’ violations of kibbutz principles up to the mid-1970s due 
to leaders’ censorship, immoral careerist executives paid no price in terms 
of prestige for practicing Im-C and using CCMI, much like business “super-
stars” until recently (Ailon 2015).

The prosperity of the kibbutz field encouraged CCMI and Im-C in other 
ways as well. A major reason for using CCMI by many pe’ilim was, seem-
ingly, mediocrity due to the brain drain suffered by kibbutzim in the 1950s 
crises. A major reason was the dysfunctional conservative Stalinism of KM 
and KA leaders that suppressed critical, innovative, talented young leaders 
who objected to USSR reverence, failed, and left. These leaders’ policies 
were grossly mistaken (Near 2008: 467) and one outcome was the 1950s 
financial devastation of kibbutzim. Ben-Gurion attacked the kibbutzim, dis-
mantled the sectorial structure of society favorable to kibbutzim (Yatziv 
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1999), and the new state bureaucracies took over some of kibbutzim’s pre-
state tasks, depriving them of prestige and status (Near 2008: 433–439). 
As a result, throughout the 1950s thousands of educated young talents 
left the kibbutzim (Near 2008: 502) to study at universities and to take 
ample jobs offered by the new state and municipal organs. In the prosperous 
1960s–1970s, the kibbutz managerial job market exploded with hundreds 
of new plants that required thousands of managers. This facilitated the 
“parachuting” of mediocre pe’ilim, whose lack of pertinent job know-how 
encouraged opting for CCMI-Im-C. Many failed and were replaced, and the 
considerable replacements helped institutionalize rotatzia and “parachut-
ings,” which empowered and entrenched CEOs, enhanced their control of 
pe’ilim’s sponsored mobility (Turner 1960), and furthered pe’ilim’s tendency 
to practice CCMI-Im-C.

Wherever a new pa’il would have looked in I-KOs, s/he would see pe’ilim 
who advanced by “jumping” from one short managerial job to another, 
often a better one, until entrenching as a CEO or other high I-KO offi-
cial in a powerful position. Minimal probing untangled that pe’ilim mostly 
advanced due to the auspices of powerful patrons (Shapira 2008: Ch. 
6). This discouraged risky ignorance exposure and performance-seeking 
involvement, preferring to opt for CCMI-Im-C and seek patrons’ auspices. 
Only a few, such as PMs Yuval and Lowland’s Yatzek, opted for seductive/
coercive autocratic CCMI and empowerment by “parachuting” loyalists, 
while mostly detachment was preferred. The field’s growth, with new plants 
frequently inaugurated on kibbutzim, I-KRCs, and other I-KOs, demanded 
more managers; it encouraged the managerial belief that one’s mediocre 
success as a PM with no authority-risking vulnerable involvement would 
be enough to find another job in case of rotatzia. The career successes of 
mediocre managers (e.g., Valley Gin’s David and V-TM) supported belief in 
this strategy.

Last but not least, pe’ilim faced leaders’ suppression of the critique of 
I-KO managerial practices; critical public probing of these practices com-
menced in Movements’ weeklies and other kibbutz publications only in the 
late 1970s, years after prime leaders had perished or retired;27 even then 
researchers mostly continued to support their policy, which vindicated 
I-KRC oligarchic practices. Kibbutz canonical research ignored this critique, 
as did the four other students who studied I-KOs beside myself (Shapira 
2012b). It was likewise ignored by old guards’ successors, conservative 
loyalists who lacked critical thinking and continued old guards’ outdated 
policies but implemented them even worse due to this lacuna (Hirschman 
1970). Only in the wake of the major kibbutz debt crisis in the late 1980s, to 
which I-KRCs’ and I-KOs’ debts contributed meaningfully, did public inter-
est in their mismanagement emerge. Similar to Enron and other scandalous 
firms, many I-KRC plants went bankrupt or were sold, since the economic 
crisis of kibbutzim barred them from further paying for their inefficien-
cies. Those left mostly became marginal in the kibbutz economy and in 
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managerial careers inter alia, because agriculture became marginal in most 
kibbutzim due to industrialization. Cotton growing shrunk to some 20% of 
its 1980s scale, with only two gin plants left.
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The findings of prevalent immoral mismanagement in “jumper”-managed 
I-KRCs offer a plausible explanation for the many corporate scandals: 
the common practice of managerial career advancement by “jumping” 
among firms, often with minimal job-pertinent know-how and phronesis, 
encouraged practicing CCMI and Im-C; habituating immoral practices on 
the way to top positions socialized some executives to the corrupt use of 
scandalous practices of the kinds recently exposed. Although the kibbutz 
field differed much from the corporate world and none of the 32 execu-
tives studied was publicly accused of unethical behaviors, nevertheless at 
least 22 of them used Im-C practices resembling those commonly found 
in this world. Albeit, immoral mismanagement was less common among 
mid-levelers, only a minority of some 25% opted for CCMI; the major-
ity opted for contrary high-moral trust, creating ignorance-exposing vul-
nerable involvement in their jurisdictions but some of them did so only. 
Considering this finding as against 72% of PMs and 80% of CEOs who 
avoided such involvement suggests that the higher one advances through 
“jumping”/”parachuting” the more one tends to practice CCMI-Im-C, in 
accord with Piff et al.’s (2012) findings that the higher one’s status, the 
lower her/his morality; this further suggests that the common practice of 
career advancement by “jumping” and CCMI-Im-C was fertile soil that 
bred scandalous executives.

Answers to the research questions are mostly in the affirmative: use 
of CCMI was a common dark secret that defended managers’ authority, 
jobs, and careers; normative rotatzia and “parachuting” encouraged career 
advancement by “jumping,” which mostly engendered CCMI, Im-C, and 
mismanagement, while the mid-levelers who opted for trust-creating vulner-
able involvement enabled ignorant bosses to practice CCMI and Im-C by 
“riding” on their successes that furthered bosses immoral mismanagement. 
The context of the oligarchic kibbutz field encouraged CCMI and Im-C by 
offering better prospects of career advancement by patrons’ auspices rather 
than by performance; hence PMs mostly followed the 80% of detached 
CEOs. Only two CEOs, a few PMs, but most TMs were high morally vul-
nerably involved, opted for virtuous trust and learning cycles and high-trust 

7 Conclusions, Discussion,  
and Plausible Solutions
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local cultures that enabled sound management. Other mid-levelers mostly 
remained ginning-ignorant due to detachment from ginning problem-solving,  
and as members of management committees impacted their functioning 
negatively similar to ignorant PMs. On plants’ early days ex-cotton grow-
ers who became mid-levelers impacted management positively by learning 
ginning through vulnerable involvement until acquiring interactional exper-
tise. Their highly committed socialized leadership (Poulin et al. 2007) is 
explained by seeking advancement through performance while overcom-
ing the 1950s kibbutzim devastation by advancing the new export crop of 
cotton. However, ignorant conservative PMs “rode” on these mid-levelers’ 
successes, appropriating the resulting prestige, and prolonging their own 
dysfunctional tenures.

Organizational research missed the inevitable managerial ignorance that 
comes with promotion and especially “parachuting,” the requirement that 
it be exposed to learn local tacit know-how and phronesis, and the common 
use of CCMI, which explains mismanagement with no need for behaviorist 
psychological dysfunction explanations. Such a dysfunction is less amenable 
to change after the choice of CCMI, which is affected by social, cultural, 
and other factors of which leaders have more control than on psychologi-
cal dysfunction. Unfortunately, books encourage CCMI, telling managers 
they cannot and need not acquire much local expertise as they have expert 
employees for solving specialized problems. But mostly these books do not 
answer how a newcomer can acquire the local expertise needed to discern 
experts from smart bluffers, fools, impostors, and ingratiatory “brambles” 
who talk experts’ language and use local knowledge advantages to fool 
incoming managers for their own ends; it was missed that without trust-
creating, ignorance-exposing vulnerable indwelling in practitioner delib-
erations one cannot create virtuous trust and learning cycles that teach the 
local language, interactional expertise, premises of local decision-making, 
sensitivity to the unique contours of circumstances, and the know-how and 
phronesis of “what to do and how to do it, at the right time and with the 
right people, . . . the crucial knowledge for leading is knowing which facts 
and theories matter, when to use which skills, and who should perform the 
actions needed” (Schweigert 2007: 339–340) as well as who should not, 
despite competence image.

Management books are right in saying that only results indicate expertise 
for certain, but they missed that an industry-outsider “jumper” cannot dis-
cern achievers of results from others unless/until s/he learns local expertises 
up to having socially learned interactional expertise by ignorance exposure, 
gaining locals’ trust and will to share know-how and phronesis (Collins and 
Evans 2007; Collins and Weinel 2011). Worse still, in a team-operated com-
plex automatic processing plant that combines tens of connected machines, 
it is hard to pinpoint one’s personal impact on results. Also, feedback from 
analyzing results often comes late, interfering with the discernment of per-
sonal impact, and furthermore, interpretation of results requires expertise 
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while proven experts often interpreted the same results contrarily. A man-
ager cannot decide who is right and who is not without local expertise and 
without knowing the premises on which interpretations are based (Simon 
1957: 227). Informed decisions “draw systematically on all those whose 
information is relevant” and “[t]here must . . . be a mechanism for testing 
each person’s contribution for its relevance and reliability” (Galbraith 1971: 
70), but the prime test mechanism is a phronesis-equipped knowledgeable 
superior who discerns experts’ relevant and reliable contributions from the 
opposite ones of others, one who unlike PM Shavit would discern that edu-
cated certified Avi called TM is an impostor, often bluffing, and job-ignorant,  
while the true expert is the illiterate and trustworthy veteran foreman Nekhas  
who calls the bluff and exposes Avi’s ignorance.

A major reason that most “jumpers” chose CCMI was facing low-trust 
cultures, with bosses and fellow pe’ilim practicing CCMI-Im-C. Swidler 
(2001) pointed out that a culture shapes human action by repertoires, codes, 
and institutions it provides to actors. In accord with the maxim that low 
morality begins at the top (in Hebrew we say, “The fish stinks from the 
head”; e.g., Kets De Vries 1993) and the finding that higher social class pre-
dicts lower morality (Piff et al. 2012), I-KRC bosses’ CCMI and covert Im-C 
taught most “jumpers” an immoral repertoire through codes of conduct 
involving abuses, bluffs, scapegoating, and other prestige-enhancing and 
job-defending subterfuges. Previously, as kibbutz managers, pe’ilim encoun-
tered less use of such immoral means than in I-KRCs; facing vast use of 
such means by role-partners encouraged use of CCMI and use of informa-
tion and knowledge as a means of control that shuttered learning and open 
communication with experts. Remaining ignorant of their own ignorance, 
pe’ilim missed how ignorance and locals’ distrust failed them by using simi-
lar means, screened information, and other local knowledge advantages.

The institutionalized rotatzia norm encouraged the practice of “parachut-
ing” by vacating jobs and encouraging the import of ex-kibbutz officers 
while making disservice to many of them, failing them despite talent, educa-
tion, and managerial experience by offering the seemingly less risky alter-
native of CCMI. An additional explanation for this choice, contrary to the 
kibbutz ethos and culture, was the common complete ignorance of one’s 
action domain that deterred ignorance exposure. Rotatzia also deterred it, 
as learning local know-how and phronesis was bound to become worthless 
in one’s next job elsewhere in the field within a few years. Mostly CEOs 
and PMs were uncommitted to rotatzia, often prolonged their tenures by 
“riding” on mid-levelers’ successes and using patrons’ auspices. The com-
bination of rotatzia + “parachuting” was found harmful in US and Israeli 
armed forces, in Imperial China, and rotatzia failed ancient Athenians, 
Latin American states, and Japan in the 1970s–1980s (p. 14). The lack of 
a general theory of rotatzia + “parachuting,” with each study focusing on 
a specific case, explains the continuous belief in their positive effect despite 
the many negative findings and despite findings indicating the positive effect 
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on management of a long time horizon (p. 79). Rotatzia invited immoral 
“improving” resumes and concealing/scapegoating previous failures as in 
the corporate world, often causing managerial circulation, which caused 
vast loss of tacit know-how and phronesis acquired by vulnerably involved 
managers, many of whom could have remained effective even beyond LLCT 
studies’ limit of 12 years, as proven by some cases cited.

Rotatzia + “parachuting” served the rule of the kibbutz field by immoral 
conservative old-guard leaders and oligarchic elites and then by loyalist suc-
cessors who lacked critical thinking and continued outdated policies but 
implemented them even worse due to this lack (e.g., Hirschman 1970) and 
by seemingly loyal but destructive ignorant autocrats (Thoroughgood et al. 
2012). A Strathernian contextualization (Morita 2014) of the plants studied 
in the kibbutz field further explains rotatzia + “parachuting”: when plants 
failed, the kibbutz context supplied rescuers, who habituated vulnerable 
involvement in egalitarian and democratic kibbutz work units. Aiming at 
performance-based career advancement, they created virtuous trust and 
learning cycles and local high-trust successful innovative-prone cultures. 
These continued only until suppressed by supremacy-defending ignorant Im-
C-practicing superiors, PMs, and CEOs. Like a classic Greek tragedy, rescu-
ers could not avoid empowering themselves by their successes, for which 
they had come, while careerist superiors who lost power suppressed and 
replaced them by imported loyalists or prospective ones; they often failed 
and once more rescuing non-careerists were called in, and so on. This see-
saw retained ignorant careerist executives’ rule over mediocre-functioning  
I-KRCs and plants.

Contextualization also explains the relative scarcity of rescuers. The offi-
cially democratic and egalitarian kibbutz field became autocratic and oli-
garchic in the 1940s, dominated by conservative, immoral, self-perpetuating 
leaders who used their immense power to conceal/camouflage their own 
low morality. These leaders ignored the violation of kibbutz principles by 
I-KRCs, as they practiced such violation in I-KOs they headed, contrary 
to the democracy and egalitarianism they preached. This immoral hypoc-
risy cascaded to I-KRCs’ CEOs and PMs (e.g., Liu et al. 2012), encourag-
ing immoral job survival abuses and subterfuges by many. Though pe’ilim 
mostly commenced managerial careers inside kibbutzim as high-moral,  
performance-seeking careerists, the field context impacted I-KRCs’ inner cir-
cuits (Gherardi and Perrotta 2011), encouraging CCMI and vicious distrust 
and ignorance cycles. Learning local knowledge became riskier by secrecy, 
abuses, and subterfuges common in low-trust plant cultures; only a few 
pe’ilim who brought considerable job-pertinent knowledge and were confi-
dent of successful learning chose trustful, vulnerable involvement. Their suc-
cesses empowered ignorant superiors to add status-symbolizing privileges 
and to use OPM plant enlargements and technological virtuosity for obvi-
ating rotatzia. Efficient economies of kibbutzim (Barkai 1977), with many 
high-trust, innovative-prone production units led by true socialized leaders, 
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paid the price of I-KRCs’ inefficiency, while I-KRCs’ thriving encouraged 
the “parachuting” of job-ignorant loyalist pe’ilim: executives could assume 
they would not fail due to such “parachutings,” as no I-KRC went bank-
rupt until the late 1980s crisis and no literature familiar to them rejected 
this practice,1 which served their rule and was common in the Israeli con-
text: mostly ex-generals and ex-colonels were “parachuted” to head civilian 
organizations (Maman 1989). Had the field not obtained Thomas-like res-
cuers, total failures might have encouraged promotions of competent insid-
ers and prevented institutionalization of “parachuting.” The same pertains 
to the institutionalization of rotatzia: the Israeli armed forces use rotatzia 
and Israeli students consider it helpful despite the critical literature cited.

Last but not least, rotatzia + “parachuting” pruned the best experts by 
destructive conflicts (Deutsch 1969) with unacquainted, distrusted CCMI 
and Im-C-practicing “jumpers.” Such conflicts served the worst insiders, 
who used “jumpers’ ” ignorance selfishly, for instance by supporting their 
bluffs (e.g., Atad) contrary to the opinions of expert insiders who were sup-
pressed and often exited. Positive cliques nurtured by the few trusted knowl-
edgeable leaders defended such experts, but their succession by CCMI-user 
“jumpers” due to rotatzia inflamed conflicts, as for instance such ones 
tried to get rid of “costly” experts (Northern’s PM-5). However, even the 
“parachuting” of expert managers who avoided CCMI and Im-C some-
times caused conflicts that pruned experts until the newcomers learned the 
uniqueness of local problems and solutions and could discern experts from 
impostors.

Organizational research missed the lessons of studies of rotatzia + “para-
chuting” in the cases of Imperial China and US and Israeli armed forces, as 
well as the lessons of rotatzia historical cases, without combining their case 
studies with social science (Bunzl 2004; Wallerstein 2004). These lessons 
were missed also by half a century of succession studies that remained incon-
clusive as to whether insiders or outsiders are preferable, as they missed the 
point that the decisive variable is not outsiders/insiders but rather newcom-
ers’ choice between ignorance-exposing, trust-creating vulnerable involve-
ment and CCMI and Im-C. My study has exposed this decisiveness, because 
it was phronetic, and it sought a concrete, practical, and ethical answer to 
a troubling question concerning the “jumpers” rule of major organizations 
in my kibbutz society, much as the Aalborg Project did for Flyvbjerg (2001, 
2006). He persevered, studying the project for years (Flyvbjerg 2001: Ch. 
10), and so did I, and as he first published in Danish to help his society (Fly-
vbjerg 2001: 159), so did I (Shapira 1987).

Beyond the Uniqueness of the Kibbutz Field

Much organizational research was found to be superficial; both knowl-
edge and learning studies and stupidity research ignored the impact of the 
inevitable ignorance that comes with managerial promotion, missing the 
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CCMI-Im-C complex, and not explaining how institutionalization of the 
“jumping”/”parachuting” practice with its specialized institution, the head-
hunting firm, made its mark on firms’ management and leadership. Practic-
ing CCMI and Im-C explains the common phenomena of ineffective but 
career-successful managers and corporate-scandalous executives: they prac-
ticed CCMI and Im-C along their way to top-level positions and, reaching 
these, lacked the moral codes that inhibit scandalous use of power; research 
missed that the outsiderness of “jumpers” encouraged practicing CCMI and 
Im-C:

1 Large job-pertinent knowledge gaps deprived outsiders of psychologi-
cal safety required to risk authority and job by ignorance exposure, 
suspecting that it would damage authority due to failed learning;

2 A lack of mutual trust with locals minimized the chance of locals shar-
ing their know-how and phronesis, rather using incomers’ ignorance 
against them;

3 Good prospects of career advancement by CCMI and Im-C due to 
sponsored mobility in oligarchic autocratic fields/firms;

4 Succeeding by and habituating of Im-C and/or CCMI in previous jobs 
encouraged repetition;

5 Emulating CCMI and Im-C by superiors and/or by the field/corporate 
leaders (“the fish stinks from the head”; Liu et al. 2012) and/or by fel-
low executives/managers;

6 Prospects of expeditious rotatzia and “parachuting” to another job 
with different know-how and phronesis discouraged ignorance expo-
sure in order to learn local ones.

Using CCMI was a dark secret unheard of in management books despite 
Blau’s (1955) and Shapira’s (1987, 1995) exposure. Mostly incomers missed 
how its use caused failed job functioning and could not tell students about 
it, nor did they allude to its stickiness and missed how the larger knowl-
edge gaps they suffered made their dilemma concerning ignorance exposure 
all the more difficult (Shapira 1995). CCMI signals distrust of locals; they 
retaliate by keeping their cards close to their chest, keeping managers “out 
of touch” with local realities while detecting discrepancies between their 
policies, discourses, and practices, and become cynical about their efforts to 
establish trust (Collinson 2005: 1428; O’Mahoney 2005).

For Wang and Clegg (2007: 150), it “remains ambiguous . . . how lead-
ers develop trust in . . . followers,” as much research missed that incom-
ers’ signaling trust of locals from inception is essential for causing virtuous 
trust and learning cycles, as did Merkaz’s Yaakov and Thomas, Northern’s 
Gabi, Southern’s Yunus, and other servant transformational leaders.2 They 
sought “the highest ideals of public service, and thereby to leave to citi-
zens [=employees] a legacy of trust, integrity, and responsibility, as well as 
high-quality service delivery and accountability” (Fairholm 2004: 587; also: 
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Chen and Hsieh 2015). Their vulnerable involvement created a “complex 
moral relationship between people, based on trust, obligation, commitment, 
emotion, and a shared vision of the good” (Ciulla 2004: xv). Their successes 
took years to achieve; contrary to some authors (e.g., Watkins 2003) they 
did not prove managerial prowess by early major moves; at first they made 
only urgent essential changes, built up trust by ignorance-exposing immer-
sion in locals’ deliberations, learned while helping problem-solving, and 
“actively engaged in the work of change” (Grint and Holt 2011: 92). They 
effected major changes after becoming trusted and knowledgeable, enjoyed 
locals’ sharing of know-how and phronesis, discerned experts from others, 
listened to them, and succeeded with the latter’s cooperation (Bennis 1989: 
17; Karaevli 2007).

Unlike the pessimistic conclusion of managerial stupidity studies whereby 
smart managers are inevitably bound to do dumb things (Wagner 2002), vul-
nerably involved managers who exposed their ignorance and created trust 
and learning cycles managed effectively with others’ help, doing very few 
“dumb things.” Stupid major mistakes, failures, and wrongs, were effected 
by “jumpers” who opted for CCMI-Im-C, for instance the near-decade of 
Israeli gin plants not adopting Movers-automatic feeder innovative technol-
ogy and investing heavily in an obsolete one, disregarding such proposal 
by ex-cotton branch manager Deputy PM Danton. My optimistic conclu-
sion is that ubiquitous managerial stupidity is largely preventable by vulner-
ably involved socialized leaders aimed at career success by performance, 
who suppress CCMI and Im-C users through high-trust, innovation-prone 
cultures of openness that encourage learning local know-how and phrone-
sis, and discerning and discarding of CCMI users, incompetents, bluffers, 
“brambles,” etc. Such cultures often shape high-moral mid-levelers, and 
executives can make them all-organizational by following their lead and 
following other high-trust firms while adopting truly anti-oligarchic norms 
of leaders’ succession proposed below.

This conclusion supports considerable literature on such cultures, shaped 
by high-moral leaders who became transformational whenever transfor-
mation was required. But as the review in Chapter 3 untangled, leader-
ship research rarely discerned the mutual trust with such leaders that led to 
virtuous learning cycles from the unilateral trust called for by charismatic 
leaders who distrust followers, avoid vulnerable involvement, manage auto-
cratically, and do dumb things due to CCMI. Burns (1978) and some  others 
alluded to transformational leaders’ succeeding by mutual trust (p. 79), 
a point missed by many who also missed that virtuous trust and learning 
cycles are essential for effective management and servant transformational 
leadership. The literature on managerial knowledge and learning and on 
managerial stupidity revealed the indispensability of tacit know-how and 
phronesis, learned by practicing jobs and participating in practitioner com-
munities, but missed the common CCMI and managers’ use of their powers 
and immoral means to keep CCMI a dark secret. Also missed was that the 
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higher one’s position, the easier it is to conceal CCMI by detachment, as 
did most of the CEOs and PMs studied. Mostly managerial knowledge and 
learning studies missed five prime insights:

1 Managers’ detachment/seductive-coercive involvement explains igno-
rance of job-essential know-how and phronesis held and developed by 
practitioners;

2 CCMI by both practices defended authority and jobs and advanced the 
careers of job-incompetent managers who used immoral means to con-
ceal incompetence;

3 Im-C accompanied CCMI, which shuttered performance-based, high-
moral career advancement;

4 Practicing Im-C was kept a dark secret by concealing/camouflaging use 
of CCMI by immoral means and scapegoating others for managers’ 
own mismanagement;

5 The CCMI-Im-C complex was a vicious and stubborn personal strat-
egy rarely amenable to change by those who embraced it when taking 
charge (below).

This omission emphasized 66 years of repeated findings of negative 
effects of managers’ Im-C (Riesman 1950), which only recently led to a 
few studies of managerial ignorance and incompetence, while stupidity 
studies missed the dark secret of how CCMI use leads to stupidity indepen-
dent of psychological dysfunction. Findings showing that autocracy kept 
managers ignorant (e.g., Gittell 2000; Gouldner 1954) did not penetrate 
this dark secret; its untangling here indicates that practicing CCMI-Im-C 
often undermined one’s authority, job, and career, encouraging additional 
defenses:

1 Conservatism minimized the necessary expertise for sound decision-
making and helped suppress innovative, knowledgeable subordinates 
empowered by successes;

2 Avoiding innovations, especially locally proposed ones, spared the 
need to assess and consider proposers’ expertise, proposals’ feasibility, 
and their success prospects, bound to expose managers’ ignorance and 
incompetence;

3 Minimizing the consulting of outside experts and barring employees 
from consulting with them, even if this left problems unsolved, some-
times faking solutions instead;

4 CCMI was enhanced by avoiding experts’ controversies and deferring/
abusing/canceling controversial decisions that required expertise;

5 Adopting experts’ views according to their prestige, status, and power 
rather than their appropriately solving problems, which one’s ignorance 
and lack of open and trustful communication with them prevented 
evaluating;
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 6 Bolstering one’s own views by political means: recruiting patrons’ and 
fellow managers’ support and “parachuting”/promoting according to 
loyalty or prospective loyalty rather than proven capability;

 7 Accepting the mistaken decisions of CCMI-user patron(s) to retain her/
his (their) auspices;

 8 Modeling CCMI and Im-C to incomers encouraged their taking this 
example, leaving them ignorant and dependent on bosses’ backing that 
ensured unquestioned loyalty;

 9 Never admitting one’s own mistakes, wrongs, and failures even after it 
was clearly proven to defend CCMI;

10 Appropriating to oneself subordinates’ successes, which presumably 
proved one’s job-expertise, bolstering one’s authority and power.

My findings support Ficarrotta’s (1988) proposal of the violation of moral 
principles as a prime criterion of negative Im-C, better than Feldman and 
Weitz’s (1991) advancement by non-performance-based means. Some such 
means are morally benign as is loyalty to superiors that is fair and just; they 
become a repugnant sin when using bluffs, subterfuges, and other immoral 
means to defend authority and job and to gain promotion. Arendt (1963) 
asserted that few vices were more vicious than Im-C, but research did not 
explain this viciousness as do my findings: opting for CCMI led to Im-C by 
vicious distrust and ignorance cycles which were hard to reverse because 
using defensive, immoral means and secrecy ruined trust; building it anew 
required of a manager to actively engage in getting rid of immoral practices:

1 Exposing one’s own ignorance and incompetence by vulnerable 
involvement;

2 Admitting one’s own vicious use of immoral defensive means;
3 Taking responsibility for mistakes and failures engendered by this vi-

cious use;
4 Apologizing about these and promising to use only high-moral means;
5 Proving trustworthiness by: 1) exposing other dark managerial secrets, 

2) granting discretion to employees, 3) proving integrity by deeds match-
ing one’s words, 4) caring sincerely, benevolently, and consistently for 
employees’ vital interests.

These requirements help make CCMI and Im-C sticky practices; their 
users, especially “jumpers,” don’t know how ignorant they are, nor what 
ignorance exposure will look like. They learn by hearing contrasting expert 
views that problems are often incorrectly formulated and/or ill-defined, 
lacking essential information, and have no single correct answers. They may 
presume that knowledgeable locals can help generate correct formulations 
and solutions, but gaining their help requires trust that necessitates taking 
unknown risks of ignorance exposure, and without taking them from incep-
tion one faces the above quintuple hard tasks; no wonder no CCMI-user 
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pa’il ceased its use. This stickiness was exemplified by the three Merkaz 
managers who “soothed” one another for months rather than coping with 
the plant’s master debacle that paralyzed it for some 25% of the time and 
considerably degraded its fiber quality. As cited, only one “parachutist,” 
an Austrian expatriate CEO in Norway, was known to change from initial 
detachment to vulnerable involvement (Holtskog 2014: 161–162).

The immoral mismanagement revealed conclusively proves the need to 
discard rotatzia + “parachuting”: rotatzia is a sodom bed; equal tenures 
are rationed to CCMI users and other incompetents who should have been 
replaced early and to successful leaders who are capable of remaining effec-
tive, trusted and high-moral, even transformational, for 10–12 years or 
more. Worse still, as explained, rotatzia helps entrench dysfunctioning oli-
garchic higher-ups by weakening mid-levelers, the latter mostly accept rotat-
zia as they find patrons whose auspices enable circulation among privileged 
managerial positions rather than descending back to the ranks (Shapira 
2005). Circulation means “jumping,” hence discarding of rotatzia is neces-
sary in order to stop “jumping”/”parachuting.” However, the alternative 
of no succession norm is even worse, as proven by oligarchy theory studies 
and LLCT research. Thus, part 1 of the solution consists of finding an alter-
native to rotatzia, while parts 2 and 3, which complement part 1, consist 
of nurturing trustworthy successor executives and democratic participative 
management who fairly care for all stakeholder interests.

Solution, Part 1: Executives’ Succession upon  
Entering the Dysfunction Phase

A proper succession system should replace successful leaders by a demo-
cratic process before they become irreplaceable due to accumulated power, 
prestige, and intangible capital. A good example is the fourth election of F. 
D. Roosevelt after he violated in 1940 the 131-year informal norm of two-
term-only tenure by his third election. Roosevelt’s effectiveness diminished 
during the last year of his third term due to deteriorating health, which he 
concealed by using wartime censorship of the press; his re-election furthered 
this dysfunction for five months until his death.3 Thus, a prime unsolved 
leadership problem is the timely succession of effective successful leaders 
as they reach the final dysfunction phase, before entrenching through accu-
mulated advantages. A succession system aimed at obtaining high-moral, 
trusted and trusting effective leaders would have to replace early ineffective 
ones and allow full effectiveness periods to others who are replaced only 
when they begin dysfunctioning.

1 Current Moderately Successful Alternatives to Rotatzia

The half a century of succession research did not solve the problem of lead-
ers’ timely succession to prevent oligarchic entrenchment. LLCT research 
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ignored this problem,4 maybe because a few wise leaders who were aware 
of the dangers of oligarchic entrenchment without succession norms intro-
duced two moderately successful norms that considerably reduced the num-
ber of entrenched dysfunctional leaders.

Large corporations obviate leaders’ entrenchment tendency by reward-
ing early retirement of CEOs with generous severance benefits known as 
“golden parachutes” (p. 91). Vancil (1987: 83) found this a success, as 
only 13% of CEOs stayed longer than the maximum anticipated tenure 
of 12 years (1987: 79). This expensive instrument, however, has consid-
erable negative effects: like rotatzia it is formally unrelated to a leader’s 
degree of job success; hence it allows dysfunctioning CEOs who wish to do 
so unlimited self-perpetuating immoral mismanagement; one who contin-
ued was Enron’s 15-year CEO and chairman Lay, who used these years for 
multi-billion-dollar fraud. Secondly, due to its egotistical nature, self-serving 
deeds are encouraged, such as adding outsiders who have granted generous 
“parachutes” elsewhere to the Board of Directors (Davis 1994: 220). The 
huge “golden parachute” of US$28 million awarded to ex-HP CEO Fiorina, 
plus some US$80 million she was paid for six years of failure that took her 
successor years to correct (Johnson 2008) exemplifies the faults of this solu-
tion, which does not encourage true socialized high-moral effective leader-
ship with which employees could identify (Haslam et al. 2011).

Two centuries ago a more democratic and much more economical solu-
tion was created by two US presidents: both successful Washington in 1797 
and Jefferson in 1809 declined seeking a third term in office, creating a 
norm that let public trust decide who would continue for a second four-
year term, while limiting the presidency to a maximum of two terms. This 
norm survived without legislation until F. D. Roosevelt’s violation, and was 
reinstated in 1951 as the 22nd amendment to the constitution (Sobel 1975).

Both Roosevelt’s violation of the Washington-Jefferson norm and viola-
tions of rotatzia by kibbutz leaders prove the vulnerability of a normative 
limit, thus, a more robust solution is required. Roosevelt’s violation was not 
just an outcome of voters’ trust in him; probably no less significant were the 
power and capital he accumulated during eight years in office that gained 
him the support of influential figures, of many loyalists that he promoted 
to his administration, etc. Hence, the 55% of the votes that he received in 
1940 included a significant part of the constituency that might not have 
really trusted him and would not have voted for him without the power 
and intangible capital that he accumulated during eight years on the job. 
Thus, the intruding effect of this power and capital should be neutralized 
if trust in a leader is to be the factor deciding office continuity, enabling 
longer periods only to socialized, high-moral trusted leaders who are still in 
their effectiveness phase. Neutralization can be a threshold of higher trust, 
for instance, requiring a two-thirds majority for a third term rather than 
the simple majority required for the first two terms. For instance, in Israel’s 
1977 elections the Labour Party pruned out many old guards who already 
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held Knesset (parliament) seats for two or more terms and intended to con-
tinue by making the minimal 60% support of its council a condition for 
candidacy for an additional term (Brichta 1986: 23).

2  A Trust-Based Escalating Majority Solution  
for Executive Succession

The idea of a higher majority threshold for political decisions of special 
importance is not new in democracies, and is common in deciding consti-
tutional changes. The question of whether leaders should continue beyond 
eight years is of special importance, since history shows that an additional 
four years can often make a leader irreplaceable democratically. One exam-
ple among many was Roosevelt’s fourth term, obtained in November 1944 
despite his deficient functioning for most of that year. As cited, US “golden 
parachutes” were aimed at a maximum of 12 years and this is compatible 
with the LLCT research finding that CEOs mostly reached their dysfunc-
tion phase within 12 years (p. 83). However, there are a few who remain 
effective beyond 12 years. For instance, Ben-Gurion’s most praised deed, 
the establishment of the State of Israel, was effected after he had headed the 
Jewish community in Palestine for 13 years, and Tabenkin led the establish-
ing of the underground Palmach army which made possible Israel’s estab-
lishment after 15 years of KM leadership. Thus, allowing highly trusted 
leaders 12 years in office, and a few ultra-trusted ones even 16 years, seems 
preferable as it slows down promotion by allowing full use of their phase 
of effectiveness.5 The findings of Karaevli and Zajac (2013) support a slow-
down of CEO successions that enhances corporate stability: “parachutings” 
of outsider CEOs aimed at causing turnarounds met with more success in 
stable firms with long-tenured predecessors.

Following the idea of requiring a larger majority for re-election for a third 
term, I propose that re-election for a fourth term should require an even 
larger majority than 60–66%, such that only very few exceptional leaders 
who remain high-moral, trustworthy, effective, and creative for 12 years will 
gain it. This threshold should be high enough to shatter further continuity 
in accord with a targeted limit of 16 years; as far as is known no leader ever 
remained socialized, high-moral, effective, and avoided self-perpetuation 
through accumulated power and capital for more than 16 years. Successful 
leaders who retained their power longer performed horrible atrocities: Mao 
Zedong had been in power for 22 years when his Great Leap Forward cost 
the lives of 18–45 million people.6 Thus, a fifth-term threshold on the same 
gradient should have to be above 100%, i.e., impossible.

How much higher does each threshold have to be in order to assure that? 
Must the gradient of threshold elevation be linear or is an exponential one 
more proper?

Goode (1978) found leaders’ prestige tends to exponential growth with 
continuity; thus, in order to neutralize its growth, exponential growth of 
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majority thresholds should be required. A first re-election contest is selective 
even with a simple majority threshold, as indicated, for instance, by only 
some half of US presidents being chosen to a second term. Hence, higher 
majority thresholds are required only from a second re-election onward, 
and they should be raised exponentially. Thus, if a re-election for a third 
term will require, let us say, a 66% majority, then for the fourth term, the 
threshold for re-election will have to be an 88% majority, and this creates 
a built-in mechanism that bars a fifth term since the same elevation gradi-
ent means over 122% majority, i.e. impossible. This limitation will be more 
robust than a formal limit of terms, if it will be applied not only to lead-
ers but also to all executives, such as corporate division heads and PMs in 
multi-plant I-KRCs (Shapira 1987: Ch. 28).

Using the trust-based escalating majority succession norm offers many 
advantages over both “golden parachutes” and the US presidential norm, 
while it raises the major question of which constituency will decide a lead-
er’s succession? This will be discussed in the next section, but part of the 
answer seems clear: directors or even directors plus corporate executives 
often miss a CEO’s change to job dysfunction versus mid-levelers involved in 
deliberations who discern a leader’s dysfunction, including avoiding major 
deliberations, at an early stage; hence their inclusion in constituencies is 
desirable. As against “golden parachutes,” the advantages of the proposed 
escalating majority succession norm are:

1 Frees the firm from heavy costs and impending low morality and 
corruption;

2 Spares adding a CEO’s loyalists to the Board for a prospective generous 
“parachute” (Davis 1994: 220) and thus helps retain a qualified effec-
tive Board,

3 Encourages CEOs performance by connecting it causally to their 
tenures;

4 Discourages detached CCMI, encouraging a CEO’s vulnerable involve-
ment in trustful learning to know and consider the views and interests 
of non-Board constituency, facilitating a high-trust culture and effective 
leadership;

5 The involved CEO is familiar with uncertified best experts (e.g., Nekhas) 
and “Rudies” who know which knowledge is held by whom (Stewart 
1997: 99); learning from them s/he can encourage contributions to the 
firm’s know-how, phronesis, and innovation.

6 Involving the ranks in succession decisions minimizes the impact of in-
stability in the markets and other external events on successions; an en-
hanced firm stability promises the success of an outsider-led turnaround 
when required (Karaevli and Zajac 2013).

As against the presidential succession norm of two four-year terms at 
most, the advantage of the proposed succession norm is quite obvious: by 
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not replacing leaders who are still effective after eight or 12 years it spares 
nominations which cost the firm inevitable greenhorn mistakes or even 
worse—immoral mismanagement; it enables an incumbent major initiatives 
born from years of leadership, which an innovative successor may try but 
fail without the experience, know-how, phronesis, and accumulated power 
and capital of a trusted veteran leader (e.g., Ben-Gurion, Tabenkin). A lead-
er’s defined tenure will enhance the grooming of a successor: well-groomed 
successors were heir apparents for several previous years, e.g., presidents or 
COOs (Bigley and Wiersema 2002); by setting a timetable for impending 
succession the proposed norm creates a clear timeframe that encourages 
grooming. The leader is ensured of no abrupt succession and the heir appar-
ent of a forthcoming chance for advancement. Such grooming without a 
succession norm cures the uncertainty of an unlimited grooming period; 
without it, heir apparents may use the visibility of such jobs to “jump” the 
competition or to elsewhere to escape the uncertainty.

3  Managerial Levels and Constituency: Knowledgeable  
Mid-Levelers and Stakeholders

Hitherto I did not problematize the succession of secondary executives such 
as PMs. Both the literature and my findings indicate that detached CEOs 
preferred to conserve seemingly effective loyalist PMs, unable to identify 
their dysfunction as Akerman missed it concerning Moav while all employ-
ees knew that plant’s functioning had deteriorated since Yaakov left. To 
prevent such dysfunction and to make the succession norm more robust, 
it will be better to apply it to both CEOs and PMs, periodically deciding 
succession or continuity of the incumbent in each office. In each case a 
proper knowledgeable constituency will decide that includes mid-levelers 
who are the first to discern that a leader has reached the dysfunction phase. 
A different constituency size may be suitable, considering various pros and 
cons of different sizes. The literature on democratic participative manage-
ment points to the advantages of a larger constituency of all managerial 
ranks, and many authors believe in a democracy that includes all employees 
(pp. 90–92) as in Semco (Semler 1993). However, whether more or less 
participatory alternatives are chosen, one limit is clearly required: voting 
succession must be limited to those with minimal seniority who have some 
perspective of the CEO’s/PM’s performance that informs their vote.

However, what about the participation of other stakeholders such as own-
ers and users of the firm’s services? Instrumental stakeholder theory studies 
propose a positive relationship between fairness toward stakeholders and 
firm performance (Bridoux and Stoelhorst 2014); disregard of such fairness 
engenders the dysfunctioning of a veteran leader, thus inclusion of stakehold-
ers in the constituency that decides succession could have a positive effect 
provided they are involved and learn enough to assess a leader’s functioning. 
Had kibbutz cotton branch managers who knew Merkaz through frequent 
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visits had a say in Moav’s succession, he might have been replaced after 
Yaakov left. The opposite case is minimally involved stakeholders, as for 
instance Lowland Gin’s private farmers who complied with PM Avraham’s 
detached mismanagement with dysfunctioning TM-1 (p. 123). Stakehold-
ers’ motivation is often merely financial, and unless managerial dysfunction 
engenders crises and losses, they may remain silent; hence their inclusion in 
a constituency requires escorting measures that enhance their involvement 
to keep them informed. Unfortunately, a CEO/PM who commences dys-
function uses his power to conceal this information; hence such measures 
must be instituted from inception as constitutional.

An enlarged constituency may be futile without provisions to prevent 
autocratic secrecy that results in a low-trust culture in which everyone keeps 
their cards close to their chest. Such a culture may emerge gradually through 
minor changes only towards the leader’s dysfunction phase, and the gradual 
nature of this change may help it avoid notice. Also, a leader’s technological 
choices can enhance autocracy and help conceal dysfunction (p. 91). One 
remedy is norms that enhance open information and make it easy to discern 
leaders’ immoral efforts at concealment; these achieve high-trust relations 
in democratic organizational cultures. Such cultures flourish by preferring 
members’ and community needs over immediate profits, though long-range 
profitability is also sought to retain competitiveness. This is exemplified by 
cooperatives such as some kibbutzim and the Basque Mondragon federation 
of cooperatives, high-trust Japanese firms, Brazilian democratically man-
aged Semco, the British John Lewis Partnership, and many employee-owned 
democratic firms.7

4 Insider Successors

The next crucial question is: where do successors come from?
Succession studies failed for half a century to conclude whether insid-

ers or outsiders were preferable while recent students found superiority 
of insiders.8 Unlike I-KOs, the above-cited democratic firms mostly prefer 
insiders, and as cited, Jim Collins (2001) found that 95.2% of best firms’ 
CEOs were insiders, versus only 69% of the second-best firms. My findings 
suggest that the prime reason for the superiority of insiders is their lesser 
dilemma concerning ignorance exposure, as they enjoy psychological safety 
due to much more local know-how, phronesis, and referred expertise than 
outsiders; by ignorance-exposing vulnerable involvement they create virtu-
ous trust and learning cycles and function more effectively. Moreover, inside 
successors can be well-groomed for the job by years of learning the firm’s 
working knowledge and culture in deputy jobs, while trust relations cre-
ated with many role-partners during grooming also encourage vulnerable 
involvement and learning.

Moreover, insiders are integral to constituencies that include mid-levelers, 
because a truly democratic vote takes place when the choice is between 
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known alternatives. A succession ballot truly measures trust only if an 
incumbent is equated with well-known candidates for succession, and not 
if voters equate him with prestigious outsiders for whom the true reasons 
for their successes are barely known, their mistakes and failures concealed 
or masked in order to “jump,” and their competencies, beliefs, aims, trust-
worthiness, and commitments unknown. “The neighbor’s grass is always 
greener” since, due to this lack of knowledge, an outsider’s prestige is not 
contaminated by his real past as that of equally talented and competent 
insiders, while they possess precious local knowledge which he lacks. This 
knowledge is crucial for the vital decision of whether to expose ignorance; 
an insider’s promotion to leadership by a local constituency expresses trust 
in her/him, granting initial credit that encourages coping with prime hard-
to-solve problems by ignorance-exposing practitioner engagement, creating 
trust and learning cycles. Insiders’ preference enhances effective high-trust 
cultures for another major reason: as in these cultures the main rewards are 
received in the long run (Fox 1974), and the major reward is promotion, 
“parachuting” outsiders curtail this reward for best-performing insiders. 
An insider successor also enhances employees’ trust by her/his promotion, 
enabling promotions down the managerial line, rewarding other effective 
insiders for their efforts, versus “parachuting” that signals to prospective 
successors they would do better to seek “jumping” elsewhere.

All these point to the better prospects of insider successors to shape high-
trust, innovation-prone cultures, provided they are not conformist loyalists 
of dysfunctioning predecessors who retain the outdated policies of the lat-
ter but implement them worse (Hirschman 1970). Periodic re-election by 
proper constituencies, as depicted above, can prevent leaders’ dysfunction; 
mid-levelers are rarely fooled concerning leaders’ functioning, as leaders can 
mislead Board members. Mid-levelers also know much of the work and 
management records of potential inside successors and their trustworthi-
ness; if the best successors are inside-outsiders, i.e., insiders who grasp the 
firm as do outsiders but due to inside knowledge spot the roots of its weak-
ness (Bower 2007), then mid-levelers who are familiar with the records of 
potential successors can choose the inside-outsider capable of overcoming 
these weaknesses as CEO.

5 Slow Promotion

The trust-based escalating majority solution will slow down managerial 
promotion, as against other succession systems, by allowing leaders a full 
effectiveness period. While it will replace successful leaders as they enter the 
dysfunction phase, Kets De Vries’s (1993) findings point to power’s nega-
tive effects often commencing earlier, after a number of major successes, 
some loyalist promotions, and cementing a ruling clique. Both Ansell and 
Fish (1999) and my kibbutz research found that a leader may become indis-
pensable by tripping up critical ascenders through their suppression and 
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pushing out. However, a strong incentive against such low morality can 
be a  succession system that, as Dore (1973: Ch. 9) explains, allows highly 
trusted leaders 12 years in office, and a few ultra-trusted ones even 16 years, 
immunizes leaders against an early loss of standing.

Slowing down promotion requires a reward provision, which will encour-
age talented executives, heads of divisions, and PMs to prefer remaining in 
office over seeking promotion elsewhere by “jumping.” A proper reward 
could formally symbolize extra trust of better leaders: third and fourth 
terms decided by re-election by a much higher majority would symbolize 
extra trust, publicly proving the extra esteem enjoyed by an executive. S/
he will be known as an excellent leader since only a few are re-elected for a 
third term due to support by a majority of more than 66%, and even fewer 
to a fourth term by a majority of over 88%. This extra esteem may become 
a prime yardstick for choosing CEOs, while creating a strong incentive for 
executives to remain for more terms, preferring to seek re-election rather 
than promotion elsewhere by “jumping.”

Solution, Part 2: Nurturing Trustworthy  
Successor Executives

According to Swidler (1995), the most economical way to change a culture 
is by changing its codes, which in the case of I-KRCs meant eradicating 
immoral practices that contradicted the high morality of leaders of suc-
cessful kibbutzim (Shapira 2008: Chs. 15–16). The prime immoral prac-
tice, which all CEOs practiced except for Northern’s first CEO and second 
one Dan, was detachment from practitioner deliberations; one reason the 
S&GH debacle continued throughout an entire season was Zelikovich’s 
defense of his authority and job by detachment; this emphasizes the sim-
plicity and effectiveness of this immoral strategy in an oligarchic field 
ruled by dysfunctional conservative old guards. Their rule explains the 
prevalence of immoral autocracy in I-KRCs and other I-KOs. The pro-
posed succession system would have discouraged such detachment and 
would have elevated trustworthy and trusting effective insiders. However, 
elevation of such insiders required proper yardsticks to nurture manag-
ers who seem to be prospective high-moral competent executives. Four 
yardsticks seem best for forecasting which insiders will be such executives 
if promoted:

1 Habituating vulnerable involvement aimed at learning and problem- 
solving;

2 Having proved commitment to tasks and seeking advance by performance;
3 Having referred and interactional expertises that fit a firm’s major problems;
4 Having a record of socialized, effective, high-moral trusted leadership 

aimed at creative coping with the most challenging managerial tasks.
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These yardsticks can be useful both for choosing among inside candidates 
and for comparing them to outsiders, if a majority of the constituency pre-
fers considering outsider successors as well, in view of the need of a major 
strategic change. However, as the relative importance of each yardstick in 
forecasting who among insiders and outsiders will avoid CCMI and Im-C 
may differ, further study of this question is suggested.

Second, vulnerable involvement has multiple effects (Shapira 2013); thus, 
further study is required to ascertain their relative importance in various 
situations, to help executives use their limited time and efforts effectively. 
For example, expertise in some domains of a newly promoted insider means 
“outsiderness” in others, in which only vulnerable involvement will engen-
der virtuous trust and learning cycles; however, can s/he devote all the time 
required for this involvement and still retain updated proficiency in other 
domains, in addition to fulfilling all her/his major tasks? This requires 
research.

Solution, Part 3: Democratic Participation  
in Small Federated Units

The third essential part of the solution is workplace democracy in other 
decisions beside leaders’ continuity or succession. Subordinates are the first 
to discern bosses’ use of CCMI, thus no further study is needed in order to 
know that their democratic participation in other major decisions is also 
required to suppress the tendency to CCMI and Im-C. However, research on 
such participation in kibbutzim (Chapter 6) and in other types of democratic 
work organizations pointed to the negative impact of oligarchic change with 
success and growth on democratic participation in decision-making. One 
explanation was mutual distrust between members and dysfunctioning oli-
garchic old guards blocking the knowledge sharing required for the creativ-
ity necessary to retain the viability of participative democracy amid success 
and growth, as crippled democracy deterred participation and minimal par-
ticipation furthered degeneration of democracy (Argaman 1997).

Stryjan’s (1989) study of cooperatives and kibbutzim pointed to this 
omission: he found that with success and growth cooperatives used many 
non-participating hired workers and became bureaucratic, hierarchic, auto-
cratic, and conservative, while participative democracy vanished with no 
creative solutions for its problems caused by growth and success. He stud-
ied kibbutzim at the height of their success, before the crisis of the late 
1980s, and explained this success by their remaining small, democratic, and 
creative, eagerly sharing knowledge of successful innovations which were 
subsequently adopted by other kibbutzim, while I-KOs performed functions 
that required economies of scale.9 However, my studies found that, like all 
kibbutz students, Stryjan missed the negative impact of oligarchic processes 
in I-KOs and leaders’ dysfunction that caused immoral mismanagement, 
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which destroyed trust, democracy, participation, and creativity in both 
I-KOs and kibbutzim (Chapter 6). But although old guards’ dysfunction 
phase commenced in the 1940s, kibbutzim continued to flourish for three 
decades despite leaderships’ negative impact, since in many work units or 
their segments in both I-KOs and kibbutzim creativity continued until the 
end of the 1970s, for instance Thomas’s automatic feeder. This clearly proves 
the essential role of a federative structure that keeps units small, enabling 
democratic participation and creativity; this is part 3 of the solution, besides 
leaders’ timely succession and the nurturing of trustworthy, knowledgeable 
inside successors. Brumann’s (2000) study of all known successful commu-
nal societies corroborated this: only communes with a federative structure 
continued to succeed beyond the life span of their founders, since this struc-
ture gave individual communes autonomy that prevented suppression of 
local creativity by a leader of the whole communal society who had become 
an autocratic oligarchic conservative ruler. A federative structure is found in 
the successful Brazilian Semco group of democratic firms, with over 3,000 
employees and sales of over US$240 million; business units are kept smaller 
than 150 employees by splitting off part of an overly large unit and estab-
lishing it as a new unit.10 More proof is found in the history of the Basque 
Mondragon group of cooperatives: a major reason for their 1974 crisis was 
the lack of a federative structure in their larger cooperative which numbered 
thousands; such a structure was subsequently created and resulted in success 
(Whyte and Whyte 1988: 91–102; 159–165).

Similar to kibbutzim, federative Semco firms also adopted managerial 
rotation, but unlike the rotatzia norm this was flexible and democratic: unit 
managers must be replaced within two to five years by their own or members’ 
choice, so that 20–25% of them changed jobs every year (Nayak 2013: 9).  
However, Semco enhanced trust and creativity by profound participative 
democracy that empowers employees and enables much discretion, making 
them true partners (e.g., Fox 1974): they control managers more than in 
most cooperatives and, like early-day kibbutzim, deciding every major deci-
sion, not only choosing and replacing managers but also their salaries, as 
well as their own salaries and many other decisions, while in order to reach 
wise decisions they are informed of firms’ finances and their union orga-
nizes courses on reading financial balance sheets. Semco firms also encour-
age employees to constantly learn additional jobs, which enables the agile 
reaction of a firm to market changes with no need to seek new hires; hence 
turnover is less than 1% annually. With such a low turnover the investment 
in creating a knowledgeable workforce is clearly worthwhile and enhances 
democracy.11

Some Open Questions Concerning the Proposed Solution

A federative structure can enable success and growth well beyond Semco’s 
3,000 people, up to more than 70,000 people, as was true of the kibbutz 
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movement and the John Lewis Partnership, while the Mondragon group of 
cooperatives even exceeded 80,000 employees, but they mostly were not 
members and could not vote (Basterretxea and Albizu 2011; Errasti 2013). 
Emery (1995) calls for a “participative design: effective, flexible and suc-
cessful, now!”; but in all three large federations, unlike Semco, democracy 
is problematic and far from truly participative, thus one returns to Stryjan’s 
(1989) problem: how to ensure creativity that would maintain democracy 
with success and growth?

Periodic democratic leader elections and impending succession in case 
of insufficient trust is one provision for participation and against leaders’ 
CCMI and Im-C that may encourage committed creative problem-solving 
in the service of common aims. Democracies use many additional provi-
sions to achieve such encouragement, such as constitutions, legislatures, 
courts, and legitimate sanctions, and likewise do some democratic firms, 
sometimes quite successfully. For instance, the John Lewis Partnership has a 
constitution decreed by its founder, John Spaden Lewis, in 1930 when turn-
ing his firm into a trust according to British trust law, with which it grew 
throughout 86 years to the above scale (Storey et al. 2014: 629). But as 
everyone knows, legal provisions do not prevent many tenured leaders from 
becoming self-serving self-perpetuators, as for instance the Israeli Coopera-
tive Association Law did not prevent it in I-KOs. This does not mean that 
these provisions are superfluous, rather the opposite is true, but it calls for 
research on the effect of various provisions and norms on democracy in 
work organizations.

For instance, is cooperatives’ ownership equality norm necessary to main-
tain a lively democracy which timely and effectively reacts against leaders’ 
self-serving deeds? In the literature, a growing number and percentage of 
hired workers in cooperatives signals democracy degeneration, but Darr and 
Lewin (2001) found that this was not true of Israeli taxi cooperatives: coop-
eratives with a majority of hired drivers were more democratic than those 
with only a minority of such drivers. This is compatible with Fox (1974: Ch. 
2), who pointed out that high-trust relations require that everyone is consid-
ered an equal partner in decision-making concerning his/her work, and not 
an employee whose fate and the fate of his/her work unit is decided by supe-
riors chosen by others. As cited in Brazilian Semco, in which the Semler fam-
ily holds 50% of equity, effective high-trust democracy seemingly prevails, 
as business information is available to every employee and there are more 
provisions that enlighten everyone’s participation in decision-making. Thus, 
ownership differences must not hamper trustful democracy if everyone with 
minimal seniority and proven trustworthiness becomes an equal partner. 
Unfortunately, the study of cooperative democracy degeneration missed the 
problem of information openness and members’ acquiring business knowl-
edge, much as kibbutz research missed it, as well as how leaders’ holding 
many cards close to their chest and censoring publications had a negative 
impact on democracy (Shapira 2016). The exception was KA Movement 
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leader Hazan, who regularly discussed with members of his Kibbutz Mish-
mar Ha’emek unpublicized national political information (Tzachor 1997: 
180), one explanation for the exceptionally lively democracy of this success-
ful kibbutz (Argaman 1997). But historians of kibbutzim and cooperatives 
and biographers of their leaders missed leaders’ and managers’ aversion of 
followers’ contributions to decision-making (e.g., Fast et al. 2014) much as 
management students missed CCMI, thus the study of both and concomi-
tant Im-C awaits cooperative management and leadership scholars.

Another question awaiting them, concerning the choice between manage-
rial openness through vulnerable involvement and CCMI, is managers’ and 
employees’ mutual impacts on choice continuity. While CCMI and Im-C are 
sticky practices, an outsider who chooses involvement and trusting locals 
who in turn try to teach him may fail to do so if he is too ignorant of local 
working knowledge premises and/or is foolish and/or for other reasons, and 
his failure induces them to stop trying. It is plausible that he will then regress 
to CCMI and Im-C, but this is open to further study.

Further study is also suggested of the five prime factors that impact the 
choice between vulnerable involvement and detachment/seductive-coercive 
control:

1) The extent of pertinent know-how, phronesis, and interactional and re-
ferred expertises;

2) The extent of trust relations with locals;
3) The extent of having a habitus of vulnerable involvement aimed at 

learning;
4) Career prospects with either vulnerable involvement or detached/coer-

cive CCMI;
5) Organizational contexts that encourage one choice or the other.

The relative weight of each of these factors has yet to be studied and 
explained. It seems that a lack of trust relations due to “parachuting” 
encouraged the use of CCMI equally in all managerial ranks, while the first 
and third factors mostly impacted the choices of mid-levelers, and the fourth 
and fifth factors impacted more executives, but further research is required 
in order to reach firm conclusions. Further research is also needed to iden-
tify other factors that may be decisive in other contexts than that studied, 
such as salaries, which were uniform for pe’ilim and hence ignored here.

Can the Proposed Solution Ensure High-Trust,  
Innovation-Prone Cultures?

The last question to be answered is whether the proposed solution ensures 
the high-trust, innovation-prone cultures required for today’s large sophis-
ticated work organizations?
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Critics may be right in pointing to my own analysis of kibbutzim and 
I-KOs, which proves that problems of retaining genuine democracy and 
high-trust cultures in a large and complex modern organizational field can-
not be solved by just a few new measures for succession of leaders and 
executives (Shapira 2008). However, they have to put the proposals in con-
text. These will not only enhance executives’ morality, engender high-trust 
cultures, and encourage innovation by itself, but one can presume that the 
executives who adopt the proposals will also cope creatively with derivative 
problems of sustaining such cultures. Their actions will surely use kibbutz 
and other democratic work organizations’ lessons to enhance creativity in 
the service of advancing high-moral management and trustful cultures, as 
their etiology is much clearer now. Every history of a viable democracy has 
witnessed constitutional amendments, and the same will be true of large 
firms once they adopt the decisive succession system changes.

This is also plausible because once the principle of a higher majority 
among a relevant constituency decides executives’ continuity, an executive 
will have a stronger incentive to promote what Yankelovich (1991) called 
high-quality public judgment among constituency, since, when such judg-
ment fully appreciates his/her achievements, it will enhance trust in her/him 
and career success. This incentive was lacking in I-KRCs mostly because 
loyalty to oligarchic patrons and cliques gained promotion. High-quality 
public judgment is feasible where information and knowledge flow freely 
and sincerely, which is more plausible in high-trust cultures led by high-
moral, vulnerably involved servant inside leaders who are transformational 
whenever a transformation is required. Such cultures have their own self-
enhancing tendencies. For instance, they breed cultural creativity, which 
enhances value consensus that enhances trust and critical journalism, which, 
in turn, diffuses information and knowledge for high-quality public judg-
ment (Shapira 2008: Ch. 16). When the proposal will change basic succes-
sion laws, these self-enhancing tendencies will emerge and ascending trust 
spirals due to competent, high-moral, and creative leaders will expedite the 
suppression, side-tracking, and exiting of self-servers and power mongers, 
as has occurred in creative kibbutzim in their creative periods. These exits 
will curb opposition to radical innovations and will enable high-trust firms 
to defeat low-trust rivals in markets.

The proposal can also make major change because it prefers trusted, 
effective managers who prove themselves for long periods in mid-echelons, 
over “high fliers,” “meteoric” amoral careerists who advance due to seem-
ingly outstanding performance, achieved by brilliant solutions which are 
often proven to be spurious after the “high fliers” are off the scene and take 
no responsibility for bad long-term effects. “High fliers” are part and par-
cel of low-trust bureaucracies where only superiors decide on promotion, 
causing a negative correlation between career advancement and officers’ 
effectiveness (Luthans 1988). The proposed solution will curb this tendency 
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by preferring trusted servant leaders, because the main yardstick for pro-
motion will not be an officer’s few recent successes, but years of effective, 
creative leadership with a long time horizon (Jaques 1990) and continued 
high performance achieved by mustering participants’ intangible resources 
for optimal solutions.

With all due modesty required of a proposal which stems from the work 
of a single student, I do not think the decisiveness of the change I propose 
is very different from that provided by Washington’s and Jefferson’s succes-
sion norm which spared the US many perils that have troubled Latin Amer-
ica’s rotational presidents who were ruled by entrenched oligarchs behind 
the throne. Moreover, the great difference between US democracy and that 
of Latin America emerged despite the partial nature of the US solution: 
on the one hand, it has caused premature replacement of some presidents 
while still in their phase of effectiveness, while on the other, it did not bar 
oligarchization of senators (Drury 1959) and powerful lifetime officials like 
J. Edgar Hoover.

Notes
1 Classics critical of “parachuting” such as Gouldner’s (1954, 1955) were not 

translated to Hebrew.
2 DePree (1990); Graham (1991); Guest (1962); Hasle and Møller (2007); Karae-

vli (2007); Semler (1993); Useem et al. (2011); Washburn (2011); Whitener et al. 
(1998).

3 Sweeny (2001: 183–185); https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_D._Roosevelt
4 Even Ocasio (1994), who mentions Michels, does not deal with oligarchic 

entrenchment.
5 In addition to Ben-Gurion and Tabenkin I know personally some such leaders; 

my father was one of them.
6 See: https://en.wikipedia.org./wiki/Mao_Zedong
7 See respectively: Shapira (2008); Morrison (1991); Dore (1973); Semler (1993); 

Storey et al. (2014); Erdal (2011).
8 On succession studies: Karaevli (2007). On advantageous insiders: Bower 

(2007); Collins, J. (2001); Heskett (2011); Santora (2004); Shapira (1987, 2008, 
2013).

9 See support in: Geherardi and Masiero (1990); Niv and Bar-On (1992); Russell 
(1995).

10 Nayak (2013); Peterson and Spängs (2006); Semler (1993).
11 See previous footnote and: http://blog.howistheanswer.com/2014/02/19/

the-key-to-semco-groups-culture.
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